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In'an effort to respond to the needs of New Jersey school
districts, the Office of Program Development of the New Jersey
State Department of Education funded an E.S.E.A. Title III pro-
ject. entitled Project TAP `Technical Assistance Program). First
year funding (1973-1974) resulted in the publication of two,docu-
ments; "Reading Programs that Work: A 'f\latiQp,al Survey- and ".
Math Programs that Work:A Nfational Survey, klich were

mailed to every school building in the State of New Jersey.

As with the original 'pubtkcations, this second edition contains

()
descriptions of diagnostic-prescriptive reading programs for
which some success has been demonstrated in the classroom as 1

shown-by statistical evidence of significant improvemeritof stu-
dent learning. It js the Hope of the Office of Program Devel-
opment that teachers and administrators willfind this document
useful When making a program selection.

The reader should take note that the programs chosen to appear
in this- directory do 'not constitute all the diagnostic-prescriptive-
reading programs available to schools; nor should the.reader
assumethat all diagnostj,c-prescriptive reading programs were
considered for inclusion. In order to initially identify programs,
the authors-used such'comprehensive sources as the Right to
Read Programs, International Reading AsSocia,tion, American
Institute of Research, Title I and III. In preparation for the sec-
ond edition, individuals regarded as reading ex,rperts were con-
tacted to critique the directory and to provide further insight;
abodtexisting programs and prOjects that might be Considered
for inclusion. In the final analysis,over 500 programs were' con-
sidered for inclusipn. The final decision as to which programs
Would appear in the directory was based on available evaluatiimi
data that indicated that the programs had demohstrated a posi-

. .

tive impact in the, classroom

The use of this directory is but on in a total decision
Making process. A Program Profile matrix provides the reader
with easy identification of the salierft features of individual pro-
grams. The program descriptions offer information related to pro-
gram- rationale. materials, classroom organization, in-service
training, cost, evaluation data onistudent achievement and, where
possible, the loCation of New Jersey school districts using the
program. In addition to the directory, the project staff accumulat-
ed, -sample materials for e4ch program. These materials have
been disseminated to the N.Ji.ducational Improvertnt Centers
Northwest and South. t

.
It is suggested that administrators and toachers coptact the"EIC
nearest their district if they are'interested in previeWing -

materials related to the program( In some cues, the programs
reviewed in this catalog have been funded as demonstration'

3
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In an effort to respond to the needs of New Jersey school,
districts. the Office of Program Development of the New Jersey
State' Department of Education funded an E.S E.A Title III pro-
ject entitled Project TAP (Technical -Assiptance Program). First
year funding (1973-1974) resulted in the publication of two docu-
ments. "Readihg Programs that WV: A National Survey and
Math Programs that Work: A National Survey, which were

mailed to every school bUilding .,In'the'St of N'ew Jersey

As with the original publications, this second edition contains
descriptions of.diagnostic-pzesCriptiv reading programs for

r which some success has been demonstrated in the classroom as ,
shown by statisticalevidence of significant improvement of stu--- _

, dent learning_Jt is the hope of the Office of Program Devel-
opment that teachers'and administrators will find this document
useful when making a program selection

The reader should take note that the programs chosen'to appear
in this directory do not constitute all the diagnostic-prescriptive
reading programs available to schools; nor should the reader
assume that all diagnostic-prestriptive reading programs were i

considered for inclusion in order to initially-identify programs,
the authors used such comprehensive sourcesas the Right to
Read Programs, International Reading Association, American
,Institute of Research, Title l and III In preparation for the sec-
ond edition, individuals regarded as reading experts were.con-
tactedto critique the directory and to provide furtherhsight
about existing programs and projects that might be considered
for inclusion. In the final analysis, over 500 programs were con-
sidered for inclusidn. The final decision as to whith programs
would'appear'in the directory was based on available evaluation

,1 data that indicated that theprograms had demonstrated a posi-
tive impact in the classroom. to

The use of this directory is but one step in a total decision
making process A Program Profil matrix provides the reader
with easy identification of i t features of individual pro-
grams The program descriptions ffer information related to pro-
gram rationale, materials, classroo organization, in-service.
training, cost. evaluation data on st erg achieverrient and, where
Possible, the location of New Jers y s stricts -using the
program. In addition to the direct° y, the project staff accumulat-
ed sample materials for each prog am. These materials have
been disseminated to the N.J Edu ational Improvement Centers
Northwkst and South.

It suggested that administrators a d teachers contact the EIC
nearest their district if they are interested in previewing
materials related to the programs In some cases, the programs
"rdmiewed in thiS catalog have been funded as dernonstraiion

centers Some.of the centers, provide technical assistanc e. and
in-service training to schools wishingto adopt the program, In-
formation can be obtained from the prograrhs themselves Con-
cerning such services. It is hoped that the combination of using
thiS directory, previewing sample materials, and acquiring ap-
propriate.technical assistance will result in school districts -
implementing programs that best meet the raeeds Of their
students.

Project TAP 197a-1974 Pilots

During-the 1973-74 academic year, Project TAP .coordinatad the
pilot implementation of programs included in MATH PROGRAMS
THAT WORK and READING ;PROGRAMS THAT WORK M eight.
'New JAsey, school districts. The purpose of ,est8blishing these.
pilots was to provide4eacb participating school district with an
opportunity to systematically select, implement, and.evaIrte a
program in light o particular needs.

After a review of t e directories, instrittional and admin'strative
staff in the partici ting districts selected a reading or m)the-
matIcs program to' e implemented'in a minimum ofthree clash
rooms Ober a five onth period beginning during January, 1974.
Four of the district selected elementary mathematics programs,

two selected elem ntary reading plograms, and one selected a
tutorial program involving peer tutoring: Ond district in need of
a high school mathematics prograt piloted, for evaluation pur-
poses, a program not. included in the directory. Control class-
rooms were selected for evaluation purposes.and standardized
tests were administered immediately prior to and'after five-
months of program implementation to determine the compara-
tive performance of the two groups for all the pilot sites. An
inner city site piloting an eletentary reading and math program
was estaplished in April, 19747and data for this district will be
collected during the 1974 -75- academic year.

Listed below are the participating school districts and their re-
spective cbor-diriators-for. the pilot implementation: ),

Mr:August Fleck, Principal"
Milton Avenue School

Chaihain Borough
School District

Fairfield Township
School District

Ha,- wnship
lc, S,chools

akewood Public Schools

4

Mr. Sam Herring, Principal
Fairfield Primary School

Dr_ Edwin Oskamp,'
Administr ?ve Principal,
Marion McKeown School

- Mrs. Geri Tarrla, District,
Reading Coordinator
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Maywood Public Schools

Newark Public Schools .

Pleasantville Public '
Schools

S,t Michael's Regional
High School, Union City

Spirta Township School
District

Mr John Buffington, Principal
Memorial School

Mrs. Robbye Lee, Title III
Project Coordinator
Sussex Avenue School

Mr. John Garrity, Principal
So. Main Street School

- Sy. Therese Alma, Principal

- Dr A Jorgenson. Assistant
Supkntendent

I .

taff members at each plot site received training prior to !mole-
mentation and ongoing visitations/Observations took place to
provide for continuous monitoring and tedhnical assistance by
the TAP coordinators and reading and mathematics consultants.
The purposes ofonsite monitoring were.to identify any problems
or needs for,additional fraining;obtain data related to changes
in teacher behavior in relation to planning, classroom organiza-
tion, content emphasis, use of materials, use of time, and the
monitoring of student progress; and to obtain specific data on
how the programs were being implemented in the various pilot
teachers' classrooms The total monitori g process for the pilot
districts included an initial staff intervie ; three classroom obser-
vations, and a final visit to obtain inform tionon how the staff
viewed the programs after the five mpnti pilot, and what future
plans the district had for the program.

Observation data focused upon how students were organized for
program activities, the types and range of activities and materials,
the effectiveness of the activities in -invol ' ing students, and the
skilLof the teacher in using'various diagn stic-prescPiptive '°
procedures.

Observation data revealed conside a cha ge in teacher be-
havior in regards to planning, cl;ssroom nization; utilization
of a wider range of materials, and evaluating sta./lent-Pr-Ogress-. -
Teachers felt that with the knowledge of each chAd's specti
strengths and needs, planning became muchtmore meanAW
Classroom organization became more flexible, and shifted&-
cording tb children's progrets, spanning largegroup instruction,
teacher-conducted small groupinstruction, small groups oNu-
dents working together, and students working independently.
Teachers used a wider range of materials which, in many cases,
included games, manipulables, simulations, and audio-visual
materials. Evaluation of student progress was greatly aided by
the-use of assessment instruments, and was characterized by very'
specific rather than subjective evaluation. .-

Pilot-control evaluation data revealed that in 3 of thedistritts,.
the pilot group showed significantly better. academic/performance
over the five, month period. There were no' significkk differe ces

' betweerythe two groups in 3 of the districts; and in 2 district
the results favored thecontrol group on certain subtelts of t
sta ardized instruments which were Used.'These subrests ar
bee examined in light of theirelationship of test items to the

vial covered in the pilot -and control programs. Interpre-- tation of these results must take into consideration the difficul-
ties that teachers and. students encountered in acclimating to
new instructional strategies dewing the middle of a school. year.
All of the districts will continue to implement the programsdur-
ing the 1974-75 academic year, and six of the !districts tlave
diffused the programs to other levels and/or schools in their
districts:

Acknowledgements

Prior to piloting, all of the achools.had used a single or multi-text
approach with standard reading or math series, Grouping had
taken place according to ability levels in the past, but without
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solved as teachers became comfortable with new techniques.
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Of Course, th
wi,th.out the
Jersey S
our de
Off of Program Development, and his staff for the time, effort,
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into the needs of New Jersey school districts and their desire to
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contribution to the product herein..

success of Project TAP would not be reatity
upport of the. Office of Program DevelOpment, New

e Department of Education. WeNvould like to extend
est appreciation to Mr. Robert Ward, Director of the
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Reading
Programs'

_ Profile
(continued)

Record Keeping MaterialS,

Teacher Manual .

Students Work
Independently

Students Work in Groups

In-service Suggested

Provision for,
Ini-service Available

'TeacherkAides Suggested
x.

Estimated Per Pupil Cost

National Validation
of the States (IN.D.)

Approved LISOE
Dissemination

*Includes Personnel
Salaries

(1) A complete Classroom)Kit costs $258.

211he basic cost of replicating this program is that of
+staff tqning, follow-bp'Supervision, and evaluation.

11
;

3 452*

(4) Per-pupil cost.var es for di ferent levels

Reading I $18.50
Reading II $13.70 AA
Reading HI - $19.01 dr Vfx

(4) Start-up costs rang- frIpm_$4.40 f $60.00/class
and annual maintenance, §500n0- $600.00.

12
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1) $5. $2. (3) $960:4! 1457*,
t.

. 4) $32.

) A complete Classroom Kit costs $258.

The basic cost of replicating this program is that of
staff training, follow-up.sUpervision, and evaluation.

--,Reading III $19.01. .
. .

(4) Start-tip costs range from $30.00 - $60.00/classrdom,
and annual maintenance, $500.00 -$600'.00. . .

...

(a) Per-pupil cost varies for different levels

ROO:ling - 4s1050
Reading 11 03.70

j-

1.2
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Grade Level

. !I Commercial

Non:Commercial

Hierarchy of Skills

t
Behavioral'Ohjectives

Keyed Materials

Special Equiti.ment

Special Facilities

K-3 1.3

DiagrioStic Placement Tests

Ongoing Student
Assessment Tests

Complete Program

Supplementary Program I.

8 10

1.5

to' 4
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Rpading
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(continued)

0

Record Keeping Materials

I 4 .
J- 4 *- 44 , ).-

i

/

Teacher Manual .
c
*

.

Students Work
Independently

.1/4 . p' .4...--

Students Work in Groups
0,,.=i, 4.;

' In-service Suggested
`c14.

:

61.101"41100-

0.

t
Wiz';

.-

Pidyision for
InTservice Available ..

...

.

.,. - i
.;

.0 . , .

.,

,

,

Teacher Aides Suggested
. ,

.
. .

Estimated Per Pupil Cost
t

$2. (5)
1.L-

$1.
,

'$ale
'A.Ii-

St, .

''''
$9.42

.
-._

..
$23, $7. (6)

National Validation
of the States (1.V.D.)

Approved USOE
Dissemination

- _

*Includes personal
Salaries ,

0

(5) Program Focus is on process; extra material not require
`

(6).Per student operation cost for total Curricular program is $420. ,

1r
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Action Reading

Allyn and Bacon, Inc:
Rockleigh,+Jew Jersey

Summary

ACTION-READING: A Participa-
ion, Approach is a phonics
approach in which words are built
from their component parts and
sounds, and these are related to
real life objects, phrases, and
situatiofis. The Cureton method
emphasizes high expectations
and respect for every child, in-

_ tensively active participation by
the teacher and ChAdren, parent
involvement, pOsitive reinforce-
ment, and creatively structured
skill presentation,

'Skills are presegted in a logical,
sequential way and performance%
objectiv9s for each amount Oro-
Vide fort' ontinual assessment.
Comprehension skills are em-
phasized, and reading skills are
tau-brit and reinforced thiough
games full of action and drama, .

through work sheets, and through
-

other subjects during the course
of tlpie day. ACTION-READING

'ha en Successful in raising
e the reading stores of inner-city

pupils.''

IDr-0 rani
-1

CiEature of the Program.

For whom is the program designed?

ACTION- READING is a beginning reading prograrin kir K-1.:

On what rationale was the program designed?

The Cureton program is built on the premise that a beginning
r ding approach wtaich incorpOrates a basic developmental .
I ading skills sequerlte, intensi4 active teacher-student

articipation: and positive teacher expectations will result in'
-high student achievement.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

"fThe general purpose and main objective of ACTION-READNG
is to enable non-readers to acquire necessary reading skillb \
through an intensive program of reading instruction empha-

fun, success, and increased self - confidence.

Organization and Materials .

How is the program organized?

The'program consistsof 12 teaching units, each having the
following major sections: 1) Parents as Partners; 2) Defining
and Evaluating Ihe. Skills; 3) Presentatiorwf the Skills;
4) Shaping the Sd'unds (Penmanship); 5) Developing and Re-
inforcing the Skills Through the Gang; 6) Gang members Work
Individually. The class is called a gang to suggest the close-
knit classroom community that'is developed.

Tha Introduction to each unit gives a synopsis of skills to be
irltrbduced as well as ways'in which they are presented and-re-
inforced. In order to provide the teather witriflexibility.m tailor-
ing the,programqNer&particular class needs, the units are
organized by types of activities rather`than by chronology.

,Thus, skill introduction lessons are together., and all the activ-
ities for'reinforcing the skills orally with children are presented
together.

Units I through IX are skill building units, each having a detailed
timetable suggesting when each skill is to be introduced and
reinforced. The performance objecti for each unit are cumu-
lative in that previous objectives are stated in each unit as a
reminder at they too,must be maintained and reinforced

',Unit IX all jectives for the program have been list

What specific objectives are

'Performance objectives for
quired over the first nine urn
a careful design that ensures
program overview described
program's performance skill

Unit I 3,Dimensionai.54

.Unit II Short Vowe/'Short
ick7ock, uok.

Unit /// Two-to-One: Two le
ar, or, ir, er, ur.

Unit IV The. Backbone. Fam

Unit V Backbone Endings
1- of word; terminal y:

Unit VI Making backbone
tiocs -ild, ind, ergh,

Unit VII

Unit VIII

Surprise Sounds-a
aught, ought; oy, or

Ringing Sounds-iry

Unit TX..Breaking ttart' Rules

Unit X Competing for Boo

--bnit XI The Last Clues-con
ps, ie=long e; silen
ch=sh; ch=k; tion, s
cious, tious.

Unit XII Exploiting the, Skill

How much student time is d
o

The program is to be taught f
every day.

1a'
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heIntroduction to each unit gives a synotisis of skills to be
traduced as well as ways in, which they are presented and th-
forced.In order to provide the, teacherwith flexibility in..tailor-
g the program to her particular class needs, the units are .

rganized by types of activities rather than by chronology.
us, skill introduction lessons are together, and all the activ-

es for reinforcing the skills orally with children are presented
gether.

nits I through IX are skill building-units, each having a detailed
?table suggesting When each skill is tote introduced and

inforced. The perforrhanceobjectives for each unit are aimu-
tive in that previo4s objectives are stated in each unit as a
minder that they too must bemaihtained and reinforced. By
nit IX all objectives for the program have been listed.

What specific objectives are invohied?

Performance objectives for beginning reading skills are re-
quired over the first nine units of the twelye unit program in
a careful design that ensures review and reinforcement. The
program overview described below illustrates- the range of the
program's performance'skill Sequence.

Unit 1. 3 Dimensional Sounds- Engine (Beginning Sounds)

Unit II 'Short Vowel Short Cuts-an, en, in, on, un, ack, eck,
Aa ick,ock,

Unit III Two-to-One: Two letters One Sound-th, sh2wh;
4 ar, or, ir, er, ur,

Unit IV The Backbone mily-long vowel sounds

"Unit V

Unit ln

Unit VII

Backbone Endings-silent e; -long e and oat th4 end
of word; terminal y.

Making backbtnes Strong: Vowel sight configuretions-ild,
ind, ergh, old, olt, oil

Surprise Sounds-aw, au; ow, ou; all, It, able;
aught, ought; oy, oi,oci.

4

Unit VIII Ringing Sounds-ing, ang, ong, ung, ink, ank, unk.

Unit IX Breaking the Rules-ce, ci, cy, ge, gi, gy.

Unit X Competing folBookt

Unit XI . The LastClues-consonant blends; wr,i(r gn, pn,.. 11.

,ps, ie =long e: silent b; ough; augh;:gu=guh; gh=fiuh;
ch=sh; ch=k;4tIon. sion, tial, cient,
tious, trous. a

Unit XII ExPloiting the Skills

How much student time is deVoted to the program?
. .

The program is to be taught for approximately three hours
every day. r
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What. materials are provided?

The materials include a Teadher's Guide ..which
this teacher-controlled program, an Alphamobil
261aminated plastic ovals, Sound Cards printe
white: 17 Word Charts, four t3ooks of Duplioato
Profile Sheets for record eping.

How open is the progr
mater,ls?

.

ACTION-READING encourages teachers to persbnalize the
program to fittheir particular situations and heeds.

What student assessment materials are provided or Suggested?
1,

Within each unit, specific skill lessons include activities and
material's toossess.eachstudent's.status of skill learning.
Profile sheets provide a management system for, monitoring
individual student's progress:

tri
s the core of

hsistind'of.
in lack and
M sters, and

to supplementary and teacher-made

, .

Classroom Actiiities

How are classrooms orga nized?
...

The program is designed to be used primarily in a self -con-
tained classroom that has a flexible organization to provide for
individual', small group,band large group instruction.

How are the materials used?

...There .are six primary componarrts of ACTI011-READING. The
Teacher's Guide describes irl,detail the step-bytdtep methods
of -instruction. The pupil. uses such material as an Alphamobile,
Sound Cards, Word Charts, Duplicatapasters, and Profile
Sheets. The Alphamobile consistrif 2tOrninated plastic ovals
used as oblect cues for each letter of the alphabet. Forty-four
sound cardare for individual studen 'use in building words. '

, ,t, There are 1,71Nord Charts, eactLcont ning words built around
the related skills introduced in Units II-I .. Four books of

-- .- DuplicatorM ere include meste'rs for student work sheets as
... well 'as mast or letters to parents. The Profile Sheet is a

four-page-folde in which all skills ale listed by unit in the forte'
of Performance objectives. Additional space is provided on-the
Profile Sheet for test scores, l;o9ks read, and teacherS' narra-
tive evaluation. . , , ,

.

-Afe teacher supplements used?
w ,

Paraprofessionals have been trained and have successfully
implemented Cpreton"s approach. They may be used, but teach-
er supplements are not necessary in the program.

How is the .student assessed?

Individual assessment of student performance is built into skill
activities for each objective, Evaluating skills is part of the
process of teadtiing in ACTION-READING; whileabhing'
through oral activities' and wprKsheets the leacher can observe
and respond to the mastery level of each student. The status
of learning is recorded on the student's Profile Sheet.

Implementation ReqUirements anfprovipions .

Are special fabilities needed or suggestpd?

No special facilities are used',

Is special equipment needetor. suggested?

No'gpecial equipment 'is needed other than that contained in
the ACTION-READING

Is In-service training needed or suggested?

According to the ACTION-REAQJNG descriptive literature,
the 4,32 page Teacher's Guide proviqes all the essential back-
ground necessary for full impldmentation _

What prqvisions are made for special tgainim of teachers?

A professional in-service program is available, on a fee basis,
to schaildistricts. For details write to In-Service Department,
Ally,n, and BaconInc., ROckleigh, NeW Jersey 07647. ,

What is the cost of implementing the aograim?
1.

ACTION-READING;is available in a.completekit (including 40
Pkilfile Sheets) for258.00. Replacemslipt components forthe
Kit are available exceprfor the.Teacher s Guide, and may jpe
ordered tlarately.

.

PrOgram Development and Status

ti0,04 Was thq prodrarb developed?

George 0, Cureton began constructing the program in 1967
with first grade students in Newark. Cureton endeavored to
devetop Alolvilapproach Which would radically improve the begin-
ning reading skills of urban shidents. It.was prepared for
'publication with the cooperati of the Metroptilitan Applied
Research Center under a gfa t,fro \the Carnegie Corporation.

x
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What is the presimt status of the program?
. ,

The complete Cureton program is currently being,mai:keted as
ACTION-READING: A PARTICIPATORY APPRbACH by Allyn
and. Bacon. Inc . Boston, Massachusetts.

',Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

A report prepared by Program Research Media Associates o
NeW York, dated June, 1973, preserited an -Evaluation of State

. School. Projects in Community School District 9, 1972-73.
'Encompassing the Concourse, Highbridge, University and
Morrisania sections-of the Bronx in New YorkCity, Distri 9
educates appro-Rimately 36,000 students of whom the r ort
describes 38% as being.white, 3?% black, 22% Puerto can and
8% "other." Orie fifth of ttiis population is at a below overty. i
level. At the time fhe rep9rt was written, the Cureto, prograrin
was operating in six schlipls at the K-3 levels with/ 2030 chil-
dren. Of this group, 975 children were black and '893 were HiS-
panic. The report on the Cureton program was lAsecil on a.
sampling 01...261- students, 16 teachers and 18 paraprofessionals...,-

In District 9, children in grades K-3 in the c program :

showed significant gains. These results are summarized below.
kinde.rgartelf: At the conclusion of Kindergarten in June, 1973,
the mean rade equivalerit'for 83 children was 1.4`on the Lee
ClarkClark Read ng Readiness Test. The expected grade etjuivalent?
for June of Kindergarten is 0.9. Eighty-four percent of the Dis-
trict 9 Kindergarten sample scored 0.9 br higher or were jhus
at or above the national average. Forty-fivper cent of the group.
made the highest possible score on the- test, 1.9. .
Grade 1: 117 first waders tdok the California Reading Test,
.l...e'vel.1,,F,O rril A dtdring December, 1972 as a pre-test and Form
B orthe'same test in june, '1973.as a post -test. The grOup mean
in December'was 0.8 and in June was 1.76, showing an average
'gain of g6 or nearly ten mociths,over the six mbrith period. .

Forty-six per*nt bf the.children were, at the national norni-oe
1.9, the normal exbeetation'for fil-st grade children tesfed at the
beginning of June. '.
Grade 2: The mean pre-test December score for 116 second:;,
graders on the California Reading Test, Level II was 1.5 aria
the Junemean, 2.13. Longitudinal comparisons revealed that
thetnean progress rate of these children over,the preVious

tw6fVf.M.oriths had been only five Months,. but that they had
made. flibre.,thn six 'months, progress in the six months of the
Cureton prow:am.

.

Grade 3: A.test pnulation of 28 third gradersishowed a tut!
year gain betWeen'the December-June pre-post Iesting tin, thee-
California Reading Te'gt, Leve II. he mean December score '''

. .

2 0

was 1.61, and.the mean June core was 2.60.

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses Of the
program?

The ACTION - READING program was developed in an inner-city
sitpation, and depends upon direct, clear instruction, and inten-
sive active participation of the teacher and students. The evalua-
tion data reported above reveals that the progrYam has had a
very significant positive impact in an inner city environment.

Where can the program be obtained?
4/

4

The program can be ebtained from:

Allyn and Bacon
Rockleigh, New Jersey 0647

Or
470 Atlantic .Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

Atlanta, Georgia 30312,

Dallas, Telxas 75247

Belmont,'California 94002. )References,/

Clark, Kenneth B. (Editor) "ACTION-READING, A Reading
Program developed by George 0. Cureton" Neit'v York: Metropolitan
Applied Research Center UThan Affairs Series, Airgust1971.

Hamlin,Tab,.Merno to Allyn Bacon Salesman and Consultants
regarding Cureton. Validation", October 24, 1973.
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Alpha One

New Dirnertions in
Education

- Plainview, New York

Suninnary

Alpha One is.a program de-
', 'signed to teach firskgrade chil-

dren to read and write sentences
containing words upt to three syl-
tables in length and to develop
within the child a sense of his
own success and fuA in learning
to read. It a unique program
in several ways including the
fact that ikiskacked with a mon-

1 ey-back guarantee. The publish-
er willrefund all costs of meter-
ialS to a district which is dis-
satisfied with the program after
using it for three yedrs. Alpha ,

One is principally a decoding
program: It seeks to capitalize
on tGle chi.lds-sense of fun and
fantasy by employing a variety of
gar-Tie-like situations to teach

. ,decoding skills..Games:stories,
firmstrips, and a puippet theatre
'revolve around26delightful
Letter People..A r4cently added
kindergarten program called
Alpha Time n,,w introduces the
Letter People as 30 -inch inf tat-
able dolls called the Huggables.
Evaluation studies on Alpha One
indicate that the money-back
-gt.tp,rantee is a statement of
justified confidence.

.1"
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Nature of thelorogram

For whom is the program degigned?

Al-PhesOne is designed, for children. in the firs1 and secon
of school. -

On wliat rationale was theVprogram designed?

ft

ears

A. -
Alpha One approaches beginning reading and language arts by
emphasizing word mastery through prranice The program helps
the child overcome Nis initial fear of the written Word by
providingigame-like situations where he learns almost
simultaaeoply ,The-lessons are games, stoves rhymes and
humorous experiences. The aim is to make the learning ex-
perience-so much tun. that the child's first efforts are happy and
successful;.UndeHeath the fun.is a\carefully structured-prygram
which- presents the material in an 'organi.zed sequence.

What are the general goals and objectives Of the .prograni?

The main objective is to give each _child so -rnpny happy and
successful experiences with letters and words that he will have
the courage and confidenpe to attack -any word.

Organization and.MaterAats

How is the program o- rganized?
.

The program is organized around -a set of .Letter Peo ple, each
with distinctive personality. The LTr People and the children
interact in many activities aimed a/ teaching the content of the
prog ram. These activities.are fully described in the Professional
Guide. whicti presents detailed lesson plans for-each lesson:The

Et.
program is djvided into three major divisions. Par,t One in-:
troduces the individual`lettersj Part Two teaches decoding and
spelling skills, and Part Three teaches procedureg for decoding
polysyllabic words.

What pecific objectives are involved?

The sp cific objectives of -Alph-Ohe are in the form of specific
skills aught in, each of the tffree parts.

- ,

rt One introduces letters and teaches:

Recognition of the letter shape and sound
Oral reproductiW(of the letter sound .

. Written reproduction of the letter symbol
Association of the written symbol with the sound
Recognition of the written symbol in isolation and in words
Reading and spelling regular onersyliablevords having a short

.

Introduction of blends an

Part Two fonses on specif
to:

Division,, of vowels and co.
Introduction of long vowel
Differentiation of long an
Words that -end with a lo
Silent e
Adjacent vowels
Cogrol of vowels
SurfiR ing
Special 'sounds: sh,.ch, th
Irregular sight words ("ru
biAtin-ction between c and
Y as a consonant and a-N./
Soft--c and g
Special vowel sounds: ou

Part Threcpmpletes the
*strategyf or reading word

.
How mucli4udent time i

The program is desig
tile-Childrens interest is
presented in shorter pbrti.
What materials are prouli

Al t materials are stored in
ProgFam materials were to
,They include:

The ProfessiO nal- Guide co
scribing the'otijecti.Ves, m
ment, summary exercises,

.
Chatterbooks for each c
passages, and related sea
and waiting. 1711 student a
box.

Letter Meeting Greeting P
child from each Lefter Per
People.

-

The Letter People are 26 r
tars used throughout the p
placards, but inflatable 30-i
Kindergarten program Alp



Nature Of the Program

' For whom is the desi next*

Alpha One is designed for children in the first and second years
of school. .

On what rationale was the program designed?
.

Alpha One approaches beginning reading and language arts by
.".erpphasizing word rriestery through phonics. The program helps

the child overcome hts initial fear of the written word by
providikig game-like situations where he Iparns almost
simultaneously. the lessons are games, stories, rhyrfles and
hum, orous'exPeriences. The gim is to make the learning..ex-.
perience so much fun that the child's first efforts are happy and
successful. Undtrneath the fun is a carefully structured program
which presents the material in an apganized sequencb.

What are the general goals and objectives of e program?
.

The main objectile is to give each child 05 manyhappy and
successful ekperiences with letters and words Vthe will have
the.courage 3rlld confidence to attack any word.

Organization and Materials

Now is the program organized?

The program is organittad, around a set3of Letter People,, each
with a distinCtve personality. The Letter People and the children
interact in many activities aimed at teaching the content Of the
-program. These activities are fully described in the Professional
Guide whiph.presentsidetaited lesson plans for each lessdn. The
program is divided irflo three major 'divisions. Part One in-
troduces the individual letters, Part Two teacheS' decoding and
spelling.skills, and Part Three teaches procedures for decoding
polysyllabic words.

What specific objectives are involved? a

ThespVci-ficobjectives of Alph,a One are in the form of sPecific,
skills taught in each of the three parts!

Part One introduces letters and teacheS:

Recognition of the letter shape and sound
Or'al reproduction of the letter sound
Written reprodUction of the letter symbol
Assocriation of the written, symbol with the sound
Recognition 9f ,theWritterr symborin isolation and in words
Reading and spelling regular one-syllable words having a shoRt

vowel .

Introduction of blends and special letter combinations

Part Two focuses on specific decoding anctspelling skills related I

to:

Division of trowels and consonants
Introduction of long vowels
Differentiatios of Tong arid shot vowel sounds
Words that end with a lapg vowel sound
Silent e
Adjacent vowels
Control of vowels
Suffixing
Special soUnds: sh, ch, th,wly te

Irregular sight words ("runaways-)
Distinction between c and K
Y as a consonant and a vowel
Soft c and g
Special vowel sounds: ou, oi, oo, au.

Part Three completes the Program by providihg the child with .a
trategy, for reading words of two and three syllables.

How much student 'time is devoted to the program?

The program is dosigne for daily use totaling an hdt_ir or sg11,.i,
the childrens' int*t.st is maintained. Each lesSon can be

,presented in Shorter portions in lhe mornings and7afterno ns.

What materials are prqyided?
. .

All materials are stored in an Alphawagon, mounted on Wheels.,
Program Materials were revised and expanded for 1973-74.
They include: .4

The Professional Guide c-ontains detailed lestori places de-
scribing the, objectives, materials; motivatipn, -ssop develop-
ment, sumfflary exercises; tests, etc.; of each -ssop.

Chatterbooks for each child present poem , pic
pasSages, and related seatwork fOr decod g, s
and writing. 1.75 student activity cards suppleme
box.

ures, reading
[ling, reading,
t the Chatte5(

Letter Meeting Greetitig Packets are greeting card to each
child from each Letter-Pell-son used.'to introduce-th Letter,

People.

The 'Letter People are 26 replicas of the unique set of charac-
ters used throughout the program, In Alpha One, these are
placards, but inflatable 30-inch dolls are available in the
Kindergarten prorar9illpha Time.
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.Stbry Pictures illustrate basic phoneticprinciples with corres-
''Ponding poems and storieswhich. are uqed for motivation, re-

remediation. ,

Alpha Ohe'Book For Fuh are eight page story ks keyed to
the introduction of the first letters: and are design dto, develqp
comprehension skills through picture reading and provide a
fake horde' for each student.

The Chattgr Atbuth is a lOng-p,laying record which uses stories
and skits about theletter people to teach sounds, with special

- attention, -to vbwels'and diphthongs'. In addition, the materials
. include-en individual chalkboard for each child, Nit/:i puppets, f,..:. - .

duplicating masters of as-essment exercises, and.a filmstrip. " Gradually, through the carefully planned and sequenced games,-
, the principles of phonic word attack skills are taught. Special

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher made phonetic signs are used to diagnose words. Eabh letter that
materials? 1 makes a sound is qaced in a "clue box", and combinations

of letters Sounded tether are put in.a -"squash box." There
. The program is open to additional materials "although they ' are. arso "belonging. boxes," "one-sound-ending boxes," "all-
should. be used in conjunction witri the lessonppresentedin the belonging. boxes," "protection signs" and many additional
Guide .- 4 110 . -Al phari§ms." Irregular wtrds''Which violate signs are called.

"runaway words", and are surrounded by rings with running.
hat student assessment materials'are 'provided? feet. It is the activies of the Letter People in accornmodat-

. ing themselves to he various boxes and sit which,
ach lesson culminates in a "Let's Make Sure" activity which are the subjects of the stories, plays, and pMtns. ,14,

tests.the skill taught in the lesson. These activities are provided ..
x

w, on duplicating masters so that the activity can be taken home. . NO special reading books are used with the program. The ..
.

4 children are encouraged to read. anything which interests them.. .. regardless of difficulty leVel. Considerable reinforcement for.C14sroom Activities reading )s built into the program materials .themseiVes At tge
., 1 v

beginning of the year, all poern, stories, directions, etc- mustHow are classrooms organized?.. be read to the` children, byt grvlually the children are able to
read them for themselves. The last three tests in the 'let's Make
Sure" series.4evolves reading paragraphs containing
polysyllabic words and answering questions about 'therm.-

, . 2

Are teacher supplements used?
v.

The program does not require paraprofessionals or volunteers.
IN

. 't The only audioyisual equipment specified is a filmstrip projector.Alpha One is a set of highly sequenced'd' lessons
. , and record player, but other equipment would be ,useful forwhich make strong appeal to the first-graders sense of fantasy

and fun. Lessons consist of rhymes-, stories, humorous ex-
pe'riences, games, puppetry, and the like. The alphabet is in- How is student progress assessed?
troduced to, the children letter-by-letter with much excitement
and fanfare as Letter .People. Each Letter Person- is a unique
character with intriguing attributes associated with his name..
Mr. F has funny feet, Mr. H gets his sound from his horrible hair,
and Miss -I suffers from an itch (consonants are male and vowels
female). ..

.
After -&I Letter People are introduced, the Story Pictures are
used to depict the Letter'People in action. Through these stories
and-4associated activities,. various phopic principles are taught
Games are .used to reinforce the chis use of these giinciples
in reading and spelling words. One quch game, called 'rove lt,",
is played in many contexts. A child may ask the Letter -Person-,
Mr. M for permission to get a-drink. Mr. M will hive-permission
only ii the child can name a word he i in. The child names a
word and then4'must prove it by saying "Man, man, munching:.
mouth." Each Letter Person has a bag filled' ith objects and the
names of objects which use his sound. These bags become the
source of many/games and activities.

Alpha One is intended for us in the typical first grade.
classroom with up to 35 pupe No entry skills are assumed by
the program: Instructionis teacher-directed, folloWing the

grouping assOnmentscoMmon in the first grade.

How are the materials used?

supplemental activitjea.

Student progresS and underostanding is assessed constantly as
part of-the games. Children write on and hold up their
chalkboard's in some of the activities. On the back cover of the
Chatterbook are two circles, one yellow and one purple. In many
activities, childr n are told to hold up a- particular color if a cer-
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tam condition exists (e.g., certain word begins with a certain
sound). Weekly assess nt is provided by the Let's Make sure
tests which are done a seatwork, corrected, and takerrhome.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No special facilities are used.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

No special equipment is needed beyond that furnished by the
program.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

No special in-service training is necessary-as long'as the teacher
.."follows the prescribed lesson plans.

What provisions-are nsade for special -training of teacher's?

No special training is provided beyind that in the cayefully
prepared Prolbssional Guide.

What is theCost of implementing.theprogram?,.

tiThe Alp a One Kit,Which contains,all materials necessary -fcir a
class of. ,.5-cOsts $295 initially and has an expected usefulness of
three Sie a?s'14qt h .,. repl anc emot of consumables amounting to
about $75 a .year. Thaw pupil Cdst over a three-year errod,
therefore,'averages about $5, depending on class size an other
factors. Thelitcosts will be refugded by the publisher if th us-
ing school orlistrict is dissatisfied.with the.program.

Program Deyelbpmen% and Status,

How was the program developed?

The program was originally developed by two classroom,
teachers in Nanuect, New York and, attracted considerable atten-
tion for its fun-filled enronment and apparent success. The
prOgram was one of ten selected by the Americaniinstitute of
Research after formal evaluations for the Model 'Programs in
Compensatory Education series.

What is the 'present status of the program?

Alpha One is produced and marketed commercially by New
Drmensons: in Education, Inc. 11 has recently been extended
downward with the development of Ai Kindergarten program
based on the same Letter People called Alpha Time The come.

pany is Currently developirt'g television-programs using the con-
cepts of the program.

Program Evaluation'

How has the program been 'evaluated?

Alpha One was evaluated formally for its effectleness with dis-.
advantaged. children in 169-70. The program as used with
one.first-grade ciassrbom atPS 115 in New York City and results
miie compared against a control classroom. using the school'S
regular materials. At the endof the year, the Alpha One group
had median scores of 2.8 (corriprehension)and 3.1(vocabulary)
on the Gates MacGinitie Reading, Test,. while the control group
scored '1.9 and 2.1 respectively. The noun for the testing' date
was 1.8. A follow-up study made a year later showed that all
Alpha One pupils still available for testing were reading at the
fourth-grade.level in mid-second grade. PS 115 is Ideated in a
xecially mixed inner city neighborhood with a largely Spanish-
speaking population. In this experiment, both Alpha ,One and.
control materials were used during three 4i7 minute periods
daily.

In the Nanuet, N.Y. schdol in which the milterials were originally,
developed, all first grade classrooms Lise the program. Recent-
test results using..the Gates MacGinitie Reading test show the

c of or
median. tscores or'all first grades to be. .,Z7 (comPretiNion)\nd
300 (voabulary). Eighty-five percent the children are .o
abo,xe gradelevel, and only 2'percent are as much as fiire
months below grape level in comprehension. Similarly im-
pressive results have been reported for otherkikOools. In one/

, school the program was used with a first grade class composed
of children who had shown very little sueces with the school's
basal program. Many of these.children did t know- the letter
names and almost half were repeating first rade. Following a
year's instruction with Alpha One, 13 of th'e ildren were
readiDgat or above grade level for children completing second
gradf on the Metropolitan Achievement Test. Teachers. and
principals 'involved with' the program attest fo the p'rogram's
ability to generate unusually good attitudes toward 'reading..

What are the indicated Strengths and limitations of the
program? .

Alpha One gives every indication of being An unusually Wong
programin accomplishing its objectives of teaching children
phonic word skills while building- positive attitudes toward
reading, self, and school;

2-



Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Alpha One, and its companion program, Alpha-Time,
available through:

Dr. Alan Pratt
New Dimensions in EducationNoc.
I 60_Dupont Street
Plaiiwiew,NeW York 1180a.
(516) 822-6700

1.0

are

. Rierences

National Center,for Education' Communication. PS 1.15 Alpha
One.Reading Program, New York, NeW York.' Washington; D.C.
U.S. Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, 1972. (OE 72 -79).

Reiss, Elayne, and.Ritafriedman. Professional Guide, AlphaiOn
Breaking the Code:.Plainview, N.Y.:' New Dimensions. in Eauc
ti9n, 1969. ,

.

410

.Reiss, Elayne, aria Rita Friedman. Alpha Time; Professional
Plainview, i*Y. New Dimensions in Education, 1972:.
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Dale Avenue Ur6an
Early Childhood
Education Project

Paterson, New Jersey

Summary

The project staff, has developed
a perfOrmance objective curric-
ulum for urban, educatidhally
disadvantaged students. The
mean I.Q.-of the students who
have followed this curriculum for
three to three and onel-ialf years
has been raised from 82 to 100, .

These students also score at
grade tee et in reading and math-
ernatice on .the Stanford Achieve

'ment Test The curriculum has
been developedand tested in
the Dale Avenue School which
is an ESEA, Title I school in
Patergon. The schoors.aPproxi-
mately 600 students are 63%
Black, 19% White, 17% non-
English speaking, and 1% Orien-

. tal. Students enter the school
in Pre-Kindergarten for five
year program which takes them
through the third grade.

Educationally disadvantaged stil-
dents typically come toschool'
without the baSip skills, espec-
ially in standardEnglish, that
pioduce academic success. As a
retuit they normally fall signif-
icantly below grade level in read-,

, ing and mathematics, and usually':
have frustrating experiences in
other.subjects as well. Using the
performance objective curricu-
IA, teachers at the Dale Avenue

, School have reversed the typical
failure pattern. The develop-
ment of this program began in
1969-70 and was carried out

- through'a Title III grant from
1970 -71 through 1972-73.

00.

The Dale Avenue curribulum,ita
series of perfor'mance objectives,
sequentially ordered, in listening,
naming, observing, speaking,
perceptual motor skills, writing
and motor skills, classification,
mathematics, decoding,,andseri:
atton:The project and teachiKd
staff develop lessons to teach '.
the stints and tests to assess Skill
mastery. Students.artaught one
skill in each area simultaneously\
They begin learning a new skill .

in each area only after master-
ing the previousone. As the stu-
dents move from one grade to
the next, their skill mastery rec-
ord moves with theim. Teachers
therefore can maintain the con-,
tirfuit of the curriculum's devel-
opmental sequence. The perfor-
'mance objective curriculum is °
appropriate for skiltdevelopment
'through the end of the third
grade.

The Dale Avenue Project has de-
veloped a unique reading prO-

(

gram which combines instr:u-
mehts,,voice, anddecoding tech- .
niques. The art teacher has been

. assigned children who have ex
hibited problems with form and
shape perception And she teach
es letter and word recognition
using the art.media. ThVexper- .
tise of the speech therapist fur-
nishes studepts who have lan-
guage difficulty with skills that
they Will need to read proficient-
ly. The home economics teacher

- has developed a program util-
izing recipes, shopping tistS,

-magazine and newspaper ads
and vocabulary which relates to
her own area of training. Rip_
school librarian workswitn-r"
small group of children who re-
quire highly individualized at-
tentign.

g
minutes in the morning all avail-
abie.school staff teaches reading
to small groups of children. Each
group is comprikd of students
who.exhibit similar needs and
some of the reading groups are
taught-by teachers of special
content areas. The'physical ed-
ucation teacher and the school
psychologist work with children
who have displayed motor needs.
The music teacher has produced
a reading through music pro-

2 G

Children notattending reading
programs taughtloywork con-
tent area teachers in small -
groups with teachers, associate
teachers, and aides using ave-

.

riety of materials that motivate
and that teach reading concepts..

. Since it.is the philOsophy of the
program developers that all the
Performance Objective areas are
directly contributory to the firm
developMent Of reading skills, all

'area.of the Performance Objec-
tives areAughtalong with En-
coding/Decoding. Listening
games and activities May cork
tribute to a child's ability to dis-
criminate between different
vowel and consonant sounds. A
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The Dale Aven curriculum is a
peries of perfo mance objectives,
sequentially or red, in listening,
naming, observing, speaking,
perceptual motor skills, writing
and motor skills, Classification,
mathematics, decoding, and seri-
ation. The project and teaching
staff develop lessons to teach 6

the skillssand tests to assess skill
mastery. Students are taught one
skill in each area simultanebusly.

They begin learning a new skill
in each area only after master-
ing the prEivious one. As the Stu-
dents move from one grade to
the next, their skill mastery rec
ord moves with them. Teachers
thereforecan maintain the con-
tinuity of the curriculum's devel-
opmental sequenCe. The perfor-
mance objective curriculum is
appropriate for skill development
through, the end of the third
grade.

The- Dale Avenue Project has de-
veloped a unique reading pro-.
gram. During the first forty-five
minutes in the mornirlg all avail-,
bleschool staff teaches reading
small groups of children. Each

roup is comprispd of students
who exhibit similar needs and
Some of the readinn-grnups are
taughtby teachers of special
content areas. The physical ed-
uchtion teacher and the school
psychologist work with children
who- have displayed motor needs.
The muic teacher has produced

; a reading through music pro-

gram which combines instru-
ments, voice, and decoding tech-
niques. The art teacher has been
assignedohildren who havepx-
hibited problems with form and
shape perception and she teach-

. es letter and word recognition
using the art media. The exper-
tise of the speech therapist fur-
nishes students.who have lan-
guage difficulty with,skills that
they will need to read proficient-
ly. The home economics teacher
has developed a program util-
izing recipearshopping lists,
magazine.and newspaper ads
arkl vocabulary which relates to
her own area of training. The
school librarian works with a
small group of children who re-
quire highly individualized at-
tention.

Children not attending reading
programs taught by special con-
tent area teachers work in small
groups with teachers, associate
teachers, and aides using a va-
riety of materials that motivate
and t.ht teayh reading concepts.

Since it is the philosophy of the
program developers that all the
Performance Objective areas are
directly contributory to the firm
development of reading skills, all
areas of the Performance Objec-
tives are taught along with En-
coding/Decoding. Listening
games and activities may son-
tribute to a child's ability to dis-
criminate between different
vowel and consonant sounds. A

we'
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. picture matching game or a are experienced teachers, but
game in which the child must are retired ainactive. It may
see minute likes and differenues also be feasOle to incorporate
in keometric figures (Observe- ideas from the- art, music, phys-
tion) may contribute to the abil- ical educatien, and home econ-
ity to see the small differences omics special area Performance
in the formation of letters which' Objectives' in the regular class-
cause the letters to be called by ,rpom teacher's day.
another name. The Skills in the

-Reading taught not only inNaming area develop vocabulary
thish forty-five minute period.necessary for a.,child to-be able
utilizing all staff, Put it is alsoto approach the reading system.
taught again during another per-

Even after formal reading is be- iod during the day in the individ-
gun, Listening, NatrtirRrObserv- ual classroom setting. Here.,-
/rig: Speaking, Classification, again, ehildren.are grouped ac-
Sedation must be coatInually 'cording to their needs and the
reinforced'to assure that student groups are kept as small "-
growthgrowth in these areas is contin possiple.l
uous.

Thus the forty-five minute read-
., ing pefiod becomes a time dur-

ing each day when all areaS' of
the Performance Objectives are
enfolded into the process of
teaching reading.

Ndt all schools who will adopt
the Dale Avenue PerYkmance
Objective Model will have art,
music, physical education,
speech, home economics teach-
ers and a librarian in the build-
ing each day. If special area -
teachers are not available, an
alternative is to utilize all the

,.staff that is available to teach
reading and to enlist additional

. aid from volunteers who will
give time to the school. These,
voluAteers can be students from
local teacher training' institutions
and community residents who

Throughout this article, the Per-
formance Objective Curriculum
is discussed as a whole. This dis-
cussion and the program's eval-
uation data do not apply to the
teaching Of any one set of objeC-
tives by themselves.

Nature of the Progrim

For whom was the program designed?

The Dale Avenue project was designed for urban disadvantage
children in pre-school and primary grades.

On what rationale,wat's the program designed?

The Project accepts the premise that culturally disadvantage
childrenAck early experience:, of an educationallrstimulatin
nature. Teaching based on perforrnence objectives and earef
assessment of student growth are basic to the Dale Avenue
program. Parent involvement in the activities of the children an
the school is also a vital part of the program.

Wiat are'the general goals and objectives of the program?

The goal of the performance objective curriculum is to bring th
average academic performance including `1.0. of urban,
educationally disadyantaged children- up to, the national nor
and maintain this gain for three years.

Over 400 teaching objectives are outlined in the Performance'
Objective Record developed for Pre3Kindergarten tnrough
Third level. Progress in each of 10 major areas is assessed b
pre-test followed by teaching and post-test.

Organization and Materials

How is the program' organized?

Teaching objectives fall into 1Q major areas: Listening, Namin
Speaking, Obselwation, Writing and Motor Skills, Perceptual
Motor Skills, Math, Decoding/Encoding, Classification and
Senation. Individual records keep track of each child's
progress. Approaches to the. Decoding/Encoding objectives
vary.according to each child's abilities and teacher preferences

,"

What specific objectives are involved?

Thirty-four objectives of increasing difficulty are included in th
Listening Category. For Example L-24 reads, "After thirty se-'
cond pause, can repeat in exact sequence four digits that
have beer, given at the rate of two per second." L-34 reads,

."When told a scrambled version of a familiar story, can
rearrange the story in proper sequence."
The number of objectives in each category varies from 11 in

',,Seriation,. to 163 in Decoding /Encoding.

It
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How much student time is devoted to the program?

The performance objectives are the tetel school curriculum

What materials are provided for the student?

record of each &hild's progress.accompanies him/her from pre-
kindergarten through third grade

"00tlassroom ACtivities

The basic reading materials are the Bank Street electors*.
workbooks..supplementary bboks. reading games honics and
word attack activities. Many special materials fo working with
children with particular language and learning difficulties such
as parquetry blocks. codriters, peg boards, puzzles, toy money.
playing cards. crossword ,puzzles and Peabody Languagc K:ts

are available.

izWhat materials are provided ,for the -teach (r?
The following materials have been developed by the project
staff and are available at cast:

Dale Avenue Performance Objective Mang& and Teacher's Guide
Manual on Special Area Performance Objectives
Learning Activities for the Dale Avenue Performance. Objectives
Test Manual to Accompany the Performance Objectives
Record Book for Recording Individual Student Progress

Administrator's Guide

The materials listed below are available free of charge.

Final Evaluation Report
Suggested Evaluation Design for Adoptions of the Program
Overview brochure: order, form for materials

"What Comes After Ten, Tasha?" a 30 minute, Color film narrated
by Gary Merrill that shpws the program in operation in the Dale
Avenue Salop' may be borrowed free of charge.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
maieVals?

Each teacher isncouraged to create a program of activities to
teach the skills outlined in the performance objectives.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

Upon entering the program, each child's skills must be assessed
against the Performance Objectives; post-testing is carriedpn
throughout the year to assess students' mastery of the Perfor-
mance Objectives. Teachers may use their own tests or those
sugge'sted in the staff deVeloped Test Manual to Accompany the
Performance Objectives. The staff developed Record Book will
help teachers keep track of student progress. A continuous

a .4
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How are classrooms organized?

A typical classroom, setting at any grade lovel might include a
teacher introducing anew math skill kip-At:mall group of stu-
dents. an aide or volunteer supervisingi.senie,workbook-activ-
ity which reinforces a skill already taught by the teacher, some
slower childrewi working independently at a listening station
plugged into a teacher-made oissette tape with accompanying
worksheets, two or- three childr,en working together learnfitg
arithmetic facts from flash cards. and a parent helping a child
who needs indiyidual attention, drilling number facti. It is possi-
ble to have all of these activities occurring simultaneously with-
out sacrificing good classroom.management.

A long range goal in utilizing the Performance Objective Curric
ulum is to get the children operating independently, choosing
some of their own materials, teaching. and testing each other,
and accepting responsibility for their own progress and.behavior;

The arrangement of the furniture in the classroom can provide
for mobility of individual children and for movement of whole
groups of students to alternate areas. Tables and chairs are a
much more viable arrangement than individual desks. Tables
placed near sources of information for different areas of the
curriculum provide natural congregating places for students
who are working on certain subjects. If tables are not available,
then desks maybe clustered in pods near various sources Of
material and these desks may be moved about for various activ-
ities if it appears necessary.

How are the materials used?

The basal reading materials and a wide variety of Supplemen-
tary materials are utilized irt leading activities, designated by the
program teachers.

Are teacher supplements used?

Supplernerrtary teachers (Specialists) give help in pre-testing
and supplementary teaching. Supplementary areas include psy
choloegical help, speech or language, perception, audition, an
cognition. Parent tutors and student volunteers also contribut
to the program.

How is student progress assessed?

Each student is pre-tested and post- tested on performance o
jectives according to the sequence of skills outlined in the Per



formance Objective Record A check list of progress is kept for
each child in each of ten major afeas.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or.suggetted?
4

A peaceful and cheerful atmosphere is maintained in the schabl.
No special facilities are required. The testing pro4ram has
shown that students who Attended the school but were not in-
cluded in the performance ohjequve curriculum (as it was being
phased in) were below grade le4el in all subjects. This occurred
despite the 'modern and beautiful" facilities."

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

A variety of manipulative materials Nre suggested to teach a
broad range of skills. r

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

Many workshops for teachers, para-professionals. and parents
provide in-service training. The Dag Avenue Title Ill staff offers
a two day in-service training program for educators from other
districts. Four follow-up constiltations are-also provided. This is
adequate training to launch the program in a new site:The
materials required to'initiate the program, are available at cost.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

WOrkshops cover such areas as use of classGpo,m perceptual
training materials, 'suggestions for .developing receptive and ex-
pressive language, suggestions for working with children with
learning and behaior problems, and the rationale and descrip-
tion of the Dale Avenue testing program.

What provisions are made for training teacher supplements?

Para-professionals receive workshop trainingtin the use of
Performance Objectives.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The Performance ObieCtive Record was developed over a fOur
year period from 1969 through 1973. During the years 1970
through 1973 the development was supported by a grant 4rom
the New Jersey Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA), Title III program. The major portion of the Title Ill grant
for this project covered the salarieS of the developmental staff,
including those of two full time testers and the Parent Coor-
dinator.
The cost of replicating the program is basically that of.staff train-
ing, follow-up superVision, and evaluation. Provision must be

0



made for the continuirig ahelp. encou,ragemght. and support of

staff
. .

The Performance ObjectiveCurricalurn. information about its
evaluation. background information on the project in general,
'and the project designed tests, including those for the mastery
of the performance objective skills, are availalale at cost from the
project staff, The materials required to introduce the program
will probably be found, in most school drstricts.

The original developmental staff of the project is now funded by
the New Jersey ESEA. Title III prdgram to offer training service,.
and follow-up consultation to New Jersey educators who wish
to replicate thei program. There is,, no charge fOr the services
of the project staff.
After the initial start-up investment for staff training. the
program s maintenance cost should not require an increase in
the current Operating expenses of most districts. Some districts
may find that the use of the Performance Objective Curriculum
will reduce the students' need for remediation.. This. rh- turn:
should represent a decrease in operating expenditures.

How was the program developpd?

Before an examination of the evaluation designs ,2nd results, it is
important to know the sequer ct% in which the pjerformance ob-
jective curriculum was introduced into the Dale Avenue School.
In 1969-70, the performance.objectives were used during part of
the year in Pre-Kindergarten. In 1970-71. the program was
followed in Kindergarten and the first grade. and in the middle of
the year was Introduced to the second grade. In 1972-73, thq
program was followed in all grades. Pre-Kindergarten throligh
third. In 1972-73, the students who completed the first and se-
tend grades had followed the performance objective curricFlum
virtually throughout their school careers. The students ho
finished the third grade, however, had been in the pro ram for
only .one and one-half years.

The development during the years 1970 through 1973 was sup-
ported by grants from the New Jersey ESEA, Title.III program.

The result was performance Objectives in ten areas applicable
through level three.

What is the present status of the program?

Data has been collected. analyzed and interpreted for children
from pre-primary through level three The performance objective
have been refined into a cohesive program of performance skills

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

The 1972-73 evaluatiOn design had three parts. For the first, a
random sample of students, thirty each from the first, second,
and third grades in the Dale. venue School, formed the ex- '

perimental group,a,.For.each grade:level there were four control:
groups. twct Control groups from educationally disadvantaged
populations. and two from educationally advantaged pop
ulations. The scores of the experiMental and control groups on
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test were compared for this
year, and this year's scores were co_(npared to those for each
group for each year of the project's. fi'istory.

,T he second part of the evaluation was toderfth testing of first, se-'

Bond. and third:gradastUdents at the Dale.Avenue School. A pre
and post test design using a locally developed test (the Perfor-
mance Objectives) and a standardized test (StanfordAchieve-
ment Test) was followed. A standardized Child Behavior Ratinb
Scale was given at the end of theyear to see if behavior of the
experimental groups matched achievement and I.Q. scores.
The third part of the evaluation program, wastmonitoring the Pre-:
Kindergarten and Kindergarten studentS through random sam-
ple testing using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Thst , the pro-:

ject developed Skill Assessment Te is, and the' Idehtity and
Body Parts Checklists.

The test data indiQate that while he Dale Avenue expenmenta
first, second, and third grade gr t ps do not.attain I.Q. scores a
high as those of the advantageg control groups, they do'mak
signiiluant gains from, entrance;into Pre-Kindergarten throug
Kindergarten and then maintain/1.O.'s that are at a national nor
through first and second grade. The third level students mad
significant gains in 1.0., although not as significant as those o

the first and second graders, qom Uie trine they entered the
program through the end of the third grade, but did not reach
the national norm. These third ±rade students have been in th
Dale Avenue School since Kindergarten, and had attended a'

' Pre-Kindergarten outside of t e Dale Avenue Schdol, btlt the
had not used the performance objective curriculum until the se
cond hag. of the second gra e.

Readers must also realize that this phase-in schedule and the
evaluation results refer to the use of the complete Performance
Objective Record. and are not valid for the use of only one part of

it such as the Decoding-Encoding Performance Objectives. Ilg

and Ames, Piaget, Beryiter and Englemann. ,Deutsch, Doman,

and Gesell were some of the authors who provided source
material for. the pre-school-Kindergarten Performance Objective

Curriculum In 1971-72 and 1972-73, assessment of needs/Of se-

cond and third level children showed these phildren lacked skills

in many of the areas in which training had been successful for the

pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten children. It was decided to
continue the performance objective format through the third level. is



There were significant differences found between all. Dale
Avenue experimental groups (first. second. aQd third grades)
Anti the disadvAtaged cont,ot groups in the Ome grades
Previous testing had shown that students entering the Dale
Avenue School and 'other ESEA, Title I school$ in Pater/on for
their first yar experience (for.the Dale Avenue School students'

this is Pre-Kindergarten while for the others.it Kindergazt
have very depressed I.Q. scores which are well below The
national- natal and a developmental language.,age well bel,
chronological age- All groups made significant gdins the fir
year. although the Dale Avenue group did show greater .gi
However, the second year of school (Kindergarten for the D

1.0. Scores Measured Sy The. Peabody Picture Vocabulary, Test
P

Four Years Of The Performance Objective Curricultim

The Children represented in this graph wilt coMpleteliie third
grade at Dale Avenue School in June 1974. They entered Pre-
Kindergarten in 1969, well below the national norm in mean I.Q.
By the end of Kindergarten, 1971, they were at the national norm.
They maintained this position through the first and second
grades, 1972 and 1973.

Date Avenue School
Paterson, New Jersey , )
Dale Avenue, Urban Early Childhciod Education Project

.
Pre. Kindergarten
Performance Objectives
Used Part of the Year
1969-1970

Kindergarten
First Year of Project
Performance Objectives.
Used Alt Year
1970-1971

is
First Level
Second Year of Project
Performance Objectives
Used All Year-
:1971-1972

_ 17:
Pre-Test ///) 85.8

Oest.Testi 41.2

Second Level
Third Year of Project
Performance Objecilyps
Used AU Year
1972-1973

. ,

1

. 2
/1/ (

Post-Teel /1" / 100.1

Natiorielilorm

.14ot:rest 7
- - -

00,0

. Peabody Mean LO. 65 80 85 90 105 1.10,



Avenue School, and first grade for other Title I schools) the Dale'
Avenue students Made additional gains that,brought them to the
national norm while the other Title I students simply leyel d ofj
and made little. it any additional gains. The Dale Aveni. first
and second grade students maintained these gaims,a remain-
ed at the national norm in I Q The other disadvantaged groups
remained well below the national norm in 1 Q. through first, Se-
cond, and third grades

I.C. Scores Measured by the Peabody PlcturiM/ocabulary Test

Three Years of the Performance Objective Curriculum

The childien represented in this graph.will complete the third
grade at Dale Avenue School in June 1975. They entered Pre-
Kindergarten in 1970, well below the national norm in mean IQ.
By the end of Kindergarten,,1972, they were at the-national
norm. They*ryiaintained this gain ThrOugh the end of the first
grade, 1973, 4

bale Avenue Schou;
Paterson, New Jersey
DO* Avenue Urban Early Childhood Education Project

Pre-Kindergarten
First Year of Project
Performance Objectives
Used All Year
1970-1971

Second Year of Project 4

Performance Objectives
Used All Year-
1971-1972

First Levet
Third Year of Project
P4formance Objectives
Used All Year
1972-19n

The mean scores for the first, second, and third' giade studen
in the Performance Objectives shot gains in the skill areas o
listening, naming. speakmg, writing and motor skills, classifica
tiori. mathematics. decoaing.and serration. By the end of the se
gond grade all students were able to perform all of the percep
tual motor skills. Al;hough there were veryIew mean saps in th
first and second grapes at Dale Avenue Sch ol, there were mor

o
in the third grade than in the other grade

/, Pre-Test //// 80.0

Post-Test 89.4

Post-Test / 90 27

Post-Test

:National Norm

98.4

Peabody Mean I.Cr 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115



The results of the Stanford Acheivement Tests showed that the
first and second gkrade students were performing at,grade level
in reading and mthematics, but that the third grade students
wereiperforming one year below grade level ,jr-i rkadmg, and
five months below grade level in mathematics. N-

The behdvior rating charts that t ted a randOm sample cti thee
first, second, and third grade students' behavior followed the
sam'epattern as the I.Q, and per,forhance. Thefirst and second
grade students, were just about at national .norms, and the
third grade students charted below this level.

The monitoring of the sample of Pr-e-Kindergarten and
Kindergarten' students confirmed that the same thing has
happened to the school's population year after year since the in-
troduction of the Performance Objective -Curribulurn The Pre-

. Kiruiergarten students made significant gains in.I.Q., skill
knowledge (Skill Assessment Test), and knowledge of
themselves (ldetity and Body Parts Test). They continued mak-
ing gains in Kitiderg-arten which brought them to the national
norm in -I.0 skill.knowledge,-and knowledge about themselves.

An important point for those interested primarily in reading is
the following. One second level teacher in the Dale Avenue
School went all the way throUgh the Decoding-Encoding skills .

with hiS pupilg, but did not spend much time developing the
lislening, speaking, Classification, observing,-and seriationz
skills.. His pupils did not store as well in reading on-the Stafiford
tests as did those whose teachers spent time on develoPing the
listening, naming, speaking, observing, classifying and seriating
skills. This showS that work in all of the above skills contributes
significantly to the development of reading' skills.

Whit are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

The Dale Avenue program. includes assessment of -individual
-children on over 400 pdrformance objectives in 10 broad areas.
The reading program capitalizes on the specialized talents of
prograni teacherstO teach reading. It makes wideuse of teacher
resources and the knowledge of educational consultants, it im-
proves the 'academic performance and capabilities of children
from disadvantaged urban evnironments so that they will be
able to function at a level- equal to that of students frOm a
non-disadvantaged situation.

Aze

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

The program has been funded as a demonstration site by the
N.J. ESEA Tidal!! program. Thestaff qffers to educators the op-
portunity to visit the project site, see the program in operation,:
and receive training in its replication. Materials required for the;
program are available at cost.

Mrs. Helen 'Hanson
Project Director
Dale Avenue School
21 Dale Avenue
Paterson, New Jersey
(201) 271-3375
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DISTAR Reading,
DISTAR
Instructional System

i.
Science Research ASsociates
Chicago, Illinois

Summary

'DISTAR Reading IS a program
for children who have not learned
basic-reading. It is carefully and
closely structured, and require
very specific teaching proCed-
ures. e skills developed are
car9full sequenced. Skill learn-
ings are utilized in buildirig more
complex skills. Constant ,diag7
nosis of pupil errors ancl.immed-
iate correction techniques tb -
remedy errors are part,of the
program. An elaborate teacher's
script eliminates ambiguity for
the teacher. Tlie Careful skill
structuring and detailed correc-
tion techniques.eliminate ambigu-
ity for the pupil. DISTAR Read- .
ing 1 teaches letter and.phoneme
sounds, blending, word reading,.
letter and*cirdwriting, and sen-
tence and Oaragraph reading.
DISTAR Reading II adds specific
comprehension skills and ques-
iion answering techniques to g
these teachings. DISTAR Read-
ing to Learn, concentrates on
readings in science and social
studies. The pace of DISTAR les-
sons is fast. The tone of the les-
sons is one-of-erifhusiasm.

Some children 4dvill require more
'than a year, while others will
completea level in less time.

-4 Typically, classes using DISTAR
employ a teacher and two teach-
er aides to present the lessons.

75.'e Engleinann.-Becker ap-
.pro,ach has been tested with pre-
school and primary Children.
Evaluation studies of pre-school
children show significant gains in
intelligence after using the DIS-
TAR programs for one year.
studies with first, second and
third graders show significant
gains in word recognition.

DISTAR Reading I, li is meant
for children from pre-school
thro 'ygh the primary-grades. .

DISTAR III is for children who
have completed DIATAR I, II.
Children usually complete each
level of\theprogram in a year.

a 3 5 ,

. ,

Nature of the Program,
. ,

For whom was.the progfan

The three DISTAR programs
for pre-Schbol, Kindergartej
system is also ,apppcable fC
children and With childr,en
language.

The target population consi4
basic reading, language; ar
target populationwhen thi
preparedwas pre-school,:
disadvantaged children. Thl
however, has broadened so
Passes all children, includir'
the disadvantaged, Childrea
those considered mentally
retarded students.. The sysf
geographic, demographic, i

Or what rationale was the

The DISTAR system hag de
children learn what they are
skills and concepts are the
functidn of teaching, and thi
.necessary skills and concer
tional.program. Such a p(cK
ing a thorough task analysil
components, prescribing tot
rection procedures, emphai
and incorporating testing as
a means of determining what
system is designed to be pr4
maximum participation of ea
dividual instruction with ma)
the teacher. Emphasis is co.
success rather than failure.

The authors stress that it' is ii
certain skills and maintain t
children to be taught by the

The programs,`as noted abo%
children learn what they area
must determine what he ha;
make sure that he is taught 4
before he is introduced to rri,

---' Believing that learning is the

a
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ISTAR
isyuctional System,,

ience Research Associates
ticago Illinois

.,

mmary

STAR Reading is a program
children who havenot learned

Sic reading. It is carefully and
*ely structured, and requires.
ry specific-teaching proced-
es.-The'skills developed are
,efurly'sequenced. Skill learn-
s are utilized in building more

knplex skills. Coristant
§is of pupil errors and immed-
e correction techgiques to
:rnedy errors are part of the
gram. An elaborate teacher's
ipt eliminates ambiguity for
teacher. The careful 'Skill

ucturing and detailed correc-
n techniques eliminate ambigu-
for the pupil. DISTAR Read-
I teaches letter and phoneme
nds, blending, word reading,
er and word writing, and sen-
ce and paragraph rea'ding.

STAR Reading II adds specific
prehension skills and ques-
answering techniques to

'se teachings.' DISTAR Read-
to Learn. concentrates on
dings in science and social
dies: The pace of -DISTAR les-
s is fast. The tone of the les-
s is one of enthusiaSA

STAR Reading 1, II is meant
children from pre-sch9og
ough the primary grqdge
STAR III is for children who
ecompleted DIATAR I. II.
ildren Usually complete each
el of the program in a year.

n

Sbme children will require more
thari a year, while others will
complete a level in less time.
Typically, claSses using DISTAR
employ a teacher and two teach-
er aides to present the lessons.

The Englemann-Becker ap-
proach has been tested with pre-
school and primary children.
Evaluation studies of pm :school ,
children show signific<ht gains in
intelligence after using the DIS-
TAR programs for one year.
Studies with first, second and
third graders show significant
gains in word recognition.

Nature of the Program

For whom was the program designed?
v.

The three DISTAR programs form a learning system appropriate
for pre-school, Kindergarten, and the primary grades. The
System is also applicable for special remedial work with older.
children and with children who speak English as a second
language.

a
The target population consists of children who have not learned
basic reeding, language, anearithmetic skills. The original
target populationwhen the first prototype materials. were
preparedwas pre-school, .Kindergarten, and primary grade
disadvantaged children. The original scope of the system,
however, has broadened so that the target population encom-
passes all children, including the average, the above average,
the disadvantaged, children with learning diSabilities, and
those c nsidered mentally educable or trainable mentally..
retarde students. The system is not confined to any particular

.geograp ic, demographic, or racial-ethnic population.

On what rationale was the program designed?
' -, .

The DISTAR system has developed from the basic ideas that
children learn what they are taught, that the necessary basic .

skills and concepts are the same for all children, that IQ is a
function of teaching, and that itls'pbssible to teach all of these
necessary skills and concepts by means of a suitable instruc-

_-ti al program. Such a program may be developed by perform-
ing thorough task analysis, logically programming the task
com onents, prescribing teaching routines incorporating cor-
rection proceduresemphasizing reinforcement techniques.
and incorporating testing as a teaching aid as well as
a means of determining what the children have been taught. The
system is designed to be presented to small groups, requiring
maximums participation. of each child, giving the benefits of in-
dividual instruction with maximum instantaneous feedback to
the teacher. Emphasis is constantly placed upon the idea ot
success rather than failure.

The authors stress that it is important for every child to developS
Certain skills and maintain that it -is possible for virtually all
children to be taught by the DISTAR programs.

The programsas noted above, are developed on the theory that
children learn what they are taught. To teach a child, his teachers
must determine what he has not been taught; then they must,
make sure that .he is taught every prerequisite skill in a subject
before-he is introduced to more complex skills indothat subject...,
Believing that learning is the function of teagrOing, the
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developers of. the DISTAR system present teaching 6 se- -
quences of properly programmed tasks taught one at a tim6.by
specified teaching techniques.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

cerps only-the DISTAR, reading program, it may'Vell be that th
success of the instructional system depends on theuse of all thre
programs. All three programs have been used in the evaluatio
studies reported. ......,. .

What specific objectives are involved?
The objectives of.the DISTAR Instructional System are to ., *.

.

.'. develop the -basic concepts and skills in reading, language, and . At the outset of the program, children are taught through
arithmetic which the child needs for success in school. . symbol-action games to recognize a sequence of two
These sR)lls include language skills whiCh focus on the language movements. "When the teacher demonstrates two body
used in the classroom in teaching,any of the subjects, rather movements in sequence, the student is able to deMonstrate that
than social usage language, followed byfurther development of . he recognized the sequence. This leads to recognition of
the skills needed to- analyze'language and to escribe qualities signals and left to right Octure reading.
and relationships obseeVed in.the surroundings. Reading skills .

.develop those techniques necessary to look at a word, to sound . Children are taught to blend - "say it fast." "When the teacher
it out, and to say ,ii, followed by development of reading corn- says a word slowly with pduses between the parts, the ,studen
prehension and advanced reading skills..DISTAR Reading is is able to say the word at .a normal pace." This technique is fir
one of. three ,instructional programs developed by Englemann applied to compound words, ten to individual syllables and
and his colleagues. sounds ir words. The complexity of the task is increased until

. .
A the child can Fear a word containing six,sounds in expanded

The DISTAR programs have been constructed so that specific form, and then "say it fast."
..educational objectives are stated as a series of specific tasks.

The objectives determine how the presentation is to. be made Similar carefully sequenced skills in Reading I and II teach rhyrrir
and the behavior the teacher must exhibit. Successful ac- .ing; spellirlg by sounds; tracing and writing of letters, words and
complishment of the objectives is determined by the feedback sentences; associating sounds with printed, letters; recognizing) of information the teacher receives from the:Children and by the upper and lower case letters of the alphabet; naming the letters
tests incorporated into the program. in alphabetical order both forward and backward; reading

aloud common words that do not have regular spellings; reading
aloud words that have a variety of double consonant 'com-
binations, inflectional endings and.rhyming" patterns; reading
stories of increasing length; and answering written questions.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The DISTAR Instructional System is-organized into the Reading
I, II and III, Language I, II and III and Arithmetic I, II and III
programs. The materials reviewed here include the Readirig
Materials only.

Approximately a year's time is required for a typical group to
complete one level of a program; however, some groups of
children May move at a faster rate and finish a level sooner (thus
moving into the next level), while others may reqdire more than a
year to complete 4 level.

Conterit organization of levels.l and II Of the Reading programs
can be summarized as follows: Reading I concentrates on the
skills necessary to look at a word, to sound Lt out, and to say it,
while.,Reading II emphasi2escomprehension and advanced
reading skills and teaches the student to follow directions.
Reading III, Reading.to Learn,leaches more complex com-
prehension and study sklIls, and applies them to readings in
Social Studies and Science. Although this review con-

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Reading I is sequenced into 159 presentations of approximately
30, minutes each. A variety of activities including related skills -
blending, Thyming,t'ymbol reading, practice in sounding, prac-
tice in reading sounds, practice in story reading, and
worksheets are included in each lesson. Recommended time
limits Jor these activities vary from 3 to 15. minutes. Presen-
tations in Reading II develop new word attack skills and 'com-
prehension skills. Miring Reading II lessons, students worlt wit
the teacher, for approximately 30 minutes. Seat work with ,

worksheets and writing sheets takes about 25 minutes more.

What materials are provided for the student?

Take-Homes are used forNeward nd skill reinforcement. The
are a part of all presentations in eading I. Mbst of the stories i
Reading II are divided into two parts. Take-Homes are presented
in about two-thirds of the lessons.. Students also use work-

,sheets, and writing sheets.



What material are provided for the teacher?

The Teactters' Kit includes the Related Skills Book, Sounds and
Reading Sounds Book, A, B and C, and the Recycling Book, as
well as colored plastic progress indicators, an acetate'page
protector, and specialized materials such as decks of 'colored
reading cards, and a teacher's guide.

4,

The teacher's guide applies to Reading I and II. It provide.
. .

specific teaching information as well as Pronunciation guides,
topic index material, and scope and sequence charts. Sound
recordings showing pronunciation, and teaching and correction
techniques are provided to the teacher. Teacher training
materials also include the DISTAR Participant's Manual, and
the DISTAR Trainee's Manual.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher made
materials?

'Although not required, the teacher may add or develop games
to reinforce the skills taught'in DISTAR. In addition, DISTAR
offers the DISTAR and Strategy Games and the DISTAR Library
Series as supplements to the DISTAR programs.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

Approximately 70 tests aje included in Reading I. Sixteen tests
are included'in Reading II. In addition, the daily, lessons include
provision for continual assessment of individual pupils.

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms organized?

TypieWly, a class of 25-30 children is organized into groups at
about the same level of progress. Groups range in size from 4 to
10 children. The lowest performing groups are smallest in size,
including perhaps 4 or 5 children. The higher performing
groups include up to 10 children. Frequently the teacher and
two teacher-aides each conduct DISTAR groups. The three
groups are conducted simultaneously in different partS of the
classroom. The prescribed teaching. method is paced rapidly,
and is highly structured. The teething method requires fre-
quent responses from the child and frequent reinforcement
from the teacher.

How are the materials' used?'

DISTAR lessons are presented in the form of drill from the'
presentation books. Each. child is expected to respgnd to the
teacher's signal and each response is carefbtly assessed.
Responses often fake choral form with the children responding
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in unison. Individual children, are corrected as soon as their
errors are cletected,-either dying the group activity or following
their individual responses. During the last part of the -lesson,
children work on Take-Homes which they are given to take home
when they have successfully completed the lesson. These story-,
Ofture-activity sheets are ski reinforcing. In addition, they are
tangible rewards for succe sful completion. of the reading lesson:

When necessary, reteachin or modeling' of a skill occurs as
soon as an error is detected. Absolute mastery is required on
the basic skills before the student proceeds. A Recycling Book
to be used during Reading II provides refresher teaching of the
skills in. Reading I.

Are teacher supplements used?

Typically, one or two teacher aides are used ,in presenting
lessons in the DISTAR instructional system. This illOws
sirkultaneous presentations to twcyer three rous,
at -a time.

How. is student progress-assessed? .

Student progress is assessed continually during the 'daily
!Os-ohs. Careful correction procedures are part of the DISTAR
teaching techniques. In addition, frequent tests ere included in
the presentation materials to assess mastery before new skills
are presented.

Implementation Requirements and Provisidhs

Are special facilities needed or required?

MoVable chairs and spaces where groups can Jneet are
necessary.

Is special equipment needed 'or suggested?

All 'equipment and materials for the DISTAR presentations are
included in the Teacher's Kit and the packaged student
materials. For teacher training, a phonograph is necessary to
play the Sound Recordings for Reading I..

Is in- service training needed or suggested?'

In-service training is necessary. Teachers must master
the DISTAR presentation and correction techniqUes.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

A two-day workshop typically prededes the introduction of
DISTAR: Periodic in-service sessions fellow in the early months



and throughout the year

What provisions are made for training teacher supplements.

Teacher supplements are also given the training in
presentation, techniques.

e.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

DISTAR Reading I
*List Price Net Price

Teacher Kit $ 72.00 $ 54.00
Student Set of'5 44.70 33.50

DISTAR Reading II
Teacher Kit - 108.00 81.00
Student Set of 5 73.00 55.00

List Price

Distar Reading II?, Reading to Learn

Teacher Kit .

(presentation book with level book and teacher's guide)

Net Price

Level A . 11.35 8.50
Level B f 11.35 8.50
Level C 12.35 9.25
Level D 12.35 9.25
Level E 13.00 9.75

Student,platerials (cost per child)

Level A Reader . 3.07 2.30
Level B Reader 3.07 2.30
Level C Reader 3.34 , 2.50
Level D Reader 3.34 2.50
Level E Reader 3.67 2.75

Workbook A 1.34 1.00
Workbook B 1.34 1.00
Workbook C '1.34 1.00
Work book D 1.34 1,00
Workbook E 1.54 1.15'

Supplements

DISTAR & Strategies. Game 2.00 15.00
Cards for Reading 6:70 5.00

DISTAR Library Series 61.20 45.90
- (40 books-1,6 copies each

of 8 different books)

Per Pupil Cost Reading I 8.50
(based on Reading II 13.70
30 pupils) Reading III 19.01

3
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Piogrambevelopment and Status

How was the program developed?

In 1964, Carl Bereiter and Siegfried Englemann began a
prOgram for pre-school children from poor homes and non-

:, white ethnic background at the, University of7Illiriois..The
prograM was built on three premises:

kt. :, .

a. When we speak of education, we must refer to what children
are taught, not. what they learn.

b. VVe,must have very speettic:-,criteit otperformance set that we
can analyze what children-are to be:"taught.

c. We must recognize that tacks are the same.forall children, but
that different children mays not have learned the same set bf
skills involved in a particular task; we must define the role of the
teacher as one whp teaches every child all the skillsa child must
Master in order to handlera particular task.

Believing that schools Must Setlhe Same set of educational ob,,
jectives for all children; the developers began to test the,tech-
moues ,they had devised for tpaphing"competence skill's .that for girls, The mean r6ea
potentially Jcsad to irtaxiitium upikard social motility." ,t p!STAR pupils Were 12.1

. . t. prehension scores ethe
Experimental clas§rooms were regarded as field ,sites. The were 5.84 fot- boys nd
materials were constantly revised. IQ 1966, after two years of in- Wide Range Achiev me
S-fctions, the first group.of six- year -olds "graduated." of 39.47 for boys, 43 0 fo

were 25.28 for boys, 24.
What is the. status of the presint program? ,... .. between the DISTAR chit
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41vocabulary scores for the

Additional research data on 'DISTAR I and DISTAR II becomes
available every year. The, programs are constantly retvised and
ekpanded. Supplemental' materials have been addeti to the,

/Original program. In additiet-DISTAR III, Reading-to Learn, is
now commercially available.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

4

Sceiool evaluations of the DISTAR instructional systems are based
on the use of all three, programs. A preliminary version of the
programs was used with .small groups of disadvantaged pre -:
schoolers for two years. The youngsters showed constant growth
in intelligence and word reading. After two years in the prograni
'one group had a mean 10 of 105 on the Stanford Binet and a mean'
word reading g ?ade equivalent of 1.7 on the Wide Range,Achieve-
ment Test. A second group showed a mean ro of 121 and a mean
grade equivalent inword reading of 2.6.
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Program Development and Statue

How was the program developed?

In 1964, Carl Bereiter and Siegfried Englemann began a
program for pre-School children from poor homes and non-
white ethnic background at theUniversity of Illinois. The
program was built on three premises:

e. When we speak of education, we must refer to what childre,,o
are taught, not what they learn.

b. We must have very specific criteria of performance so that we
Can analyze what children are to 'be taught.

o. We must recognize that tasks are the same for all children, but*that different children may not have learned the same set of
skills-involved in a particular task; we must define Inerole.q; the
teacher as one wbo teaches eyery child all the skills a child must
master in order- to handle a particular task.

Believing that schools must set the same set of educational ob-
jectives for all children, the developers began to test the tech-

, piques they had devised. for .teaching Skills that
potentially lead to maximum upward social Mobility."

Experimental classrooms were regarded as field sites. The
materials were constantly revised. In 1966, after two years of in-
structions, the first group of six-year:olds -graduated."

What is-the status of the present program?

Additional research data on DISTAR I and DISTAR II becomes
available every year. The prograMs are constantly revised and
expanded. Supplemental materials have been added to the
original program. In addition, DISTAR Ill, Reading fo Learn, is
now commercially available.

Program Evaluation

tipw has the program been evaluated?

School evaluationsof th'DISTAR instructional systems are based
on the use of all three-programs. A preliminary version of the
programs was used with small groups of disadvantaged pre-

-. sahoolers for two years. The youngsters showed constant growth
in intelligence and word reading. After two years in, the program
one group had a mean IQ of 105 on the Stanford Binet and a mean
word reading grade equivalent of 1.7 on the Wide Range Achieve-
ment Test. A second group showed a mean IQ of 121 and a mean
grade equivalent in word reading of 2.6.

Q0

DISTAR was one of the treatment groups in a study of small
groups of 3 and 4-year olds in the Ypsilanti, Michigan Public
Schools. Significant changes in IQ. were reported for all three
treatment groups when compared with a control group. Mean.
Stanford Binet scores of the DISTAR childr4Uncreased 30 point
for the 3-year-olds, 24 points for the 4-year oldS. All the students:
had been identified as firctionally retarded and disadvantaged at
the beginning of the stay.

School's in Las Vegas, New Mexico which included many children
from economically depressed areas tested children- in grade on
and two after a year of using DISTAR. The mean scores on the
Stanford Achievement Test otthese first graders was gra,de 1.7
in Word Reading and 1.73 in P ragraph Meaning. The n'tfn
scores-of the second grade groulliwas 2.58 in Word Readili
2.44 in Paragraph Meaning.

A pre-school program in above-average neighborhoods. in
Granite, Utah compared 32 mate d pairs of 3 and 4-year-oldfte
using DISTAR with those using traditional curriculum..On th
Gates MacGinite Reading Test the means fbr the DISTAR
students in Vocabulary were 23.59 for boys, 20.25 for girls.. Mea
vocabulary scores for the control group were 15.77 for boys, 13.0
for girls. The mean Reading Comprehension scores for the
DISTAR pupils were 12.14 for boys and 11.74 for girls. Mean com.
prehension scores of the students in the traditional curriculum,
were 5.84 for boys and 6.42 for girls. In word decoding on ,the
Wide Range Achievement Test, the DISTAR students had mean
of 39.47 for boys, 43.00 for girls. The means for the control group
were 25.28 for boys, 24.46 for girls. In all cases the difference
between the DISTAR children and the control groups were judge
greater than would have occurred by chance.

The SRA Achievement Series in Reading and Arithmetic was use.,
to evaluate children in grades one and two in the Synder Indepen
ent School District in Texas. The district includes inner-city ane
rural areas. Children who were judged to have learning disabilitie
and who ,used DISTAR during 1970-71 were compared with
children who had no learning disabilities and who used basal
reader programs. At the end of 1969-70, the first grade DISTA
children had a total reading score mean grade equivalent of 1.9,
The Children without learning disabilities had a total reading scor
mean of 2.2. At the Spring of 1971,the first grade DISTAR childre
had a total -reading score mean of 1.8, the children without learn'
ing disabilities a mean of 1.8. In the second grades, the .DISTA
children had a total reading.,score mean of 1.8 in the Fall of 1970
The control group had a mean score of 2.3. In the spring of 1971
the bISTAR children had a mean reading score of 2.6. The corn;
parable score tor the control group was 3.0.

Engelmann-Becker report that children who have been in the
DISTAR instructional program for 3 to 4 years score ':et or abov
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national norms in word decoding as measured on the Wide Range with a traditional program, materials' costs are high. Id midi&
'-Achievement Test. On sites whera there was no Kindergarten 't teachers and aides must be willing to)t-astlie DISTAR tech-.
program, 869 poor first graders had a mean wordtlecoding score 4iques and follow them.
of 1.93. On sites where there was a Kindergarten program, 867
poor. first graders had i9 mean word decoding score 9f 2.34. On the What were the results of the pilot of this program in
sites-without a Kindergarten program, 9.18 poor second New Jersey?.
graders had a mean word decoding score of 3.31. Op sites with a
Kindergarten, 592 poor second graders nad a mean word
decoding score of 3.69. On sites without a Kindergarten 188 poor
third graders had ,a mean word decoding score of 4.47. On sites
with a Kindergarten, 620 poor third graders had a mean word
decoding score of 5.10. The-results include the children who had
completed a full year of DISTAR.at -their appropriate level only.,
Two thousand six hundred poor children in Kindergarten, and
grades one and two who started the program in Kindergarten ex-
ceeded the average IQ score of 100 on the Slossen Intelligence
Test. 'Mean IQ gcores of the three grades ranged from 104.6 to
107.6.

In summary; DISTAR children, in pre-school and Kindergarten
show increased- verbal ability as measured on IQ tests. Poor

`children who started DISTAR iliKindergarten and who were tested
in Kindergarten, firit grade asecond grade show verbal ability in
the average range as measured on an IQ test. DISTAR students
tend to show scores above expected norms in word decoding.
One study reported significantly .greater gains in reading
vocabulary and reading comprehension when DISTAR children.
were compared with children in a traditional program. This result
occurred with pre;school children in an above-average
neighborhood.

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

The research available shows increased verbal facilit7for pdor
and non-poor children who have been in the program one, two
or three years. Gains in word recognition are frequently
repOrted after a full year in the program. Few studies report
significant differences in reading comprehension when com-
pared with a control group.

A detailed teacher's script including directions and questions to
be presented is provided for each lesson. Assessment .

procedures are built into the program. The program is carefully
structured. It provides Opportunities for acceleration for children
ready to move faster, and recycling procedures for children
who need to, refreshen skills learned earlier'.

Because close structuring of skill elements, and a great deal of
repetition are part of the program, the materials may not be ap-
propriate for all children:eacher-aides are usually employed to
allow simultaneous instruction of DISTAR groups. Compared

The Fairfield Township Primary School implemented DISTAR
over Ef five month period.between January-June 1974 with a
pilot group of verylow achieving childremin one second grad
and two third grade classrooms. There were ten pilot student
in each Classroom and control children from other classes we
matched to the pilot group.

gasses in this primary school are heterogenously grouped an,
.A11 three teachers had grouped their children for reading pre-
viously, working with individual groups while the other childre
worked on their Own. However, the teachers felt that DISTAR
enabled therri to work more intensively with the ten pilot chil-
dren.in each of their elasses who represented the slowest rea
ers. The DISTAR script enabled them to get the individual chi
dren to respond and become actively involved.

In following the progres of each child closely, the teachers f
that DISTARWas a grelt help since each child had to particip
in the'exercises. As in the past, the teachers-were devoting-o
half hour to working with the, reading group. However, within
this time segment, the teachdrs felt that time was structured m
carefully for them and they became intensely involved with th
children.

The pre-post test performance on the Metropolitan Achievem
Test: Reading administered to all children in the Fairfield Tow
ship Primary School during October, 1973 and May, 1974 re-
vealed'no significant differences between thet-pilot and the co
trol groups during that period.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

' Science Research Associates
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 266-5056



-Higher Horizons'100

Hartford Public Schools
Hartfonj, Connecticut
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Summary

Higher Horizons 100 is a pro-
gram which provides intensive
remedial language training and
counseling to ninth-grade stu-
dents from the disadvantaged
areas of Hartford. The program
selectS 100 students each year
who are of average intelligence,
free of serious emotional prob-
lems, and retarded one to three
years in reading. These students
attend Hartford Public High
School, but in a school-within-
a-school setting which is separ-
ate from the other ninth-grade
,tudents except for physidel
education. The program oper-
ates within its own cluster of
rooms and has its own special
curriculum. Annual pre-and post-
testing on standardized achieve-
ment tests show the program
consistently improves the read-
ing and writing scores of the
students, although gains in other .

curriculum areas are less in),
pressive.

p

Nature of the Program -

For whom is the program designed?

HH100 was initiated to provide special. help to children of
families moving into the poverty areas of Hartford. These
children typically were characterized by poor school records
and serious language disabilities. To be chosen for the program,
a student must be recommended by his counselor as a ninth-
grader of average intelligence, with no serious. adjustment
problems, and in need of intensive. language And reading
remediation. The desire of the student to be part of the program,
and the willingness of his parents were also selltion criteria.

On what rationale was the program'designed?

A study of the demographic and welfare records undertaken in
the 1960's revealed a pattern of mobility with serious
educational implications. These records showed that More-
families were moving out of the city than were moving in, and
that the incoming familities were larger and poorer than those
emigrating. The children coming into the city characteristically
had poorer school records, more school adjustment problems,
and greater language deficiencies than the students they were
replacing. The Higher Horizons 100 program is an effort to
provide a transitionary program for those incoming students
who are beginning high school with serious academic defiCien.-
cies.

'

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

In general, the program is designed to:
Provide a setting for curricular experimentation and develop-
ment in an effort to provide for the particular needs of a selected
group of poverty children.

Assist the students in Their transition to regular high school in-
struction.

Remediate specifiC -learning disabilities, especially-in the
language areas of reading and speech.

'Provide experiences not otherwise attainable in the out-of-
school environment.

Promote higher educational and life goals by improving the self,
concept of the students.
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.Organization and Mai

How is the program organ

Organized as .a school-with
and curriculum. The staff
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counselor, and-a project a
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summer.
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total school experience for t
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Nature of.the Program

For whom is the program deiigned?
vQ

'HH100 was initiated to provide special help lo children, of
families moving into the poverty areas of Hartford. These
children typically were characterized by poor 'school .records
and serious language disabilities: To be chosen for the program,
a student must be recommended by his counselor as a ninth-
grader of average intelligence. with no serious adjustment
problems, and in need of intensive language and reading
remediation. The desire of the Student to be part of the program,
and the willingness of his parents were also selection criteria.

On what rationale was the program designed?

A study of the demographic and welfare records undertaken in
the '1960's revealed a pattern of mobility with serious

;educational implications. These records showed that more
families were moving out of the city tan were moving in, and
that the incoming familities were larger and poorer than those
emigrating. The children coming into the city characteristically
had poorer school records, more school adjustment problems,
and greater language deficiencies than the students they were
replacing. The Higher Horizons 100 program is an effort to
provide a transitionary program for those incoming students
who are beginning high school with serious academic deficien-
cies.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

In general, the program is designed to:
Provide a setting for curricular experimentation and develop-
ment in an effort to provide for the particular needs of a selected
group of poverty children. -

Assist the students in their, transition to regular high school in-
struction

Remed. ;ate specific learning disabilities, especially in the
language areas of reading and speech. '

Provide experiences not otherwise attainable in the out-of-
school environment.

Promote higher educational and life goals by improving the self-
concept of the students.

10

OFganization and M terials

How is the program org nized?

Organized as a school- ithin-a-school, HH100 has its own staff -
and curriculum. The st f consists of a Program Coordinator,
four subject area teachers, two language specialists,.a guidance
counselor, and a project assistant. Subject areas covered are
English, mathematics, science, speech, remedial reading, and
s ial studies. Since the progi am operateS within its own set of
cl rooms, a semi-cloistered environment is maintained within
whi ents can be given individual attention. Classes are
kept mall, averaging about 25'in the content areas, and 12 to 15
in the remedial sections on speech and reading. English and
mathematics claSses are grouped homogeneously to permit ad-
ditional emphasis on language disabilities. The daily schedule is
flexibly organized to permit tutorial study halls, field trips, large
group sessions, and the like.

What specifid objectives are involved?

While the program is not totally diagnostic-prescriptive in nature,
it is planned in detail covering objectives, content, materials,
and techniques used to individualize instruction. Language'
remediation is considered part of the total program and is
emphasized in all-classes regardless of subject area. The
Students receive language remediation not. only in English,
speech. and reading, but also as an integrated part, of social
studies, math, and. science. The integrated content of the .

program is .planned at weekly, staff meetings and during the
summer.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

For the students selected, the HH100 program constitutes their
total school ek0erience for. the ninth grade, except for physiCal
education which is taken twice a week in the regular school

program. The basic school day consists of homeroom followed
by six 45-minute periods, but this schedule is frequently ad-
justed. A typical student's schedule on any. given day might be
as follows:

Homeroom Conducted by first-period content-
area teacher prior to beginning the
day's instruction.

Period 1

Period 2 \Mathematics
.

Period 3 Social Studies
-Period 4 Science
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Period 5

Period 6

Speech and Reading (Tatight on
alternate days)

Physical Education (Twice a week)

Supervised Study (Three times a week)

within an overall articulated plan. One plan used in English is to
allow the student to choose the grade he wishes to make: on a
particular unit, and to contract the amount of work equted f
that grade. Positive class participation and completi of daily
assignments is the base requirement for all passing rades.
Higher grades are aspociated with corresporidingly hi her test
scores and the completion of more assignments. The student is
allowed to choose assignments from a list.

indiyidualiiation in reading and speech is on the diagnostic--
Prescriptive pattern. Student language levels are determined
through testing; and readily attainable, short term goals are s
Individual records and interclass competitions are used as
motivating devices with which a student can. demonstrate his
progress.

What materials are provided for the program?

Materials are selected to appeal to student interests and
abilities. Extensive use of audiovisual equipment is made in all-
classes,and a special paperback library is available for home
use: The materials listed below are a sample of materials used in .

English and language .classes.

Books
Christ, Modern English in Action
Warriner, English .Grammar and Composition
McCart, Reading/Writing Workshop
The Way It is, Xerox publication
Christ (ed.), The Odyssey of Homer
Steinbeck, The Pearl
Parks, TheLean-ling Tree
Barrett, Lilies of the Field
Bontemps (ed.), American Negro' Poetry
Rudd, Word Attack Manual
Building Reading POwer, a .prOgrammed course
Basic Reading Skills, published by Scott Foresman
Various high interest stories
ACidioyisual Equipment and Materials
Tape Recorder
FilmstripS
Movies

. Television
Phonograph Records
Overhead Projectqrs
Opaque Projectors
Controlled Reader and filmstrips, Educational Development

. Laboratories
Language Master and materials, Bell and Howell
Flash-X, Educational DevelopMent Laboratories

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms organized?

Classroom organization varies according to subject and
instructor- student preferences. In all cases, however, the
emphasis is on indiVidualization-of instruction.

How are the materials used?

A wide variety of techniques are used fo individualize instruction .
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Are teacher supplements used?

On occasion, college and other volunteer tutors have-been use
as teacher supplements.

How is student progress assessed?

In addition to the procedures employed in each classro m to
assess student growth in the curricular areas, a series pre-
and post-tests have been given each year to measure the eral
effectiveness of the program. These tests will be discus
theevalution section.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

The staff emphasizes the importance of having a special area t
foster the separate school-within-a-scliool identity, but this are
need only be a set of contiguous classrooms. The remedial
nature of the program' calls for somewhat different and more
elaborate curricular materials.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

In a program of this type, audiovisual aids and remedial devi
may need to be more abundant and varied than is found in th
typical' classroom of all but the best equipped schools.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

HH100 emphasizes the team planning necessary to: presentin
an articulated program. The staff meets once weekly for cri-
tiques, planning, and discussions of individual students. At the
meetings, the teachers cooperatively plan their class activitie



and develop coordinated techniques far dealing with each
s'tudent's unique problems. In addition, the staff spends four
weeks in the summer planning the year's program, training new
staff, reviewing student profiles, and meeting _the incoming
students and parents during home visits.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Since the school-within-a-school concept involve's curriculum
reorganization primarily, costs of the program above regular
costs are moderate. The budget for HH100 in a representative
year was $94,125, but most was for personnel costs. T.he der
pupil cost of the program is generally. approximately $900, as
compared to regular pupil expenditures of $800.

Pro'gram DeVelcipment and Status

The HH100 program was initiated in 1965 to meet a developing
problem in"the community. While the detailed program is subject
to continuous change and development, the overall form of
the program has remained the same.

What is the present status of the program?
IRO

The program is continuing under funds from the Connecticut
State Act for Disadvantaged Children. In 1971, it was chosen for
review as an exemplary program by the American Institute of-
Research, and the program is one of tive selected for -national
dissemination by the Right -To -Head Effort. Other high schools
in Hartford:now -have similar programs.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

The general objectives of HH100 concern the improvement of
(t) reading ability, (2) writing skills, (3) scholastic achievement
generally, and (4) self-concept. The program evaluates the
cognitive goals through a _comparison of pre-and post-test
results. Self-conCept evaluation has been attempted, but without
notable success. .

What are the indicated strengths and limitations of the
program?

The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test is administered at the
beginning and end of each year. Although the staff believed that
improved reading skills should be reflected in improved scores
on group aptitude tests, no such.results haye been obtained.
Gain, scores have been, nonsignificant and occasionally
negative.. The program has no demonthrable effect on its
students' intelligence test performance.
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The Major areas of success for the program are specifically_ i
the areas given greatest stress: writing and reading. Gains o
the SRA Writing Skills Test and the Iowa Test of Silent Readin'
are consistently significant and impressive. In general, the im
provement in writing skills has brought the students from,a
pre-test percentile of 22 to a post-test rank of 50. Reading
gains are generally at 1.5 grade equivalent units or above for t
air- month period.

Results on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, are mixed. Im-
provement on the Reading subtest is consistent and impressive,
with average gains ranging from .8 to 3.3 grade equivalent units
over the years. The Word Knowledge subtest results are
generally significant but of lesser magnitude. For 1972-73, all
Metropolitan grade equivalent gait v were significant at the .01
level.

Useful Information

Where pan information about the program be obtained?

For additional information about th\e\prograrn, contact:

Mrs. Mamie White, Program Coordinator
Hartford Public High School
55 Forest Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06105
(203) 278-1365

for evaluation information, contact:
Mr. Robert J.Nearine
Coordinator of Evaluation
Hartford Public Schools
249 High Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06105
(203) 566-6534
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High Intensity
Learning Systems
Reading

Random House
New York, New York

Sum Mary

High Intensity Learning Systems-
Reading is an instructional sys-
tem which defines each student's
unique reading needs and pre-
scribes appropriate reading activ-
ities to fill the student's needs.
If enables one teacher to man-
age the individual program of 30
students per class hour-150 stu-
dents a day. The program com-
bines individualized reading
materials frOm over 30 publish-
ers, including more, than 1,000
trade books, with a comprehen-
sive classroom management
system. It is designed to meet
the needs of any student from
grade one through high school,
whether he is a good reader, or
poor reader. Randbm House pro-
vides a staff development pro-
gram to help school districts set
up Reading Centers and imple-
ment the system. Thy -High Inten-
sity Program has already helped
ovefifty thousand children learn
to read.
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Nature of the Program

For whoM is the program designed?

The program is designed to meet the needs of any student from
grade one through high schqol.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program developers believe that intensive, quality instruc-
tion can-offset the effects on reading achievement of racism and
poverty. They assert that replacing one publisher's materials
with anothai. is not a curriculum change. Curriculum redesign
requires "an efficient and htilhane redeployment of human, in-
structional, ysical, and fiscal resourceein the school to reach_ -
operationally efined instructional goals." Such d systems ap-
proach o th reading curriculum can be designed, delivered
and im emented at a cost effectiveness level superi r to
programs" (pu shers' materials) now being used.

What are the gener I goals and objectives of the program?

Statd simply, the goal of High Intensity Learning Systems is to
teach kids to read, especially the ones who do not normally
achieve in the public schools. The movement toward account-
ability has been animportant impetus to the development of the
system. The program clearly.,specifies appropriate objectives
for each student's learning. Both teacher and student know
definitely what the student must learn. They know the methods
and materials he must use, and they know What he must do-to
show that he has Mbstered the specified objective. Reading is
more than test measures, but in order to read at a given level,
the student must master certain skills. his helpful to break these
skills down into specific conorete behaViors.. Specific assess-
ment techniques can then be made for each of these. behaviors.

Organization and Materials

Hoyt is the program organized?

High Intensity Learning Systems - Reading has two basic sets of
components. They are:

1.'A collection of reading materials from more than thirty.
different publishers.

2. A classroom management system that helps the-teacher
make diagnostic decisions about a student's reading. It provides
the behavioral analyses the teacher needs for assessments: It
provides prescriptions kir instruction based on these
assessments. It also provides classroom management

strategies so that one tea
curricula as there are stu

The most important comp
System r is the Catalogue
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?!

programThe program is designed to meet the needs of any student from.
grad one through high school.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program developers bitileve that intensive, quality instrut-
bon can offset the effectt on reading achievement of racism and
poverty. They- assert that replacing one publisher's materials
with another's is not a curriculum change. Currintilum redesign
requires "an' efficient and humane redeployment of human,
structional, physical, and fiscal resources in the school to reach

..operationally defined instructional goals." Such a systems ap-
proach to the 'reading t urriculum can be designed, delivered
and implemented at a cost effectiveaese_level superior to
programs" (publishers' materials) now .being 'used.

1,4r
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What are the general goals and objectives of the program?.

Stated simply, the goal of High Intensity Learning Systems is to
teach kids to read, especially the ones who do not normally
achieve in the publiC schools. The movement tdward-account--
ability has been an important impetus to tfigAlevelopment of the
system. The program clearly specifies appropriate objectives
for each.student's_learriing. Both teacher and student know
definitely what the student must learn. They know the methods
and materials he must use, and they know what he must cid-to
show that he has mastered the specified objective. Reading is
more than test measures, but in order to read at a given level,
the' student must master certain skills. It is helpful to break these
skills down in-to-specific concrete behaviors. Specific assess-
ment techniques can then be made for each of these behaviors.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

High Intensity Learning Systems-Reading has two basic sets of
components. -They are:

1. A collection of reading materials from more tban thirty
different publishert.

2. A classroom management system that helps the teacher.
make diagnostic decisions about a student's reading. It provides
the behavioral analyses the teacher needs for assessments. It
provides prescriptiont for instruction. based on these
assessments. It also provides classroom--managemefnt

strategies-that one teacher can operate as many individual
curricula as there are students.in. the class.

The most important component of the Classroom Management
-System is the Catalogue of Instructional Objectives and
Prescriptions. This two-volume catalogue contains ap-
proximately 500 specific reading behaviors or instructional ob-
'jectives. Each instructional objectiv* (1-0) is followed by a list of
prescriptions which help the student master that particular1-0/,
These /prescriptions are learning activities selected from the
resource materials. The stem provides Check-In Tests and
Check-Out Tests which help the teacher determine which I-O's
each student needs, aid which' he has mastered. Both com-
ponentt are necessary to operate High Intensity Learning
Systems-Reading.

3. The Staff Development Program brings rofessional consul-
tants into the school to ensure proper implementation of the pro-
gram. A typical staff development program involves an initial
three-day workshop, a follow-up. workshop, and periodic support
fOr the first year, after which this portion of the program is
normally complete. '

What sp4ific objectives are involved?

There are-several concepts fuilidarnental to, High Intensity
Learning Systems-Reading. Most itrIbortant are: .

0-
1. Prescriptive or "so what?" diagnosis. This systeim will provide
tools for analyzing each student's reading behOior."More.irril
portant, it answers the question "so what shall I do about it?" by
helping the teacher prescribe appropriate activities, for instruc-

2. Motivation'. The 'system provides motivation througN,I.rn-
mediate reinforcement; the student gets "feedback" right away
to let him know whether his response to a "learning stimulus"
has bedh adequate. Feedback to the learner and presentation of
appropriate learning stimuli are continuous processes.

3. Individualization. The system involves a large variety of
specially designed materials, so the teacher can personalize
content,. rate, and level for each student.

4. Intensified Instruction. Students learn efficiently through an
intensified approach using appropriate books, materials,
technology and systems. Learning maximizes, the amount of
"reading period" time each student spends on appropriate
learning activities. 5,1

5. Performance objectives and the criterion-referenced assess-
ment techniques. With a goal of 500 well-defined reading
behaviors, schools can plan their curricula. more clearly; they
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can also evaluate the_student's performance knowing precisely
whaMhey are trying to measure,

S ectives in the program fall into three large classes: word
ttack, comprehension, and study skills(

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Students devote one class hour daily toithe program.

What materials are provided for the student?

Materials from over 40 different publishers form a library of
reading materials. All are self-instructional and are arranged so
that they are non - consumable. They are arranged in broad dif-
ficulty levels, beginning readers to 12th grade achieving
readers, with materials at intervening levels for both achievers
and underachievers. No basal reader materialS are included.
Some of the materials include:

Bantam Books-C\nicano Cruz, The Contender, Cheaper b9"the
Dozen, Can't You Hear Mil Talking To You, Hot Rod,. Star Trek
Bernell Left, Ltd,-Specitic Skills Series
Borg-Warner Educational Sy .stems- System 80
rhdividualized InstruOtion, Inc.
Economy Ch.-EARS, Spacetalk
Learning Research ASsociates-The Michigan Language
Program
J.P. Lippincott-Reading for Meaning
McGraw-Hill Book 9o. EDL-EDL.Study Skills Kits
Prentice Hall-Be A Better Reader
Random House-Random House Reading Program-r.
Pacers-7 Sets of Carousel Books
Teachers College Press-Gates Peardon Reading Exercises
ivIc Calls Crabbs
Weston Woods-Sound Filmstrip Sets

What materials' are provided for the teacher?

Fiend Om House Educational Systems Division supplies soft
materials for the system, some of which are:

Basic Test of Reading Comprehension
I.O. (Instructional Objectives) Catalog, Vols. 1 and 2
Check Test Booklet
Check -In Test Pads 1vith Answer Keys
ChecktOut Test Box and Answer. Keys

instructional Managers Guide

The I.O. Catalog identifies skill activities in each of the commer-
cial materials. The samples below show this materials analysis.

Application Forms, (Local)
475'
Ad Wes-Addison
Kit A
069, 075,, 076,1)87, 107, 170,
361, 365, 390, 423, 424
Kit B
282, 304; 308, 327, 343, 347,/ ..

194, 212, 220, 249, 304, 347, 360,

362, 363, 364, 390, 458, 459
4

ARp-Audio. Reading Progress Lab (EPC)
Level 1
006, 007, 008, 009, 011, 061, 061a, 061b, 061c, 068, 081, 081a,'
081b, 081c, 084, 093, 093a, 093b, 093c, 095, 100, 100a, 1,00b,
100c, 104, 120, 120a, 120b, 120c, 124, 136, 136a, 136b,'136c,
1'37, 138, 184;, 192, 249, 260, 265, 327, 334, 355, 389, 399

Lvel 2
061, 061a, 061b, 061c;068, 070, 081, 0131a, 0814081c, 092, 093,
093a, 093b, 093c, 096

Each activity identified is coded to one of the 500 s ill objectives.
Then the skills are listed by number with a choice f activities for
each skill. The teacher chooses from these ac ivitils to make
a prescription. Student input to the prescription in the form of
checkrin tests tells the teacher which skills the student needs to
practice.

Examples of some of re skill prescriptions are shown below.

Sample 1.0. Prescriptions

026

Skill Given a wor vi ually, the student selects
from X cho es the word that matches the
given word

Prescriptions MLP-RW 3: pp. 8', 9, 22, 23, 41, 42; 44, 69,
70, 73, 100, 101, 104, 128,
129, 132, 153, 154, 158,
159

MLP-RW 4: pp. 4-7, 10, 20-23, 25, 26, -39,
51-55, 67-70, 81,84, 951(38,
110-112, 114, 116, 118N,119

MLP-RW 5: pp. 5-10, 23-25, 41-46, 61-70, 86-
° 92, 103-106, 109-110, 122, 123,

125;128, .130, 143-151, 164-
170, 183-187, 189-194

MLP-PT: 29, 32#4-5, 36#3-6, 40#4-8, 43#4-7,
46#4-8, 49#4-10, 58, 61, 65, 71, 79, 83,
87, 90, 94, 97

s,
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Skill -Given a picture for a one-syllable word, the
student selects one cif X vowels that repre-
sent the medial sound of that word.

Prescriptions -Wordpacers-SkSpot E: #4
Def. E: #.4, 5
E: Blue #6

PW (B) 181, ;183, 187
PWV (E) 112 (G) 108, 110, 111
CR 105, 125, 128, 134
MWDS 94
DRS (A) 15, 31, 37, 61 (B) 13 (C) 9

267

Skill Given a sentence visually, the student iden-
-tifieMhe 2 words that are homonyms.

Prescriptions PH Wr See A-pp. 28, 42, 43, 56, 57, 76, 77
B-pp. 9, 19

Tr Th (161, 66 PW (C) 18
MWVS 23, 24 MWDS 15
pw (A) 139, 174, 187, 188, 199, 213, 229
Writes the Vowel:
PWV. (C) 51, 56, 62, 64

(E) 30, 46

373

Skill After reading a book (selection),the stu-
Y dent demonstrates an understanding of the

author's style or the structure of the book
(selection) by answering specified
questions.

Prescriptions ARP Level 5-Lesson: 10B
Level 6-Lesson: 8B, 11B
Level 7-Lesson: 6A, 11A
Level 8-Lesson: 6A/10B, 11A, 114B

RHRP-Tan: 12. 14
Olive: 12, 14

Skilphcer Tan-12: all items, all cards
items, all cards

Skilpacer.Olive-12: all items, all cards
14: all items, all cards

One to One-Literary Ability 8: Plot
Eiterary Ability 10: Setting
Literary Ability 11: Structure
Literary Ability 12: Style
'Literary Ability 13: Theme
Literary Comparison 5:Novel #2-5
Literar omparison 7: Theme #1-3



One to OneSpecific Interest: 1-21
Specific -Books: #1-60

One to OneGeneral Biography: 1-6
General Fiction: 1-5 ,

Poetry: 1-5
Short Stories: .1-4

This objectiVe is assessed by teacher observation.

How. open is the program to supplementary and teacher made
materials?

WO intensity Learning Systems-Reading is an open system.
Self-instructional materials may be added.

What student assessment materials are, proidedefr
suggested?

The basic Test of Reading Cornpreherfsion is a placement test.
Check -In Tests and Check-Out Tests assess skill development.

Classroom Activities

How are classroomsorganized?

Classes come to the reading center. The reading center is
arranged so that students can easily reach their folders and the
materials with which they will work. Reading centers have an at-
tractive informal reading corner where children read trade
books, and another corner set up with cassette recorders where
students record their own poetry readings. In setting up the
reading center, attention is paid to minimizing congestion
and facilitating attention to learning activities.

How are the materials used?

Based on Check-In Test, the teacher knoWs the skills each pu 'I
needs to work on. With the help of the 1.0. Catalog and her
knowledge of the student, the teacher makes a ,presCription for
each student. The student keeps track of his skill work on a wall

6 chart. He first writes the skill num bers,of the prescriptions on the
wall chart. After working on the prescriptions, he crosses off the
skills he has mastered, as he passes the Check-:Out Tests.

.(7

Are teacher supplements used?

The system is designed so that one teacher can handle 30
children at a time, about 150 children a day. Aides are useful if
funds are available.

How is student progress assessed?
.

.

A placement test (Basic Test of Reading Comprehension) gives
the student's initial reading level..The .teacher then begins to
give him Check-In Tests in specific subskills. The teacher
collects a group of Check -In Tegts (1.0's) in which the student
need actice in order to give him a suitable 'ptescription.
Wh thehe teacher or the student feels he is performing each of

N
the rescribed I.O. tasks well, he takes the CheckOut Test. A
wall Chart keeps track of the 1.0.'s he is, working on, and thePneS
he has mastered.

t.)

Implementation Remilremento-
and Provisions

Are special facilities needed a suggested?

It is necessary to set up a reading center with appropriate work
areas and storage areas for materials and pupils' records.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

Cassette recorder t and playbacks, film strip grojectors, pacers,
head sets, stopwatches and other small items are needed or
suggested.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

In-senlice training is necessary.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?
%.

A Staff Development Program trains teachers. This involves a
three-day workshoP,.two or more follow-up workshops, an
monthly support for the first year. Subsequent training is usua
done within the school system.

What provisions are made for training of teacher supplements?

Teacher supplements are included in the teacher training
program..

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Cost for the management system is $1,815. The inventory of
materials is approximately $7,000. The Staff Development Pro-
gram is $3,600., This trains about 20 peopleteachers, super-
visors and aideswho in turn will manage up to 3 ce ters. A
district may.set up 3 centers each of which will handl 15a
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Students a day. Most of-the materials of the management system
and all of the inventory of materials for student use are reusable.
Random House advises that initial costs should be considered
over a 5 year span. This brings the yearly per pupil cat to
$13.80 plus the few consumable items. After the initial cost
$3 to S4 per student per year will keep the program running.
Costs may vary, however, depending on the age of the chil-
dren, the items on hand; and various other local conditions.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The. program was developed by Dr. S. Alan. Cohen and Dr.
Ann Marie Mueser. Working with Dr. Abraham J. Tannenbaum,
Dr. Cohen developed the Taxonomy of Instructiosnal Treatments
'in Reading and a classroom analysis scheme derived from the
taxonomy. Later, the taxonomy was used in a systems approach
to reading instruction known as the Reading Skills Center.
Based on his research, Cohen states that in more successful
teachers' cfasKodms, children were more involved in learning
than in less successful teachers' classrooms. The term "more
involved'7includes such descriptions as "liking what he's doing,"
"sticking to it," "interested" and like terms. The P ratio was -.7e

developed by Cohen to measure this invOlvement. It measures
pupil,articipation in prescribed learning activities. A class .P

ho is derived by sampling participation students. Non-
participation Of the student may be the result of a variety of
situations. For example, the student'may be waiting for the
teacher, ,r he may be waiting for certain materials or equip-
ment, or he may be doing somethin which pas nothing to do
with the learning activity at hand. Ac . ordind- to Cohen's S
research, the greater students' partic pation in the prescribed
learning activity, the more Measured achievement occurs. The
"best" teachers of reading had children participating in
prescriVi learning activities 56 percent of the time. Average
teachers had P ratios of 30 to 40 per cent. A simplification of
Cohen's P ratio is part of High Intensity Learning Systems-
Reading. / l 1

What is the present status Of the program?

High Intensity Learning Systems continues to be modified and
expanded, A nation-wide:. system for updating the instructional
matprials.as new programs are produced is nowin operation.
Modifications of classroom management techniques are being
developed.The curriculum istbeing expanded to include
mathematics.

Program Evaluation,

How has the program been evaluated?

A study at P.S. 148 in New York .City reported delinquent,
. boys gained11 year in four months time and 2 years in 8 moftths
time. In Williamsville, New York, after 3 months in the
program an average population shoWed a mean gain in
vocabulary of .41 and a mean gain in comprehension of .63.
Students in Appalachia showed a mean gain nearly a Aull year
'greater than expected gain (.4 year for this population) aster about
100 hours of instruction. Average gain was 1.2 years growth..

A large study in Omaha, Nebraska followed the progress of over
2,000 children in grades 3-11. Pre-tests were conducted six
weeks after the system wasinstalled. Post-tests were conducted
4 1/2 months later. Mean gain was nearly double the gain ex-
pected for average students (.87 year gain after .45 year instruc-

, tion)..The mean gain was about-three times the expected gain
for Title Istudents in this school system. Measuring constraints
in 'the Reading Centers' operation, the researchers concluded
that the system was able to control negative teacher-school
effeCts. Thy is, while positiveattrib tes of teacher- school
effects showed in the achievement r sults; even the "worst"
centers had average gains somewhat greater than expected
gains for average students.

Pre-post gains over a five month period for 236 children.in
grades 2-6 in an elementary school in Shaker' Heights, Ohio
revealed an overall average gro
and 1.1 in Paragraph Meaning. T
month's instruction was thus doubt

r-tit)

rate of Word Meaning
expected, growth of .5 for 5
d in both cases. Table 1

shows the specific

1
results for each grade level.

Table 1

Five Month Student Gains
Random HOuse High Intensity Reading_ Program
Shaker Heights, Ohio
December, 1972-April, 1973

:6>

Grade No.of Pupils
Average Gain

Word Meaning
Average Gain

Paragraph Meaning

2 29 1.1 1.2
3 41 .7 7
4 56 14 1.7
5 47 .8 .8
6 63 1.1 1.1

Total 236 1.0 1.1



0What are the strengths and weaknesses of the program?

evidence.ppinte to the effectiveness of the program, even
with severely disadvantaged populations. HoWeVer, most of the,
evaluation,SWcifes cover only a period of several months. The
ProgOni,-w:difla seem to warrant long-term evaluation.

Useful Information

. Where can the program be obtained?.

Random House
'Educational Systems Division 5-5
201 East 50 Street
New York, Neweyork 10022

Refer ences

Cohen, S. Alan: "The TaxonoMy of Instructional Treatments I
Reading: Its Uses and Its Implications as a Cla,ssroom Anal9s
Scheme," Journal of the Reading Specialist, 2:5-23, Octpber,
1971.

Cohen, S. Alan andAnne M. Mueser. Instructional Manager's'
Guide: High Intensity Learning SysteinslReading. New York: Ra
dom House, 1972.

Random House Educational Systems Division. Research Report:'
Omaha Project. New York: Random House,1972.

..
Random House Educational Systems Divisiorh..Highlntensity

,Learning Systems-Reading. New York: Random House,-n.d.
-
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Juan Morel Campos
Bilingual Center.

Chicago, Illinois

Suhimary

The ..11.1n Kiroirel Campos Bi- --
Center was. established

in an economically disadvan-
taged neighbor hood to open in-
termediate grade instruction to
12-14 year olds who are newly
arrived from Spanish-speaking .

countries. These children, w'ho
speak"littledr no English, have
little hope of benefiting from
classes taught solely in Englith.
The Center's program Seeks to
strengthen the child's literary
and academic skills ii his native
language, while teaching com-
petence in English. In addition,
English-speaking children attend
the Center to serve as Language
models and to learn Spanish and
an appreciation of the Spanish
culture. Interaction between the
two groups was fostere4through
special bilingual conversation
classes, integrated Subject mat-
ter classes, and bicultural social

. events.

Classes.at the Center are un-
graded, with the children
grouped by English proficiency
levels. All children work toward
a standard set of objectives. In-
dividualization of the curriculum
is made by difficulty -level adjust-
ments, special instruction, and
similar resource aids. A diagnos-
tic-prescriptive apprdach to in-

struction is emphasized through-
out. The staff has translated and
developed many teaching Mater-
ials and testing deVices. Test
results show encouraging gains
in language, subject matter, and
IQ scores.
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Nature of the Program

FOr. WhOm. is the program designed?

The program is designed for children drawn from grades 6, 7,
and 8 .(aged 12-14 years). who have recently arrived from
Spanish--speaking countries, and who" cannot function in Eng-
lish adequately to profit from the work of the conventional
classroom. These children come primarily from Puerto Rico and
are often poorly-educated in their own language.

On.what rationale was tne program designed?

The program developed out of a concern for the large number of
Spanish- speaking children who were dropping out of school
before high school graduation. It was.believedlhat the basic
cause of the high attrition rate was the difficulty these children
had in adjusting to an English-based school program and
different cultural expectations. ArriVing in this country with
pOorly-developed academic skills, the children fell irreparably
behind during the period when they were learning to.use
English.. The combination of academic retardation and second
language difficulties provedoverwhelming in the normal high
school. The program seeks to overcome these difficulties by
providing remedial and developmental academic instruction in
the student's native language, while working intensively to
develop proficiency in English:

What are the general vials and objectives of the program?

In general, the objectives of the Center are: 9 .,
.

To enable the Spanish-speaking.children to maintain and im,
prove their academic achieve ents- in social studies'
arithmetic, and stake. To ovide the learning experiences
that will enable the Spanish- peaking student to learn to speak,
read, and write English fluently in terms of age and .ability.

To maintain and develop reading and writing skills in Spanisn.

To develop an awareness pride in the Spanish cultural
heritage, and to integrate this heritage with that of the
United States mainland.

To teach the "Anglo" children Spanish and to impart a
knowledge and appreciation of the Spanish cultural heritage.

r
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-Nature of the. Program

For whom is the program designed?
1

The program is designed for ;children drawn from grades 6, 7,
and. :8 (aged 12-14 years) who have recently arrived from
Spanish4peaking. countries, and who cannot function in Eng-
lish adequately to profit from the work of the conventional
classroom. These children come primarily from Puerto Ricoend.'
areg often poorly-educated in their own language.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program developed out of a concern for the large number of
Spanish- speaking children who were dropping out of school
before high school graduation. It was believed that the basic
cause of the high attrition rate was the difficulty these cOldren
had in adjusting to an .English -based school program and
different cultural expectations. Arriving in this country with
poorly-developed academic skills, the childrenfell irreparaOly
behind during the period when they were learning to use
English. The combination of academic retardation and second
language difficulties proved overwhelming in the normal high
school. The program seeks to overcome these difficulties by
providing.remedidl and developmental .academic instruction in
the student's native language, while working intensively to

',develop proficiency in..English.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

In general,' the objectives of the Center, are:

To enable the Spanish-speaking children to maintain and im-
prove their academic achievements in social studies,
arithmetic, and sciehce. To provide the learning experiences
that will enable the Spanish-speakirig student to learn to speak,
read, and write English fluently in terms of age and ability.

To maintain and develop reading and writing skills in Spanish.

To develop an awareness and pride in the Spanish cultural
heritage, and to integrate this heritage with that of the '
United States mainland.

To teach the "Anglo" children Spanish and to impart a
knowledge and appreciation of the Spanish cultural heritage.

Organization and Materials

HbW is the program organized?

Classes at the Center are ungraded with -Children grouped ae-
cording to their proficiency with English. Spanish-speaking
students e/tend three 40-mintite periods of intensive English in-
struction (TESL) every morning on four days a week. The mor-
ning of the fifth day is devoted to mUsic,'art, ofSpecial tutoring.
Afternoon peribds are devoted to academic subjects taught in-
itiallY in Spanish with a transition to-English beginning after the
first year.

The "Anglo" children attend the same math, science, and social
studies as the more advanced Spanish-speaking students. The
balance. of-their day is spent on language arts classes (two
periods) and S.panish classes (two periods). Once a week, all
Children receive instruction in music, art, physical education;
health instruction, and ebilingual class on conversational
language.,

What specific objectives are involved?

All segments of the program are based on specific objectives. In.
the area of reading skills specific objectives cluster under the
folloWing major objectives:

1. Students will improve oral communication skin in order to
facilitate reading.

2. Students will improve comprehension of written materials.

3.. Students will improve reading rates.

4. Students will improve ability ,to obtain specific information
through reading.

5. Students will function in two languages.

'6. Students will identify bicultural purposiveness.

Objettives relating to language' skills are divided into three
levels of language development corresponding to the three
years of work at the Center. Listening and speaking skills are
stressed et.level I (basic), with only one-fifth of classroom time
spent on reading and writing. LevelX(intermediate) classroom.
time is divided equally between listening-speaking and reading-
writing skills. At level III (advanced) reading and writing skills
are stressed, with about onelthird of classroom time spent on
listening and speaking skills! The materials at each level are
progressively more difficult, and students progress from the
simpler to more achianced skills.



How much student time is devoted to the program?

The Center is the total intermediate school experience for the
children attending. The school day begins at 9:00 A.M. and ends
at 3:00 P.M., with 30 minutes for lunch.

What materials are provided?

The Center employs traditional methods bf teaching in the con-
tent areas, and the materials are those found in any well
equipped intermediate school. Many of these materials must be
in Spanish and English, however, and TESL materials are
needed in addition. A sample of the special materials follows:
TESL. Textbooks:

English This Way (Macmillan)aucliolingual focus
English for Today (McGraw-Hill)audiolingual focus
Reading Round Table (American)reading foCus
Bank Street Readers (Macmillan) reading focus
Miami Linguistic Readers (Heath)reading focus
Let's Learn English Crosswords lAmerican)Writing focus
Guided Composition (American Language Institute)
writing focus

Spanish Textbooks:
Matematica (Laidlaw)
Una MirNda al Pasado (Laidlaw)
Adventuras Por Mundos Oesconocida..aidlaw)
Nuettro Mundo Maravilloso (Laidlaw)
Amelfica Todds (Rand-McNally)
Profeccio'n de la Salud (Laidlaw)
Por Esos Caminos (Latcllaw)
Comedias Interpretadas (National Textbook)

How open is the programto supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

Theprogtam is not only open to teacher-made materials, such
materials are quite necessary. The Center staff has developed-
many of the materials used there. In some areas, e.g., science,
no adequate materials existed. In other areas where commercial
maters Is were, available, the staff preferred to develop their own
so that they would be relevant to the lives o? their particular
children

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

Diagnosis and prescription are part of each level of the TESL
program. Children are initially plated on the basis of the Dade
County written test and an oral test. Textbook and teacher-made
diagnostic test are used throughout. There is a clearly defined

I) I

objective and a written evaluation procedure for every lesson,
taught. Student'cliagnostic profiles.are established with the
Michigan Oral LANGUAGE Predictive Test.

Classroom Activities

Haw are classrooms .organized?

Classes are small witka teacher-pupil ratio of about 1:15. Pupils
are grouped byproficiency level in English but are otherwise un-
graded. Extensive use is made of diagnostic-prescriptive
procedures. Students are placed and monitored,with diagnostic,
and subject matter tests given frequently. Content courses are
taught with traditional 'methods whether in Spanish or English.
TESL has an internal structure and methodology of its own
described below.

How are the materials used?

The TESL-techniques used to promote facility in English are (1)'
specially developed "dialogs," (2) patterned practices, (3).struc-,
ture drills, (4) directed conversation, (5) substitution drills, (6)
role - playing and dramatics, (7) special language games, and (8)
the use of commercial materials such as flash cards, Peabody
Language Development Kits, and a Language Master. Many of
the materials used in the TESL classes were developed by the
Center staff. Examples written for the Basic Level follow:

1. Introduction of grammatical patterns to be taught.
Interrogative forms: Who, What; Where, How, When
Present progressive: -Mg ,

Illustrative dialog: Margarita: Hi Rafael. Where are you going?
Rafael: I'm going to the ball park.
Margarita: What are you going to do? etc.

2. Structure drgls include several repetition drills and substitu-
tion drills. In aTrepetition drill, the student repeats after the
teacher._ In a substitutioris drill, the student completes sentences
by supplying correct grammatical structures and learned
vocabulary. 1

Example of a repetition drill:

I am playing, in the park.
You are playing in the park.
He is playing in the. park.
She is praying in the pwA.
etc.
Example of a multiple substitution drill:
I am playing in the park.

. . . in the school yard. (Class: You are playing . . . ")
He . . . /Class: . . is playing in.the school yard.")
They . . (Class: ". . . are playing in the school yard.")
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3. Directed conversations are between two class Members
directed by thelteacher:

.Teacher: "Rafael, ask Margarita where she is going."
Rafael: "Margarita, 'where are you going?"
Teacher: "Margarita, tell him you are going to the park ith your
brother.",

..Margarita: "I am going to the. park with my brother."

Are teacher supplements used? .

The center employed two bilingual Teacher Aides who assisted
the teachers in preparing bulletin boards, correcting papers,
record keeping, and supervising children. A School,Community
Representative acted as liaison between the 'school and home,
visiting parents to work with them on school and health
problems, and arranging visits to the school.

How is student progress assessed?

Content area assessment was primarily through teacher-made
tests and the Metropolitan Achievement TeSts given in both
languages. TESL has diagnosis and prescription built into each
level. Much student progress assessment depended on small
classes and close teacher-student relations

Requirements and Provisiont

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

The center originally operated as a "school-within-a-school" us-
ing facilities in -an 'elementary school. They now have their own
building, a former parochial school acquired on a rental basis.
No other special - facilities are required,

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

No special equipment is needed.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

The Center conducts an active in-service training program, but
of a type which is desirable in any school. In-service training by
staff amounts to about 50 hours per year. In addition, central of-
fice consultants periodically offer special sessions.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Most of the cost for the Center is for professional salaries which
are above average due to the small teacher -pupil ratio and
specialized staff personnel. Total budget in a recent year was for
$116,570,. yielding a per pupil cost of $1457 for each of the 80

pupils attending. Of this money, Chicago Public Schools fur-
nished 16 percent; the remainder coming from Titles VII and I.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The program was established during the 1968-;69 academic year
as the Lafayette Bilingual Center. The Center's program was ful-7'

ly implemented with developed materials and six bilingual'
classroom teachers by 1969-70. During its operation, the objec-.:
byes of the program have not changed appreciably, but have

-evolved toward a more truly bilingual program, with increasing
emphasis on the teaching of the Spanish language and culture,
to both Spanish-and-English-speaking children.

What is the.present status of the program?

The program has met with considerable sucess and has at-
tracted national attention. It was chosen as a Model Program in
Compensatory Education by the National Center for Educational
Communication, and as one of five programs presented in "in-
formation Capsules" by the Right to Read Effort. The program
has moved from its original "school-within-a-school" format into
a building of its own,

Program EvalUation
How has the program been evaluated?

Evaluation components have been built into the program fro
its inception. In addition, the Center was one of several
programs evaluated by the American Institutes of Research in
1969-70. These evaluations focused on the Center's effect on
student aptitude, achievement, and level of anxiety. Pre-and
post-tests are administered at the beginning and end of the
school year. Although the Center would prefer to use a contro
group design, such an evaluation. s not possible since the
Center accommodatet all of the children in the category of in-
terest. Consequently, scores are compared to norms where -ap
propriate

The Center staff .believed that the bilingual program would
enrich the. experiential background of the children to a degre
that would be reflected in ability test scores. Spanish editions o
two tests of ability, the Short Test of Educational Ability (STEA
and the Test of General Ability..(TOGA), were given at the begin.
ning .and end of the academic year 1969-70. Statistically and
educationally significant gains were made. .
The children were administered the Elementary Level of the
Metropolitan Achievement Tests in English and a Spanish
translatjpn of the Intermediate Level. Statistically significant



gains were reported for all subtests of both tests, with most of
the gains of a magnitude equal Or better than the eight
months separating pre-and post-tests.

A c" .mparison of the gains mat A
e on the Spanish and Englishp

ersions. of the MAT is particularly interesting. In terms of Word
Knowledge, Reading, and Arithmetic Problem Solving, mean
gains were essentially simiiarjor the two languages. Therefore,
the Center's students made similar achievement gains in both
Spanish and English, with their absolute levels remaining higher
in their native language.

In summary, .the results of the evaluation 'conducted by the
American Institutes of Research showed that the program at the
Center had resulted in (1) increases in ability as measured, (2)
educationally Significant gains in Spanish reading and
Arithmetic problem solving, and (3) educationally significant
gains in English reading, spelling, -language, and arithmetic
problem solVing. The attempts to evaluate non-cognitive factors
were unconvincing.

What are the indicated strengths and limitations of the
program?

The program achieved its objectives to a very large degree. Only
additional time will tell if the major goal is achievedthat the
Center graduates complete high school. and go on to cpliege in
signifidant numbers.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

The Bilingual Center is located in Chicago, Illinois.
For additional information, contact:

Miss Natalie Picchiotti, Director
Juan Morel Campos Bilingual Center
1520 No. qaremont Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60641
(312) 489-1343
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Listen ook Learn

Edlional Development
Laboratories
Perlin, New Jersey'

Summary

Educationat Development Labor-
atories calls its program, Listen
Look Learn, a "multi-media com-
munications skills system" and
presents an impressive array of
research evidence to back up Its
claim. The program does inte-
grate instruction in the Com-
munication skills of looRing,
listening, reading, writing, speak-
ing, etc., but its primary focus is
on reading. Listen Look Learn is
an eclecticoprogram which or-
ganized several approaches to
teaching reading into a system-
atic format using an ungraded,
continuous progress approach.

Instruction is organized into
cycles, each of which contains
several parts requiring a variety
of activities. From readiness to
independent reading, the child
progresses through 100 such
cycles. Much instruction is self -
paced and individualized, but
many group activities, games,
and teacher-directed whole
class activities make the program
format extremely varied. Educa-
tional Development Laboratories
has conducted and published a
esearch prograrn Ohich can

serve as an example to other
publishers. The published re-.,
search presents impressive evi-.
dence that Listen Look Learn is a
program which can work very
well.

t .
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Nature.of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The ,program is ungraded designed to teach basic corn-
,

munscation skills at the elementary school level to all children.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The developers of the program have used a systems approach
to bring together the findings of research and modern class-
room practice. Reading is taught in conjunction with writing,
speaking, and listening in integrated lessons. Considerable at-
tention is devoted to the development of the perceptual skills
seen as undergirding communications. The program is individ-
ualized to permit each cFlild to learn at his own level and rate.
Skill development is sequential and controlled, but without the.
restrictions on vocabulary and content associated with basal
programs. The program seeks to develop independenelegrners
capable of self-direction, who accept responsibility for their own
learning and approach it with positive attitudes.

What are the general goals and objectives of the Program?

The general goal of the program is to provide a complete learn-
ing environment which will allow individualized instruction to
occur in the basic communications skills. Learning is self-paced
and independent to a large,degree and employs a multi-media -

approach.

Organization and Materials
How is the program organized?

The program is organized as an egraded, continuous progress
system exteri'ding ftom readiness training to independent read-
ing, The basic unit of organization is the cycle, and 100 cycles
plus the readiness materials make up the total program. Each
cycle is designed to provide mutually reintorcing experienceS
within a sequence cf introcliktion, practice, application, evalUa-
atiOn, and extension activities. Positive attitudes toward reading
ar'e enhanced by prior teaching of the concepts, vocabulary, and
word attack skills required by the reaaing within a cycle. A typ-
ical cycle consists of four parts focusing on a particular cluster
of skills and experiences. Part I contains activities designed to
increase perceptual accuracy and visual efficiency. Part II builds
the-experiential background necessary to understand the Ian-

*guage and concepts which are encountered in the cycle. Part III
concentrates on skill building iri the areas of vocabulary, compre-
hension, values, and concept. Part IV requires application of the
skills in reading, writing, listening, observing, and manipulating
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Nature of the Program

For whom.is the prcigram designed?

The program is ungraded but designed to teach basic com-
munication skills at the elementary school level to, all children.'

On what rationale was the program designed?

The developers of the program have used a systems approach
to bring together the findings of research and modenj class-°
room practice. Reading is taught in conjunction with writing,
speaking, and listening in iltegrated lessons. Considerable at-
tention is devoted to the development of the perceptual skills
seen as undeigirding communications. The program is individ-
ualized to permit each child to learn at his own level-and rate.
Skill development is sequential and controlled, but without the
restrictions on vocabulary and content associated with basal D,

programs. The program seeks to develop independent learners
capable of self-direction, who accept responsibility for thdir own
learning and approach it with positive attitudes.

What are theeneral goals and objectives of the Pr Ogram?

The general goalof the program is to provide a complete learn-
ing environment which will allow individualized instruction to
occur in the basic communications skills. Learning is self-paced
and independent to a large degree and employs a multi-media
approach.

Organization and Materials
- .

How is the program organized?

The program is organized as an ungraded, continuous progress
system extending from'readiness training to independent read-
ing. The basic unit of organization is the cycle, and 100 cycles
plus the readiness materials make up the total program. Each
cycle is designed to provide mutually reinforcing experiences
within a sequence of introduction, practice, application,evalua-
ation, and extension activities. Positive attitudes toward reading
are enhanced by prior teaching of the concepts, vocabulary, and
word attack skills required by the reading within a cycle. A typ-
ical cycle consists of four parts focusing on a particular cluster
of skills and experiences. Part I contains activities designed to
increase perceptual accuracy and visual efficiency. Part II builds
the experiential background necessary to understand the lan-
guage and concepts which are encountered in the cycle. Part III
concentrates on skill building in the areas of vocabulary, compre-
hension, values, and concept. Part IV requires application of the
skills in reading, writing, listening, observing, and manipulating

activities. Linearly the program is divided into five major stages:
Readiness, Pre-Reading Cycles 1-3, Cycles 4-20, 21-740, and 417,
100. Each stage is designed specifically for children functioning
at that level.

What specific objectives are involved?'

Listen Look Learn is a tightly structured program with specific
objectives underlying,each part of each cycle with sequences
progressing from simple to complex. Pre-Reading Cycles 1-3 are
organized for twenty-one days of instruction.' The child is intro-
duced to the program and reading experiences are begun im-
mediately with a sight word vocabulary of 25 words. Word analy-
sis is introduced by teaching the child some initial consonants
and endings. Cycles 4-20 are organized into five-day cycles each
of which culminates with the reading of a booklet. Sight word
vocabulary is increased to 360 words. Initial consonants are
taught within a substitution context, and the structural skills of
adding endings and combining words into compound words al-
lows the child to read an additional 225 words. biking Cycles
21-4Q, tbe instructional period .is shortened to four days per

Anthologies include specific stories and poetry for each
cycle, and independent reading is provided by the Carousel
Books. Sight vocabulary is increased to 805 words, and word
analysis training allows the decoding of an additional 450 words.
Structural analysis taught in these cycles includes consonants,
and blends in initial and final positions, contractions, endings, '
and syllabication. Cycles 41-100 promote independent reading
skills by teaching basic word attack strategies using context,
consonants, endings, and vowels. Comprehension training aims at
flexible reading for different purposes.Sight vocabulary is added
at about 25 words per cycle.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

The program is designed to be used on a daily basis but lends
itself to varying patterns of use.

What materials are provided for the student?

The program employs a multi-media approach which is materials-
rich. Among materials provided for students are workbooks, film-
strips: various worksheets, story cards for sequencing, game-s of
various levels, films, Aud-X and cassettes and filmstrips, Flash-X
materials, Controlled Reader Study Guides, samples and anthol-
ogies, a classroom library, a study skills library, Student Reading
Records, recorders and tapes,

What materials areb-rovided for the teacher?

Materials provided for teachers include a manual overviewing the
system, scope and sequence and performance objective bul-

l's
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letins, lesson plans for each cycle, and a variety of instructional
eqi3ipment and associated software.

How open is the program to supplementary an teacher-made
materials?

, Supplementary materials can and should be used with the Pro-
gram and suggestions for activities are included.

What sliident assessment materials are provided or Suggests

Many Of the materials used in the program provide immediate
feedback to the student. In addition, each cycle has two assess-
ment and reinforcement instruments called My Skills Sheets which
are designed to assist the-teacher in assessing the contents of
that cycle. "E sheets" are used to evaluate student progress. If
a child has not adequately mastered certain skills, "R sheets"
are provided for additional reinforcement.

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms organized?

Classes can be of the size normal to the district and may be
heterogeneously grouped. Individual and small group work is
organized around the use of audiovisual equipment, games, and
seatwork. Larger groups and the total class meet together for a
variety of teacher-directed activities.

4

. How are the materials used?

Children progress through componentsf the cycles at their own
speed, but Children studying with the same cycle are grouped
together. Much of the instruction involves self-instructional seat-
work, games, or machine-based materials on which students work
independently: The teacher acts as resource person, leads cer-
tain teacher-directed activities, and monitors^student progress.
The Teacher's Guide is a source book of ideas on activities assoc-
iated with each cycle.

Are teacher supplements used?

The program makes relatively heavy use of machines. Teacher
aides and paraprofessionals are not required but would be useful.

How is student progress assessed?

Student progress is assessed individually through the use of the
E and R My Skills Sheets. The E Sheet is divided into four sec-
tions, each of which assesses a different skill. If a child does well
on all four-sections, he proceeds to.the next cycle. If difficulties
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are encountered, heis given additional instructions with the R
Sheets. This Instruction is administered by the teacher and serve
as an additional assessment.

Implementation Requirements and provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

Most regular school facilities can be used with aril minor
changes. Classroomssnust be organized to allowf r individual,
small group, and total class areas, but thi5 in practice may require
no more than a preference for tables over individual desks. Ideal-
ly, the facilities shouldacreatethe feerof a learning environment
organized,around eight activity stations defined by seating ar-
rangements and the machines involved.

latial equipment needed or suggested?

Specially developed audiovisual equipment is a necessary com-
ponent of the program. Included are (51%cial hand-held tachis-
toscopic device called Flash-X, special projectors 4or tachistos-
copic and Controlled reader, applications, and tape recorders use
in auditory training. In addition, the usual array of audiovisual
equipment is used in many adjunct activities.

22adir.,
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Is in-service training needed or suggested?

Some familiarizations with program equipment and materials is
necessary.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

Educational Development Laboratories maintainsa demonstra-
tion classroom in Perlin, New Jersey. A Listen Look Learn con:sultant

aids the school in the installation and initial implementa-
tion of the program and is available to help teachers thereafter.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Costs for impleme9ting the program will vary depending on local
decisions and exiatiny resources. Educational Development
Laboratories estimates that start-up costs range trom $3,000- ^

$6,000 per clvsroom with annual maintenance and replacement
costs of $500-600 thereafter. .

Program Development andStatua

How was the program developed?

Educational Development Laboratories has for some years
pioneered in research and development of equipment and
materials for the teaching of reading. Listen Look Learn is the
result of a systematic effort to build a comprehensive corn-
munication skills program taking full advantage of the multi-
media Amedia potential represented by the developed equipment. full
scale review of research and practice in learning theory and
curriculum development was used to establish program objec-
tives. The'programwhich evolved to meet the objectives waltie.
product of much genuine field testing and evaluation Fducational
Development Laboratories,has prided itself on its attention to-re -
search, and regularly publishes its findings in research bulletins. ..

What is the present status of the program?

The program is fully operational and available through McGraw-
Hill. Research, evaluation, and revision of the program is contin-
uing.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Educational Development Laboratories has maintained an ac-
tive program of product evaluation which has contributed im-
portantly to product development, and leaves little doubt that
Listen Look Learn can be an effective program. Numerous for-

mative \and summative evaluation studies have been published
demonstrating product effectivenesat several levels and under
several conditions. These studies give every evidence of honesty
(except f r graphing practices which tend to inflate the apparent
magnitude of differenees) and could serve as models for other
publishers. A variety of measures ranging.from standardized test
results to surveys of teacher and student opinion is used, and
control'group designs are commonly employed. The program has
been evaluated in normal and corrective reading applications.
Sepake studies of corrective reading applicatidns were made'
With urban, rural, and suburban underachieving children.

In general, results of analyses of standardized test scores favor
students studying under the Listen,Look Learn program over stu-
dents enrolled in a variety of basal programs. One such study
(Brickner, Scheier, and Senter, 1970) compared students in
twelve Listen Look Learn classes with students in twelve control
classes. Students in both groups were divided into three ability
levels do the basis of the Otis Lennon Mental Ability Test, and
analyses were made of scores on the Stanford Achievement Test
an the Cooperative Primary Test, Listening. Results significant-
ly avored the program's students at all levels, as shown in
able 1.

Table .1
Summary of Mean Scores of Ability Groups on Stanford
Achievement Tests and Cooperative Primary Test, Listening
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Stanford. Achievement Tests
Cooperative

Prim*

Word
Meaning

Paragraph
Meaning.

Word Study
Skills

Listening.

High. 26,97 42:76 44151 44.79

19,28 30,82 33.63 40.77,
ti

LLL Aver

Low 13:57 r 20.75 26,80 32

High .47 35.50 39.65 43 3o

Control
Aver

1441 23.03 31,62 7.12

Low 7 14.28 '23h0 30.53
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When students who had studied for two years under Listen Look
Learn were compared with those who had studied under the
program for one year and the control group, the two-year stu-
dents surpassed the one-year students, and both groups exceed-
ed the control group. These findings are fairly typical of the re-
ported evaluation studies.

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

Listen Look Learn is an eclectic program which brings together
in a systematic format the strengths of a variety of approaches to
reading instruction. A major unique quality is the variety of audio-
visual equipment utilized as central components of instruction.
While the value of tachistoscopic and controlled reader instruc-
tion has been theoretic* debated for many years, there is little
doubt that such equipmeVit contributes to student interest and
Motivationnot a small contribution, by any means:the program_'
is organized within its own systematic logic in ways,which should
be ortghly supportive to teachers planning individualized pro-
grams, but is not so lightly structured that the teacher's role is
reduced to Manual reading.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Listen Look Learn is produced and marketed by Education&
Development Laboratories/b6Graw-Hill Book Company. Infor-
mation concerning the program can be obtained from:

Educational Development Laboratories
3145 Bordentown Avenue
Parlin, New Jersey 08859
(201) 721-3917
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New Adventures
In Learning
Demonstration/
Diffusion Center

W. R. Moore
Elementary School
Talahassee, Florida

Summary

New Adventures in Learning is a
language arts program designed
for pre-reading and beginning
students, K-3, developed around
the individual needs of each
student.

The prograM was designed to
meet the Critical' educational
needs of students prepared for
academic success as well as
those students with severe def-
icits in language experience, and
,self concept. The technique of
"on-going" diagnosis-prescrip-
tion allows for identification of
individual student needs in both
auditory and visual reading' be-
haviors.-Individualized program-
ming is incorporated with behav-
ior modification techniques to
establish "success-cycles- for
each pupil. The ESEA Title III
team identified 49 reading be-
haviors which serve as the basis
for prescriptive programming.

e
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'ItNature of the Prog am

For whom is the progra designed?

-New Adventures in Learning is a beginning language arts de-
velopment program for K-3, with special application for language
deprived pupils.

'What is the rationale of the program?

The primary concern of this program is that of providing teach-
ers with the requisite skills involved in diagnosing .children's
language development, pinpointing desired language arts be-
haviors, and providing enriched educational tasks and setting
which promote each child's success and positive self-concep

What is the general purpose of this-program?

Incorporating a diagnostic-prescriptive system with a behavior
modification or "success-cycling- approach, the Project's pri-
n-tary goal was to have all studentS reading at or above expected
levels. Within this general framework, the program specifically s,

provided for the remediation of psycho-linquistic skills of lan-
guage handicapped pupils, vocabulary increases for all pupils,
and developing third grade pupils' skills in, spelling, the mech-
anics of writing, and study skills commensurate with their abil-
ities. Additional goals were to develop in all pupils, self-direction,
skill in making appropriate instructional choices, acceptance of .

others and positive attitudes toward school.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is implemented through a training workshop con-
ducted at the New Adventure in Learning Demonstration/Dif-
fusion Center, Tallahassee, Florida. The.two-week pre-service
program trains teachers to implement the diagnostic-prescrip-
tive and management strategies employed. In-service training
involves: theory and application of-behavior modification, use
of formal and informal diagnostic instruments, trainingtin:
remediating psycholinquistic skills, awareness of information in
teacher-pupil interactions, analysis of available materials, and the
usePof teacher aides and volunteers.

What specific objectives are involved?

The program is totally diagnostic-prescriptiye in nature, focusing
on methods which prOmote successful-individualized instruction
and allowing for pupil success-cycles. While emphasis of the pro-
gram focuses on direct application of the system to the devel-

opment of language artss
serve as the foundation for

How much student time is

The design of the languag
within a broader curricular
tion of reading within Sod
Prescriptive techniques are
ing skills. An estimated thr
suggested for the total Ian
social studies and science

What materials are provide

The program incorporates
able instructional materials
The in-service workshop tr
of instructional materials.

The project staff has prepa
the use of diagnosticinstr
tation, a Guide to the read)
ject staff, Indvidual Readi
other teacher training liter

How open is the program
-materials?

Teachers a/e trained to cr
be used inTie program.

What student assessment

The program utilizes a vari
well as standardized read
nosfic tests are an essenti
and include the Schonell
in4.1nventory, Harper-Ro
Some of the standardized
for evaluation are: the Gil
Test of lisycholingwstic Abt
Test and the Wechsler Inte,

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms o

The W. T. Moore Element
open space school. While
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Nature of the PrograM

For whom is the program designed?

New Adventures in Learning is a beginning language arts de-
velopment program- for K73, with special application. for language
deprived pupils.

What is the rationaletisthe program?

The primary concern of this program is that of providing teach-
ers with. the requisite' skills involved in diagnosing children's
language development, pinpointing desired language arts be-
haviors, and providing enriched educational tasks and settings' -
which-promote each child's success and positive self-concept:

What is the gOneral purpose of this program?

Incorporating'a diagnostic-prescriptive-system with a behavior
modification or -success-cycling" approach, the project's pri-
mary goal wab to have all students reading at or above'expected
levels. Within this general framework, the program specifically
provided for the remediation of psycho-linquistic skills of lan-
guage handicapped pupils, vocabulary increases for all pupils,
and developing third grade pupils' skills in spelling, the mech-
anics of writing, and study'skills commensurate with their abil-
ities. Additional goals were to develop in all pupils, self - direction,
skill in making appropriate instructional choides, acceptance of
others and positive attitudes toward school.

Organilation and Materials

How is the program organiZed?
O

The program is implemented through a training workshop con-
ducted at the New Adventure in Learning Demonstration/Dif-
fusion Center, Tallahassee, Florida. The two-week pre-service
program trains teachers to implement the diagnostic-prescrip-
tive and management strategies emplOyed. In-service training
involves theory and application of behavior modification, use
of formal and informal diagnostic instruments, training in
remediating psydholinquistic skills, awareness of 'information
teacher-pupil interactions. analysis of available materials, and the
use of. teacher aides and volunteers.

What specific objectives are involved?

The programis totally diagnostic-prescriptive in nature, focusing
on methods which promote successful individualized instruction
and allowing for pupil success-cycles. While emphasis of the pro-
gram focuses on direct applicatign of the system to the devel-

opment of language arts'skills, behavior odification techniques.
serve as the foundation for all school activ s.

How much student time is required?

The design of the language arts program has been, developed
within a broader curricular framework allowing fo? the integra-
tion of reading within Social Studies and Sciences. Diagnostic-
prescriptive techniques are specifically applied_in developing read-.
ing skills. An estimated three hours of actual instruction time is
suggested for the total language arts block. This block includes
social studies and science as well as specific skills activities.

What materials are provided?

The program inCorporates a combination of CommerciallyAyotit,_._,:
able instructional materials as well as feIFFeTTfiade Materials.
The in-service workshop trains teachers to evaluate many kinds
of instructional materials.

The project staff has prepared Instructional Modules detailing
the use of diagnostic instruments involved in program implemen-
tdtion, a Guide to the reading behviors identified by the pro-
ject staff, Individual Reading Skills Records for each pupil, and
other teacher training literature.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-Made
materials?

Teachers are trained to create and evaluate materials which can
be used in the program. ,

What student assessment materials are proVided or suggested?

The program utilizes a variety of informal diagnostic tests as
well as .standardized reading',and intelligence tests. The diag-
nostic tests are an essential component in the on-going program,
and include the Schonell Word Reading Test, the Informal Read-
ing inventory, Harper-Row Publishers, and the, Dolch Word List!
Sorhe of the standardized tests selected by the project staff
for evaluation are: the Gilmore Oral Reading Test, the Illinois
TestOf Psycholinguistic Ability, Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test and the Wechsler. Intelligence Scale for Children.

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms organized?

The W. T. Moore Elementary Demonstration School is a modern
open space school. While the open space school facilitates the
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program objectives, it is not a necessary component for'clasp
room anization. The program is adapikle toany classroom
organization which can allow for each pupil to play a majorpart
in the selection of objectives, materials, procedures and time.
The organization should allow for small,and large group instruc-
tion, as well as individual activities.

How are the materials used?

The program requires a variety,of instructional materials and is
facilitaled,by a selection of equipment. The need is for a number
of commonly used kinds of materials rather than specific pro-

.

grams. Materials are used in accordance with the pupil's indiyid-
ual prescription and preference. A sample preScription sheet is
shown below.

Sample Prescription Sheet

sit

Alt4.

May be written ,fOr any length of time best for the individual
A. MATERIALS: In this column, the names and levels of

materials with which the child works are
listed.

B. DECODING: Listed here are page numbers of those
materials listed in column 1, which deal
with decoding skills.

C. VOCABULARY:

D. COMPREHENSION:

Page numbers of materials which, help-
develop vocabulary. Some teachers use
this column to list vocabulary words
pupils are to learn, or spelling words.
Page numbers of materials
used to develop comprehension,

S

PRIMARY READING PRESCRIPTION

Name Date Begun Date Finished

MATERIAL ,, DECODING VOCABULARY COMPREHENSION

Phonics We Use
C

Long i - 5,4,55
Short) - 56, 57, 58
Long - 0, 61
Short o - 62:63

+ *

Using,the Context
B c

8, 9, 10, 11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20

SRA la Orange 1 card each day

Reading Group
"Far and Away'
with Mrs. X 10:30
every day

.



.pre teacher supplements used?

Teacher aides-are effectively used in t e Giemonstration School
to free teachers for more systematic P rifting and §pecialized
management of instruction. Such an arrangement adds more ):,
.opportunities for the child to interact with adults.

How is student progress assessed? IP

Informal diagnostic tests are used throughout the year
7

and serve-',
as the.basis for prescription and instruction. An Individual Read-,
ing Skills 'Record is kept for each student as well, as a class suni-
mary sheet. This gives a picture of the total class as well as pro-
viding.a guide to skills groups.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No 'special facilities are required.
-

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

'A variety of common multi-media materials can be used success-
fully.

A
Is in- servile training needed or suggested?

A two week plce-service training workshop followed by a month-
ly day-long in-service training program are necessary for pro-
gram implementation and maintenance. Workshops are conduct-
ed at:

New Adventures in Learning
Demonstration/Diffusion Center
Walter T. Moore Elementary School

'Tallahassee, Florida 32303

What provisions arks 'made for speciai training of teacherz?

Workshops covesuCh areob as theory and application of be-
havior modification, use °Normal and informal diagnostic
instruments, training in remediating psycholingutstic
awareness of information in teacher-pupil interactions, analysis
of available materials, and the of acher aides and
volunteers.

What provisions are made for training teacher supplementi?

special provisions are made.

What is the cost for implementing the grogram?

Operational costs. cover those items .for on-going program im-
plementation: A fairly well-equipped school adopting all com-
ponents of the program, K-3, should be able to do so for no !.

more than $32.00 per pupil. This cost 'covers $11 for instruc-
tional materials, s.p for equipment, and $18 for in-service training.

Program Development and Status
s

How was the program developed? -74

NeW Adventures in Lathing was written during the 1968-69
school year. The need for this project was seen \Oen it Was
discovered in 1967 that the average language age for the dis-
tricts six-yearolds entering firstgraVe was 3.0 years. Further,
following one year of instruction,lh* children had not made
significant progress in remediating,tfie language prbblem.

New Adventures in Learning,is an ESEA Title III individually
determined language arts program for K-3 pupils, housed at
W. T. Moore Elementary School, Tallahassee, Florida. It oper-
ated under a grant from USOE from August, 1,970 through June
1973. In the Spring of 1973, the project was visited by a USOE-
trained team who validated it'as innovative, successful, cost
effective, and expOrtable. It Was funded as a National Demon-
stration/Diffusion Center from.July, 1973 to June,..1974,
The training of teachers and curriculum leaders in implementing
the language arts program has been de'veloped in conjunction'
with the language arts program under a separate USOE grant.
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What is the present status of the program?

The program is in its second year as a National Demonstration/
Diffusion project for training educators.

ProgramsEvaluation

How has the program been evaluateid?

During the years of operational-ffinding, the pupil population
averaged 310 K-3 pupils, approximately 50% rural black and 50
urban white. Of the black ,population, 85% were non-readers or
reading on pre-primer level, evil/ere 31% of the whites. 90% of
the total population were reading below grade level. Mental
age ranged from those so low that no basal scores could be ob-
tained to 12 years. Mental age scores for the black pupils
showed that 61.6% were at least one' year below chronological
age for their grade level as compared with 6.8% of the white
population who were more than one year below.



The most significant findinqs, as reported by the.project staff, '-
were \
1 Gain tor all disadvantaged children tested with Illinois test of
Psycholinguistic Ability was significant at the p< 01 level

2 Gain fdrall disadvantaged pupils tested with Peabody Pic-
ture Vocabulary Test was significant.ai p<'001 level

3 Mean .mental.age gains .on Peabody iCtUre 1.7ocabulary Test
were significant at the p<01 level for total project population.
For Kindergarterf-pupils, significance was p<.001.
4. Of the total 1-3 population. 57% achieved at,the expected
levels in reeding at the end of the project as compared with
37% at the belginnmg of the project
5 When a 1' test for correlated means was applied to Gilmore
Oral Reading Test resp,Its for first, second, and third graders,
the hypothesis that n0 change occurred \kis rejected at the
p< 001,Jevel

, -
6.. For third grade pupils, gaM in mechanics df writing and. spell-
ing was significant at the p<.10 level.'

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtainjd?

Mrs. June Johnson. Project Director
New Adventures in Leatning

'bemonstrakon/Diffusion Center
W. T. MolIPE7 Elementary.School
Tallahassee, Florida 32a03

( .
Referendet

"Innovative Education Practices,"National Adyisory Council of
*-- Supplementary Service and Centers. October, 1973. .

-Education News Services Supplement, October, 1973.

Sharing Educational Success, Six* Annual Report to the Presi
- dent, National Advisory Council, March, 1974. .°

Evaluation_ was in the form of pre-post testing, using the stand-
ardized tests mentioned above. During the first year,testing was
done in Ihe fall and again in the Spring. The following two years.
except for entering pupils, testing was done only in the Spring,
with The results of the previo-us Spring used as a pre-test
measure. Except for group tests which were given by classroom
teachers in carefully controlled situations, test administration,
tias done by well-traineci outside personnel.

-

Who are the indicated strengths and limitationS of the program?.

The project staff has clearly.demonstrated the .sUccess of the
program in the Demonstration/Diffusion sChool. The program
does not require any specialized equipment or facilities, and can
consequently be impleMented in a variety of school settings..
The greatest strength of the program is; its remediation success
for.low socio-economic pupils with language deficits.

The program staff reports the necessitYlor a strong teacher for
implemenIation of thwitire program. Component parts of the
program can be incorporated into any teacher's,existing program,.

.

The Florida Readin.g.Otrarterly, "Exemplary Reading Programs
in Florida W. T..Moore Elementary School- May, 1974

Owe
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Program
Development
Through Process

Glassboro Public Schools
Glassboro, New Jersey

Summary

Program Development Through
Process Is'an ungraded K-3 pro-
gram incorporating a learning
center approach as a
total classroom model pro
prate for use with any average
school population, the Organ-
ization of the program involves
the administration of a diagnos-
tic battery of reading tests place-
ment of each child in a spectrum
of K-3 reading skills, and individ-
ualized.prescriptions which are
keyed .to reading texts as well as
supplementary and teacher-
made materials. Pre -post testing
conducted between 1972-74 in-
dicated that the instructional
reading levels,of children partic-
ipating in the program for the
past two years were raised on
the average of-1.5 years after an
eight month instructional period.

54

Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for children ip Kindergarten through
grade three

What is the rationale of the program?

The Intent of the Glassboro Right-to-Read project was to produce
en ungraded primary reacting program based upon diagnostic
approacheS in an effort to meet the challenge of the national
Right-to-Read effort

What is the geberal purpose of the program?

The general purpose of the program was to develop average
children s individual potential to a level of above average
achievement throUgh the use of diagnostic-prescriptive process-
es within a learning center approach.

.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The organization of .progiarn- implementation involves the admin-
istration of a diagnostic battery of readrng tests, .placement of
each child in a spectrum of K-3 reading skills, and individualized
instructional prescriptions which are keyed to reading texts as
well as supplementary and teacher-made materials.

What are the specific objectives of the program?,

The specific objective of the project is that a growth rate of 1.5-
years in reading achievement will result during an eight month
instructional period when average children are correctly Plaqed
at their reading skill level and receive individualized instruction.'
at-that level.

How much student time is required?

No specific amount of instructional time is re-commended in the
project. A student proceeds in the program at a rate appropriate
to his individual potential and level of development.

What materials are provided?

Replication' manuals for the Glassborb Right -to -Read Project
will be available in the Spring of 1975.

70°

How open is the program
materials?

Instructional materials deve
are extensively used in the

What student assessment m

Assessment materials used
Mifflin Informal Reading Inv
Reading Tests, and the Cla
by the William Brown Co. o

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms organi

InstruCtion is carried out on
dren may work independen
learning centers.

How are the materials use

Upon entering the program
ministered diagnostic batte
results, the teacher establi
individual instructional pre
plemented. Instructicins ar
basis, and in small ad hoc
of the program, there is co
tional groups. As children
individual potential and lev
ing occurs. Instructional m
teachers are used extensiv

Are teacher supplements u

Parent involvemOnt and co
of the Right -to- Read projel
teers serves as classroom
Glassboro project.

How is student progress a

Student prOgress is assess
as The Houghton-Mifflin /nf
H9ughion-Mifflin Basic Rea
ing Inventory as welltas th
reference- measures in ord
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Nature.of the Program

For whom is the prograM designed?

The program is designed f( r ;hildren In Kindergarten through
grade three

What is the
1

rationale of the program?

The intent of the Glassboro Right-to-Read project was to produce
an ungraded primary reading plogram based upon diagnostic
approaches in an effort to meet the challenge of the national
Right-to-Read effort

What is the general purpose of the program?

The general purpose of the program was to develop average
childreps individuaf potential to a level of above average

'achievement through the use of diagnostic-prescriptive proceSs-
eS within a learning center approadh

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The organization of program implernentation involves the admin-
istration of a diagnostic battery of reading tests, placement of
each child in a spectrum of K-3 reading skills, and individualized
instructional prescriptions which are keyed to reading texts as
well as supplementary and teacher-made materials

What are the specific objectives of the program?

The specific objective of the project is that a growth rate of 1 5
years in reading achievement will resitenuring an eight month
instructtionar period when average children are correctly placed
at their reading skill level and receive individualized instruction
at that level

HoyVmuch student tire is required?

No specific amount of instructional time is recommended in the
project. A student proceeds in the program at a rate appropriate
to his individual potential and level of development

What materials are provided?

Replication manuals for the.Glassboro Right-to-Read Project
will be available in the Spring of 1975.
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How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials.?

c

Instructional materials developed and constructed by teachers
are extensively used in the project

What student assessment materials are provided?

Assessment materials used in the project include The Houghton-
Mifflin Informal Reading Inventory, The Houghton- Mifflin Basic
Reading Tests. and .the Classroom Reading Inventory Published
b,y the William Brown Co of Dubuque, Iowa

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms organized?

Instruction is carried out on an individualized basis, and Chil-
dren may work independently or in small groups at various
learning centers.

How are the materials used?

Upon entering the program, each child receives a teacher ad-
ministered diagnoStic battery of reading tests. Based on the test
results.'the teacher establishes the students' reading level and
individual instructional prescriptions are developed and im-
plemented. Instructions are carried out on an individualized
basis, and in small ad hoc groups. Due to the ungraded nature
of the program, there is considerable age-overlap in the instruc-
tional groups. As children proceed at a rate appropriate to their
individual potential and level of development, frequent regroup-
ing occurs. Instructional materials developed and constructed by
teachers are Used extensively at the learning centers. .

Are teacher supplements used?

Parent involvement and community awareness are components
of the Right-to-Read project. An organization of parent volun-
teers serves as classroom Bides and reading tutors in the
Glassboro- project. s

0 1,

How is student progress assessed";

Student progress is assessed using such standardized measures
as The Houghton-Mifflin Informal Reading Inventory, The '
Hthighton-Mifflin Basic Reading Tests and the Classroom Read-
ing Inventory as well as through informal surveys and criterion
reference measures in order to provide on-going evaluation,
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Implementation Hequirementeand Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No special facilities are recommended for the project

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

There is no special equipment required in the program

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

In-Service training for implementing the project is recommended
Glassboro estimates a need for 20 hours of training in diagnos-
ing and prescribing in the area of elementary reading, and in
clasSroom management and record-keeping procedures.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

For 1974-75, the Glassboro Right-to-Read Project has been
funded for dissemination in New Jersey and approved by USOE
for national dissemination. The project staff will train interested
educators during approximately week long sessions at one of
the' Educational Improvement Centers. Information regarding
in-service training may be obtained from.the project director.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

While this, program's practices differ from traditional approacheS,
no extensive expenditures are required for extra materials. The

-operational costs of replicating the project-therefore should not
exceed those of most districts' reading program,yudgets.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The development of the program began in 1971-72 and was-
carried out thrbugh a Right-to-Read grant commencing in 1972.
The thrust of the project was to construct a validated non-
traditional prirriary reading program that would develop individ-
ual childrien's potential and result in above-average reading
achievement. ,

The program commenced the development of a procesJ for im-
proving the school district reading program at all levels through
the involvement of school personnel and community Members..
Board and administrative support was obtained, and a special
task'force was organized to carry out a comprehensive reading
needs assessment which included data on achievement plus par-
ent, community, and teacher attitudes.

The needs assessment pointed to the need for systematic indi-
vidualized reading approaches which led the project team to d
velop arrays of reading objectives for the elementary grades. A-
handbook for parents was also produced including sections on
language development and suggestions for improving the hom
environment to help children improve language skills.

Teachers were trained in individualized diagnostic-prescriptive
approaches_to teaching reading, and were aided in the class-
room by the project team and a university consultant. After one
year, test data on the children in the project school revealed i
provement in reading achievement. This was expressed in term
of a greatly improved rate of reading growth for the target group
which was maintained in the second year of the project.

What is the present status of the program?

The Glassboro-Right -to -Read Project is currently funded for
statewide (New Jersey) dissemination and has been approved
by USOE for national dissemination. This includes in-service
training in other districts and the production of a manual for
replicating the project.

Program Evaluation
,

How has the program been evaluated?

The program involved the district's total K-3 primary popula-
tion in two school( hich included approximately 325 children
and 25 teachers'. Beginning in September 1972 to April 1974
pre and post-test data were collected to assess individual gains,
identify average gain levels, and describe growth among group
in the two schools.

For the 1972-73 school year, the Classroom Reading Inventory
developed by Silvaroli and distributed by the William Brown Co,
of Dubuque, Iowa was used. For this assessment, instructional
reading level ratings were used. Children were pre-tested with
the CRI in September 1972 and post-tested in April, 1973. Fre-
quency counts were done on pupils by reading level for both
pre and post administrations of the CRI.

Table 1 shows that although 26.8% of the pupils were at the pre
primary level at the pre-te post-test data revealed a more eve
distributiOn of reading I els with the mode at Level 3. Table 2
shows an average gain f 2.14 years across all levels for 1972-
73 which far exceeded the project goal4of an average gain of
1.5 years.



Table 1
Glassboro Primary Unit
The Classrobm inventory
Distribution of Reading Instructional Levels
Pre-post Test Results .

100
N-90 Pre-Test: September,

N 335

N-60 N-58

1973

50 N-49

N-31 N-31,

N-12

.N-3 N-1
0

Non' - PP 1 3 4 5 6

Reader

100

Reading Instructional Levels

50-

N-8,

N-29

N-21

0
Non- PP P

Reader

Post-Tebt: April, 1973

N 355

N-65

N-49 N-49 N-48
N-46

2 3 4 5

Reading Instructional Levels

N-40

Table 2
Glassboro Primary Unit
Results of The Classroom Inventory
Pre-Test September 1972 - Post-Test April 1973
Average Gain for all reading instructional levels 2.14 years

5

U)

id" 4
a)
>-

c

a)
rn
V

, >

a
N-82

N-51
N-26 N-50-

N-49 14-11

N-2

PP P 1 2 3 4

; Reading Instructional Levels.

For 1973-74. program materials included the HOughton-Mifflin
readers, and the Houghton-Mifflin Informal Reading Inventory
was used. This criterion-referenced test places the student at
his level in The Houghton-Mifflin series of readers as well as
supplementary materials. The test is high on content validity.
'All students were pre-tested in September, 1973, and post-test
ed in April, 1974. Table 3 shows a distribution shift which is
slightly skewed toward higher achievement levels. Table 4
shows an average rate of gain across all instructional levels of
1.52 year which again exceeded the project goal.
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Table 3 -
Glassboro Primary Unit
Houghton-Mifflin Informal Reading Inventory
Distribution of Reading Instructional Levels

100

90-

80

30

20

10

NI-55

N-49

Pre-Test: September, 1.972

N 325

NN-38 N-40

N-54

N-71

0
Non- PP P 1 2
Reader

Reading instruetional Leve IS

3 4 5 6

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

Post-Test: April, 1974 N-92

Millf1-87N 325

20

N-10 N-1

0
Non- PP P 1 2 3
Reader

N-53

N-30

N-18 N.

Reading instructional Levels



Table* 4
Glassboro Primary Unit
Results of Houghton-Mifflin Informal Reading Inventory
Pre-Test September 1973 - Post-Test April 1974 -
Averade Gain for all Reading Instructiopal Levels f.52 years

r

4

3-

2 -

1

N-55

1

N-49 4'38 N-40
N-54 N-71

Non- PP P 1 2 3 4
Readert Reading Instructional Levels

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

6

,.Glassboro evaluation data indicated that children of. average
-achievement progress at a better than average rate in reading
skills when they are diagnostically placed at appropriate instruc-
tional levels, and are provided with a prescriptive program
based on specific curriculum objectives.

Useful Information
Wheie can the program be obtained? A

InforMation regarding the project may be obtained from:

Nicholas Mitcho
Administration Office, Annex A
North Delsea Drive
Glassboro, New Jersey 08028
(609) 881-2290

Dorothy Wriggins
GlassbOro Public Schools
Glassboro, New Jersey 08028
(609) 881-2676

References
New Jersey State Department of.Education. "Technical Report
Program Development throughlirbcess (The Glassboro Right-to-
Read PrOgram." Trenton: Office of Program DevelPpment, 1974.
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Project Instruct -
Lincoln Public Schools
Lincoln, Nebraska

Summary

Project INSTRUCT (Instructional
System Teaching Reading Using
Continuous-process Technology)
is a systems approach toindivicf---
ualized reading instruction fOr all
K-3 students. The program con-
centrates on the word ,attack
skills basid in decoding. Program
components include a monitor-
ing and instructional system
keyed to an array of skills, an
organization system, a materials
organization system, a parent
involvement program, and a
local adoption system. The prin-
ciple of management by objec-
tives is followed throughout. Ex-
tensive objective-by-objective
evaluations have shown the pro-
gram to be successful to a re-
markable degree.

Nature of Program
A

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed to teach word attack skills to all K-3
children. .

On what rationale was the program designed?

The Project INSTRUCT System is based on the rationale that
reading improves with the implementation of a method for organ-
izing and delivering a reading skills program in the area of word
attack. This.system is organized around the array of skills, and is
implemented in the classroom through -a series of instructional
cycles which include pre-testing, skills teaching, post-testing-and
record keeping. This cycle provides a mastery model of instruc-
tion which insures that both mastery learning and mastery teach-
ing are occurring. Mastery learning occurs when the learner 4

demonstrates criterion performance on a skill prior to moving
to another skill. Mastery teaching occurs as the teacher con-
tinues to provide instruction until students achieve that criterion
level before moving to a higher-level skill. Instructional account-
ability is thus linked to student learning.

The combination of mastery learning and mastery_ teaching re-
duces student failures due to lack of pre-requisite skills and
accomodates various learning rates. All students learn to master
skills at their own rate, eliminating the possibility -of gi.ps in
knowledge of word attack skills due to locked-in pacidg. Mastery
evaluation is:pi-ovided through_pre- and post-tests.

What are the general goals and objeCtives of the program?

When Commissioner of Education James Allen declared a Right-
to-Read priority in the Uniterl States in 1971, a group of educa-
tors and parents representing the Lincoln area, the University
of Nebraska, the Lincoln Public Schools, and Education Service
Unit #6 accepted this Right-to-Read challenge and submitted a
proposal to the United States Office of Education for a Title III
project designed to meet three major goals. These goals, though
basic to many reading projects, have wide-range implications:

REDUCE READING FAILURE
IMPROVE RE44DING ACHIEVEMENT /

PROVIDE AN EASILY ADOPTABLE PROGRAM

REDUCE READING FAILURE To reduce reading failure, the
program must be directed to focus on the priy school years,
before failure occurs. Further, the instructio such a program
must be based on a philosophy of mastery teaching so that a_

student does not accumula
rather, masters each learni
next.

IMPROVE READING AC
achievement, the program
which are basic to reading
Moused instruction which g
are working at an appropria
rapid continuous progress
the student who is experie

PROVIDE AN EASILY AP
adoptable., the program mu
and manpower already avai
reading system must be eas
little in-service training, and
easy to correlate with the I

/IProject INSTRUCT was esi
The system and instruc bib
urban and rural schools, an
and revised through extensi.
Spring of 1973, the U.S. Off
idation team Which ranked

-top Title III Projects. On the
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Organization and Mater
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Nature of Program

For whom is the program designed?

.The program is designed-to teach word attack skills to all K-3
children.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The Project INSTRUCT System is based on the rationale that
reading improves with the implementationof a method for organ-
izing and delivering a reading skills program in the area of word
attack. This system is organized around the array of skills, and is
'implemented in the classroom through a series of jnstructional
cycles which include pre-testing, skills teaching, post-testing and
record keeping. This cycle provides a mastery model of instruct
tion which insures that both mastery learning and mastery teabh,,
ing are occurring. Mastery learning occurs when the learner _
demonstrates criterion performance on a skill prior to moving
to another skill. Mastery teaching occurs as the teacher con-
tinues to provide instruction until students achieve that criterion
level before moving to a higher-level skill. Instructional account-
ability is thus linked to student learning.

The combination of mastery learning and mastery teaching re-
duces stud e t failures due to lack of pre-requisite skills and
accomodat s various learning rates. All students leach to master
skills at th it own rate, eliminating the possibility of gaps in
knowledge of word attack skills due to locked-in pacing. Mastery
evaluation is provided through pre- and post-tests.

.

ortstudent does not accumulate a set of failing experiences but,
rather, masters each learning experience before moving to thenext. c

IMPROVE READING ACHIEVEMENT - To improve reading,
achievement, the program must identify those word aftack,skiffs
which are basic to reading success and provide asystem of
focused instruction which groups and regroups students so they
are working at an appropriate level at all times. This insures the
rapid continuous progress of the successful student as well as
the_student who is experiencing difficulty in learning.

PROVIDE AN EASILY ADOPTABLE PROGRAM To be easily
adop.table, the program must make extensive use of materials
and manpower already available within, the local school. The
reading system must be easily implemented in the classroom w
little in-service training, and the instructionai,program must be
easy to correlate with the local sbfool's basic reading program.

Project INSTRUCT was designed to meet these three goals.
-The system and instructional materials were field-tested in both
urban and rural schools, and the mastery tests were validated
and revised through extensive data-collecting processes. In the
Spring of 1973, the U.S. Office of Education sent a national val-
idatibn-feam which ranked Project INSTRUCT as one of the two
top Title III Projects. On the basis of this development and val-
idation, the Project is able to offer schools an easily adoptable
program which will reduce reading failure and improve reading
achievement.

Organization and Materials
What are the general goals and objectiVes'of the program?

When Commissioner of EducatioAames Allen declared a Right-
to-Read priority in the United States to 1971, a group of educa-
tors and parents representing the Lincoln area, the University ,

of Nebraska, the Lincoln Public Schools, and Education Service
Unit #6 accepted this -Right-to-Read challenge and submitted a
proposal to the United States Office Of Education for a Title III
project designed to meet three major goals. These goals, though
basic to many reading projects, have wide-range implications:

REDUCE READING FAILURE
IMPROVE READING ACHIEVEMENT
PROVIDE AN EASILY ADOPTABLE PROGRAM

REDUCE READING FAILURE - To reduce reading failure,-thc
program must be directed to focus on the primary school years,
before failure occurs. Further, the instruction in such a program
must be based on a philosophy of mastery teaching so that a

7 G

How is the program organized?

The program-is organized around an array of word attack skills .;

stated in terms of student performance. The skills range from pre-
kindergarten readiness to independent coding levels, and are
arranged from simple to complex. Associated with the skill array ,
is a Monitoring System providing entry level tests, continuous-
referenced mastery tests, and individual student profile cards.
The Instructional System focuses instruction by grouping stu-
dents with similar skill needs, and teaches for mastery by pro-
viding alternative instructional methods. Resources are used.
efficiently through the Organizational System which allows stu-
dents-Wbe--grouped across grades and rooms, coordinates team-
teaching approaches, and provides for support staff, trained
paraprofessional8 and volunteers. A Materials Organization Sys-
tem indexes commercial and non - commercial materibis to the
skill array and allows for continuous updating of new commercial
and locally-developed materials.
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Support components include 'a Parent Involvement Program
which incorporates a community irOormation program and slide-
tape presentation for training of patent volunteers. A Local
Adoption System provides assistance to schools adopting Pro-

"Ject INSTRUCT through training programs for Local Program
Managers, (LPM), and year-round consultation to adopting
schools. Special components dealing with low-achieving stu-
dents, and correlations with other basic language. skills are being
developed.

What specific objectiVes are involved?

Each skill on the array has an associated specific behavioral
objective. The skills and their associated objectives form the
heart of the program. Examples ranging from simple to complex
are:

B-i b Supplying obvious words in context
Given a set of pictures of objects and simple sentences with one
obvious word missing in each sentence, the student will be able
to indicate the correct 'picture 2 out of 3 times.

F-2 Short o; sh, th, wh, ch
The student will be able to pronounce 9 out of TO real and non-
sense words Of one syllable containing short a in isolation and
consonant digraphs sh, th, wh, or ch in isolation and in context.

M -1 Diphthongs: of and oy, ow and ou
Phonograms: oy, ound, ou
The student will be able to iironounce 9 out of 10 real and non-
sense words containing diphthongs in isolation and in context.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Project INSTRUCT suggests-that the child receive at least two
hours of instruction per week in word attack skills. The two
hours need not be ''teacher time" but the child should be "on
task" on his particular skill need.

What material's are provided, by the program?

Implementation Manual for Administrators and Local Program
Managers: A manual designed to be used by school staff mem-
pers to organize and maintain the PI syStem.
Contents ,include: History of the Project, Evaluation and Valida-
tion data, Decision Sheets fOr a Local Adoption Plan, Descrip-

tion of the implementation process, in-service'training material
for local school in-service, and directions for writing and using
Basal Quick Checks as a system for monitoring spelling and
vocabulary acquisition during basal reading instruction.
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.Teacher Resource Book: A gqide designed to serve as a refer-

ence and a source of materials for teachers planning classroom._
instruction in the PI system. Contents include: Description of
the classroom implementation process, Sample Lesson Plans for
Skills A-I through D-6, Suggested Learning Activities for Skills
E through M, 49 pre-tests, 49 post-tests; 25 spelling mastery
tests, and an extensive appendix which includes such items as
the High-Frequency Wordlist, phonic generalizations, behav-.
ioral objectives, 'student activity sheets.

Materials Organization System: How to organize a Materials
Center: A manual designed to be used to organize and main-
tain a Materials Center. Contents include: Description of a
Materials Center, 10-Step Training and Development Process to
Organize a Materials Center, 4 Teacher in-Service Strategies
for Maintaining and Using a Materials Center, Resource Index
which keys. Commercial Materials to Reading Skills, Guidelines
for Selecting Commerciaj,Material, Guidelines for Constructing
Teacher-made Games.

Parent Assisted Learning (PAL) Program Leader Manual: A Man-
ual designed to be used by a parent or teacher to organize, train
and maintain a PAL volunteer program. Contents include: Step-
by-step dii-ections for implementing a volunteer program in the
local school, six training sessions for teachers and volunteers,
supplementary materials such as ideas for bulletin boards, news-
letters, garhes and other activities.

Student Profile Cards: A McBee card printed with the array of
skills and designed to keep a permanent record of student
progress in skill development. A card-sorting technique de-
scribed in the Implementation Manual and in the Resource Book
is the basis for managing frequent skill groupings.

Programmed Words: A volume of programmed word worksheets
which provide students with an opportunityto practice reading,
spelling and writing words previously introduced. The words pro-
grammed are from a combined list of the 500 most frequently
used words in children's books and the 500 most frequently
used words at the 3rd ade level (as determined by the American
Heritage Study of High requency Words). Schools are
permitted to duplicate th materials.'

Games, Games; Games: A set of instructional game ideas which
parents or teachers can make. Each game includes directions
and an illustration which shows how to construct the game, as
well as directions for playing the game. One activity or game has
been devised for each of the skills on the PI Array.



Take Homes; The Take-Home materials include one instructional
activity for each skill on the array. They are designed to be sent
home with the student after the skill has been mastered as a
means of involving parents in the student's skill progress.

\Schools are permitted to duplicate th?materials.

Introductory Packet of Project INSTRUCT Materials: A.folder which
contains sample pages of all Project INSTRUCT materials. Packet
also includes descriptive literature and brochures about the
Project.

. .

Direct Teaching Techniques: Once a local 'school has success-
fully implemented at least one cycle in the Project INSTRUCT
system for word attack and basal reading, teachers can partic-
ipate in further in-service training'to develop their skills in using
direct teaching techniques for specially identified students.
These techniques provide specific teaching .cues which are de-
signed to increase student response and achievement in the area
of word attack, spelling, and basic vocabulary acquisition. This
additional training is referred to as Phase II Implementation.

HoW open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

The program is totally open to locally selected and produced
materials and includes suggestions for their development. PI
was not-designed to replace material currently being used, but is

intended to organize and focus that material on. individual stu-
dent skill needs.

What student assessment materials are provided or suggeited?

The program provides complete sets of tests to establish an in-
dividual student profile of skill progress. Criterion-referenced
mastery tests are provided for pre- and post-instructional use
and include maintenance of previously learned word attack and
spelling skills. A handwriting inventory for manuscript or cursive
is included.

Classroom Activities

How are.the classrooms organized?

I

Project INSTRUCT's approach to individualization is through
short-term teacher-directeq groups, each focused on a specific
skill. The groups are formed by identifying a group of students
who have not mastered a specific skill and who are ready for in-
struction 'on that skill. Within this general focusing procedure
'five alternative grouping strategies are provided for: 1) cross-
grade grouping based on skills needs, 2) cross-room grouping
within a grade level based on skills needs,a3) cross-grade read-
ing groups formed from basal reading groups, 4) cross-room
reading groups formed from basal reading groups, and 5) group-.
ing with4elf-contained classrooms. The Implementation Manual



discusses these alternatives t °roughly, listing the advanta
and disadvantages of each.

How are the materials usecY?

Project INSTRUCT has .developed two instructional cycles which
operate concurrently but independently:

InStructional Cycle -for Word Attack
Instructional Cycle for basal Reading

,

A student may progrOi rapidly through the array of .skills in the
Word Attack Cycle, but May progress more slowly through the
basal reader. Or, a student may progress:rapidly through the
Basal Reading Cycle,:yet experience difficulty in dealing with
the phonic and structUraLianalysis in the word attack array. Both
cycles are' based an the principles of Mastery leaching and
Focused Instruction, and provide for the grouping of students

MODEL: Instructional bide for Word Attack

ENTRY
LEVEL
PROCEDURES

around: (a) skill needs in theWord.Attack Array, and (b) acqui-..
sdior; of basal vocabulary and spelling-words in the Basal Reading
Cycle. Student and .staff are actively involved in both cycles,
but their activities ip one do not affect their participation or
progress itt.the other cycle. ,

Instructional Cycle for Word Attack.

Project INSTRUCT has identified an ARRAY OF SKILLS which
is a teaching sequence of pre-reading anthreading skills for word
attack. Each skill objective is described in terms of student be
havior and is accompanied by criterion-referenced mastery tests

for pre- and post-delivery. The Instructional. Model which follows'
describes the system for Mastery Teaching and.Focused tristru&I
lion based on the Array of Skills and the Pre-Post Tests.

FORMING
GROUPS

INSTRUCTIONAL
SUPPORTS

TEACHING
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Prior to instruttieh-on any skill, each student is pre-tested. If
the pre-test for a selected skill is passed, mastery is recorded on
the individual STUDENT PROFILE CARD; and pre- testing con-
tinues until a skill is reached which has not yet been mastered.
The student joins an instructional group at that point. F011owing
instruction, each student is post-tested to see if mastery has
been reached. If the post-test is passed, mastery is recorded on
the Student Profile Card .and the pre-testing begins again. If
mastery is. not demonstrated, the student recycles on the same
skill or within that cluster of skills.

Instructional Cycle for Basal Reading

The Project INSTRUCT Instructional Cycle for Word Attack has
been designed to be used concurrently with any basal reading'
program used in the local adopting school. Since most basal
programs are not designed for FOCUSED skill instruction and
MASTERY teaching pf each skill element at the time it is intro-
duced, the Projebt recommends that schools use the PI Word
Attack program for word attack instruction, and implement the
Instructional Cyclefor Basal Reading to provide for the instruc-
tion of reading comprehension and the acquisition of basal vo-
cabulary and spelling words. The Instructional Model which fol-
lows describes the.system for mastery teaching and focused
instruction for the acquisition of basal vocabulary.

MODEL: Instructional Cycle for Basal Reading

PLACEMENT.
PROCEDURES

FORMING
GROUPS

Students are placed in reading groups and assigned to appro-
priate levels of the basal reading series. As studentsprogress
through the basal, the reading group becomes the vehicle for
spelling instruction for the high frequency vocabulary words.
After basal group instruction, each student is evaluated at spe
cific mastery points through the use of Basal Quick Chebks. If
mastery is reached, the student continues in basal.

Are teacher supplements used?

No additional machines, paraprofessionals, or volunteers are
required for the implementation of the program. However, in
recognizing the value of volunteer assistants, a progranyfor
training volunteers was developed. This program, Parent Assis
tants to Learning (PAL), was designed to train a leader who in
turn is responsible for training volunteers to assist both in and
out of the classroom. PAL is NOT a.tutoring program.

How is student progress assessed?

Upon completion of an instructional cycle a mastery post-test
is given which requires students to apply word attack skills in
real reading situations and with nonsense words to insure that
the student response is not based on sight vocabulary. Mainz
tenance of skills previouslymastered is tested by having skills
in each cluster retested in mastery tests for the following clus-
ters, and by inserting review items at strategic points. Both

INSTRUCTIONAL
SUPPORTS

--1110r TEACHING

ADDITIONAL
PRACTICE

no

RECORDING

CONTINUED PROGRESS
IN BASAL



group and individual tests are used to assess mastery. Since the
'program aims at teaching word attack skills, notphonics per se,
mastery tests.assess all aspects of word attack such as pre-
fixes and suffixes or use of.context.

In the Basal Reading Cycle, students are checkedlor vocabu-
lary acquisition and spelling mastery through theuse-of Basal
Quick Checks which each school develops to monitor its own
basal reading-series. Rather than test the student at the end of
a book, testing points-are identified more frequently following
every two stories (approximately). The BOC focuses on reading
basal vocabularyat the rate of one word per second, and on
spelling the basal words which appear on the high-frequency
mordlist. If students do not achieve mastery on BOC, the teach-
er provides additional instruction on basal vocabulary and spell-
ing Before proceeding to the next story in the basal.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

Project INSTRUCT was designed with the specific goal of mak-
ing use Of facilities typically fount] in elementary schools. No
special.facilities are needed.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

Project INSTRUCT assists schools in organizing and utilizing
local existing materials. The Materials OrganizationSystem
would be useful to a district interested in purchasing or devek
oping new materials even though the primary focus is on the
efficient use Of existing materials. No special equipment is
required.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

What provisions are made for training of teacher supplements?

The -LPM in the local school is responsible for training substitute
teachers, and student teachers. Volunteers are trained by the
PAL leader or the LPM. *\'

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Implernentation Costs:
Proje,ct INSTRUCTis not a new program in-the sense of re- .

placing existing programs. Instead, it is a system which enable's
the local school to increase the effectiveness of the present
reading prOgram. In-service costs vary greatly depending upon
the size of the teaching staff and upon the extent of in-service
which the administrator plans for his-staff. The initial training
.workshop for administrators and LPMs is an.oPtional part of the
program, and schools may choose to implement PI entirely
through'the purchase and study of the Implementation Manual
and Teacher Resource Book. However, the Project strongly
recommends that the adOnistrator and LPM receive specialized
training. .

In meeting the guidelines of exportability inthe Title III funding,
,Project INSTRUCT has prepared manuals and packages of
-.materials which explain the implementation of the program in
considerable detail. In addition, the staff offerstraining to ad-
ministrators and to the Local Program Managers (LPM). The
LPM is selected by the local school and has responsibility for
training local staff.

What provision is ifiade for special training of teachers?

Training of teachers occurs at the local school lerel. The LPM` is
responsible for these training se§sions. The training can be

'completed in two in-service sesslons.
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Material Costs

Implementation Mahual for Administrators and LPMs $10.00

Teacher Resource Book

Materials Organization System 7.50

Parent Assisted Learning (PAL)mProgram Leader Manual 6.50

Student Profile Cards .16

Pr'ogrammed Words 28.00

Games, Games, Games-
,. , 5.90

Take-Homes 5.00...*
Introdpctory Packet of Project Instruct Materials 2.56

Administrator and LPM Training
Workshop (2 days) at the Project site

Or '

I mplthientation Training (2 days
at the local school)

.
Maintenance or evaluation visits
from Project Conseltant

Locally reproduced. Pre and Post
Mastery Tests

$150 registration
(Plus per diem,
meals, lodging

and transportation
for adm. and LPM)

$100 per day (Plus
meals, lodging.and

transportation f6r
Consultant)

$100 per day (Plus
meals, lodging

$ 40 per student
(approx)

Maintenance Costs

The only material which must be reordered to maintain the pro-
gram is theStudent Profile Card at 100. Each in-coming student
will need a new card. The cards remain with each student during
their entire K-3 primary instruction.

Program Development and Status

How was the project developed?

Project INSTRUCT began as a response to the call from then
Commissioner of Education James Allen to make the Right to
Read a priority in American education. A group of educators
and parents representik9 the Lincoln area the University of
Nebraska, and the Lincoln Public Schools submitted a proposal
to Title III for funds initiating the program: lievelopment of the
program has been a school-based operation with field-testing
'and development of all conipo"nents.

What is the present status of the program?

Any school may purchase the necessary in-service training and
materials to adopt Project INSTRUCT. The basic PI system is
designed to correlate with any basal program. Schools who wis
to develop a monitoring system to correlate,specificany with
the basal used in the local sChbol can contract with PI for.devel
opment services. Most schools choose td implement Project
INSTRUCT as it was developed and incorporate it into the read
ing program as is. Schools using the Houghton-Mifflin basal
reading.program may wish to,contact-the Lincoln Public School

reading office to purchase in-service and materials Which have
been developed as a monitoring system for the Houghton Miffli
basal.

Schools who have identified specific students whOconsistently
fairto master basic word attack skills within two instructional
cycles may wish to provide some of their staff with training in,
Direct Teaching TechniqUes which, have been designed to in- 4

crease student response and achievement.'

Program Evaluation

Moir has the program been evaluated?. .

Evaluation of the program was ccindugted by Serection Re-
. search, Inc. and bysthe Title Project Evaluator for the

Lincoln Public Schools. In addition, the Validation Team selecte
by Title III ESEA conducted a separate evaluation for 1973-74.
Evaluations have been conbistentfy positive. For example, the
Title III Validation Team gave the program an overall rating of
98 out of a possible 100 points. All aspects of the program wer
included in these evaluation Studies. and the team recommende
that every effort be made to disseminate PI at Slite, regional
and national levels.
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An evaluation involved the comparison of a randomly selected
sample of 165 students who attended schools that successfully
Implemented Project INSTRUCT with a comparable sample of
165 students who attended schools that did not implement
Project INSTRUCT. Analysis of covariance procedures were
used to adjust for initial differences between the two samples
in terms of previous achievement and ability.

e indicated strengths and limitations of the prograT?

Student achievement evaluation results indicated that Project
INSTRUCT does influence student achievement in a positive

. -direction. The scores of students from Project INSTRUCT
schools were significantly better than the scores of a comparable
sample of students from control schools on Word Knowledge,
Reading, and Total Reading subtists.

Useful Information

Where can the prograM be- obtained?

Information and sample materials may be.obtained from:

W.T. Wofkman
Education Service Unit 18
Lincoln Public Schools
20 South 22nd

Lincoln, Nebraska,
402-475-1081

0

Jack Bailie
Title IJI Director
State Departrneent of Education
233 South 10th
Lincoln, Nebraska 68308

'402-471-2295

Mrs. Karen Stanley
Program'Consultant
Project INSTRUCT
Lincoln Public Schools
Lincoln, Nebraska

.402-475-1081

t
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Linc In Public Schools. Project INSTINCT, Title III ESEA, A
Systems Approach to Reading, Lincoln, Nebr.: Lincoln Public
Schools, n.d..

Project INSTRUCT. Administtator'sHandbook, PrOject Instruct,
1973-74. Lincoln, Nebr.: Lin.cdln Public Schools, 1972.

Project INSTRUCT. "Basic Language Skills Program." Lincoln,
Nebr.: Lincoln Public Schools, n.d, (Mimeographed.)

Project INSTRUCT. "Evaluation Report, Project Instruct." Lincoln,-
Nebr.: Lincoln Public Schools, 1973. (Mimeographed.)

Project INSTRUCT..Handbook for Developing a Materials
Organization Sys,tem (Implementation: Phase rt).
Lincoln Public Srdhools,' 1972.

Project INSTRUCT. Implementation Handbook. Lincoln, Nebr.:
Lincoln Public Schools, n.d.

Project INSTRUCT. Resource Notebook. ,Lincoln,-Nebr.: Lincoln
Public SchoOls, 1972,,

Project INSTRUCT. Take-Home Materials Developed ,for the
Project Instruct Array of Skills. Lincoln, Nebr.: Lincoln Public
Schools, 1972.



Project READ
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Summary

Project READ is a two phase pro-
gram designed to provide pupils
in grades 1-5 with elementary
reading skills The program em-
phasizes the decoding 'process
of learning reading at the primary
level (grades 1-3). andcompre-
1)ension and irfterpretation at the
intermediate level (grades 4 and
5). Project READ incorporates a ,

modified linguistic approach, pre-
ceded by systematic instructi&
in sounds and blending, Instruc-
tion in the piogram is individual-
ized to accomodate each pupil's
rate of learning, learning style,
and4nterests.

Project,READ was funded under
. a Title III grant, and the Primary

Phase (grades 1-3) of the pro-
' gram has been nationally

validated.
o ,

8i

Nature of the Program
. -
For whom is e progiam designed?

Project READ oordinates two distinct phases encompassing
grades 1-5. The initial phase "Primary .Phase'" is designed for stu-
dents in grades The.secondary Phase or 'Intermediate
.Phase- provides for continuation of the program for students in
grades 4 and 5. Although the framework of the. programdistin-
guisfees these phases. operationally, the program is conti.nuis.,

.0n what rill-male was the program designed?' '

This prograim6 foundpd upon the need
decoding skiffs as a requisitefor succe

the early mastery of
in reading comprehen-

sion and interpretation. A code emphasis.method in the Primary
Phase focuses on learning the printed code 4or the spoken lan-
guage. Cofnprehension and interpretation are emphasized in the '
Intermediate Phase.

What are the 'general gc4ls and objectives of the program?

The program is aimed at helping children attairi reading-pro-
ficiency,. and thereby increase their-chances for success in
school.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

Project READ is a complete reading program which coordinates
two distinct phases,defined according to the phases involved in
the development of reading skills. Th'ese phases are.organizqd
within the following framework:,

Structure of Project READ

PRIMARY PHASE (Grades 1-3)

Learning path is the same for all children but the progress of
each child varies.

1

I. Letter-Sound Stage Follows locally developed diagnostic/
prescriptive curriculum which supports and overlaps with
the McGraw-Hill Sullivan Program.

II .Blending Stage - Continues use of locally developed,
curriculum.

III TranSition Stage-Prereadifig Use of McGraw-Hill Pro-L3
grammed Readers,, .

IV. Programmed Reading
based on modified ling
locally- developed mate

INTERMEDIATE PHASE (

The Sullivan Program i
ing Centers. Instruction
Learning paths, metho
student. Emphasis on s
pretation.

What specific objectives a

The project staff cites the f
r: 1. Tb significance of d

control groups will b
or.betterby 'the"t-te
formed on raw score

2. In the instructional s

a. plastery of the
in. the primary

b. Mastery of co
skills will be st

c. The r5rogram
version of the
prLach, prece.
soi7%.s.and bl

3. InstrUction. will be in
in all phases of the c
learning style and int
riculum, and systema

. back) thLoughout.

Program Specificatio
replicating the progr

5. The program design
of the program with c
Pittsburgh Public Sch
room aides. -

How much student time' is

The program is a complete
usual tirhe allocations for re

8
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

Project READ coordinates two distinct phases encompassing
grades 1-5. The initial phase "'Primary Phase'' IS designed for st
dents in grades 1-3. The secondar'y phase or -Intermediate.
Phase' provides for continuation di the program f.94. students in
grades-4 and 5 Although the framework of the program gistin-
guishes these phases. operationally, the program is continuous.

voe.
On what rationale was the program designed?

C.

This'program is founded upon the eed.for the early Plastery of
decoding skills as a requisite foi..succesSlripeadisig cornprehe.n-
sion and interpretation. ^A code emphasis method in tqe Primary
Phase focuses on learning the printed code for the spoken Ian-
g.upge. Comprehension and interpretation are emphasized in the
Intermediate Phase '

..-
What are the general goals and objectives of the program?ti
The program is aimed at helping children attain readingpro-'.4
ficiency, and thereby increase their chalices for sudcess in
school-

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

Project READ is a complete reading Program which coordinatesL two distinct phases defined according to the phases inVolvedin
the development of reading skills. These phases are organized
within the following framework: .

.

Structure of Project READ

PRIMARY PHASE (Grades 1-3)

Learning path is the same for all children but the progress of
each child varies.

I. Letter-Sound Stage Follows locally developed diagnostic/
prescriptive curriculum Which supports and overlaps with

.theNtcGraw-Hill-Sullivan Program..

Blending Stage - Continues useof.losally developed
curriculum.

Ilr. Transition Stage-Prereading Use of M.cGraw-Hill.Pro-
grammed Readers.

O

a

IV. Programmed Reading Stage McGraw-Hill Sullivan Program
' based on modified linguistic approach with supplementary

lOcally developed materials.

INTERMEDIATE PHASE (Grades -4 & 5)

,
The Sullivan Program isused in conjunction with Read-
ing Centers. Instruction is individualized.
Learning pathS, methods and materials vary for each
studeht-. Emphasis on skills of comprehension and inter-
lObtation.

What Specific objectives are involved? ;

The prOjecl staff cites thefoltowing specific objectives:
1,. The significance_of differe%es between project and

control groups will be demonstrated at the .05 level
or better by the "t-test" for independent samples per-
formed on raw scores.

i In the irlistrypional sequence:

a. Mastery of the decoding process will be stressed
in the primary level.

b. Mastery of comprehension and interpretation
skills will be stressed in the intermediate level.

c. The program will incorporate the McGraw7,Hill
version of the Sullivan modified linguistic ap-
proach, preceded by systematic instruction in
sounds and blending.

3. Instruction will be individualized as to rate of learning
in all phases of the curriculum, individualized as to
rearningstyte and interest in some phase of the cur- '67

ricdlum, and systematic (directed by diagnostic feed-
baCk) throughout.

4. Program specifications will provide detail sufficient for
replicating the program in a compatible environment.

5. The prbgram.design will permit successful operation
of the program with classroom ratios:normal for the
Pittsburgh Public Schools and without the use of class-
'moth aides.

I
Howmuch StUdentlime is devoted.to th program?,

..,,

The program is a complete reading pro ram which follows the
'usual time allocations for reading instruction.

8)
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What materials are provided?

A locally developed diagnastic/presCriptive curriculum package
is used 6)/ all teachers at the Primary Phase of instructioh,While.
this package is dot yet commercially available, 'Lis provided for
teachers involved in the Project READ training prog,ram
DISTAR decoding materials are also incorporated into the Pri-

mary Phase.

The program requires the Use of the McGraw-Hill Sullivan. Pro-
gram and allows for the supplementary use of various other com-
mercially produced materialswhich are Available in the Reading
Center.; .

How.open,islhe program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?,

Project READ requires the use of supplementary materials-in the
Reading Center and allows for the use of teacher-made marer-
ials which support the established curriculum

. .

What student. assessment materials are provided?

The entire program is dependent Upon continuous and frequent
individual student assessment The locally developed curriculum
package provides materials for continuous individual assess-
ment at the Primary.Phase -Sullivan McGraw-Hill assessment
materials are used in the Intermediate Phase. Individual pre--
ceptual-motor testing for all first graders is prov4ed, and these
test results are used to prescribe remediation for individual chil-
dren and to plan for further development Of the reading program

Classroom Activities..

How are the classrooms organized?

It is extremely difficult to support continuous progress with
mastery criteria on an individual basis using self-contained, age-
graded classrooms. For this reason a differentokind of organiza-
tion for managing Project READ was derived. The teachers
grOuped into teams and set up seven reading stations across
grades 2-3 Otfteriarrangements are possible depending upon
the school, buttall organizations must be based on flexibility.
Specific classroom organization is dependentupon the stage
and phase of the Program.

How are the materials used? e
The first two stages of the Primary Phase. require adherence to
the structured sequenced lessons provided in the locallyde-
veloped package. The third and fourth stages of this phase use
the Sullivan progra'm as a foundation-and allow for the 'incorpora-
tion of a variety of other activities and materials to bused

8 te.

the discretion of the teacher. The Sullivan program also serves
as the foundation for the Intermediate Phase.

The Reading Center. a room stocked with materials from 30 dif-
ferent publishers and appropriate audio, and visual equipment, is
used by students in all stages and phaseipto reinforce and enrich

.foundational instruction The use of the ReadingiCenter is an es-.
sential component of the Intermethatd Phase

Are teacher supplements used?

Project READ requires the use of one paraproffessio-nal to run
the' Reading Center Dependent upon the needs of the school,
this position may be part or full time,
How is student progress assessed?

Student progress is continuously assessed through the use of
diagnostic tests which are an integral component of allpf the
curriculum packages. Teachers in-the Primary Phase assume ret
sponsibility for monitoring student progress Mille students in th
intermediate Phase assume more responsibility fdr their own

assessment.
. "-

Implementationliequitements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

The school must have adequa space for a Reading Center an
sadditibnal space for Material storage. if necessary. Each center
varies according td building characteristics but typically the
centers are characterized by carpeting, small grqupsof tables
and chairs, couches: and colorful charts and ppsters.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?
1

No special equipment is needed beyond the components of th
Reading Center

Is in-service training needed or suggested!?

In-service training isfequired

What 'provisions are made for special training of teachers?

DisSeMination plans are 'currently being developed which will
include meetings and in-service training for adopting distric,ts.

What is the,,cost of implementing the program?

The Mitiar cost of the program implementation for a 1-5 popu' la

tion ofr800 pupils is $27,850. This' includes the.coSt,of:



Trainer. instructional materials, equipment, instructional Supplies,
teacher substitutes, teacher reinbursement for workshops and a
full-time paraprofessional atde.-This.figure repreents a $56 ber
pupil cost. Program maintenance Cost. including the salary Df a
paraprofessional, is estimated at $9 42 per pupil.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

Project READ began in J968 at the Crescent School in Pitts-
burgh, Pa The aim of the program was to help children attain
reading proficwocy. and thereby increase their chances for suc-
cess ir;i school. An analysis Of reading achievement in the Pitts-
burgh schools had revealed deficiencies in the mechanical skills
of reading, and a methodology emphasizing diagnosis and decod-
ing was deVgloped to meet this need.

By June. 1970. Project READ was an individugTized reading cur-
riculum for:grades 1-3 which incorporated a locally developed
systematic program for beginning reading through sounds and
blending with the programming approach of the McGraw -Hill
version of the Sullivan program. A management system had also
been developed to ensure continuous progress for each child.

During 1972-73, the DISTARDrograrp was incorporated'into the
curriculum as a group-oriented alternative mode to the one-to-
one relationship used in the locally developed .sound-blend .

stage of the curriculum. The program was also extended through
::grade five witkrectiveness demonstrated tlfirough grade three.
What is the present status of the program? 41'

The Put-nary Phase of Project READ is a nationally validated pro-
dram. and the project staff is currently expanding the Interme-
diate Phase Future plans for Project READ include an explora--
tion of alternative learning approaches for children with strong
auditory skills and an expanded use of the Reading Center

0

Program Evaluation

How has thp program evaluated?

Project READ has been evaluated each ye'er by comparing mean
raw scores on standardized achievement tests of grade leVeL,
groups in the Crescent School-with grade level groups of the
control school chosen on the basis of closely matching academic
and socio-economic variables. These variablei'included neigh-
borhood. family income, mobility. racial composition. family
structure. average I 0 . school- populatidn: and student/teacher
ratio The instruments used were the reading section df the Wide
Range Achievement Test WRAT) and the Word Knowledge.
Word Analysis (first grade only), and Reading subtests of the
Metropolitan.AchieVement Test (MAT).

8

The following table summarizes_the results of theevaluation

TABLE 1

Project READ Pilot-Control Comparisons

Metropolitan Wide Range
Achievement Test, Achievement Te

Word Word
Knowledge Analysis Reading

Grade 1
Control

Pilot

evel of
Significance

Grade 2
Control

Pilot

Level of
Significance

Grade 3
Control

Pilot

tievel
of

Significance

22.5 23.5 22.2 35.4

25.5 30.0 23.3 40.4

p<.01 p< 601 None p <.01

20.48
ii

22.39 47.17

27.32 52.89

p<.005 p <.05 p <.005

22.76 18.34

26.96 21.72

p< 0f)5 p<.005

In addition, evaluation data firmly'supported the following
findings:

1. Pupil success increases as students progress through the
phases of the program.

2. Project READ was shown to be a better method of instridc-,
tion regardless of I.Q. k

1

What the indicated strengths and limitations Llf the programl

The degree of significance of resultS presented in the evaluation'
data clearly demonstrated the success of the program.°In sum-
marw the strengths of Project READ in both phases are the
following:.

1. Testing, 'diagnosis, prescription, and remediation insure
o' continuous progress and the experience of suocessor

each pupil. .



2 Mastery of decoding in the early grades maximiftes
reading' achievement the. intermediate grades

3 Reading ihstruCtiorr indiVicivalized as to the r4te.o/ f

learning throughout grades 1-5 with increase in tpeinucrOr
of learning alternatives and choir for studentsal the (
hi611er levels

4 Children are actively involved in learning. i e , materials
are self instructional and accessible to students, and stu-
dents can check their own work in the Intermediate Phase

5 The social context of learning is vaned, e.g rndependent.
work. small group instruction, and individual tutoring are
all employed.

6 ;Because of the diagnostic nature ofthe curriculum, teachers
become more child-centered, and more 'accountable.-

NN= -RV

1

5 As
ro,

*** "*i x".

4

A

Useful Information ,
Where can the program be obtained?

Information concerning the program may be obtained from

Ms Mary Jane Duda
341 S Bellefield Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa 15213
(412) 322-7926

References
"Project FLEAEt A Progress Report", Department of Educational
Program gevelbriment, Board of Public Education, Pittsburgh,-
Pa , November. 1973
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Sullivan Reading
Program

Behavioral Research
Laboratories
Palo Alto, California

Summary

The Behavioral Research Labor-
atories' Sullivan Reading Pro-
gram is a beginning reading pro-
gram. It teaches decoding
through a "linguistic" approach.
The uniqueness of the Sullivan
materials lies in their pro-
grammed format and in the lin-
guistically arranged order in
which the letters and words are
presented. The materials allow
the pupil to work independently
and at his own pace.

4
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program, is designed for beginning readers and may be
used f mindergarten through ninth grade. It can be used with
young c ifdren, or it can bee used remedially -with intermediate
and junto -high school studehts. The program has been used
with educ tonally disadvantaged students. With the addition of
tapes the ogram is suited to special education classes and to
students learning English as a second language.

CM what rationale was the program designed?

The Sullivan materials approach the task of teaching children to
read through linguistict and the development of decoding skills,
and through s programmed format. The programmed format
both. stimulates and reinforces the child in his efforts to read.
The materials seek to combine -and apply basic tenets of -learn
ing theory and linguistics: Pupil's responses are imrnediately
corrected if they are wrong, or reinforced if they are right.
Students progress through the prograr1 at their own rate. Thus
the program provides for a variety of learning rates,

Sullivan bases his programmed materials on several assump-
tions. These are (1) that learning comes from studentl'esponse,
(2) exact and immediate feedback..is necessary for efficient learn-
ing, and (3) students need to do well from the beginning or they
will become discouraged ancHose`interest.

a Or

What are the geheral goals and objectives orthe program?

The materials are-sequenced to develop the student's appliCa-
tion of sound /symbol relationships. A caricature approach is
used. for appeal to all ages of students.

Organization and Materials r

How is the program organized?

Information in programmed texts is presented in small, easily
mastered steps called "frames." The difficulty o-f--tfie material
progresses very gradually and the order of presentation is
carefully logical. Inffsach frame, the pupil is asked to supply an
answer to a.queglion or 4Ofill in a blank. As soon as he has
responded, .he may uncover the correct answer. Correct
answers are shown in the answer column whicb the pupil covers
with a "slider" until he is ready to check his own resp se.
Reviews are plesented frequently, and tests are provide f r
systematic assessment of each student's progress. BRI_ notes
"a steady diet of programmed instruction is not nearly as
stimulating for the student as an approach that involves a variety

of educational expenen.c
mend that other activities
periods of programmed i

What specific objectives.

The student masters bapi
use of suffixes (-mg, -est,
word elements and comp
605 words. Thentire pr

How much student time

A typical reading period
programmed text, 15 minu
of playing a word game.

What materials are provi

Student materials include
set c4 84 readers, a set, of
The Sullivan Reading Pro,

-series, each correspondin
through.5 consist of four p
5 programmed texts. "Co
accompany the texts in e

Supplementary materials i
tapes for pupils who need
Ditto Masters, Readiness i

nt Kit for Readiness in
-Reading Readiness, which
Sullivan Reading Program
letters, sotind/symborrelati

.DecodingKit designed spe
Comprehension Readeram
i'ence and Which contain qu
standing.

What materials are provide

A Teacher's Manual and a t:
series of the Sullivan Readi
Instructional Objectives and
Examination are also availa
ities.
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Nature of the Program..

Far-vrtfom: is the program designed?

The program is designed for beginning readers and may be
used from Kindergarten through ninth grade. It can be used with
young children, or it can-be used'remegially with intermediate
and Junior high chool students. The program- has been used
with educatEonaily disadvantaged students. With the addition ojte
tapes the program is suited to special education classes and to
students learning English as a second language.

On what rationale was the program' designed?

The Sullivan materials approach the task of teaching ch(ldr n to
read through linguistics and the development of decoding s
and through a programmed format. The programmed to mat.
both OTrrulatAs and reinforces the child in his efforts to read:,
The materials seek to combindand apply basic tenets of I arn-
ing theory-and linguistics.- Pupil's responses are immedi tely
corrected if-.they are wrong; or reinforced if 'they are rig t. . set of 84 readers, a set of 45 stories, and a set of progress tests.
Students progress through the program at their own rate. Thus The Sullivan Reading Program is divided into six nuMbered
the program provides for a variety of learning rates. series, each corresponding to roughly oneschool year. Sehes

through 5 consis of four programmed teas. Series 6 'consists of
Sullivan bases his programmed materials on Dseveral assomp-P 5 programmed xts.- "Comprehension Readers" and "Stories".
tions. These are (1) that learning comes from. student response, accornparii. the Sts ctn each series.
(2)exact and immediate feedback is necessary for efficient learn-
ing, and (3).students need to do well from the beginning or they Supplementary materials include Sullivan Reading Program
will become discouraged and Icise interest. - tapes for pupils whb need special help. A Reading Games Box;

Ditto Masters, Readiness in Language Aits Program, Enrich-
,

_What are the-general goals and objectives of the program? ment Kit for Readiness in Language Arts, the I Can Read series,
Reading Readiness which prepares pupils for entry into the ,

The materials are sequenced to develop the student's applica- "1Sullivan Reading Program by teaching printed ,numbers apd
tion of spund/sAnbol relationships. A caricature approach is letters, souad/symbOl relationships. and a few words, the Sullivan
used for appeal to all ages of students. Decoding Kit designed specifically for the first grade pupil, and

Comprehension Neaders.which broaden pupils reading exper-
ience and which contain questions to check. pupils' under- -
standing.

laf educational experiences." Therefore the publishers recom-
mc,nd that other activities be generously interspersed with
periods of programmed instruction.

What specific objectives are involved?

The student-masters basic sound/symbol correspondences, the
use of suffixes (-ing. -est, -er,ty), numbers, plurals (-ies), longer
word elements and compound words. The first series presents
605-words. The entire program presents 3,464 words.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

A typical reading period might include 20 minutes. of work in a
programmed text, 15minutes of reading a story, and 15 minutes

.of. playing-a word game.

What materials are provided for the student?
.

Student materials include a set of 29 programmed teitbooks, a

Organization and Materials.

How is the program organized?

Information in programmed texts is_ presented in small, easily
mastered steps called "frames." The difficulty of the material
progresses very gradually and the order of presentation is
carafully logical.. In each frame,. the pupil is asked to ply an
answer to a question or to fill in a bladk. As soon h has
responded, he may uncover the correct Answer. Correct.
answers are showti, in th,e answer column which pupil covers
with a "slider" untiluntil'he is ready to check his own response.
-Reliews are presented frequently, and tests are provided for
aysteMatic assessment of each student's_progress. BRL 'notes
;'a steady 'diet of pcogeathmed instruction is not nearly as
stimulating for the student as an approach That' involves a variety

4 13

, What materials are provided for the teacher?

A Teacher's Manual and a test booklet are provided for each
series of the Sullivan Readir(g Program. A class record book, an
Instructional Objectives and Teachers Guide and a Pl'acement
Examination are also available as well as a manual of, extra activ-
ities:

.



How open is The program to supplementary and teacher-made
'materials?

Programmed texts are best used with a variety of supplemen-
tary activities many of which are provided with the program. The
use of other supplementary materials and teacher-made
materiat8 is appropriate.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

A. Placement Examination gives the student's entry level in the
program-Periodic tests are included in the programmed texts to
assess student progress. A separate booklet of Progcess Tests
is included in each programmed series.

Classroom Activities

Hoii are classroom organized?'

Classrooms are. set up to provide for individualized instruction
and small group activates. One of the major characteristics of
programmed materials is that they allow the pupil to Nvork in-
dependently and at his own pace. The programmed format frees
the teacher to work on'a one-tofone basis with each student.
Instructions to the teacher note that, "No single factor will have a.
more profound influence on the student's success than the
effect of encouragement and reward by his teacher . . . . No
program can function with optimum effectiveness, without draw-
ing on the combined energies and resources that derive from
the meaningful partnership of teacher and student." To relieve
the monotony of such a large amount of indiVidualwork, many
supplementary activities are necessary. to provide variety of ac-
tivity and the opportUnity for children to work in small groups.

How are the materials- used?

The child experiences continuous success in small, easy tasks.
He is reinforced constantly for correct answers, and proceeds
easily from known information to new inform6tion. Freed from
the need to, present all new information, the teacher works in a
tutorial arrangement with each individual pupil, fn his role as
tutor, the teacher is there to aid and assist. He monitors the
program and provides encouragement and reward to stUdents.

,instructions to teachers warn that students' performance cannot
be taken for granted, .,

\Are teacher supplements used?-

Teacher supplem is may be used.

How is student progress assessed?

The teacher is always aware of what sound/symbol relationships
pupils are studying.' As a result teachers can monitor their
success in meeting the objectives simply-by observing their
progress through the,boOkl,ets. A more formal means of assess-.
mentts provided by thetests included in the programmed texts
and the,,tea-cher's progress test booklet.'

Implementation -Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested? .

No special facilities are necessary for the regular program...
Listening stations for pupils are helpful where supplementary'
tapes are used.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

No special equipment is needed for the basic program. When
'supplementary tapes are used, tape recorders and head sets ar:
needed.

Is in-service training needed oringgesfed?

Teacher training gives guidance and encouragement to the
teacher in his new role of tutor. In- service training is very. helpful
but it is not absolutely necessary.

What provisions are made for, special training ofteachers?

Teacher training is available through "Project .REAC)."
Workshops are held at the beginning of the schcuil year. Con:
sultants ate available throughOut the year..

What provisions are made fOr training of teacher supplements.

Training of teacher supplements is provided through "Projec.
READ.' Consultants are available throughout the .year.

What is the cost of implementinhe'program?

Basic per pupil costs for one series' is $22.63 and includes:
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4 prodrarnmed textbooks
16 comprehension readers
Booklet of 8 progress tests
Teacher's Manual

Additional items for the Sullivan Reading Program,. include th
M.W. Sullivan Stories which correspond to the textbooks an
cost $.99 each; the Placement Exam for the entire program



($.49); and the teacher's guide, Instructional Objectives and
Teachers Guide, which is $4.99.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

M.W. Sullivan was a linguist who hadworked with Learning
Laboratories. He became interested in programmed instruction
through the work of B. F. Skinner. Development of the
Sullivan Reading Program began in 1959 as a part of a- large
grant from the Carnegie Foundation. At the time Sullivan *waS
simultaneously developing many programs in a variety. of sub-
ject areas. He and his associates were responsible for setting up
the programming patterns and the complicated flow of produc-
tion. Sullivan, himself, did the actual Rrogramming and directed
programming assistants. Program materials were first tried out
on "kids who could get everything right" and then extended to
more varied populations. At each stage the prograM was revis-
ed. A "good" program resulted in 19 out of 20 frames eliciting
correct responses. Behavioral Research Laboratories were set
up in 1961. Working with remedial readers, Sullivan developed
the "box" format which proved to be the format for the final ver-
sion of, the Sullivan Reading Program. Development of
Supplements such as the Sullivan Decoding Kit, the readiness
materials and the Comprehension Readers followed.'"

What is.the present status of -the program?

Additional materials haVe been added. Some of these are the
tapes for speakers of non-standard English, and manuals
ing the dourse and suggesting extra activities.

Program Evaluation

'How has the program been evaluated?

Durog 1968-69, the San Francisco Unified School District
measured the; performance of 1,276 Project READ pupils.

%, Twenty-seven schoOls participated, 21 of which were located in
poverty areas.. Pupils were pre-tested in May, 1968 and
posttested in May, 1969 with the Stanford Achievement Test.
Each child used the materials two or three times a week
throUghout the year. At the end of a year, 10 of the schools
.showed one year or more of reading growth. The others showed
8 or 9 months of reading growth. On a district-wide basis, 43
percent of all-pupils in grades 3 through 6 made month-for-
month gains. A higher proportion, sixty-three percent,.of a corn-
parable group of Project READ students made the same month,
for-month gains. Before installation of Project READ, thee
pupils were making less than average gains. The use of Project
READ in Kindergarten showed readiness levels of children in-

creasing, with the greatest increasein bilingual and disadvah-
taged areas.

During 1972-73, the Pittsburg Unified School District, Pittsburg,
California, engaged in a performance- contract with Behavioral
Research Laboratories as a means to enhance students achiev
ment in reading and mathematics..Called Project GLAD (Guar-
anteed Learning Achievement Act), the program was funded wi
State and Title I monies to upgrade the instructional program in
the district which, compared to other communities iri the area,
has the highestorate of unemployment (.18%) the highest percen

°age of minority population (52%) and the lowest effective averag
'household income ($4,300.). It was proposed in the contractual
agreement that the guarantee provide for one month's gaiin
both reading and mathematics for every month of,instruction
with the Sullivan programmed reading and math materials. BRL'
provided staff development and teacher training in the use of
the materials.- .

The overall reading gain for all students enrolled indicated a
ten (10) month reading achievement gain for the five (5) month
'period of time spent in the program. This progress doubles the
amount of anticipated growth called for in the Guarantee Con-
tract. There was a significant transition of students from the lowe
to the upper quartiles in the Ipvier grades. There was also move
ment of students in the uppel,qrades, but not to the degree
shown in the lower grades. Pre-post standardized test results
for grades K-6 showed that reading averages had significantly
increased when compared to previous years' results.

f
What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

The program materials are built on the irlaighteof linguists an
-learning theorists. The developers present a new, approach t
decoding as well as .a new approach to teaching. Since thes,
methods are new, teachers must understand mid be willing
to implement the:procedures. They must also be aware of the
limitations an be ready to supplement and modify the
procedures to uit their classes.

What were the r sults of the pilot of this program inNew Jersey.

The Lakewood School District implemented the Sullivan Read-
ing Program in three first grade classrooms on a five month
pilot basis between January and June, 1974 in three different
elementary schools. Control first grade classrooms were also
identified in these schools.

Prior to implementing the Sullivan Program, the pilot teachers
had used ,a combination of basal readers and workbooks with
the children. These teachers felt that Sullivan was far more or-
ganized than anything they had used previously, and aided their
following a,developmental sequence. Although the teachers ha
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grouped children according to ability levels in the past, they
lacked specific knowledge of each child s skill level The Sul-
livan program-resulted in grouping according, to skill, with chil-
dren working with the appropriate materials or working directly
with a readiness grbup The teachers felt the Readiness Program
greatly increased their awareness of the scope of skills that
precede reading and helped them to identify which readiness
activities individual children needed.

Monitoring student progress in the Sullivan Program was greatly
facilitated by the teacher's use of the Class Record. Book which
allowed them to graph each students progress through- thevari-
ous program materials and identify a child's skill level, at each
point The use of the placement tests at the beginning of the
programs implementation also identified children's needs and
strengths.

The Lakewood teachers summarized the main strengths of the
Sullivan Program as follows: (1) comprehensiveness of the meter-
ials.(2) careful sequencing, (3)clarity of the teacher's manual, and
(4) attractive and interesting presentation of sounds and words.
The Sullivan Program was extended to other grade levels in the
district for 1974-75.

Pilot-control comparisOns of pre-post test results on the Stan-
ford Achievement Tests adrfnnistered during January and May of
1974 showed significant differences favoring the first graders
who had used the Sullivan Program on the Word Reading and
Paragraph Meaning forms (.01 level). There was no significant
difference between pilot-control results on the Word Study
Skills form.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

The program can be obtained from:

Behavioral Research Laboratories
Ladera Professional Center
P..0. Box 577
Palo Alto, California 94302 (415) 854-4400
For additional informtation.about the program, contact:

BRL/Sullivan Customer Service
69 Fifth Avenue
Suite 16-J
New York, New York- 10003
(212) 989-1608
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SWRL
(Southwestern
Regional
Laboratory)
Beginning Reading.
Program

Ginn an Company
Lexington, Massachusetts-,

Summary

The SWRL First Year Corn-
m-unication Skills Program is
designed for Kindergarten chil-
dren. The complete program
consists of the Instructional
Concepts Program and the Be-
ginning Reading PrograM.The
.programs.. focus on English lan-
guage corpi-ounication and be-
ginning reading. Parent--assisted
learning and a computer-based
management system are used to
help Kindergarten children de-
velop their oral and written
language skills. The program is
built on explicit teaching tech
niques and well defined out-
comes. An entry test preceeds
the Beginning Reading Program.
Criterion Exercises on each of
the 10 units allow the teacher
to assess each child's progress
as part of the continuing program.
The SWRL Beginning Reading
Program represents a(set of
methods and materials organized
for easy access by the clasSroorn
teacher:

9 o

Nature of Program

For Whom is the program designed? .

The SWRL Beginning Reading Program is designed for
Kindergarten- children who are not yet reading.

Gn what rationale was the program designed?'

Tho SWRL Beginning Reading Program is a. set of research
based instructional materials and procedures for teachers to
use in developing the reading competence of young children.

he program includes student objectives stated In. perforrnance
terms and measurement techniques developed from the objec-
tives. Wbrd' attack. skills including the teaching of word
elements. Teaching techniques include.the use of positive and
immediate feedback to the learner, tangible rewardS, and use of
the modeling principle. The emphasis at all times is on providing

.success in a non-threatening atmosphere that endburageS'all
children to participate. In creating the SWRL program the
developers depended on -empirical data and on the self-
-correctin9 mechanisms inherent in the "tryout, test, and revise"
approach to program development.,,

What are the general goalsand objectives of the program? .

Successful Oarticipation in the program enables the child to
read approximately 100 words by sight, ancito,master beginning
word attack and comprehension skills. In order to further assure
that be9inrung reading will be a pleasat and successful ex-
perience for the young child, the materials are visually attractive
and call for activitres that are presumed to be fun. for most
children, e.g., playing ames or looking at cartoons. The
program is designed to maximize the child's active participation
in the learning process.

Organization and Materials

Howis.the program organized?

r--

The program is organized int.9,10.units. Each unit takes either 2 or ,

3 weeks with 40 minutes a cla'9.devotedlo the Beginning Reading
Program. Before moving into the:next unit the child should have
mastered.all content .trom the, current unit. By.uSing the Criterion
Exercises provided at the end of each unit the teacher can verify
whether the children have attained the unit outcomes.

What specific objectives are involved?

The program is designed to teach four. specific outcomes. These

outcomes concern knowl
elements, word attack ski
successfully completing t

11 sight read, approximate.
2) identify 2'3 initial and e

3) sound out and, read an
elements presented in
Ne',

4) name each letter of the
in either capital or low

The program Outcomes.Ch
outcomes unit by unit.

How much student-time

'Students may devote eith
the SWRL Beginning Read-
decide which of these tim

What materials are provi

Storybooks, Criterion Exe
prehension Sheets and Go
students. Fifty -two 12-14
the antics of a group .of a
practice in reading the pro
each unit allows the teache
outcomes for the unit. Th
portunity for additional inst
comes the student has no
presented to children reac
on the Criterion Exercises
Good Work Badge after c
The Comprehension Shee
They provide practice in
content of short paragrap,
not tests.

What material% are provi

The program Resource Ki
procedure cards, 26 alplq
criterion exercise training
tivities andmaterial. cards,
40 animal cards, gentry sk
180 God Work Badges 'a
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Nature of Program

For whom is the program designed?

the SWRL Be4inning. ReAdinia'Prograni is'ciesigned for,
Kindergarten children who are not yet reading.

On what rationale was the program designed?n

The SWRL Beginning Reading Pr 6gram is a set of research-
based instructional materials 'and procedures for teachers to
use in developing the reading competence of young children.

file program includes student objectives stated in performance
terms and measurement techniques developed from the objed-
tives. Word attack skills. including the teaching of .word
elements Teaching techniques include the use of positive and
immediate feedback to the letarner, tangible rewards, and use of
the modeling principle. The emphasis at all times is on providing
success in a' non-threatening atmosphere that encourages all
children to participate -In creating the SWRL program the
developers depended on empirical data and cm the self-
correcng mechanisms inherent in the "tryout, lest, and revise
approach to program development.

What are the general goals and objectives .of the program?...

SucCesful participationin the program enables the child to
read approximately To words by sight,and to master beginning
word attack and comprehension skills. In order to further assure
that beginning reading will be a pleasant and successful eX-
penence for the young child,the materials arevistially attractiv'e
and call for activities that are prestmed. to be fun for most
children. e.g., playing games or looking at cartoons. The
program is designed to maximize the child'sctiiie participation
in the learning process.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

Therograrn is organized into 10 units; Each unit takes either2 or
weeks.with 40 minutes allay devoted to the Beginning Reading

ProgrAm. Before moVing, into the next unit the child should hAve
mastered all content frotn the current unit.By using' the Criterion*
Exercises provided at theend of each unit the teacher can verify.
Whether the Children-have attained the unit outcomes..

4i

What specific objectives are nvolved?

The pr'ogram is designed to to four speCifiCoutcorries. These.

outcomes Concern knowledge of the printed word, and of word
elements, word attack skills, and letter natning. Children
successfully completing the program. Will be able to,

1) sight read approximately 100 words '-

2) identify 23 initial, and ending word elements

3) sound out and read any one-syllable word -composed of word
--elements preSenteclin the program

4) name each letter-of the ,alphabeltWhen shown the printed letter
.

iht either-capital or low 4-t-r-case faun.

;
The program Outcomes Chart, on next page, gives the specific

. outcomes unit,loy unit.
;

How much student time is 'devoted to the program?.
.

. ,

Stubdnts may devote either 25 minutes or 40 minutes a day. to
the SWRL Beginning Reading.Program,.lt is up to the teacher to
decide which of these time _allotments better suits her class.

'What materials are provided for the student? e'

Storybooks, Criterion Exercises; Practice Exercises,' Com-
prehension Sheets and Good Work. Badges are proiiided for the
students: Fifty' -two: 12-14 page ipstrated 'storybooks describe
the antics of a group of animal characters. and give systematic
practice in 'reading the program words. A Criterion Exercise for
each unit alloys the teacher to verify. the students mastery of the
Outcomes for the.unit. The Practite ExerciseS provide the op-.
portunity for additional instruction and practice of any of the-out-

'tomes the student has not mastered. Good Work Badges' are
presented to children reaching the 80'percent Mastery.ctiterion
on the Criterion' Exercises. The remaining children receive a
Good .Work Badge after completing the appropriate exercises.

. The Comprehension Sheets are rased with Units 8, 9, and 10.
They provide practice in answering written questions on the
content of short paragraphs. Tha Comprehension ShdetS are
not tests.

What materials are provided for the teacher?.
.

The program Resource Kit contains a Teacher's Manual, 7
procedure 0ard%-26.alphabet cards, 116 flashcards, one
criteriort exercise training pad, 2 oral work index cards, 10 ac-
tivities and material cards, 10 criterion exercise direction carcK
40 animal cards, 9 entry skill test cards, 12 class record sheets,
180 Good Work Badges and a gamy indeX.

AP
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Table /

Program Outcomes t hart

OutcOme 1: Words that the children learn to read ,
Outcome 2: 'Beginning and ending word eleMents that)the.children learn to 'dental
Outcome 3: Word-attack skills that the children learn to apply.. . q .

Outctme- 4: Letter names, both for capital and lower-case letters, that the,. -Jchildren learn to identify whebehowh the letters-

Unit
r-

No. of Weeks Outcipme Number #
1 4 2 '3 4f Words Word Elements Word Attack Letter Names

25 min
per day or 40 min

per day

. 5 -. -'

N .
%

4
I Sam' 'see. -am
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.

.
-,.

. .

s

.V.
m'
i
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it ' sit is

it eet h

3

,

3

-
sat Ann this and
.14an a man the

th an d
`

- ' 4 3 2

mace that at Sid
we will With felt,
mess -

ad ill
,

.

71
rt

5 3
,

2

fit Nat sun them
us what , feet fun
run , . .

un r By Unit 5 and
thereafter, .

the children
should be
able to.sound
out, nd read
any one-
syllable word
composed of
word elements
taught pre-
viously in
the program,

..
Specific words
for word-

i attack in-
struction are ,

-listed in the
Activities and
Materials Guides.

u'
,

. Y

-

Nell . who yes did
Ed -let well need,
. she

ell .et I eed
.

7 3 2 .

net ran sad no
till sheet shut mud

.
ut .

-

sh

,

sand sell
_

shell fish
-hat . he then nut
rat set feel net
fat if Wet

.
en h

.
fan win hand hill
seed weed met . hit
was to bad him
men be

..

-
if,,,,,.

b - .

10 3

.

2 -it

--
bat his

____

wish , ball.

bell,. but has said
ant Ben lqus had
bed bee Bill hid . .
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How open is the program to supplementary and teacher made
materials? '

- .
. ..

The program' recognizes that the teacher's skill is an important
addition to.the prograM. The program is open to teacher ad-
ditions and supplements.

, ) -
-- sWhat student.assessmd materials are provided or.--

suggested?
,

Entry Behavior Test Cards for the Beginning Reading Rrogiam,
'Tsairand Criterion-Exercises for each unit are provided. he Criterion

Exercises test four kinds of outcomes: Reading .w ds. work
eleifierffs, v'ord attack and naming letters. Mid-year and end-of-
yetr performance tests fed into SWRL's cornputer. provide -
system-wide feedback.

...

ClaSsroom Activities

How are dlassrOoms organized?

In general the SWRL reading program is destigned to be used in
the self-contained classroom using group instructional
methods. The program materials also lend themselves tosmalt-
group instruction, team teaching, and individGal tutoring. SWRL
can be a nucleus for the entire kinder.garten program or.it may
be one of several programs-used in the classroom.

How are the materials used?

The Activities and Materials Guides-are the key to day-to-day
activities. The Guidestell what the child should be able to do
before instruction, what' he stiould be able to do afterinstr,uction,
and the instructionaimpterials that are available. The Guides
orgaq.iie the outcomes foP a unit into small segm,entsap-
:propwate for a single activity or set of related activities. A sample
Activities and Materials Guide follow.

Teaching techniques that provide the student with positive rein-
forcement and encourage many children to participate are part
of the SWRL program. Some of the SW4,procedures are:

"After asking a question Allow time for all The children to think
of an answer, before calling upon a specific child by name.
When calling on childrenCall on as many different individuals

asyossible.
goys as often as girls. '
non-volunteers as often as-volunteers.
individual children more frequently then groups.
children who are haying learning difficulties as often
as those who are not. ,
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Sample Activities apd Materials Guide

'UNIT 1

Entry Skills 'Skill ,, Materials

.
-

, .
Skill 1

.

--

...

Skill 5

'
Skill 9`--,.

.

.

Skills
1-13 .,

,

/
1. Answer the items on the Entry Behavior Test correctly.

,
,. . i

Entry Behavior Test Directi ns and
Record Form ' .
Entry Behavior Test Car

,2. Saythe.names otlavorease Oct capItatietters s, m. and e
(when shown eachletteranditiked to say its riame.). Continue
to call attention to both, loVier4rase letters and capital letters,

3. Read the virords I, Sam, and Gee.
.

4. * *Make the sounds for 's arid m (when shown each letterand
asked to make the sound). . ,

5. Say compound words, when given the syllables pronounced
separatejy.

6Read the word arn.

7. Say the letter names a, i, and t. ' .
8, ,Read the word me. .

\
- ,

9. Say two-syllable words, vyhengiven the syllables pronounced,
separately. ... 4' . \

10. Matce the sound for at.
11. Say one-syllable words beghinind with s and m, when given

the sounds pecnounced'aedivieled in the Oral Word Index.
12.1 Read the wind Mat. \ 1 , .

t

, er

.14: Folio* the directions for conpleting efiterion'Exercise
Training Lesson.

.
The C.riterion Exercise for Unit 1 should be given when the
children have mastered skillS 1-13

.

Administer theappropriate Practice EXercise(s) to each and
vino scores lower than*5 on one or more outcomes on the
Unit 1 Critelon Exercise. .

. .

*Flashcards 19, 13..5
v .....

Flashcards 80, 110
*Books 1 and 2
Flashcards 19 13

,*Oral Word lnde (OVVI) List 1
.. .

Flashcard 43 ""
.

Book 3 1 ,
Flashcards 1, 9,, 20
Flashcard 89
Book 4
OWl List 2

'Flashcard 32
OWI List 3

;

,,Flpshcard 88
r1Book .5 .

Directions: Criterion ExerCise, 1
Training' Lesson
Criterion Exercise Training. Lessbn.
Directions: Criterion Exercise 1
*Griterion Exercise 1
Class Recording Sheet (for use in
recording scores) . '
Completed Class Record Sheet
(to identify children with scores
lower than 5 on each outcome)
*Practice Eiercises la,4b, lc, Id

...*See the,ProCed re Caras'for these materials in the Program
Resource Kit. Be .sire to'follow the procedures on thecard when
using materials Of this type. (Note that there are two Procedure
Cards for .FlashCard, lessons: on.e card showing procedures for
teaching, words, sounds, and letter names, and a second ,card
showing procedures for word - attack, or "sound out and read?'

'lessons.)

'vAfter the childr4n have learned the sound ,for a new letter, b
sure to have therry.di,stingtIsh between thletter name aDd lette
sound by asking varied order such queStiona-as "What is it
name?" and "What is the sound?

9



.
-If the child answers incokrectly or reads a word in-
correctly-Without saying anything. negative, tell him the correct
answer. Then have him read the word or answer the question
again e

Are teacher supplements used?

A supplementary peer tutoring program, The Tutorial Program,
trains students in grades 6 to act as tutors to' the children in
the Beginning Reading Pro ram. A supplemental ,Parent:
Assisted Learning and the umrper Reading'Program stress the
-involvemeht of /parents in taring and reinforcing they learning
actrvities of the -Children ter,scheol. The aim of the Summer
Reading Program Isla Maintain high level performance through
the summer

_ )
4

How is student progress assessed?

Student progress (s assessed by administering the Criterion
erases" at the end of each unit: Outcomes students have not ,
mastered are re-taught. Mid-year and.end-of-year performance
tests provide a computer-based system of evaluative feedback

. to users inciding alternative courses .of action and guidelines
for evalUating program modifications. t

linplementatiOn Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No special facilities are needed for using the $W,RL program.
=.0,

Is special equipment needed or suggested?.

While no special equipment is needed for the Beginning
Reading Program, a filmstrip projector, a cassette tape
recprder, and a 16mro film projector are suggested for teacher
tlainingr ,

Is in-service training needed or'suggested!

In-service tra ining is needed.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

Ginn and Corn. pany provides workSh.ops, training for one or two
teachers in a district. These teachers train the other teachers, in
the,districi. Teacher training kits developed by SWIRL maybe

)

r's
What i the cost of implementing the program?

pupil costs for student and teacher materials, base
ils per_class $7.22
ents - per pupil costs based on 30 students - $5.4
raining -Kit (filmstrips, cassettes and print material)

is available at an additonal charge.

Initial p
on 30 pu
'Repla4
Teacher
$5j.00-
A 16mm firm

a

- vesPro ram I elopment and Status
...- .

How is"the program developed?
\

During.19.66 SWRL designed prototype eight week instidction
sequences to result in learner attainment' in sight letter dis-,
criminatioh. phonic word attack skills, and cet-npretiensiort. Du
ing 196er-68 reVised materials were tried out in the kindergart
classes. During 1968-69 SWRL carried out a full-scale im-
plementation study, involving 2,100 children in 5 urban district
On the basis of this field testing piocedures to teach teachin
techniques were augmented and'daily assessment of studen
sin-I-di:fled. Intensive support of the program by HEW made 1,
possible for an estimated 10 percent of the knipergarten classe
t0. install the program in the fall of 1972.

What is the present status of the program?

The Southwest Regional La boratory views the SWRL Beginnin
Reading-Program as one of mpny products that will emerge
from its R & D process..A corKprehensive Package for instrut
tion in reading and Englishclanguage communication skills is
planned for the primary grades.

Program EvaluationP

How has the .program been "evaluated?
L.

h4 Beginning Reading Program .was field tested with ap-
oximately 120,000 students. The resp st showed that 80 per

t of the'studerrts achieved 80 pert on the criterion
sures.

, p
110 ce

frne

purchages by school systems.

What provi4rons are made for training of teacher supplerbents?

[District teachers train teacher °supplements.

.14) 1 O 0,
t

A study "of SWRL andeanother kindergart
(Harper and Row) in the Defies Independ
attempted a program-fair test comparison
gruent objectivestif th.e SWRL Beginning R
the district basal program,. The tests conc
program words, word attack in isolation, w
and comprehension. On the 30-(tern SWR
had a mean score of 87 percent. On the 40
test, the dtstisotprograrn/classeg had
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cent. Seores on the-woru recognition and comprehension items
were comparable. The SWRL children seemed to perform better.

wo,i`d .attack then the district Rragram children,

Schools in-NewJersey that have had a yeaf<s experience with
SWRL, such as the Woodbridge Township Schools and
MemOrial School in Madison Township, iptend to use the
program another year. Their teache"s overall evaluation of the
SWRL program was pasitiile_ 4

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
r program?

TrreSWRL Bbginning Reading, Program provides systematic
reading instruction for young q)ildren. The ma*rials provided
for the reacher are very well orgariized. While teachers were dis-
mayed by the amount of record keepinr.required, they were
pleased to see the children picking up bboks and reading. Whey
the Beginning Reading Program is used as one of several
kindergarten programs, teachers should b.t prepared to aug-
ment the rogram with other language; related activities. Some
teachers b lieved that teacher trainIng should be augmented.
The Mgr is virtually without cost to school districts, for use
with children who..qualitY for federatlunds.' .

Ver

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?:

--Ginn and Company
191 Spring Street
Lexington, Mass'achusetts 02173-
(61T), 861-1670
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A Systems Approach
To Individualized
Instruction

Manzanita Elementary
School' 4
Grants-Pass, Oregon.

Summary

The project designed at the Man-
ianita Elementary School in
Grantsipass, Oregon-employed a
sy ems approach to develop a
tot Ilpindividualized.and un-
graded curriculum in readihg,
language, and mathematics.

,".Faced by consistently decrees-
, ing scores on standardized

achievement tests, 'the district
sought to reverse these trends
by totally redesigning their pro-
gram. Three major components

, were used to organize the new
program: A building designed
to promote flexibility in instruc-
tion, a differentiated staffing
plan which created instructional
teams, and a curriculum divided
into.programep modular units
based on skills analysis 'and per-

. formance objectives. A rtodel
evaluation design developed,bys,
the Northwest Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory has produced
evidence of a dramatic reversal-
of -this dOwnYvard trend in

. achievement and suggests that
students of all ability levels are
benefiting frpm the program.

".
.10 ,

g

Nature of the Program,

For whom is the program designed?'
.

The.program is designed for an elementary school housing ap-
proximately 500 students in grades 1-6. All children in the
school are included rn the program.

riOn what rational was-the program designed?

The primary concern of the project was to reverse a continuing
downward trend in the basic skill areas of reading, writing, and
mathematics revealed .by the testing program given each year. A"
systems appi-oachwas used to incorporate and blend many.in-
novative practices into a single comprehensive program design-
ed to totally individualize the curriculurri so that the needs.and
capacities of each student weremet. The programincorpogated
a building which allows flexible instruction, differerytial.glaffing,
and systematic instructional procedures which allow students to
p-rogress continuously at their own rate. J

What are the gegeral goals and objeCtives of, the program?

The general goals of tie program are listed as follows:

1. Develop" a curriculum which is applicable in terms of the ih-
dividual needs of children-, utrlizin4 indivickial diagnosis, and in-
struction. based 'upon this diagnOsis-.

2. Develop an eaucational, plf ogram in the basic skills areas of
reading, math, and writing that puts the emphasis on teacher ac-
countability for systematic instruction directed toward preven-
tive instruction.

3. Establish vertical articulation of the curriculum through un-
graded,activities which provide students with appropriate. learn-
ing activities based on the diagnosiS ok.the individualatudent's
needs, interests, and learning styles:.

4..Develop curriculum materials which are suited to individual
use by the child to reach stated behavioral objectNes and Which
provide for student utilization in independent learning, while us-
ing bits own unique learning style.

0

5. Provide developrnyntal skills and readiness activitiesfor all
students and provigion for continuous progress starting at the
time of his entry into school.

6. Establish flexible grouping. procedures.

A

Establish differentiated
countability (Final .Evaluati

Organization and Mat
. .

How ii-the program organ
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Nature of the Flogram
,

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for an elementary school housing ap7-
proximately 500 students in grades 1-6. All c.hildren in the
school are Acluded in the program.

On whqt rational was the rogram designed?

The. primary concern of e project was to reverse a continuing
doWnward trend in-the basic skill areas of reading, writing; and
mathematics revealed-by the testing prowam giveneac'h year. A
systems approach was used to incorporate and blend many in
novative practices into astrigly uumpreherr-o-iNie program design-
edto totaliy individualize the.curriculum so that the needs and
capacitiesibl each-'etu-dent were met. The programincorporated
alkurlding .which.allows fJexible instruction, differential staffing,-
and sYste,matic instructional procedureSwhich allow students to
progress continuously at their own, rate. _

. 0

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The geperal gogls of the program are listed as follows:

1. Develop, a curri,ilum Which is applicable in terms of the in--
diyidual needs of nildreri, utilioing individual diagnosis, anti in7
struction based upon this diagnosis.

2. Developan 'educational program in the basic skills areas of
reading, math, and writing that puts the emphasis on teacher ac-
countability for systematiC instruction directed toward preven-
tive instruction."'

G. Establish vertical articulation of the curriculum through un-
graded activities which provide students with appropriate learn-
ing activities based on the diagnosis of the individual student's
needs, interests, and learning styles..

4. Develop. curriculum materials whib are suite_d40 individual
use by thethrldlo reach stated- behavioral objpctives and which
prOvide for student utilization in independent learning, while us-.
ing his own undue learning style.

--.- 4 . *
5. Provide developmental skills and readiness activities for afl
students and provision for continuous progress starting ,at the
timeof his entry into school'

6. Establish flexible grouping procedures.

7. Establish a differentiated staffing pattern that prov de for ac-
countability (Final Evaluation Report, 1972, p'p-3-4)

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The pr ram was organized around two ma err compb in-'
structional team anda curriculum broken into progr mr ed
management units (PMU). Each instructional team con of
four staff members with differentiated functions. The m m.ers
were-71[1e instructional leader, staff teacher, ihstructiona ai.e
and general aide. The duties and -responsibilities of each
member differed in type of assignment, degree of accountabil ty
and time expended and are detailed in job description Si
such teams comprised the -instructional-staff of thprog am.

The instructional leader was a certified teacher responsible f
planning and directing the instructional program and for the ado
ministration of the team members under his control. He was' ac-
countable fifir the achievement of pre-established, specific er-
formance-objectives. The staff teacher, also a 'certified teac er,
was responsible for the actual implementation of the
educational program developedin team planning sessions. The
instructional aide was directly responsible to the instructional
leader and asslisted in instruction. They read stories, gave direct-.
ions;-answered procedural questions, and assisted in rn,onitor-
ing the children..The duties of the general aide were superviscir'y
and clerical. This aide Supervised-the(children during free play
and lupches and did general typing and record keeping.

.
The unit of curricular organization was the PMU. PMU'S. were
developed for sets of related skills ndonsisted of a pr :post
test apc1 materials for at least three ssociated learning
tiviilies. Among thematerials incorpor d in the PMU.we e film
strips, audio tapes, and consumable pa r items, and act vines
included working with peers, meeting in n ed groups, and ork-
ing with a junior high tutor.

What speific objectives are involved?

The reading Instruction component of the program was based
on a list of 394 s.quential `skills identified by the staff as ess n-
tial. For each Skil identified an instructional objective was
developed .and it ms for pre -aid post-testing written. Relat d
skills,_add-associat d objectives ere combined to form the-1 ;8
PMU's comprising the reading, program

How much studen fime is devoted to the program?

all of the students: time spent directly o
tiThe program cove

Lit
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reading instruction, but the amount may vary between students administered five weeks later.-Satisfactory completion of the PM

according to interest and need.. was defined as piasing both post-tests at a)90 petcentlevel. If a
..student failed a bost4est, he was recycled through a -different

What materials are provided for the student?t set of tasks'in the PMU.- Upon mastery of a PMU, the student
attempted the pre-test of the next designated PMU. All PMU's

Each PMU contains materials or references to material are ungraded, so that ay.student might be working simultaneous-
necessary for at least three-learning activities associated with , ly at -different levels in reading, language, and mathematics.
the objectiVes.involved. The materialvre of a wide N4arifty but
typically consist of filth strips, audio ta-Oes, consumable paper Ate teacher supplements used?
items, and games.

A major component of the program is its plan- of differentiated
What materials are provided for the teacher? staffing. Each team inchudes two aides with differentiated func

- tions and duties. ,
In addition- to the PMU's, a variety of materials have been
develOped for general purposes. For example, some: -300 paper- Implementation Requirements' and Provisions
back books here selected, collected, and graded according tol -
.cliffitulty level. For each'book eset of lesson plans were written Are special faCilities needed or su4ggestetd?
and multiple 'sets of questions (Some 1800 sets in all) were '
develOped. All materials are catalogued to facilitate planning .

and retrieval.
The program requires facilities that promote flexibility of instfuc.

. tion, but such facilities_ could be develdped within most-existin
school structures. IncliVidual and small group learning stations'

Hpw open is-the program th.supplernentary and teacher -made
materials? f .

areas for larger' meetings, open areas, and provisions for
materials storage are required. The program tends to be med.(

The program is completely open td additional materials.
and requires larger numbers of cassette recorders, film sari

viewers, and similar equipment than are normally stocked.

What student assessmentmaterials are provided or
suggested?

" .

Pre-and post-testa have been developed for each instructional
objective and are included in each .PMU. In addition, a Master
Skills Diagnostic test is available for use in placing students ii9-
alai& in the skills hierarchy. The project also uses a standard-
ized achievement test for periodic evaluations.

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms. organized?

The program is totally ungraded and individualized. Students
work independently or in flexible groups based on common
needs and purposes. .

How are the materials used?

Is special equipment,needed or suggested?

No special equipment is.neededbutdiffering amounts may be
required.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?.

In-service training is necessary for zost components of the,
program.

What provisions are mad ;for in-service training?
.

The'project conducts some in-service training workshops in
helping 'districts to replicate the project. Samples of materials
are available, on-site visitors are welcomed, and staff from other
districts can participate in project workshops. Somemorkshops
have been Sponsored in participating districts by project staff:
The project was.designed and field-tested with ease of export-:
ability in 'mind.

Eacnstudent was evaluated to determine the skills he lacks and 40.

to prepare his skills profile. PMU's corresponding to need,ed What is the cost of implementing the program?
skills,were selected for. each student. Within each designated
PMU, the specific set of tasks assigned was selecitkcl'by th'e,in- The total cost of operating the project elementary school during ,.
structional leader or staff teacher. When the student had corn, the two-year developmental period was $495,578, some of
pleted the tasks, he took the Post-test. A second post-test was',) which was fuirnisl-ted by Title111 funds. Thus,.per pupil costs dur-

, /
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ing development.were $527 per year. The project estimates that
for a school with 470 students and 18 teachers, additional cost
beyond the iqptructional program would not be over $10,000
during development. Once installed, the program costs.no more
than a conventional program. Per student operational costs at
,the project elemeQtary school are estirriated at $420 per year
(for'the total school program).

Program Development and Status

HoW was the program develope
.

.

The program was developed by local s aff aided by consultants
as a Title III project. Each component as systerhatically
described and a detailed list of project o jectives was drawn up.
Extensive formative evaluation procedures based on field-
testing were employed before any component was im-
plemented. For example, each.PMU was submitted to 'the Pro-
ject Consultant for review before being field tested. A
documented record-of the PMU',s initial use served as a second
screening.. The third procedure consisted of the complete .

record of usage of the RMU. The final elialuation compared per -
formance.on the PMU with performanCl'on relevant portions of
standardized exams.

.

What is the present status of the program? .

The program is currently being. used and developed in the pro-
ject district and is being implemented at' additional schools.

."

Program Evaluation

How has tag program been evaluated?:'

' Responsibility for
jValuationof this project; -.;aS contracted to'adix

outside evaluati groupithe Nopwest 'Regional Edupational
Laboratory. The comprehensive qb.aluation.cksi.gn developed by
this group in conjunction with project personnel has served as a
model of evaluation. Each of the major stepS7of.the curriculum
development had an evaluation component; hich- Was'almost
entirely conducted by onsite personnel:-11hClVded were quality
control of curriculum objectives, small-scale+JoilOt tests' Of
cur cular units and daily determination of student progress". Th
pr edures used haveteen described irlaseperate m.onograp
available from NWREL,

,What are the indicated strengths and liniitabbns of the
.. -(program? .

The results of the extensive evaluation procedures shoal
pressively that the project succeeded in reversing the downward

.
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trend of test scores in the basic skills across all Subject area
and at ,all gr'ade lev'els (except, one). ComparisOns of student
continuing in the project with those who did not dontinue
those entering the project late favored project students on m
compariSons: When project children were compared by initta
ability, all ability groups.were found to benefit from project in
structions. Although the three ability groups maintained their
relative positions, it was found that'in five of twelve instances th
low group'achieved the greatest.amoullt.of growth and in four -of
twelve instances the middle ability group. gained the most.. Th
absOlutejevels of attainment are uniformly high for all groups.
almost all instances, average entering scores were at or abov
grade level.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

For further information concerning the program; contact:

Mr. W, Dale Fallow
Principal and Director
Manzanita Elementary School
310 San Francisco Street
Grants Pass, Oregon 97526
(503) 479-6433
For information concerning the evaluation design, write:

Dr.Ed Tyler, Director
DisSemination and Installation

-Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 S. W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
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Systems Directed
Reading

Baugo Community Schools
Elkhart, Indiana

Summary

The Systems Directed Reading
program was developed under
ESEA Title III funding commenc;
ing in 1971-72. It is a K-5 pro-
gram which includes a differen-
tiated staffing .pattern, cross grade
level grouping of pupils, uniform-
ly selected objectiles in word at-
tack skills. a 1000 item skill exer-
cise bank, Kindergarten task lev-
el performance bbjebtives,
monthly assessment of pupils,
and special skill monitoring de-
vices, The Baugo Community
Schools' Systems Directed
Reading Project has been desig-
nated as anational developer-
demonstration center for
1974-75.

84
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for K-5 pupils in regular classrooms
plus pupils with developmdfital reading problems..

What is the rationale of the program?

The Baugo Community Schools' staff sought to develop a sys-
tems approach to elementary reading instruction. They worked
on the premise thatif continuous assessment of student perfor-er
mance was made, and if instruction was based on the indicated
skill needs, effective and successful reading instruction would
result.

lir
'What is the general purpose of the program?

The basic purpose of the project was to develop a systems di- .

rected reading approach particularly in the areas of word attack
skills and comprehension skills.

brganizatiOnand Materials

How is the program organized?

The program organization incorporates two essential compon-
ents: (1) differentiated staffing in the classroom settings (K-5)
and (2) special diagnostic- prescriptive reading centers.

Whit are the specific objectives of the program? 13

The following three year goals Are estabtglished.for the Systems
Directed Reading Project: 1) 90% of all pilpils Will score at. 80%
proficiency in basic word attack skills and _comprehension skills
at the close of grade three; 2) students in the Diagnostic/Pre-
scriptiVe Reading Centers will have deficienciet remitted.

How much instructional time is required?

Daily iristructional time for students in grades K-5 is one to three
hours;'students receive 30 minutes instruction in the clinical
settings.

What materials,are provided?

The materials for implementing the projgct include: (1) a Skills
Compendium; (2) a Reading-Language TaVonomy; (3) a Skills
Hieorchy Handbook; (4) T2sk Level Performance Objective,s;
(5) a Personnel Roles Descrttion Package; (6) Early Childhood
Learning Activities.

A'

How open is the program t
materials?

SDR includes a 1000 Exer
elect to use any materials t

What student assessment

Initial and final, assessment
Wisconsin. Reading Design
locally produced diagnostic

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms organi

Clas rooms are Kganized f
level rouging.

How are t e materials used

The SDR mate ials are use
tic and prescn five reading.
garten throu grebe 5 as
Skills Compen um consist
files for inStru hon. The Re
of skills, crOss4eferenced t
the classrooms. For implem
Hierarchy Handbook is pro
use on the Kinclergartery(e
Performance Objectives. -Th e.
age used for staff orieuta

Are teacher supplements u

Volunteer aides participate
plements, ii81W;ver, is depe
consumer districts..

How is student progress as
.

Student progress is assess
centers using special SDR
monitoring grids and devic

Implementation Requir.

Are special facilitiesneede

No special facilities are nee
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. Nature o .the

a for Whom is the program designed?//
4

The program is designed for K-5pupils in'regular
plus pupils with developmental reading problems.

What is the rationale of the program?

The Baugo Community Schipors' staff sought to develop a sys-
tems approach to elementary reading instruction: They worked
on the premise ttiat if contiquous'assessment of student perfor-
Mance was made, and if (nsft.uction was based on the indicated
Skill 'needs, effective and successful reading instruction would
result. 4

What is the general purpose of the program?
c

The basic purpose of the project was to develop a systems di-
rected Leading approach particularly in the areas ofWrbrd attack
Skills and comprehension skills.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program organization incceporates two essential comppn-
ents: (1) differentiated staffing in the classroom settings i,K-5)
and (2) special. diagnostic- prescriptive reading centers.

What are the specific objectives of the program?
.

The following three year goals were established for the Systems
Directed Reading Project: 1) 90% of all pupils will score at 80%
proficiency,(n basic word attack skills and comprehension skills
at the close of glade three; 2) students'in the Diagnbstic/Pre-
scriptive Reading Centers will have deficiencies remitted.

'How much instructional time is required?

,Daily instructional time for students in grades K-5 is one to three
hours; students receive 30 minutes instruction in the clinical
settings, . . c

What materials are provided?

The materials for irfiplementing the project include: (1)a Skills
Compendium; (2) aReading-Language Taxonomy; (3) a Skills
Hierarchy Handbook; (4) Task Level Pertormance Objectifies;
(5) a Persorinel Roles Detcription Package; (6)Early Childhood
Learning Activities. r

.
How open is the program to supplementary and teaCher-made
materials?

SDR includes a 1000 Ex ercise Skill Bank, but teachefs may
elect to use any hi-genets they ChOose.

4r1
What student asonent materialsare provided?

and-final assessment of students includesJhause_ of the
Wisconsin Reading Design Word Attack Test as well as various
locally produced diagnostic testsk

ClassroOm.Aotivities.

How are classreonis organized?

Classrooms are organized for,- reading instruction b.y cross grade
leyel grouping.

HoW"are the materials used?

The SDR materials are used to povide comprehensive diagnos-
tic and prescriptive reading ins fuction for students in Kinder-
garten through grade 5 as''wei1 as in the-reading.centers. The
Skills Compendium .,consists,consists /of 47 sequenced word attack skills
files for instruction. The Reading Taxonomy is a 210 page list
of skills, cross-referenced to Commercial reading materials in
the classrooms. For implementing SDR instructions, the Skills
Hierarchy Handbook is. provided as a manual Tor teacherg. For
use of .Ve Kindergarten level is a 60 page manual of Task Level
Pertoriffance Objectives. The Personnel Roles DescriPtion Pack-
age is used for staff orientation to the SDR approach.

Are teacher supplements used?

\ioluntaer aides particibattin the'proiecS Use of to cher sup-
.

pltmentS, however, is dependent upon particular sit ations in 4

consumer districts.

How igs`student progress assessed?
e

Student progress is assessed monthly in the special
centers using special SDR developed diagnostic te
monitoring grids and devices.

Implementation RequireMents and Provisions

Are, special facilities needed or suggested?

No special facilities are needed.

\'
eading

is and skill

1 0
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Is special equipment needed or suggested?

In the SDR project, all classrooms were equipped with reading-
learning,mSchines and listening centers. These items are not
essential JoeimplQmentation,

in-'se'rice training needed'or "Suggested?

In-service /raining is recommended.

What provisions aremade for special training of teachers?

roTect'slaff members conduct one to two-week training ses-
ions. Information regarding in-service training may be obtained
y contacting the project director.

.hat is the. cost of implementing, the program? ,

Starf-up .costs for implementing SQR is a proximately $55 per
pupil. Second and third year costs are $3 -$40 per pupil.

Program Development. and Status

How has the SDR Project been developed?

The SDR Ortject hag 'gen developed throUgh ES.rTitle)111
funding since 1971.

11

1

What is the present status of the prograin7-,

The Baugo Community Schools nave been designated' as a,
National Demonstration Center for Reading in 1974-75.

. 0

Pr6gram Evaluation
'-

How has the progrpm been evaluated?

The program has been formally evalhted by Mull-time on site
evaluator over a period of three years. Evaluation included 800-
K-5 pupils in the program from the Dade County Public SOools.
Upon entrance ihto the program, pupils were tested in basic
reading skills and evaluated with respect to reading deficiency
for grade level..These data were compared to nationally accepted
norms in.readingdeficiency. Table 11displays the accepted-de-
ficiency scale. In the Spring of 197-1 it was determined that 300
of the 800 grade level 1-5 project pupils were reading below
acceptable deficiency norms. In-May, 1974, only 81 pupils in
grades 1-5 were reading deficient.

- 85'



Table 1

Reading Deficiency Scale by Grade*

Grade 1
.G,rade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5

3 months+
5 months+
7 months ±
8 months +
1 year +

(

What are the indicated strengths and limitations ofthe pro m?

SDR proyides a cross grade level owanization using;differ-
enqated staffing, and a needs assessment approach to individ-
ualize d reading instruction. The project includes a systernigation
of instructional procedures. The eaugo Community.. Schools pro
ject ib a nationally validated ESEA Title III program in reading.

Program Information Sources

* As measured, Gr. 1-2 by the Metropolitan Achievement Tesi
and Gr 4-5 by the Iowa TeSt of Basic Skills.

.
Specific eitaluation of the Reading Learning Center was based .

on data cbllecteti froM 50 students, I.Q. X 85, who attended the
Center daily. EvaluatiOn of the Center was conducted yearly
with respect to the following objectives: (-1) grade 1 plipils exiting.
the centers on the average will evidence a 1.8-.G.E.-ppsition and
(2) eighty .Recent of the pupils.in grades 2-5 exiting.the centers
in May will have grown one, month for each month's attendance
in the center...Each year through, 1971 - 1'974, these operational
objectives were met. Table .2 shows the results obtained during

pthe 1973-1974 school year. Results were. statistically significant'
. at the -.011evb1.

Table 2
Reading-Learning Center Growth Scores*

Growth
Grade,.N.o.' in Vocab.

2 26 17 months
3 15 20 months

4-5 17' 14 months

* 1973-74 test Population.

Growth
in Comp

14onths
18 onths
16 months

86% of the 22 first grade pupils served by the Centers scored
libove the 1..8 G.E. objective. Average grade one scores were
2.9 Vocabtilary and 2.5 Comprehension.

The third primary operational objective was to have ninety per-
cent of all pupils scoring at 80% proficiency in word attack and
comprehension at the alose of. grade 3.Trogress of the project -
children was evaluated in the third year of the program and
compared with end-of-year results on two control groups, The
project children exceeded the.achievement of both control
groups by statistically significant differences.

ti
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Where can the program be obtained?

Information and descriptive brochures may be obtained froth the
project director.

'Gerald Heindselman
Assistant Superintendent
Baugo Community Schools
RD #3,13ok 425A
'ellthart, Indiana 46514
219-292-8583
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.s urp-ple;rne.ntary -Pro9 ra_rn or
-

Coopeeative
IEidividualized
ReadingProject.

Univeriity of Bridgeport
Bridgeport, Connecticut

Summary

CIRP is a progratrithat facilitates-
the flexitle use of varied mater-
ials in the diagnostic-prescrip-
tive teaching of decoding-and
structural analysis skills involved
in. basic reading io grades K-3.

. Included in the program are di-
egriostic and record-keeping
comporlents, and handbooks
which provide det4iled and com-
prehensive listings.by skill of the
commercial materials-available
from 59 publishers. In addition,
the program has the teacher
retraining component necessary
to the complex nature of the in-
dividualized teaching task.
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Nature of the Program

For vihoni is the program designed?

z
CI RP materials'arld training are designed for teachers of basic
reading in grades K-3. While the materials were develop e4 and
evaluated in suburban schOOls,of Connecticut. the procesdes of
concern are those ftindamental to reading for all children. The
CIRP materiala function to enable teachers to effectively and
flexibly individualize instruction for all children at the beginning
states of*learning to read, 'oN''Progranicalled Project RELATE has
resulted. in similar materials for grades 4-8.

1

On. what rationale was the program designed?

The program approaches reading thrbugh taxonomies of
dtcoding and structural analysis skills. It is strongly committed
to flexibly individualized instruction.-It opposesaqually the basal
or programmed approaches where all children study the same
materials,and stylized individualization based on unguided self-
selecliori and myriads of work sheets. Rather, it assign's the cen-
tral role in the process to a teacher who is trained and-equiped
to function in the .multiple roles required for individualizing 'n-
struction.

Thd prograr'n conceptualizes individualization as a continuous
three-stage process: 1) the assessment of strengths and needs
of the individual ild, 2) the selection of appropriate materials,
and 3) the effeCti e implementation of a variety of techniques. In
assessing the 'c d, several considerations beyond pace- and
skill needs are im rtant: the personal interest of the child,
preferences for types of materials such as workdheets, games,
machines, and so on. Such a broad view of individualization is
unwOrkable unless the classroom teachese\kas available a
management system providing diagnostic inetunient%, r'eCrord
keeping, information about materials of instruction, and-support
petsormel. In most cases, the teacher will require in-service train-

,ing.iglhe use of the system. -

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

CIRP states its general goals as follows:

1. To retrain teachers .to act as:
Diagnosticians of instructional needs
Monitors of instruction* growth
Instructors of individuals and groups

Facilitators of the tear-fling ertvironment
Resource persons to teachers, paraprofepsionalS,' volunteert
and cross-age tutors..

2. To retrain teacher's to utilize information about students' learn-
trig styles, interests, aptitudes, and achievements for. -selecting

a

techniques and materials.

3. To support teachers in
-ment that encourages the
social development as wel

4. To increase teacher kno
variety of materials by pro
specific skills, publishers,
involvement required by st
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Nature of the Program'
b..

r whom is the program designed?

CIRP materials and training are designed for teacher of Oaiic
leading in grades K-3. While the materials were develtiOed and

ievaluated in suburban schools of Connecticut, the processes of
concern are those fundamental to r eadinig.for all children. The
CIRP materials function to enable teachers to effectively and
flexibly individualize instruction for all clikildren'at the beginning
states of learning ,to read. A program called Project RELATE has
resulted in similar materials for grdes 4-8.

On what rationale was the program designed?
-0

"Phe'prOgra'm approacheis reading through taxonomies of
decoding and structural analysis skills. It is strongly committed
to flexibly individualized instruction. It oppdses equally the basal
or programmed approaches where all children study the same
Materials,and stylized individualization based on unguided self-: °
selection and myriads of work sheets. Rather, it assigns the cen-
tral role rn the drocessito a teacher who is trained and equipped
to funCtion in the multiple roles required for individualizing in-
struction. 0

The program conceptualizes individualization as a continuous
three-stage process: 1) thg assessment of strengths and needs
of.therndividual child, 2) the selection of appropriate materials,
and 3) the effectiveimplernentation of a variety of techniques. Ln
assessing the child, several considerations beyond pace and
skill needs are important the 'personal interest of the child,
preferences for types of materials such as Vtiorkgheets, games,
machines, and so on. Such a broad view_ of individualization is
unworkable unless the classroom teachef\kas available a
management system providing, diagnostic inacuments, record

-keeping,-information about materials of instruction, and support
personnel. In most cases, the teache? Will require in-service train-
ing in .the use of the system.

What.are the general goals and objectives, of the program?

CIRP states its general goals as follows:

1: Too retrain teachers to act as:
Diagnosticians of instructidn-al needs
Monitors of instructional growth
Instructors. of individuals and groups

Facilitators of the learning environment
Resource persons Ic teachers, ParaprofessionalS, volunteers

and cross-aae tutors,.

2. To retrain teachers'qutilize information about students' learn-
ing styles, -interests, affitudes and achievements for selecting

V

techniques and -materials.

3.- To support teachers in creating a total classroom environ-
gient tat encourages the child's personal, physical, and
Social development as well as his academic achievement.

4. To increase teacher knowledge and understanding Of a wide
variety of materials by providing desbriptive information about
specific skills, publishers, media, levels of difficulty, and the
involvement -required dy students and ,teachers.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organize d?

The program is implemented through a retraining workshcip
operated through-the auspices of the University of Bridgeport.
At this workshop,teachers are taught the strategies employed by
the program and are familiarized with the management .
materials. These materials include the diagnostic tools and
record keeping materials for decoding and structural analySis,
the materialsViievar handbooks, and an idea book. It is.
suggested that teachers completing the workshop should train
other teachers and aides within the school:

What specific objectives are involved?

CIRP visualizes the learning-to-read process as primarily one of
mastery of the clusters of skills involved in decoding and struc-
tural analysis. Specifically, these categories include the
following:

Decoding Skills
Auditory Discrimination
Rhyming °

Consonants (Single and Double)
Vowels (Long and Short)

Sound /Symbol Correspondences
Congonants
Single ConSonants
Digraphs
Blends (Dquble and Triple)
Silent Letters .

Soft and Hard C and G
Vowels

'Short VowelS
LOng Vowels (1 and 2-Letter Spellings, Falai E)
Special Vowel'Sounds

A

Consonant Control Voweld:

111
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Structural Analysis Skills
Compound Words
Contractions
Peefixes
Suffixes
Um mon Roots
.Rules for Structural Change
Syllabication Skills .. -

These broad categories are broken down into smaller units for
diagnosis and prescription. For the decoding skills, both
decoding and encoding processes are included, and the struc-
tural skills include both analysis and synthesis where ap-

'1Aropriate.

How much'itudent time its devoted to the program?
, .

The program does not specify the arpount of student time in-
volved. 4

rhat materials are provided for the student?

hp program does-trot specify or pr7-91./ide in.strixtional materials
p r se. In keeping with its phOlosophy of flexibility and teacher-
dir ction, the materials retrieval handbooks catalogue and in-
dex on a lesson-by-lesson basis commercial materials (all .

media) from 59 publishers.,

What materials are provided for.the teacher?

In keeping with its philosophy and goals, the major components
of CIRP are materials provided for teachers to.facilitate the task
ot individualizing instruction. These materials are as followS:

CIRP Diagnostic Tools for Decoding and Structural Analysis.
This packet of short tests is used in assessing skill develop.ment
of individual students, and includes provisions for record
keeping. The tests are organized according to the skills listed
above, and are correlated with the other materials.

"}CIRP Materials Retrieval Handbooks for Decoding Skills and,
Structural Analysis. The materials retrieval handbooks are
designed to help teachers locate specific materials .needed to
Meet_thelinstructional needs of.individuals or groups. .the hand-
books are comprehensive both in the amount of materials
covered and in the detail with which. the materials are'indexed.
In addition to identification information tcomplete to 'page
number and filmstrip frame), all entries include informatiOn con-
cerning the instructional-element orelements involved0he level
of difficulty, the mpdium or combination of media employed,
whether the-Pcateriafi§ teacher-directed, self-checkin9 or
programnied, the purpose of the lesson (introduction, reinforce-
ment, review or testing), arli other pertinent comments..

In additid'n to the description common to both handbooks, the
Decoding Handbook provides the following information:

1. Position of the element within words used.
. 2, Mode' of presentation (visual,.auditary, tactile).
a. Whether pictures constitute ari essentialpart of the lesson.
4. The actions required of the child (trace, write).

'5. The element try which the child indicates his response (word::
tter, vowel). r

6. Whether a "recall" level of memory is required.
7. Whether the lesbon included a fundamental pliop.ied boncept,:
clearly wtitten in simple language on,the child's portion of the
page. .

Similarly detailed information relevant to structural analysis i8
included in the handbook. Both handbooks.include appendices
of teacher-training and reference components. Also included is,
a listing.of all materials which have been. indexed with the names
and addresses- of .publishers included.

CIRP Tlcher idespook. The ldeabook is a loose -leaf book in-
tended as an expandable resource on classroom management
strategtg.)nd ideas. for learning activities. Included are direc-
tories for constructing materials and equipment and
sugbestions.for the use of space, material and human
resources. Optional record keeping forms and :procedures for
the use of the other components are suggested.
In order to compress the comprehensive information concern
ing materials into a-usable space,it was necessary to employ a
coding system. Cofisiderable training and experience with the
codes is necessary before they can beused effectively.

Once mastered, however, the codes provide an extremely con-
cise descriptionof 'materials available for teaching each of the
specific skills. .

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

The program is open to any use a teacher chooses to make of
Thetodes provided could tie-easily applied to additional teacher
made materials, and catalogued with commercial materialS, The
program encourages the sharing of successful materials, and
techniques between teachers.

`What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

The student assessment materials provided consist of packets
Of short, informal tests of ,the various skills listed. While the
descriptive literature, claims that these tests allow the teacher to
ideettify:'precisely" the skills not mastered, the test booklets.
specifically disclaim such precision in favor of more modest



statements The test:, aro not technically written nor are they
long enough for any confidence in their reliability. Viewed as in.-
for mai inventories of skills,. they would be useful to instruction.
Nothing prevents The use of additional standardized tests for
protir,im eval6ation and other purposes

Classioom Activities

How are classr,00ms organized?

GIRP materials are designed to be neful with any classroom
organization It is suggested that due to the additional burdens
of record keeping and individualization of instruction some
form of teacher assistanCe is mandatory, and suggestions are
made to this end,

Howare materials used?

The developers of GIRP believe strongly in the uniqueness of
each teacher-pupil interaction, and have stressed flexibility of
use in the construction of the program. The Ideabook discusses

-a variety of ways in which materials can be used. InstriUctioti mad
t3p individualized by pupil, or smallgroups concerned with the
same skill may form the basis of instruction. In any case, instruc-
tion follows the pattern of- diagnosjpg needed skills and select-.
ing materials and procedures to teach this skill with due con-
sideration of the "learnong,,style" preferences of the students in-
volved. -

Are teacher supplements used?

.T he-program requireS th.e services of the one full -time teacher
and one part time aide in each classroom. The aide might-,be
.a paid para-professional volunteer parent, or crossage tutor.

How is student progress assessed?

There are no provisions in the program for the asseSSmen,of
studeht progress beYorid`the inforMal diagnostic tests. These
teitsare inten'ded to be used in small segments throughout the
year as a*,basia for, both instrubtrOn and .assessment. The tests
are not arranged in any order of difficulty, however, nor are
norms or multiple torms provided.--

- A

Implementation Requirements and Provisions
.

Are special facilities needed or sugoested?

The Ideabook disctisses many special facilities and suggests
methods of construction. None of these are required by the
program, howeVel'.



Sample Enfries From Materials IRetrieva flanAbook: Decoding*

Pos Seq Medium 0 Use Title; Pag purpose, (comment) ). Pres Response Ideq No`..-'..-

iishort I/ (conti,. . .,
-1,

Learning Systems, Primary Reading-69
M 15-25 cassette &------- tdr34 Worksheet

15-25 cassette & tdr3
worksheet

ippinco1,t BIM Rdg-63-65
I 10 tchre.mitri tdr1

I 10. workbook :. 410

Lippincott', Lippincott's Basic R,dg-69
I 10 workbook tdrl

1 - 10'713C workbook tdr2

1 10-:13C workbook tdrl -i
M(' 25 tchrs man tdrl

Kit 2049 Le el C, p. 1, intr

Kit 050 1 C, p. 1
(1 -4, ludes scrambled ords)

, -
PP, ..8, intr ,

(a& e included fpr cpntrast
Wkbk PP, p. t6, intr

Wkbk A, p. 10, \ntr
Codebook A. p.16, irftr

Codebpok p.

p. 3, rev t

(continueep, 41)
Lippincott, Begin To Read, Write i Listen -71
M 1'0-11----workbook tdrg Letterbook 8,13. 1 intr

cut & pasteactivity)

Lyons I Carnahan, Phonics N. us. -66-1111 i

M 20-25 . workbook tdr2 Bodk-C. p 56 ink
M 204$ workbook tdr2 t 4.8 ook C, p. 57
M 30-35 workbook' tril2 ... -Book p, p. 34

Lyon* I Carnahan, The New Phonics We Use-72
0 , workbook tdrl - Book,A p. 29

1 workbook tdrl Book B, p. 85'
1 13 workbook tdr1,. Book B, p. 86
I 13 workbook tdr2 Book.13, p. 87

AR"

ATP
through p. 10A)

P

hp, w LS1949-
S

Ww s:w (R) L61.05();

w s:w
w:l
s:w wt1

LP3W01-
.LP3W14-

LP3W14-

LP3A06..

P

'A

q

0Lyons& Carnahin, Young America-72
M 10 tchrs man tdr1

M ' 13 workbo8kr. Tide?
M 15 workbook tdr2:

Macmillan Spectrom-64-65 ...

M 40-60C workbook ,'s-cr i'
--- M,... ' 4P-600 workbook s-ch

Milton Bradley, Vowel Sounds-70
M 10-25." Cassette & s-oh Vowels 1, p. 1, intr

worksheet )
ft 10-25 cassette & s-ch Vowelsl, p. 2

worksheet

t

t:I

w:1
i:p

Little Pig L2, p. 93, intr
(vowels listed & defined; also riddlegame).

Skillbook L5, p. 60, intr
Skillbook L6 p. 14. rev

Word Analysis LaOrange Bk, p. 35
Word AnalyttS L2 Orange Bk, p.'54

*For explanation of line format, please refer
to the CIRP qescription of Products, pages
2 and 3

0114

,LP4W08-

LY1W03-
LY1W03-
LY1W04-

LY3W01-
LY3W02-
LY3W02-
LY3W02-

A 1:1; s s:w .1.Y4A02-
(C) cp t:I
P ' %LY4W05-
P 4 i:p t: \ LY4W06-

w:1,w
P : w:w .

:5.1.

3 .
1 8X

10

4
29
85
86
87,

MC1W02- 35f.
MC1W02- 54

_ .

ATP w:1

ATP 4:p w:1

MB1CO3:
S.1

MB1CO3-

q
Ccrdperative Individualized Reading Project
South Hall. Room 11

. University of Bridgeport
Bridgeport. Connecticut 066(22



Sample. Entdas

SEQ Medium
Irerivational Suffix
&ebbs Merrill.
60 iviOrkbook

Continental Plies.
35, yrorkihist
35 worksheet
40 worksheet

From Matadala Hatrieval Handbook: StruSturankmilyski.

Use Title, Pails, Purpose, (comments)
is: Lemons For 2 Or More

40. 'Worksheet

f
Mg Text SAME Serlos,48

tdr3 'SHOOTING STARS GR6, p. 60C

S Word Analysis Skills
tdr3 Gil 312, p.17
,tdr3 GR 3-Z p. 08
tdr3 GR 4.1, p. 20

Uhl GR 4-1, p.26

45 worksheit tdr3 GR 4-2, p. 3

. 55 worksheet

55 worksheet

Daniel
30 work

Pollett Spellen&
50 Workbook

Follett World of
tt:iag;;;Iin 'td r 1

nr

Elements

-ory ion sty
mint

tdr3 9R p. 18 1..

tdr3 GRiikZ`r 9"'.

Salk Phonimiliteg770
Jdri , 3RD GF1ACIE\ PHONICSWKEIK, p. 74

S Writing Pe1lirrne-71
tdri BOOK F,p.4?dt Mir (dropping final e)

ianousge-71

SO 401

442100 !MI 31040
39 , basal

tchrs man
30 workbook
30, workbook
35 basal.

. tchrs man
' 35

tchrs inert
35 basal

tchrs man
40 basil

tchr$ man
40 basal

tchr$ man

804)1( Z p. 22, t. 28F, iritr (poem)

tdtzi BOOK 3, p. 174A, 1. 127B, intr.
(dials with goographical origins i.e.
texan, new Jerseyite, etc.) a.

tdr2!*, - BOOK 4, p.108A, t. 85, intr(deals with origin
of place nom* i.e, westport, 'import)

t '
tdri WITH SKIES & WINGS L9, p. 32,

t. 66, ante
tdr3 WITH SKIES d WINGS t.9, p. 65A
tdr3 WITH SKIES AL WINGS 19, P. 95
tdr3 - ALL SORTS OF THINGS L10, 328

(use after unit 6)
tdr2 ALL SORTS OF THINGS 1.10, . 210,

1. 248, rev
tdr3 ALLSORTS OF THINGS 110, p. 236,

t. 27B, rev
tc1r1 THE SUN THAT WARMS L11, t. 92A-, rev (o011t19

Y to I, dbling fin con, drppng use OW unit 1)
tdr3 THE SUN. THAT WARMS L11, 1.93, test (chant)

Y to I, OrP01119- finale, use atter unit 1)

less ment ness
able tion ure
fUl ous

able ibis

less mint mesa

once lop mint
tion
able al ibis
ous A. .

able mept
,

ion ton

nbie ness

an er its

\iior ton

fit 4ess
tut loss
ness

ful ment

sion tion

5+

Proceis- Went. No.

synthesis 1301V11011- SOC;

cntxt appl
dlassif "
,synthesis
cntxt *poi
analysis
synthesis
cntxt appl
Analysis CN3S08-
synthesis
cntxt appl .
synthesis , CN3S10- . 18
cntxt *opt
-synthesis ° ON3 ,§10- 19
cntxt appl

CNSSO6 -. 17
CN3SO6- " 18
CN3S07- 2o

C113S07( 26

(M) synthssis thi1 W03- 74
cntxt appl

analysis FL2W05t 42C -

(M) synthesis
cntxt *poi
synthesis

FL3A02- 22
T 26 FX

FL3A03- 174A
T 1278

synthesis FL3AO4- 108A
T 650

analysis GN2A09- 32
T 66.X

(M) synthesis GN2WO9- 65A
(M) :cntxt apps GN211V09- 95
,cntxt appi GN2A10- . -

T 328 X
analyat ON2A10-. 210
crib( spell T 248 X
cntxt apps GN2A10- 236

T 27313X
AM) cnixt ippl GN2A11-

T 112AX
analYsis ON2A11-
synthesis , T 03 X
cntxt appl
desalt

.92f /tea.



Is special equipment needed or suggested?

, The materials retrieval. handbooks index materials which require
special equipmenk but such materials are not required by the
pit ogram.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

CIRP views itself as primarily a teacher retraining ..progfam. In-.
service training is a major component.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

the CIRP staff conducts workshops at the University; of X,
Bridgeport and other locations:A 5,d4 Workshop is conducted
to prepare personnel who will be responsible fcr training other
teachers. Teacher-training workshops also 'require the.
equivalent of 5 days before the beginning of a program and the
equivalent of an Additional 3 to 5 days for sessions during the
school year. Under some conditions, CIRP personnel will
conduct workshops at a local school system.

What provisions are made for.training of teacheisupplements?

One. of th emphases of the tacher training program is to aid
teachers in training and working with teacher aides: The"
prOgrarrSdoes not trairi teacher Fepplefilents directly.

What is ihe --cost of:implementingThe program?

Theprogram requires a variety of materials and media in each
classroom or at some 6entral point. CIRP estimates tharthe
average expendituPe -per classroom for materials would be
about poo. Innservice training costs are about $800 for a .
teacher who is expected to train seven others. In addition,
paraprofessional salaries would be a factor where this form. of

Ateacher supplement was used. CIRP estimates that the program
-7wourd cost approximately $69 per pupil annually Wove regular

program costs.

. .
Program Development)and Status

.
CIRP grew out of the Continuous Progress Program-in Reading
in the schools of Westport, Connecticut. This program was .
adopted in 1965 due-to concern over the fact that. although
Westport students were reading above grade norms, they were .

performing at only 75 percent of their expected ability. The cor-
rective instruction of the continuous progress program
succeeded in improving scores at all levels, and it was decided to
initiate similar individualiied training.in-the primary grades as the
normal method-pf instruction. Th.etecon0 phase %Nab given

the acronym CIRP, and began'in four first- and second- 'grad
classrooms in 1970-71.

- ..
What is the preSent status of -thb program?

Although undergoing some revision, CIRP materials and pro-
cedures are complete for grades K and will be available com-
mercially through the General Learning Corporation during the
1973-74 acaderhic year. The commercial version will be named
PRO Pieaing. A second project, called Project RELATE, has re-
sulted in ai similar program for use in the upper elementary and
secondary grades.

Program Evaluation ."

'How has the program been evaluated?

Since,,CIRP was developed through Title Ilrfunds, evaluation has
been a-consistent component. The program was developed in
close cooperatiOn with classroom teachers, and constant feed-
back from users was ..a factor in the development. Formal
evaluation of the results obtained in the Westport schools show-
ed project classes corfbistently outperforming regular-classes,.
Results on the Gates- MacGinitie Reading tests at th.e beginning
of March showed that the project's first grlade classes attained
mean grade equivalent scares in-both vocabulary and cord
prehension of 3.0, compared to a5 and 2.4respectively attained
by the regular Westport classes an the national norms of 1.9.
The second grade students in regular and project cidsse§ at-
tained equal means of 4.1 in vodabulary..In cOmprehention,
project second grades averaged scores or4::3 againStir3.7 for th
regular second grades (.Second grade natiOnal norms are 2.7).'

During the 1973-74'.academic year lie irtipactOf Hroject
RELATE materials on the readingperformacice of students in
grades 6-7 in two Bridgeport school8 Was..evaluated: The target-
populationqn one school was 90% black, 10%.Spanish speaking
and leas than 1% white. BuSingartangements.in the other-school
had.resulted in 40% bla.ck,,,.40%.Spanish-speaking, and 50% .

white in grade's 7 and 8. In. grade 6, however, the student popula-
tion-was approximately 90%Whjte,:representing a-neighborhood
schOol. pOpulatiOn.

. .

The vocabulary and comprehension subtests of the Gats Mac -.
Ginitie Reading Tests were adminiStered'oh a pre-post basis
during the Fall of 1973 and Spring .of 1974. Significant pre-
pdst differences.were found at the .01 level 'in elrert of the
twelve class-rooms. Because control groups `^{ere not available,,;
expected rates of achievement based upon nbtional norms were

Calculated. It was found that the students were achieving at
rates of .60 and .80 month?; for vocabulary -and comprehension
based on national norms for each month in the project, Prior

I. 1



to the project, the students achievenlent rate in vocabulary and
comprehension had been .48rand .32 respectively. Project
RELATE materials were thus having a very, significant positive _

impact or the reading performance.of the students in -

grades 6.7
e-

- What are the indicated strengths rand limitations of the
program?

-,>- . Y
-

CIRR has r9Ceived much 'recognition for the quality of its
prbgram. It was selected as a model prOgram by the National
Ceniter for EducationarCornmanication, as the recipient for arte
Of Iiivelve Pacesetter Awards to Title III project- by the ,

. Pirsident's-Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers and
0 Services, and as-one ofielght projects chosen for nationwide

dissemination by the National Institute of Education. The
state of Connecticut provided funding for d,istricts wiphing gRP.
CIRR cannot be an answer to all educational problems, of course.
The sVslem is complex and places a great deal iittlFast the
teacher's ability.to use the program effectively. It requires that a
variety of materials be a ailable to-eat-teacherif theprogram is

Useful nformation

Where can the erogram\ be ed?

For additional informatiOn c

Mr. Joseph J. Lipp, Project
Cooperative Individualize R

-Room -11 South Hall .

-University of Bridgeport
Bridgeport, Connecticut 0660
(203) `576-4993

ing the program, contact:

or .
Project

For information ,concerning th
PRO-Reading, oontatti
-Dr. William F. Furlongs
Director-of Reading`Service
General beaming Corporation
2139 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007'
(202) 333-0500

----7- to have any purpose. T e retrieval handbooks at present suffer ..
qom undue complexity since no teadh-er-will-have.ataass to alrthe References

cb mercial versiOn

materials Catalogued', Alternative ways of arranging,listings
currently being explored by the staff. The diagnostic instrunts
are technically ined-eq and-can hardly furnish the precise in-
formation4nplied by the term "diagnosis': but this is endemic in
tile-field. They are no doubt useful-as informal classroom deivice-g
whiCh savethe teaschers'the work of devising their own:

.pescription of Products." Bridgeport, Conn. Cooperative
Individualized Reading Project, Undated. (Mimeogfaphed.)

.CIRP, The Learning Environs ent_tor Children: A Position
laapec. Bridgeport, Conn. Co peralivefridividualized Readin
ProjeCt, undated. (Mimeographed.) .

As aPit-odram of individualization, CIRPoffers axtreme flexibility
and freedom to the.teacher in determinin3instrubtiott It would

° be a pseful adjuntt to the Stro,ng teaper., but would not offer the
support to the weak teacher that *ire structured prOgrams

C1RP, The Learning EnvironmOnt for Teacl
Paper." Bridgeport, Conn. Cooperative Inds

ers: A-Position
idualized Reading

Project, undated. (Mimeographed,)'

"Materials ,Retrieval Handbook: becoding." OridgePort, Conn:
Cooperati e Individualized Reading Project,. -
(Mimeogra hed.)

Weinberg, Jbel S. "Diagnostic Measures for Structural
Bridgeport, Conn.: Cpoperative Individualized

Reading Project, 1972. (Mimeographed.)67-



Criterion Reading
Instruction Project

Linden Public Schools
Linden, .New Jersey

Summary

criterion Reading Instruttion is
a pre-reading and beginning
reading program devised and dg.-

. veloped around the individual 3°
needs of children. The 'test-
teach-test" method employed
identifies individual student
needs in a hierarchy of skills.
The project teachers developed
teaching strategies to help each
child learn. The 'Linden Title I
staff has identified some 140

:skills which form the Linden Cri-
terion Checklist and 'a variety of

orirocedures for leaching these
skills to young children. The pro-
'gram supplements regular class-
, room activities.

g.
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Najure of the PrOgram

For whom is the program designed?' .

The prograrmis for clyldren in prekindergarin through grade
*three.

On what rationale was the program deiigned?

Teachers use the "test-teach-test" method to identify irldividual
needs and teach to these needs. The program was initially
based on a hierarchy of skills developed by the staff and test
results on the §kills. As the teachers found additional areas to
be necessary, the initial hierarchy of skills \was expanded to in-
clude then.

What are the general goals andobjectives of the program?

The goals of the program evolved as the program developed.
The program teachers develop.ed criteria measures stated in
behavioral terms for the skills measured on initial tests.'Other
skills with appropriate criteria measuf-es were added as their
need became apparent. Activities appropriate' to each skill, and a
system for monitoring student mastery were developed. The
initial-skills hierarchy was only a starting point. As the staff
worked with the childrenkhey broadened the hierarchy to match
pupil needs and. refined the skill listings.

,Orgaiiiiation and Materials

How is the program organized?

Children go to a specially equipped room. Instruction is geared .

to the individual child's demonstrated,needs. Activities. are
arranged in 9pen classroom fashion. The children work in small
groups or in individualized instruction.

What specific objectives are involved? .

All.teaching is based oh'needs assessment. Areas of assess-
ment include.sensorimotor skills, 4isual-auditory skills, visual
fanguage skills, language thinking Skills, listening skills,oauditory

hmemory, phonology, structural arfalysis, and comprehension
skills. Specific sensorimotbr skills include "tapping a rhythm,"
'imatching shapes," and"'matching colors." Examples of visual-
auditory skills are "identIfying sounds of people," and "identify-
ing sounds of animals." Visual language'skills include "under-
standing 4 concept of together or attached,," and "understand-
ing the concept of fat and skinny." Specific program performance
objectives have been set up in the nine broad skill areas toassess
the effectiveness of the program at each grade level.

.

-How much student time is

Prekindergarten children m
either a morning or afterno
dren in the K-3 program ar
half hour a' day, four days p

What malerialp are provide'

The project staff has devel
Project (CRIP) curricular m
of skills recognized in the L
taught in this phase have b
of working with the childre
ment Kits are another sour
kits, instructional games, w

;. film strips, cartridge films, p
teaching machines, flash ca

.ials are provided. -
What malertals are provide

Teachers.are provided with
of a wide range of mat6riiVs
staff is coding the maters Is
materials can be*asily Iota

Mow open is the pFogram to
Materials?

The program encourages to
es leading to mastery of sp
the result of teacher innova

Whbt student assessmentm
Initial and final assessments
garten are made on the basi
ized readiness test. Assess
the basis of a CRIR criterion
oped by the project staff.

How are classrooms.organiz

Classrodms are arranged ar
in open classroom fashion.
stituted in schools where th
Learning 'centers are set tip
the skills which the assessm
students are rotated from ce
assigned activities. Special's
in the teaching activities.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?
ie

The program is fpr children in prekindergarten Through grade
Nee,

On what rationale Was the programdesigned?
.

Teachers use the "test-teach-test" method to.identify ihdividual
needs and teach to these needs. The pi'ogram was initially
based on a hierarchy of skills deyeloped by the staff and test
resul.f..2 on thekskills. As the teachers found additional areas to,
be pecessary, the initial hierarchy of skills -was expanded to in-
clude them.

What are the general.gnalsPand objectives of the program?

'Me goals of the program evolved as the program developed.
The program teachers developed criteria measures stated in
behavioral terms for the skills measured on initial tests. Other
skills with appropriate criteria measures were added as their
need became apparent. Activities appropriate to each s)cill, and a
system for monitoring student masterrwere developed. The
anitial skill hierarchy was only a starting point. As the staff .
worked with the children, they broadened the hierarchy to match
pupil nee 1lsis and refined the skill listing's.

Organization and Materials

How is the'program organized?

Children go to a specially equipped room. Instruction is geared
to the individual child's demonstrated needs. Activities are
arranged in open classroom fashion. The children work in small
groups or in individualized instruction. -

What specific objectives are involved?

All teaching is based on needs assessment. Areas of assess-
ment include sensorimotor skills, visual-auditory skills, visual: .

language skills, language thinking skills, listening skills, auditory
memory, phonology, structural analysis, and comprehension
skills. Specific sensorimotor skills include "tapping a rhythm,"
"matching shapes," and "matching colors." Examples of visual -
auditory skills are "identifying sounds of people," and "identify-
ing sounds of animals." Visual larilluage skills include "under-,
standing the concept of together or attached,: and "understand-
ing the concept of fat and skinny." Specific prograM performance
obiectiveshave been set up in the nine. broad skill areas to assess;J
the effectiveness of the program at each grade level:

. .

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Prekindergarten children meet for two and one half hours in
either a morning or afternoon session, five days a week. Chil-
dren in the K-3 program are scheduled for a minimum of on'e
half hour a day, four days per week for the project.

What materials are provided for the student?

The project staff has developed Criterion Reading Instruction
Project (CRIP) curricular. materials pased upon progression
of skills recognized in the Linden Criterion Che klist. Skikls
taught in this phase haVe been modified consid rably as a result
of working with the children. The Peabody Language Develop-
pent Kits are another source of activities. In addition, phonics
kits, instructional games, workbooks, teacher made cassettes,
film 'strips, cartridge filmS, phonograph records, Systems 80
.feaching machines, flash cards and other manipulative mater -'

, .
ials are provided.

What matehdls als, provided for the teacher?

Teachers are provided with the.criterion'skill lists. They use any
of a wide range of materials to teach specific skilis. The Title 1,
staff is coding the materials to specific skills so that appropriate
materials can be easily located.

,

1-iow open is the:program to supplementary. and teacher made
materials?

Theprogram encourages teachers to use a liariety of approach-
es: leading to mastery of specific skills. The entire program is
the result of teacher innovation in activities.

/tatstudeht assessment materials are provided or suggested?

Initial and final assessments for prekindergarten and Kinder-
gartenare made on the basis of the ABC Inventory, a standard-
iZed readiness test. Assessments for grades 1-3 are made on
the baSis of'a CRIP criterion skills test which has been devel-
oped py the project staff.

HoW are clasSrooms organized?

.Class-rooms are arranged around a number of learning centers
in operrclassroom fashion. The team approach has been in-
stituted.in schools where there were two or more teachers.
Learning centers are set up within class to-teach or reinforce
the skills which the assessment identified. Groups of two to four
students are rotated from center to center as they complete
assigned activities. SpecialiSts as Well as teachers are involved
in the, teaching activities. '

11 !)



Ho are the-materials used?

The aterials are used as the teacher directs. A great variety
of ga es and maniriblative materials are available. In some
class oms,teagtling tends to be informal. Other teachers oper-
ating i similar settings are more formal in their approach.

Are tea her supplements used? ..

,
Teacher upplements may be used to duplicate materials, main-
tain the c assroom inventory of equipment and instructional
supplies, nd record test scores.

How is stu nt progress assessed?

Initially, skill 'eeds are analyzed do the basis of the ABC Inven-
tory at the pre and K levels. In addition, teachers test appro-
priate leyels of e 6riterion skills checklist. In thi way, the
teacher k ows w ich skills.the child has mastered nd which he
is,ready t underta e. When the child shows that he as mastered
the skill, t e teache records his progress.

Implementation -requirements and Provision

Are special facilities n eded or suggested?

A separate room tor. the teaching activities is Materials
must be conveniently stored. .

is special equipment neede or suggeited?.

Proje'Ct equipment include a Language Master, a Contro led
Reader, an 8mm Technic or Projector, a Primary pew iter,
Cassette sailyTape Recorders, a 16iiim Sound proje tor Singer
Studymaig"IT, and a Systems 80 Teaching Machine developed
by Borg WernerInc.

Is in-service training eeded or suggested?

In-service training i helPful.

.
What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

None are available to districts.

What. rovisions are mad .for training of teacher - supplements?

None are available; to di riots.

1 2 o

What is the cost of impleMentin

The initial allocation for 1971-72 was $107,923. The cost per
pupil was $490. Per pupit.cost rn 1972-73 was appioximately
$420. About $5,000 of this total is budgeted fob supplies and
equipment, or $22.73 per pupil..

g the program?

Program Development and Status
. .

How was the program developed?

The aim of.the program was to reduce the number.of children
failing one or more years below grade level in the regularscho

'program. The initial emphasis in making this change was focu
on readiness and pre-reading levels. With a sufficiently fir
and deep background of skills, it was believed that the.diss dva
Caged child would be able to advance with steady progress
through. the reading culAriculum.

What is the present status of the program?
. .

The piograen has. been extended to include prekindeigarden
throjigh.3rd grade. The/skills curriculum is continually refined
and new skills and areas added when they are appropriate.

Program Evaluation

How has the vrogram been evaluated?

The 1971-72 program had 3 performance objectives. These wer

11' After seven,months participation. in the ESEA Title I progra
o Kiridergarten students will demonstrate an average gain of sev
months in reading readiness as measured by the ABC Invent()

2) After seven months participation in theyKogrdm, 80 per cen
of the first grade students will demonstrate the cognitive skills
requiredlto gain one or more levels for readiness as measured
by the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Profiles.

3). fter;seven months pffrticipation,in the-ESEA Title, I progra
66 er cent of the fir & grade students will demonstrate the
cognitive skills reqbired to score at the 60th perdentile or abov
on individual subtests of the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readi-
ness Profiles.

The results show an average gain of 14 months on the ABC In-
ventory (performance objective 1). Of the 103 first grbde stu-
d hts who took the post-test, 92 per cent gained one or more

els OR the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Profiles (per-
t
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formance objective 2). The percentage of dhildren at or above.
the.60th. percentile on each subtest of the Harrison-Strouol wer
Using Symbols 79°4, Visual Discrimirittion 91%, Auditorj,
criminafion s1%, Context AUditory Stibtest 76%. Children' did
'foot achieve at expected proficiency level in Visual Discrimina-
tion, 64%, and, in Using Context, 33%: (T'he criteriawas 66% in
performance objective 3.) Nearly all of the performance objec-
fives were achieved'

.1.41)3Esk

,e .

Evaluation results for 1972 -73 revealed the fo llowing in. the
Laciguage Experience' project area :'

1. a
. .,

. /
Over seven month period, 71 Kindergarten children aver-

aged a 15 month, gain on theABC Inventory. . .

.
.

s

2. Over a seven month period; 68 first graders achieved 'art 85%
. average gain on the Stanford Early Achievement Test.: Letters
arkd sounds,. but achieVed o ly a 47% average gain on the Stan-
ford Early AchievementTes Aural Comprehension:

4.

3. Over a seven month perio , the average gain of 52 second
grader's on the 'Stanord Achi vement Test-Reading was only six
months;the project objective of a seven month gain wasJhus not
achieved for the second graders.

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

(yr
The Title I staff started with an assessment and built a program
on criterion measures suited to the local school children. They
adopted more skill measures when it appeared appropriate, and
broadened the curriculum in the light of riew insights. in addition,
the Title I,staff devised means to hejp children learn the ore- °
scribed skills. The evaluation indicates that the program has
been succesSfpl.

Useful Information

'-'Where can the prograth be obtained?

Information concerning the prograt may be-obtatned frop:.
o

Miss Anita,Schmidt .
(201) 486-2530
Mr. Lawrence-Kinsella-

1(201) 862-5818
Office of the Superintendent
16 West Elizabeth Avenue
Linden, New Jersey 07036.



Crosses -A eaching

La Verne College.
La Verne, California

Summary

Cross-age teaching employs old-7
-er children to help you'hger
dren with their learning problems
on a one-to-one tutorial
In the Ontario, California pro-
9ram, forexample, eighth-grade
students are transportedIhree

1.- times Weekly to elementary
schbol. to Work,with children in
grades 4 through 6, ;Piibr to
cross -age interaction, ,.trie!'dtd-
ers" receive a three-week train-
ing sesgion in Which theft are

;'ittkoriented to.the purpose and
techniques of the program and
review the contentof instruction.
airing the year content training K
sessions begin each week, and
feedback sessions are,held each
Friday,-kvaluation of the pro-

,.gorn 5fiowed the program to be
effective for both "olders" and
"youngers" in five of six academ-
ic areas (including reading) as
Wellas in such areas as self -con-
cept, social acceptability, and
attendance..

o

C)

Nature o PrOgram

For wh M is the progra

The program can be used with all sWdents 'grades K through 12,
inclUding the mentallyaift d, retarded, bilingual:etc.

On what rationale was the p

designed'',
3

The major rationale of the pro
benefits obtained from individ
itive reinforcement available fr
feted by peers. Individual Prob
clads situation, and the immedia
is not always available. When th
haps two to four years older, the

easier and less threatening than
Tile program seeks to capitalize o
younger children, and on the intri
being a'helpful person.

gram designed?

ram emphasizes the special
lized instruction, and The p9s-
m ifiersonaiaencou'ragement of-

Ms are often lost in a large
e assistance of a personal friend
available helping friend is. per-

working relationshiri can be
imilar help offered by, an adult.

the modeling behavior of
sic reward for "alders" of

What are the general goals and ob ectives of the program?

The general goal of Cross-Age Teaching is that botMolders"
and "youngers" will gain, frbrrA the experience in adadernic

.achievement, social acceptance, self-confidence, and adjustment
to school.

Organization and Materials

How is the on:tram organized?

The program can be organized in a variety of ways to meet the`
particular needs of the adopting` school district. Thejasis of or-
ganization is simply a group of trained "alders," who work with
"youngers" who are two to five years beloWlhe age,of the "ald-
ers." The program takes advantage of the modeling ;behavior of
children. Grade K-3 children model themselves on grade 4-6 stu-
dents, grade 4-6 students on junior high students and junior high
students. on senior high students. The "youngers" work with "old-,
ers'"frorri the model group. The "alders" are usuallYVolunteers
who elect to participate in the program.. In junior.aild senior
high school, the "alders" may be given.elective credit for their
participatikt. Some poSsible examples of organization patterns
are presented as Figure Ion the, page'. A flow,chart of
activities involved in setting up the program is includeVaS Figure 2

.

What specific objectives are involyed?

Cross-AgeTeaching is notnecessarily objective-bound. As a pro-
gram designed to supplement normal ,reading instructioh,'it
could be utilized with any se/ of objectives.

allow mUch student time is

While the amount of time de
a common pattern is for sec
(45 to 60 minutes) a day an
30 to 45 minutes a day in pr

What-Materials are provided.

-When the program is imple
*Own lessons during`the con
provided with raw frfaterial
materials. ,

WtialMaterialsare provided,

the Ontario"-Montdlair SchO
useful in setting up'and mai

° Cross Age Teaching Resourc
the project Staff, the manua
orientation, program operati
Montclair School (District's p

:.cross Ageteaching Student
..41) conjunction with the man'

'It is availabje on a loan basi
ing distric131for their own use

Is the program open td sup
materials?

Any materials can be ihcorp
. .

What student assessment m
suggested?

There ar o student assess,
gram. The ".olders'! do not f
achievement, but do have t
appraisals with the "receivin
conference.

Classroom Activities
,

How is the teaching organiz

Each "older teaches three
The lessdn is conducted ac
contain three learning activi
the help of a teacher-cliniai
are coordinated with the "re
teacher of the "yaunger."

. .
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Nature' of .ogram

For whOm Is khe program designed?

The program cane used with alt students des K through 12,
inclailing the -mentally gifted, retarded, bili al. etc.

On what rationale was the prorgram designed?

The major rationale of the program emphaSizes the special
benefits obtained from individualized instruction, and the pos-
itive reinforcement available from personal encouragement.of-
fered by peers. Individual problems are often lost in a large .

class situation. and the immediate assistance of a personal friend
is not-always ay.ailable..When the.available helping friend is per-
haps two to four years older, the working relationship can be
easier and less threatening than similar help offered by an adult.-
The program seeks to capitalize on the modeling behavior of
younger children, and on the intrinsic reward for the "olders" of
being a helpful person.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program

The general goal of Cross-Age Teaching is that both "olders"
and 'yoCingerq" will gain fromthe experience in academic
achievement, social acceptance, self-confidence, and adjustment
to school.

Organization and Materials

now is the'program organized?

The program can.1be organized'in a variety of ways to meet the
particular needs of the adopting schoOl district. The basis of or-
ganization is simply a group of trained-"olders" who work:With'
"youngers" who are two to five years below the age of the "old-
ers." The program takes advantage of the modeling behavi3Or of
children. Grade K-3 children model themselves on grade 4-6 stu-
dents, grade 4-6 students on junior highrstudents,andjunior high
students on senior high students. The "youngers" work with "old-
ers" from the model group. The,"olders" are usually volunteers
who elect to participate in the program. In junior and senior
high school, the "older,s" may be given elective credit for their
participation. Some possible examples of organization paiferris
are presented as Figure i on, the nextpage. A flow chart of
activities involved ih setting up the program is included as Figure 2

What specificobjfictives are involved?

Cross-Age.TeachinV is not necessarily objective-bound. As a pro-,
.gram designed to supplement normal reading instruction, it
'could be utilized with' any set of objectives.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

While the a oust of time devoted to the program is adaptable,
a common p ttern is for secondary students td spend one period
(45 to 60 mi utes) a day and for elementary students -to spend
30 to 45 mi utes a day, in program sessions.

-4
What materials are provided for the students?

When the program is impleMented, the "olders" develop their
own lessons during the content periods held weekly. They are
provided with rawrnateriait: and can use the "younger's" regular
materials.

What materials are provided joethe teacher?
1P

The Ontario-Montclair School District developed' some materials
useful irl setting up and maintaining the program. These include:
Cross Age Teaching Resource Manual ($3.00) develope,d by
the project staff, the manual covers the student training, staff
orientation, program operationation of the Ontario-
Montclair School District's program:
Cross Age Teaching Student Training Tape ($1.50 rental) - used,
in conjunction with the manual in the training of older students.
It is available on .a loan basis and then duplicated in the request-
ing district for their own,use.,

Is the program won to supplementary and teacher-made
materialg

Any materials,can be incorporated intothe program.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

There ante no student assessment materials specific to this pro-
'gram, The ''olders" do not formally assess the "younger's"
achievement, but do have the opportunity6f discussing their
appraisals with the "receiving teacher" at-a r4gularty scheduled
conference.
-

Classroom Activities

How is the teaching organized?

Each "older" teaches three days a week for 30-45 minutes daily,f,
The lesson is conducted according to a lessota plart4which must
contain three learning activities. The plans,are worked with
the belp of a teacher-clinician during the content sessions and
are coordinated with the "receiving teacher" who is the regular,,

4-
teacher of the "younger."

<."
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How arelhe materials used?

The "older" uses a non - teaching day to prepare his working
materials. The materials used are any which are appropriate in a
one-to-one tutorial setting.

Are teacher supplem*nts required?

The "older" is a teacher supplement. While machines, garAes,
etc., would be useful to the program, none is required.

How is student progress assessed?

. Student assessment on a continuous basis is left to the
classroom teachers involved. Assessment for program 'evalua-
tion utilizes serial sours es of data discussed below.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No.special facilities are required beyond the classroom and
library space necessary for the program. Some additional
transportation is necessary if multiple schools are involved.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

Nos cial equipment is required. Exp rience has shown a TVR
unit to particularly yeluable in cess evaluation sessions.

Is in-service training needed er suggested?

In-service training is useful in establishing the program.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

The Original Croa-Age Teaching Project became an Incentive
Grant Project for dissemination during 1971 -1973. The project
has developed one- and two -day workshops and some
materialg useful to districts beginning Cross-Age Teaching
programs.

What is the initial cost of implementing the program?
. -

Implementation costs are minimal. The joint experience df 623
schools in prograins involving 61,793 students showed a total
cost of $119,037 or $1.93 per child.



Figure 2

44squential Flow Chad of Program Activities
, .

r*.

Present concept Attain staff Attain parent Identify limits Select Staff
to interested commitment. and community and constraints:
staff. Involvement. determine

feasibility.

Aug-Sept Sept. Sept. Sept.-Nov..
Develop Provide staff Conduct seminar Select parti- Develop1 program training seminars for receiving cipating complete
plan. teachers. students. parent info

program.

t. Oct-May
Conduct 3-week Conduct content train-
training seminar
for olders. .

ing for olders-1
day per week.

Oct-MaySept. Sept.
Collect Match Provide tutoring
necessary o der and sesslons-3 days per
info for
matching.

younger
s udents.

week.

Oct-May
Conduct older feed-
back sessions-1 day
Per week.

May

Conduct c lminating feedback
with older students and with
younger s udents.
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Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The program was developed over a three-year' period by the
CrOss-Age Teaching Staff of SerranO Jr. High School and
Margarita and Moreno Elementary Schools in the Ontario-
Montclair Scrrool District in California. br. Peggy Lippitt of the
Institute for Social- Rese5ch. University of Michigan made im-
portant contributions. Over the past two years, the program has
attracted wide interest, -and has been adopted by 623 3cpols
with aid from the originating district..lt has received several
awards including the National Pacesetter Award of the
President's Advisory Council and the Certificate of Merit trom
the Associate Commissioner of Elementary and Secondary
Education.

What is the present slats of the program?
.

The program is no longer funded under ESEA title III. Beginning
Sept6mber, 1973, the program will be absorbed by La Verne

College. Field, Studies Division.

Program Evaluption

How ha5 the program been evaluated?

The origin-al program wa evaluated by an outside team of
evaluators. In this progr4rn, eighth grade-"olaers" worked with
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade. youngers." Evaluation was,,con-
cerned with the categories of academic learning, Self-concept, 1-

4ocial acceptability,. discipline; and attendance. Baseline pre-
test data was collected in October, and post-testing was done in
May. Tests used included the California Achievement .Tests,
McDaniel Inferred and Self-Concept Scales, and sociograms. In
addition, data were collected on attendance and discipline
patterns, The, performance of "oiders" and "youngers" were
compared to appropriate control groups.

Both youngers" and -olders"excestded the pdrformance of
controlS On five of the six academic areas measured (Reading,
Language. and Math. for the Jr. High students and Vocabulary,
Math, and Spelling for the "Elementary students). Specifically,
the results were as follows:'
The Cross-Age "olders" exceeded the mean growth of the con-
trol groups by twoMonths or more in Reading, Math. and Lan-
guage during.the 7 month period. The Cross-Age youngers"
exceeded the mean growth of the control groups in Langtiage
and Reading. In Math, each group gained 8 months during the
7 month test period. StAstical significance at the .01 level was
reached in Reading at both levels, and at the .05 level in Lan-
guage for the older students. Growth exceeded. that expected
from the norms, although both the "younger" and the "older"

.. ,

groups had lower mean IQ scores than the control groups or the
norms., improved self-concept was manifested in the Cross-Age
group and the impr6Vement as shown by the McDaniel test ex-
ceeded that of the control groups.,Similar improvement was
found on measures of social acceptance. discipline, and attend-
artce Questionnaires sOliciting student. teacher,amd parent
opinions were positive.

What are the indicated strengths and the limitations of the
program?

The program capitalizes on the one-to-one peer relationship
between.an "older" and "younger." This relationship builds'the
self-concept of both and can- be utilized to motivate students
"turned -off" by school. The response from schools implement-
ing the program indicates that Cross-Age Tutoring is a
Workable solution for individualizing instruction,

-
What were the results of the pilot of this program in New Jersey?

Fourteen sixth grade students of average achievement tutored
twenty six first grade slow readers over a five,month period be
twe:en January to June 1974 at the Helen Morgan School in the
Sparta Public $chopl District. The Reading Coordinator and
first and sixth grade tgachers utilized the series of training tapes
vch are available t6 interested school districts, and found them
sufficient to prepare them for implementing the prbgram.

The cadre of sixth graders selected to act as tutors received
orientation and training ;at a meeting with the, teachers and the
Reading Coordinator and at several subsequent sessions with
the'Reading Coordinator. These sessions focused uppn simula-
tion. exercises for the sixth grade tutors. When the sixth graders
felt 'confident, they were assigned first graders and the program
began. Each sixth grader met With one or two first graders three ,
times per week. At each session, exercises would be conducted
Which Were related to the regular reading prograbs used in the
school. The tutors would administer a pre-test to first graders^
conduct a reading exercise with them, and give a post-teSt. De-
pending upon post-test results, first graders would either pro-
ceed to a new exercise or to a reinforcement exercise with their.
tutors. The student tutors reported upon the first graders' progress
to the first grade teacher who would niake additional assignments
Positive program Outcomes identified by the staff included (11.
the first grade teachers were freed to work with children who
had very critical reading problems; (2) the sixth grade tutors
developed an awareness of basic reading skills; (3) first and sixth
graders developed very positive).nterpersonal relationships.

A control groupof first graders not receiving tutoring was select'
ed from the other elementary school in the dittriet. Pilot-control
comparisons of the two grdups' pre-post performances on the
American Schdol Achievement Test, Primary Form E, revealed
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significant differences at the 01.1evel favoring the pilot group.
Table 1 shows these results For 1974-75:'both schools in the
district are implementing the.Cross-Age Teaching Program.

'TABLE 1
Sparta Public School District First Grade Pilot Control liesdlt8
American School Achievement Test: Prirtiary
January, 1974-Nlay, 1974

N
Pilot

S.D. N
Control

S.D.Mean Mean.

WOrd Recognition Pre 21 18.0 3.44 17 16.29 2.11
Post* 21 26.Q 3.95 17 22.12 5.19

Word Meaning Pre 20 22.05 4.87 17 20.76 4.83
post** 20 29,30. 1.42 17 24.88 5:60

Total Reading Pre 20 19.85', 3.6Q 17 18.47 3.26
Post** 20 27.55 2.31 17 23.18 5..28

* No significant Differences
** Significance at .01 Level favoring the pilot group.

1

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

For information concerning the'program, contact:
.

Mr. David Sherertz -
Program Specialist
Field`Studies.Ceix..
-La VerneCollege
La- Verne, CatitOrnia 91.'750
(714) 593-3511
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Diagnottid Reading
Clinic Program

-Cleveland Public. Schools
Cleveland. Ohio

Summary

The DiagnostiCReading Clinic
serving the public schools of
Cleveland, Ohio is exemPlary of ,

the clinical approach to reading
disabilities suitable' to latde.>
school districts. The inter-dis-
tiplinary staff piovides diagnos-
tic and rertledietion services
which are beyond the scorie of
regular classroom instruction:
Children in grades four throUgh
seven from some 90 espOols are
selected through screening for
special help. The success of the c
clinic has led to the establish
ment of satellite clinics as a
Method of expanding services..
In addition to. rernediation'of
selected cases, the clinic fur-
nishes in- service.training and
consultation to the teachers of
the feeder schools, and develops
programs for parent involvement.

104 1 2!)
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?
.

The program is designedlo provide services to students in grades
four through seven who are recommended by their teachers or
principal as having -serious. reading retardation. Children with
serious behavioral problems 9r low test 10's are not accepted for
remediation. From- the students recommended, the clinic accepts
those who appear most able to benefit from remediation on the
basis of initial diagnostic screening. In the. 1969-70 schOol year,
532.children of me 730 screened were accepted for retnediation.
Expansion and decentralization of the program allowed
successively greater numbers to be accepted in succeeding
years: 846 in 19,10 -71 and 1,515'in 1971-72.

On what rationale' was the program designed?

The rationale underlying the clinic assigns to regular
classrooms the major responsibility for reading .instruction. In
any large number of 'children, however, will be found those re-
quiring more specialized help than can be- expected in the
classroom. Many of the children in the: lowest gr'ades who fall
Velow 'wading levels may simply require more maturation time
in order: to catch up with their peers., Children who continue to
read below expeptancy into thefourth grade and beyond,
hoWeyer, are likely to require special remediation. The complex
of cads*Which can lead to 'reading disabilities_requires an in-
terdisciplinary team approash which can best be brought

"together in a clinic setting(

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The generl goals of the are to prqvide diagnostiC and
remedienervice to childreirdentified as having serious reading
disabilities in order that they can exhibit an appropriate level of
reading performance`in the classroom and on standartlized
tests, to work with the parents of such children to secure,their.in-
volvement and support of their children's efforts to master
reading, and to provide consultation and feedback to the .

classroom teachers of the children receiving clinic services.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is organized into satellite clinics to-which children
ate bought in clinic buses, and a follow-up cliniciansro-
gram which works with the classroom teacher's. The program
provides correctional reading services, development of study
skills; psychological assessment, referral services for health and

medical problems, speech
health appraisals, and soci
disciplinary staff includes r
speech therapist,psycholo
assistants, in addition to a Su
and drivers.

What specific objectives ar

In working, with children, th
diagnostic and remedial hel
within one year of their rea
them to their regular classr
calculated by the Bond-Tink
dex of rate of learning.

How muc% student time is

On the basis of the initital d
short-term, moderate-term,
children spend one hour d
assigned to long-term servi
months: those in moderate-
months, and the short-term
'Children are'not told what
to their regular 'classrooms
results show them to.be wit
and when they can perform
classroom materials at leas

What materials are provide

Among the advantages of th
materials which can be mad
more than one hundred Jiff
ment, book collections, read
reading games and detices
below is a span representa
tamed ftom the clinic staff

Reading Series -

Cracking the Code
Deep-Sea Adventure Series
Jim Forest Series
Morgatt134,Mysteries
Pacemaker Classics
Sounds of Books

Workbooks
Building Reading Skills
Eye and Ear Fun Workbook
Ginn Enrichment WOrkbook
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Nature of the Program

For whom, is the progrim designed?

The program is deSigned to provide services to students in grades
four through seven who areorecornmended by their teachers or
principal as having serious, reading retardation. Children with
serious behavioral problems or low test IQ's are pot accepted for
remediation. From the studehts recommended,. the clinic accepts
thosewiio appeal most e'bre to benefit from remediation on the
basis of initial diagnostic screening. In the 1969-70 school year,
5n children of the 30 screened were accepted for remediation.
.Expansion and decentralization of the ptogram.allowed
successively greater-numbers to be accepted in succeeding
years: 846 in 1970-71 and.1,515 in 1971-72.

On what rationale was the prOgram designed?

The rationale underlying the Glinic assigns to regular
classrooms the Major responsibility for reading instruction. In
any large number of children, -however, will be found those re-
quiring more specialized help than can, be expected in the
classroom. Many of the children in the lowest grades who fall
below reading levels may simply require more maturation time
in order to catch up with their peers. Children who continue to
read below expectancy into the fourth grade and beyond,
however, are likely to require special remediation The complex
of causes which can lead to reading disabilities_requires air in-
lerdisciplinary team approach which can best be trotight
together in a clinic setting. .

What are the genera! goals and objective*s of the program?

The general goals of the clinic are to provide diagnostic and
remedial servictp children identified as having serious reading
disabilities in order.that they can\ exhibit an appropriate level df
reading perforrhance in the classroom and.on standardized
tests; to work with the parents of such children to secure their in-
volvement and support of their children's efforts to master
reading, and to provide consultation and feedback to the
classroom teachers of the children receiving clinic services.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is organized into satellite clinics to which children
are 'brought in clinic buses, and a folldw-up' clinicians pro-
gram which works with the classroom teachers. The program
provides correctional reading services, development of study
skills, psychologiCal assessment, referral, services for health and

mediCal ,problems, speech and hearing examinations, visual
health appraisals, and social work services..The inter-
disciplinary staff includes reading' clinicians, social workers, a
speech therapist, psychologists, a nurse, andlUching
assistants, inaddition to a support staff of administrators, clerks,
and drivers.

What specifi' objectives are involved?
_

I.n working with children, the clinic's objective is to provide the
diagnostic'and remedial help necessary to bring the children, to
within one year of theirreading-expectancy before returning
them to their regular classroom. Reading expectancy is .11,

calculated by the Bond-Tinker formula which useelQ as an in-
dex of rate of learning.

idow much student time is devoted to the program?

On hhe basis of the initital diagnoses, children are assigned to
short;4erm, moderate-term, or-long-term service categories. All
Children spend one hour daily at the clinic: Those children
assigned to long -term service generally attend from four to six
monthE,those in moderate-term programs from three to five .

months, and the short-term 'children from two to three m9nths.
Children are not told what group they are in, and are returned
to their regular classrooms whenever their standardized test
results show them to be within one year Of their expected level,
and when they can perform independently in the use of regular
classroom materials at least half of the time.

What materials are provided?

Among.the advantages of the centralized clinic is the amount of
materials which can be made available. Ayailable to the staff ate
more than one hundred different items of audiovisual equip-
ment, book collections, reading series, workbooks, dictionaries,
reading games and4evices, and supportive materials. The list
below is a small representative sample; a full list may .be...ob-
tamed from the clinic staff tsee Useful Information}.

Reading Series
Cracking the Code
Deep-Sea Adventure Series
Jim Forest Series
Morgan Boy Mysteries
Pacemaker Classics
Sounds of Book§

Workbooks
Building Reading Skills
Eye and Ear Fun Workbook
Ginn Enrichment Workbook

A
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Publisher
Science Research Assoc.
Field Educational Publishing
Field Educational Publishing
Field Educational Publishing
Fearon
Holt, Rinehart and Winston

Publisher
Mc-Cormick-Mathers
McGraw-Hill
Gin n

Co
Co.
Co.



Language Experience
in Reading

: Merrill Linguistic'Series
Phonics Is Fun Books
Phonics We Use
Reading For Concepts
Structured Reading Series

Audiovisual Equipment
Audiovisual Cards to
Carousel Slide Projector
Controlled Reader

Instamatic Projector -
Language Masters

"Opaque Projector

ADdiovisual Equipment
Overhead Projector
Record Player
Tape Recorder

.at

EncyClopedia Britannica
Charley E. Merrill
Modern C-urriculum ['TOSS
Lyons and Carnahan
McGraw-Hill

-Singer.

Maintyactu.#0.
various
various .

Educational DeVelopment
Laboratory

various
Bell and Howell
various

Menu' lecturer
various
various
various

V

tar problems are often grouped in small sections. These
y-C

seCtio.
typically from four to eight children and are. flexibl
organized. Much of the remediation is on a one-tO-one basis

How are the materials used?

Each is carefully prescribed by the.reading clini
clan on the basis of the diagnostic case study. The prescribe
materials and methods reflect the following: 1) a remedial treat-
ment dictated by the instructional needs, 2) a highly organize
instructional plar 3) oncern for the child's need to experienc
success, and 4) artic Iation with the child's classroom teache
and parents.

,typical hour of instruction, is divided into four time periods-
,

Phase-in. Prior, learnings are reviewed or a special activity is
used lo 'help the child get ready for the work of the day.

Group instruction. The child works on specific skills in small
group sessions.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

The clinical setting is quite open to locally-developed materials.
In this.partiCular progrpm, emphasis is placed on "off the shelf'
use of a wide variety of commeitiai materials rather than on
clinic-developed materials.

Affrat student assessment materials are previded or.
suggested?

Each specialist on the clinic staff- uses the student assessment
materials of his specialty in order to develop a thorough case
study of each child. Included are such .areas as word recogni7
tion, vocabulary, comprehension, oral reading, auditory dis-
crimination, listening skills, visual -motor abilities, academic ap-

ttitude. and personal adjustment. The clinic uses the Gates-
McKillop Diagnostic Reading .Test as the basic reacli-n-g-
diagnosis instrument and the Gates-MecGinitie Reading Tests
to determine proaress.

Classrdom Activities

How are classrooms org'ahized?

Separate-classrooms within the clinic 'are used for remediation
sessions. Each classroom normally contains aboiit ten. children.
under the supervision of two clinicians. While each child's_
prograth is individually 'prescribed, the need for children to
share reading experiences is recognized; and children with simi-

Indepenclect Activity. The child works independently with' a
game, workbook. of other device designed to test Sand develop
independence.

Phase-out. A qUick good-by game or activity is used to sho
rather than tell; how successful the child has been. Among th.
games used for this purpose are Consonant Lotto, Ehd-in.-E
Game, First Phonics Slide Rule, Group Solinding Geme,
Phonetic Word Wheel, Syllable., ame, Vowel Lotto, or Spin-a
Test.

Are teacher supplements used?

Volunteers.from the community assist in the tutorial and small-
group work. They are also responsible for supervising the arriv
departure, lunch, and movement of pupils. Theclinic has its o
staff d, fivers responsible for picking-up and deliiiecing the
_children.

How is-student progress assessed?

Student progress assessment is concerned with the change
between the child's repding.expectanby and his -functional
reading level. Functional readinglevel is assessed on a pre-and,
iost-program basis witn the Gates-MacQinifie Reading Com-

prehension Test. The Bond-Tinker procedure for establishing,
reading-expectancy levels uses the formula: years in school x

IQ 100 + 1.0. In addition to this global criterion measure, th
clinical nature of -the instruction involves constant assessment
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interim progress.

Implementation requirements and provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

Special facilities are needed for a clinic but the extent of these
would depend on the scope'of the program. Rooms are reciitired
for administration, testing, and instruction and for the storage of
materials.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

Special equipment is needed,for diagnosis and, an extensive
array of materials and equipment for instruction is required.
While these material costs. are large, they are offset in part by
the need for multiple purchases of. some: of the materials for
regular classroom use if a clinic were Atit available. In'addition,
sufficient vehicles fOr pupil transportation.Must be available.,

Is in.;,seprice teainingjleeded or suggested?

SiriCe the Major objective of the clinic is to remediate a child's
reading disabilities so that he May make normal progress in
classrobm.instruction, there is an important need foroartiOulation
between,the clinic and the classroom teacher. Where necessary
this articulation includes in-service training elements which aid
the teacher in facilitating the child's continuing growth. Stich train-
ing is Spedific;-..00ncrete, and immediately applicable.

What provisiOnt are used for special training of teachers?

Most articulation with teachers is performed through the Follow-
up Clinician Program. Under this program, teachers are visited
in their classroom, by clinicians who work with them in con-

. , tinuing instruction. In addition, a Teaches Visitation Program
makes it possible for teachers to visit the clinic.

A program of in- service Meetings is held monthly for classroom
leachers: Clinical procedures are demonstrated and discussed,
and new instructional tebtiniques. for enhancing specific skills
,are presented by clinic staff and university educators. Other
sessions deal with such topics as gaining parent and community
involvement.

what is the cost of implementing the program?

The cost of the program, offeourse, is proportional'to the scope
of operations. The 1969-70 budget for the Cleveland clinic was
$318,550. This amount averaged slightly less than $600 for
each of the 532 pupils treated. In 1971-72, the program had
grown to include 1515, pupils at a total cost of $612,526, with

40,
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average cost per pupil dropping to slightly less than $400. These
amounts are in addition to regular schbol -costs which for dthe
Greveland public schools amounted to approximately $500 per
pupil during this period.

Progtam Development and,Staturs
)

How was the program developed?

i.

The clinic was originally established in 1966 through a grant
from The Office of Economic Opportunity. Since,1967, it tTas
operated under Title I funding. Each year has seen a substantial
increase in' numbers of students treated and prOgram effec-
tiveness. In 1971-72, Satellite Centers were opened to decen,-...
traliie the expansion, and the Follow-Up Clinician program
was instituted to increase and. regularize articulation with
the classroom teacher.

What is the present status of the program?

The clinic and subsidiary programs were in full operation during
1972-73 and will be continued. '
Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Program evaluation is the responsibility of the Research Division
of the Cleveland Public Schools. In addition, however,'the clinic.
has been intensively evaluated by outsi evaluators from the
AMerican Institute of Research and elsew ere. Evaluation is in
terms of reading gains on standardized me sures and ratings by
teachers and parents.
Consistent with their philosophy, the clinic staff is interested first
of ell in the percentage of students"whO attain an "appropriate
performance level" (within one year of expected reading grade).
ResultS have varied from'yearto year ranging from 37 percent in
1970-71 to 60 percent in 1969-70. Significant gains were record--
ed for most pupils. The average gain made by a random select,
tion of pupils in 1971-72 is shown in Table 1.

Teacher reports rated an overall total of 76 -percent as being
able tp,handle classroom materialsalwaye to ''sometimes."
Alrriost 9 percent of the clinic's pupils received final reading
marks of "B", 59 percent received "C", 29 percent received "D",
and 4 percent received "F". The teachert felt that the greatest .

impact was in word analysis and completing written
assignments. They felt that the clinic exerted a positive influence,
on pupil confidence, peer rapport, and general attitude toward
school.



Average Gains Between Reading
Perforthance Levels and Expectancies

Service- No. Average Gains Average
Group Pupils , in G.E. Units Service

- (Mos.) Period (Mos.)

Long .28 11.57 4.540_

Moderate 32 10.63 3.75

Short 5 8.00 2.00

fiotal 10.07 3.42

,

What are the indiested stremiths and weaknesses of the
program? s,

The res.ults
',reported

above are about typical of results reported
from various years, and indicate that the clinic is meeting its
goals to a very. larbe extent. Children unquestionably benefit in
.reading and schobl performance generally. Several orobleTs
are, worthy of nbte,' however. A primary problem expressed in
'teacher interviews concerned the amount of time the clinic tes-
sion anarelated travel consume from the normai school day In
some-cases, the tirYie missed from class seemed to impede a
child's overall academic progress. It was in response to this
problem that the satellite clinics were developed, but further
decentralization seems desirable.

I-

A second problem centers around the use of the Bonci-Mnker
Grade. Expectancy calculation as a basis for Selection and ter-
mination. Thelise of IQ scores in this manner would run counter
to the philosophies of some districts. Whether the clinic's
philosophy in this regard is objective and realistic, realistic un-
der the constraints of financing, or a tautology which excludes
some children from needed help, is a decision any district con-
tem.plating establishing such a clinic must face.

Useful Information

Where can information concerning the program be obtained?

Far information concerning the plkpgram, contact:

Dr. Margaret Fleming, Supervisor
Division of Resea rch and Development
Cleveland Publi6 Schools

13

.1380-East Sixth, Street
CleVeland, Ohio 44114
(216) 696-2929
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ThetFountain Valley
Teacher Support
System in Reading

Richard L. Zweig Associates
Beach, California"

Summaky

The FOuntain Valley Teacher
Support System is a management
system based on specifically
stated behavioral objectives for
grades 1 through 6. Student at-
tainment of these objectives is
'measured on criterion-refer-
enced tests. A resource guide is
keyed to a wide variety of pub-
lished materials. It gives the
teacher references to a variety of
materials which provide exer-
cises and teaching activities ap-
propriate to the specific behav-
ioral objectives. A check-list form
provides a pupil profile, and 4
allows the teacher to keep a re-
cord of each pupil's progress.

108
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Nature of the Program
a . .

For whom was the program designed? -

The /prdgram was designed to aid teachers in grades one
through six in implementing a skill-based reading program.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program /vas designed to provide a diagnosti and'
prescriptive approach to the teaching of reading. T e program
provides a skill -based system for assessing pupil p ogress. in
reading. Each skill is cross-referenced to appropriat teaching
activities. Two hundred and seventy-seven behavior I objec-
tives form the basis of the system. A set of criterion- eferenced
tests measure reading development in terms of the bjectives.

What are the general goals and objectives of the prograM?

The program was developed by the Fountain Valley School
District (California) as a sequential skills developmeint test
battery that would permit them to:

1. Be accountable.

2. Provide meaningful behavioral objectives.

3. Provide .a method for prescriptive reinfor'cements.

4. Provifle continuous pupil progressprofile record keeping.

Organization and'Miterials

How is the program organized?

The Fountain. Valley Teacher Support System in Reading
provides a Teacher'S Alternative Supplement. This,is the
teacher's resource guide to teaching activities for skill develop-
ment. The materials include-basal text'series, filmLstrips,
phonics programs, and reading games. The first level Supple-
ment contains approximately one hundred instructional-,
programs which have been cross-referenced to appropriate skill
objec\tives. The 277 behavioral objectives span six gradelevels.
The tests, which are self-scoring, measure skill development at
six levels. One set-of tests is provided at each grade level, They
.are extremely easy to use. Each test sheet is printed on NCR5
paper, so that as soon as the Student circles his response it is
automatically recorded on the snapout form. The teacher merely
separates the test form and records the score on the continuous
pupil profile. The profile keeps a record of the skills the pupil
hag mastered and those that must be retaught.

A

What ,specific objectives

The program delineates fi
phonic analysis, structural
comprehension, and study
Valley test objectives is giv
the sound-symbol relation
the short and long usages
recognition of each vowel i
test items on these object'
oral words and printed wo

How much` student time

The allocation of student t
teacher.

What materials are provid

No lesson materials are pro
jectives are cross-reference
instruction in K-6.

What materials are provid
.

At each grade level, a Tea
, provides cross-references .

filmstrips, phonics progra
Pupil Progress Profile in.Re
which to record skills mas
Tests. are provided to asse
propriate skills for reteachi
instructions for taking the

How open,is the,program t
materials?

T.he pro ram is entirely op
made m Pals.

What student assessment
suggested?

Seventy-seven one-pane to
ment. These tests are arran
keyed to specific behaviors,
scoring editions of the. test
form comes with:a seore ke
face sheet. The template c
self-scoring form. The han
provide quick and immedi
Instructions for taking the
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Natureol the Program

For whom was the program designed?

The program was designed to aid teachers in grades one'
through six in implementing a skill-based reading program.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program was designed to provide a diagnostic and
prescriptive approach to the teaching of reading. The prOgram
provides a skill-based system for assessing pupil progress in
reading. Each skill is cross-referenced to appropriate teaching
activities. Two hundred and seventy-seven behavioral, objec-
tives form .the sis of the system, A set of criterion -referenced
tests measure re ding development in terms of the objectives.

What are the gencial goals and objectives of the program?)

The program was developed by the Fountain Valley School
DiStrict (California) as a sequential skills development test
battery that would permit them to:

1. Be accountable.

2. Provide meaningful behavioral Objectives.

3. Provide a method for prescriptive reinforcemerfts,

4.' Provide continuous pupil progre;s profile.record keeping.

organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The Fountain Valley Teacher Support System in Reading
provides a Teacher's. Alte(native Supplement. This is the
teacher's resource guide to teaching activities for skill develop-
ment. The materials include.basal .1eXt series, film-strips,
phonics programs, and reading games. The first level Supple
mint contains approximately one hundred instructional
programs which have been cross-referenced to appropriate skill
objectives. The 277 behavioral objectives span six grade levels.
The tests, which are self-scoring, measure skill development at

six levels. One set of jests is provided at each grade lel/AA. They
ai-e extremely easy to use. Each test sheet is printe on NOR
paper, so that as soon as the student circles his response it is.
automatically recorded on the snapout form. The teacher merely
separates the test form and records the score on the continuous
pupil profile. The profile keeps a record of the skills the pupil
has mastered and those that must be retaught.

Wrist 4riecific objectives are involved?

The program delineates five areas in the reading curricplum:
phonic analysis, structural analysis, vocabulary.development
comprehension, and study skills. Arexample of the"Fountaici
Valley lest objectives is given by the ten objectives that deal with
the sodnd-symbol relationship of vowels. These objectives test
the short and long usages of the vowels a, e, i, o, and u. The
recognition of each vowel is tested twice resulting in a total. of 20
test items on theseobjectives. T'esting proceeds by matching
oral words and printed words.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

The allocation of student time is left to the discretion of the
teacher.

What materials are provided'for the student?:

No lesson materials are provided for the student. The skill .ob-
jectives are cross-referenced to over 100 pOblishers for
instruction in K-6.

What materials are provided for the teacher?.

At each grade level, a. Teacher's Alternatives 'Supplement
.provides cross-references to skill activities in basal texts,
filrhstrips, phonics programs, and reading games. A Continuous
Pupil Progress Profile in Reading...gives the teacher a check-list on
which to. record skills mastered and skills that need reteaching.
Tests are provided to assess individual skills Arid prescribe ap,
propriate skills for reteaching. Pre-recor'ded cassettes'give pupils
instructions for taking the tests.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

. ,

The program is "entirely ope.nto supplementary OW teacher-
made materials.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

Seventy-seven one-page tests areprOvided for student assess-
ment. These tests are arranged in six grade levels. The tests are
keyed to specific behavioral objectives. Hand-scoring and self-
scoring editions of the tests are available. The hand-scoring

,form c9mes with a score key template that is placed over the test
face gheet...The template corresponds to the backsheet of the
self-scoring form. The hand-scoring and self-scoring test forms
provide qiiick aAd immediate feedback to teacher and pupil.
Instructions for taking the tests are provided on pre-recorded
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cassettes so thatthe leach* does. n t have to read the direc-
tiorrg.to the pupils, or,adniiiIisterFthe test.

Clejssroom Activities

How are the classrooms, organized?

,ClassroomS are organized at thetdiscretion of the teacher. The
program is appropriate forlarge group, smelt group and in-
diVidualized instruction.-

.t4

How are the materials used?

The crota-references in the Teaching Alternatives Supple- .

merit identify. activities appropriate for.feaching specific skills.
The-activities may be used to,tevk or re-teach specific
behavioral objectives. The FoUntalli Valley Tests provide
assessment measures of the specific behavioral objectives...

.
.

Every point on the pupil profile, every behaVioral objective, and
every teaching alternative utilize a complete number coding
system so that an incorrect .reSponse on the student test sheet
circles a number which correlates to the pupil profile, the
behavioral 'objective, the diagnostic pattern, and a list of alter-
native prescriptioR4 for recycling, reteaching and/or remedia-
tion. .4

Are teacher supplements used?

Teacher supplements may be used. They may be helpful to
supervise and aid pupils taking tests, and in scoring
the tests.

How is student progress assessed?

Student progress is assessed in terms of the number of specific
behavioral objectives mastered.

Implementation RequireMents and Provisions'

Are special,facilitiei needed'or suggested?

No special facilities are needed or suggested.

Is-special equipment needed or -suggested?

No. special equipment is needed or suggested.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?''

Minimal in-seryice training is necessary to acquaint the teacher

1.36

with the program materials. All materielS are convenient to u
and easy to understand. tf,

What.provisions are made for special training of teachers?

The local-Fountain Valley representative pfpvides two tdaCher
training sessions for schools implementing, the program. Ad-
ditional assistance is'ptovided upon. request" An in- servile tea
er training kit is also available at an additiOnal Costa

Whatprovisions are made for traihing.teaCher supplement

A minimal amount of instruction is necessay,y, for teacher
supplements. This instruction can be providiapy teachers

'other school personnel.

What is the cost of implementing .the program?

The costs for implementing the prOgran-Cin a school with 5
pupils in grades -1 -6 is given below. This would allow for. thr
classes in.each grade with an average class size of 2$.

Fountain Valley Teacher
Support. System

Self:Scoring '"Hand-Scor

Initial Cost per pupil $3.31 $3.08
Replacefnent Cost per pupil 41.34 .34
Cost per pupil over 5iyears 1.73 .89

PrOgram Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The program was developed by teachers in Fountain Valley.
California. Five hundred teachers and 49 coordinators con-.
tribUted to the program development and field testing. Riche
L. Zweig provided the classroom management system, 'and
collaborated with the teachers and school adrninistratois to
produce the materials.

What is the present status dr-the prograjn?

The program is operational at grades 1 through 6 and is bei
expanded. A readiness component will be available shortly.
program for 7th, 8th, and 9th grades will be available by the e
of the year., A subscription service is being inaugurated. Schoo
which use the system may subscribe in order to receive ne
prescriptions. As new materials' become available, they are
keyed to the skills of the Fountain Valley system:These new sk
prescriptions will be sent automatically to Fountain Valley su
scribers.



Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

The Fountain Valley Teacher Support System in Reading was in-
troduced in the Fountain Valley School District in September;
1971. The children in grades 1, 2, and-3 were tested in May,
1971, before the introduction of the system. These same grades
were tested in May, 1972, after the system had been in use for a
year. One thousand 'children in each grade were tested each
year. Each grade scored slightly higher in reading achievement '
after the introduction of the program (Table'1).g

.Table 1

Reading Achievement Scores of Children ip
the Fountain Valley (California)'School District
before and After IntroduCtion of the Fountain Valley

' Teacher Support System in Readinga

Grade Equivalent
May, 1971 May, 1972

Grade 1* 1.9 2.0
Grade 2* 3. 3.5
Grade 3 3.8 4.1

a In each grade level, n = 1,000.
Scores measured on Cooperative Primary Reading Tests.
Scores Measured on Stanford Reading Test..

Useful Information-

Where canlhe program be obtained?
c

The Fountain 'Valley .7-Scher Suppo(-t System is published by:
.

'Richard L;- Zweig. ASeociates
20890 Beadh Blvd,
Huritington Beach California 92648
(714)-536-8877
The program may be 'obtained locally from:

Albert J. Kr auza
Union School Products
609 S. Broad Street
Elizabeth, New Jersey.07202
(201) 351-1664

Evaluation of the ,Opgral-n (part(cularly of the mathematics corn-
portents) has been conducted`by:

Di. 'Stephen P. Klein, Director .

Evaluation Technologies Program
Center for the Study of Evaluation
Graduate School -of Education
University of California, LoS Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 825-4711

References

A second study compared two classeS in the Newport-Mesa Richard L. Zweig Associates. "A Constructive Analysis of the
Prescriptive Reading Inventory to the Fountain Valley TeacherSchool District, Costa Mesa, California. The classes were
Support System in Reading. Huntington Beach, Calif.: Richardbalanced in terms of population. First graders using the

program showed a grade equivalent on the Cooperative Primary L. Zweig Associates, 1971. (Mimeographed.)
Reading Tests of 3.3 .Those'in the comparable class using a
traditional program scored 2.0. Richard L. Zweig Associates. "Fountaiq Valley Teacher Support

System in Reading: Research_and Evaluation Summary." Hun-
' tington Beach, Calif.: Richard L. Zweig Associates, 1972. -

(Mimeographed.)What are the indicated strengt
program?

and weaknesses of the
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Th'e Fountain Valley er Support System is a skill-based
program which provid ppropriate criterion referenced
assessment materials.PTh tests are hand-scored or self-scored
to providOmmediate feedbaok to -student and teacher. Initial
evaluations of the program appear promising, but brbader field
testing is needed. Particularly needed are studies of reliability
and validity Of the assessment materials. A major strength of the
program is its simplicity of use.

.,
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Prescriptive
Reading Inventory

CT13/McGrqw Hill
Monterey, California

Summery

The Prescriptive Reading Inven-
tory (PRI) is a criterion-refer-
enced test and index of teaching
materials based on selected in-
structional objectives which are
stated in terms of specific be-
haviors. Tile Inventory is intended
to offer a statement of the read-
ing behavior of students throUgh- v
out the elementary years by iden-
tifying each student's mastery or .,

non-mastery of the specific read--
ing objectives. Student mastery
is assured against a set of be-
havioral objectives expected to
be learned during a particular
age and grade level span. The -

reading objectives are keyed to
appropriate activities andexer-
cises in over 28 sets of published
materials. McGraw-Hill, the pub-
fisher, provides for the practical
use of this information by offer-
ing the teacher a diagnostic map
of student skill achievement.
School diagnostic maps are
available as well. The publisher
offers an individual map of each
students skill mastery, and will
prepare skill group listings for
the teacher based on students'
mastery needs. The Inventory is
available at four levels for use
from grade level 1.5 throUgh .6.
Accessory services give informa-
tion that can be used tOrein-
force, remediate, or supplement
the child's reading development.

4

Nature of the Program

For whom was thelprogram designed

The Inventory offers a description of the reading behavior of
elementary school students from grades 1.5 through 6. This inftliir
mation is given in terms of mastery of specific behavioral objec-
tives. It may be used by administrators, teachers, or the students
themselves.

On what rationale vos the Inventory designed?

Present trends in education are focusing on maximizing the po-
tential of individual students through individualization of in-
struction. This philosophy has created newly defined needs:
nongraded schools and classrooms, individualized instruction
techniques, and methods for determining the needs and attain-
ments of individual students who are instructed in a variety of
ways. The criterion-referenced test was developed to meet
these needs. Instead of comparing a'student to a national group
in a broad subject area, a criterion-rterenced test eValuates a
student's mastery or non-mastery of each objective in a set of
explicit educational objectives, which £-e usually stated in be-
havioral terms.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The preparation of a criterion-referenced inventory begins with
the statement of the objectives at a level of specificity that is
diagnostically meaningful. They must be organized so that they
are relevant to the curriculum and can bp measured reasonably
by a test. Every item in the test is directly associated with one
of the behavioral objectives. The PRI assesses 90 reading ob-
jectives in the elementary curriculum.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The Prescriptivejleading Inventory is a criterion-referenced test-
ing program which cross- references skills in the test to appropri-
ate teaching materials. FOur tests span the grade levels from 1.5
through 6. The program is organized to provide information on
pupils' mastery of specific skills in seven skill categories. These
categories are recognition of sound and symbol, phonic analysis,
structural analysis, translation, literal comprehension, initerpre-
five comprehensio,g, and critical comprehension. A class diagnos-
tic map tells the teacher what percentage of his students has
mastered each of the reading skills measured on the appropriate
level of the PRI. A sample of- the *Class Diagnostic Map, shown
in Figure 1, itemizes the skills tested. pn the Orange 'Book,
Level D.

What specific objectives ar

The four lesels of the Presc
specific re ding,objectives.
the teacher which specific
which' need review, and whi
Objectives cover the range
critical and interpretive rea
categories are:

"The student will demons
techniques by identifying
reader to a partidular poin

"The student MO employ
or describing-th-e reason
character's action."

As an optional service;-the p
port which identifies childre
skill categories. It is designb
skill groups within the classr
volved in this classroom diag
number.. Figure 2 presents a

'How much student time is d

Testing time varies for the di
literal comprehension requir
does.not give suggested tim
skill development activities.

What material are provided

Only test materials are provi
may make use of his Individti

What materials are provided

Teachers' materials include a
ing the program, an Examiner,
ence Guide to skill activities i
Basic scoring services induct
each student, and a Class Dia
is the Individual Study Guide
dent to those pages in Whatev
which bercorrelate to skill
to appropriate specific objecti

`second optional service is the,
above, to aid in planning for i
are also available.
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Naturilif ti* Program
For who was the prograM designed

The Inventory'offers a description of the reading behavior of
elementary school students from grades 1.5 through 6.1"his infor-
mation is given in terms of mastery of specific behavioral objec-
tives. It.may be used by administratOrs, teachers, or the students
themselves.

On what rationale was the Inventory designed?

.Present trends in education are focusing on maximizing the po-
tential of individual students throughindividualization of in- tt
struction. This philosophy has created newly defined needs:
nongraded schools and classrooms, individualized instruction
techniques, and methods for determining the needs and attain-
ments of individual students who are instructed in a variety of . .

ways. The criterion-referenced test was developed to meet'
these needs. Instead of comparing a student to a national group
ina broad subject area, a criterion-referenced test evaluates a
student's mastery or non-masterloi each objective in a set of
explicit educational objectives, which are usually stated in be-
havioral terms.

What are the general goals and objectives of thei) program?

The preparation of a critelckon-referenbed inventory begins with
the statement of the objectives at a level of specificity thaj, is
diagnostically meaningful. They must be organized so- that they
are relevant to the curriculum and can be measured reasonably
by a test. Every item in the test is directly associated with one
of the behavioral objectives. The PRI assesses 90 reading ob-
jectives in the elementary curriculum.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?.

The Prescriptive Reading Inventory is a criterion-referenced test-
ing program which cross-references skills in the test to appropri-
ate teaching materialS. Four tests span the grade levels from 1.6
through 6. The program is organized to provide information on
pupils' mastery of specific skills in seven skill categorieb. These
categories are recognition of sound and symbol, phonic analysis,
structural analysis. translation, literal comprehension, interlge-
tive comprehension, and critical comprehension. A class diagnos-
tic map tells the teacher what percentage of his students has
mastered each of the reading skills measured on the appropriate
level of the PRI. A sample of the Class Diagnostic Map, shown
in Figure 11, itemizA the skills tested on the Orange Book,
Level D.

I

What specific objectives are involved?

The four levels of the Prescriptive Reading Inventory test 90
specific reading objectives. An individual diagnostic map tells
the teacher which specific objectives each child has mastered(
which need review, and which have not been mastered.
Objectives cover the range of reading skills from decoding to
critical and interpretive readirria7Examples of the latter
categories are: 1

"The student will demonstrate recognition of propaganda
techniques by identifyingan author's attempt to sway the
reader to a particular poiRt of view.

"The student will employ character analysis in indicating
or describing the reason for, or justification of. a story
character's action."

As an optional service, the publisher offers a Class Grouping Re-
port which identifies children who need development in major
skill categories. It is designed to facilitate the establishment of
skill groups within the classroom. The specific objectives in-
volved in this cfassroom diagnosis are identified by name and
number. Figure 2 presents an example of this service.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Testing time varies for the different levels. Testing at level 4
literal comprehension requires about 2 3/4 hours. The publisher
does not give suggested time allotments for individual and group
skill development activities:

What materials are provided for the student ?.

Only test materials are provided for the student. In addition, he
may make.use of his Individual Diagnosis Map.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

Teachers' materials include an Interpretive Handbook explain-
ing the program, an Examiner's Manual, and a Program Refer-
ence Guide to skill activities in a class's basic reading text.
Basic scoring services include an Individual Diagnostic Map for
each student, and a Class Diagnostic Map. An optional service
is the Individual Study Guide which refers the teacher and stu-
dent to those pages in whatever reading series is being used
which best correlate lo skill needs. These prescriptions are keyed
to appropriate specific objectives at several levels of a text. A
second optional service is the Class Grouping Report, described
above, to aid in planning for instruction. &hoof-Diagnostic Maps
are also available.
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How open Is the program to supplementarylind teacher-made
materials?

The program is entirely open to supplementary and teacher-made
materials. The' PRI provides a sys to make use of the data
from criterion-referenced tests. is system includes skill refer-
ences to appropriate develop ntal activities in some 28,pub-
lished reading series as well s classroom activities suggested
in the Interpretive Handbo . Both the references and activities'
are keyed to specific read g objectives. The system has been
constructed so that the. parts can be used individually or as a
total system. Interpretation and implementation rests with those
using. the system

What. student assessment materials are provided or'suggested?

The PRI is the organizing element in the system. There are four
levels of the test which measure objectives taught at the follow-
ing grade levels.

Level Grades

Fled Book (A) 1 5-2.5

Green Book (B) 2.0-3.5

Blue \ook (C) 3.0-4.5

Orange Book (D) 4.0-6.5

CBT/McGraw Hill will modify the criterion skills measures for +4,

districts Agiga different skill pattern.

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms organized?

As an aid to planning instruction the teacher reviews such mater-
ials as the Individual Study Guides, the Class. Diagnostic Map,
the Progiam Reference Guides, the statements of behavioral
objective%, and the suggested classroom activities. The teacher
then determines the appropriate types of instruction for the class.
Individual instruction. small group instruction, and large group
instruction may all be involved.

How are the materials used?

The materials are used at the discretion Of the teacher. The ref-
,*

erevced activities and exercises as well as the suggested activ-
itieftre used to plan creative lessons. The referenced materials

and the activities are geared toward Ipecific objectives to 6e
taught.

Are teacher supplements used?

Teachersupplements may be used.

How is student progress assessed?

Initial assessment uses the appropriate level of the Prescriptive
Reading Inventory. Student progress iS assessed in terms of
criterion-referenced behaviorally-stated objectives.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No speCial facilities are required.

Is speci9I equipment needed or suggested?

No special equipment is needed.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

In-service training is needed. The program is implemented by a
leader who receivesiabout 6 hours of special training. There is
no charge for training the program leader.

What i;rovisions are made for special training of teachers?

The program leader gives in-service training to the teachers.

What provisions are made for training of teacher supplements?

Where teacher supplements are used, the program leader is in
charge of their training.

What is the cost of,implementing the program?

Per pupil costs include: appropriate tests, Siaminer's Mdhual,
Interpretive* Handbook, Program Reference Guide, basic scoring
services which include Individual Class Diagnostic Maps,
and such optional services as Individual StUdy Guide, Class.
Grouping Report, and School Diagnosis Map.
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FIGURE 2

41'
SCHbOL ADOBE
TEST DATE 10-1-72
GRADE 4.0'

OBJECTIVE
IN, WO. 011.10.-

I. PHONIC ANALYSIS
1. ALLITERATION
2. SILENT LETTERS

.§. VOWEL DIGRAPHS,
DIPTHONGS

II STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
1. IDENTIFYING AFFIXES
2. ADDING AFFIXES
3. DEFINING AFFIXED WORDS
4. CHOOSING AFFIXES
9. SENTENCE BUILDING

10. PHRASE INFORMATION

PRESCRIPTIVE READING INVENTORY
PRELIMINARY CLASS GROUPING REPORT

PREPARED BY CTB/MOGRAW-HILL

HEMPSTEAD CITY SEAS

OBJECTIVE

1 BAUER, TOM
I JENSEN, LEWIS
I LYONS, JOHN
I NEFF, ALYSSA
I PALMER, POLLY
I ROELOF, MARY
I RUCKER, LYNN
I STAUFFER, TOM
I ZARNOFF, DOUG

mom.'
I GRAHM, ALICE

' I HOBBS, ROBERT
I JENSEN, LEWIS
I LYONS, JOHN
I NEFF, ALYSSA
1 STEIN, GERALD

III TRANSLATION
3. MULTI-MEANING WORDS
5. SYNONYMS
6. SYNONYMS II
7. ANTONYMS
8. HOMONYMS

I IV LITERAL COMPREHENSION
- 1 1, SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

1 2. STORYSETTING

1.

1 V INTERPRETIVE COMPREHE
I 6, SENSORY IMAGERY
I 8. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSION
1 9. FIGURES OF SPEECH.

10. SIMILE
I 11. METAPHOR
I. 12. DRAWING INFERENCES
I 13. DRAWING CONCLUSION
1 14,E PREDICTING OUTCOMES
I 17, 1VIAINADEA I
1 18. MAIN IDEA II
I 20. STORY MOOD

21, PERIOD AND TIME SPAN

I VI CRITICAL COMPREHENSIO
I 1, FABLE
I 4. FACT AND-OPINION
I 5. PROPAGANDA

6. IRONY '
I 7, IDENTIFYING PURPOSE
I 8, SYMBOLISM

=

I ALDRIDGE, ANN
BILLINGS, CHARLES

I JENSEN, LEWIS
,`I MICHELS, RENE'

I MULLER, CATHY
I SALTZ, BEN.
I WYLIE, RUSSEIV

CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, California 93940. Limited distribution of these material
experimental purposes only. Such limited distribution shall not be deemed; publication of the work. No part the
without the prior written permission of the publisher.
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FIGURE 2

PF)ESCAIPTIVE READING INVENTORY
- PRELIMINARY CLASS GROUPING REPORT

PREPARED BY CTB/McGRAW-HILL

IL ADOBE
1ATE 10-1-72

4.0

. ;.sow op.

)BJECTIVE
cow

)NIC ANALYSIS
LLITERATION
ILENT LETTERS
oweL DIGRAPH%
DIPTHONGS

TEACHER

NAME
1 4r 1.401, .1111.11 AWMIN.

I BAUER,,TOM
1 JENSEN, LEWIS
1 LYONS, JOHN
I NEFF ALYSSA
I PALMER, POLLY
1 ROELOF. MARY
I RUCKER /.LYNN
1 STAUFFER, TOM
I ZARNOFF, DOUG

PAGE 01

HEMPSTEAD CITY SEASIDE . STATE CALIFORNIA
., , von, now 1.. -** ...6 vow -aw

OBJECTIVE NAME

,

I IV LITERAL COMPREHENSION
I 1. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
I 2. STORY SETTING

. HUDSON? ROBERT
JONES, JOHN
NEFF, ALYSSA
HOBBS, ROBERT
JENSEN, LEWIS
NORTH; Louise

IUCTURAL ANAL S
)ENTIFYING AFFIXES
DDING AFFIXES
EFINING AFFIXED WORDS
iIbOSING AFFIXES
ENTENCE BUILDING
f-IR4SE INFORMATION

I GRAHM, ALICE
I HOBBS, ROBERT
I JENSEN, LEWIS
I LYONS, JOHN
I NEFF, ALYSSA
I STEIN, GERALD

I V INTERPRETIVECOMPREHENSION
1 6. SENSORY IMAGERY
I 8. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
I 9. FIGURES OF SPEECH
1 10. SIMILE
I 11. METAPHOR
I 1Z DRAWING INFERENCES
I 13. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
I 14; PREDICTING OUTCOMES.-
I 17, MAIN IDEA I
I 18. MAIN IDEA II
1 20. STORY MOOD
I 21. PERIOD AND TIME SPAN

011011 ,IIMM *NOW 1 =4 .
LNSLATION

ULTI-MEANING WORDS
IYNONYMS
YNONYMS

kNTONYMS
HOMONYMS

I ALDRIDGE, ANN
I BILLINGS, CHARLES
1 JENSEN, LEWIS
I MICHELS, RENE
I MULLER, CATHY
1 SALTZ, BEN
I WYLIE, RUSSELL

1 VI CRITICAL COMPREHENSION
1, FABLE

I 4. F4ACT AND OPINION
1 5. PROPAGANDA
I 6,1RONY
1 7. IDENTIFYING PURPOSE
I ve$8. SYMBOLISM

BAUER, TOM
CLARKE, KENNETH
CUSPER, CARL
DOWNING, GORDON
JENSEN, LEWIS
IVICCARTHY, QEREK
PALMER, POLLY
RpCKER,LYNN
SILL GAIL
STEIN, GERALD
WADE, ROBERT
ZARNOFF, DOUG

ADONZO, ROGER
CUSPER, CARL
DUNN, ANITA
JENSEN, LEWIS
PALMER, POLLY
ROELOF, MARY

raw-Hill, Del 'Monte Research Park, Monterey, California 93940. Limited distribution of these materials has been made for testing and °
ntal purposes only. Such limited distribution shall not be deemed publication of the work. No part thereof may be used or reproduced
ne prior written -permission of the pub6her.
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Grade 2. CAT1, kVA

Grade 1, CAT 1, PRi A
,, (Weights from Grade 2

lagged back)

Grade,3, CAT 2, PRIB

q.
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Act. mean
Pred. mean
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- Correlations
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- Act. mean

*- Fired. mean
,- Difference
- Correlations
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- Act. mean
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- Qifference
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- Stand. error
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- Act. mean
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- Difference
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Act. mean
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- Correlations
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-N

Grade 4, CAT 2, PRI C

Grade 3, CAT 2, PRI C
(Weights from Grade 4
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Grade 5, CAT 3, PRL

Grade 6, CAT 3, PRI- D
(Weights from Grade's

lagged forward)

- Act. mean 4

Pred. mean
- Difference
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-*N
-,Act, mean
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FIGURE

Norms Estimation Study - CAT Reading Scores from the PRI

Regression Analysis

Vocab Confer Vocab

.856
6.490

657

,846 .893
3.384 8.011

653. 653

.859 .844
3,525 5.644

589 589

'.891
7,402

589

.750
4.064

666

.868
4.397
1082

.850
4.306
1082

.901
6.99Q
1081

.829

Cross Validation.

Comm* Total

.854 .906

268 264 264
76.55 12.61 * 89.28
76.15 12.81 89.13 '

.40 -,20 .15
.798 .724 .840
130 '131 129

76 29 11.86 88.26.

75,83 12.29 88.30
.46 . -.04
.72t .800 .855

227, 228 '230
33:70 31.22., 64,93
33.85 41.56 65,51

-.15 -.34 -,58
'.692 .837 .855

215
35.35
35.44.

209 204
35.07 70.62
34,18 70.05

-.09 .89 .57
.805 .823 ,867

154 150 147 .

33.36 30.59 63,98
33.79 30,91 64.80

-.43 -.32 -.82
.824 .900

413 413 414
25.25 24.51 49,79
2530 24.78 49,79

-.05 -.27 -.30
.893 .847 .909

551 647 546
-28.98 27,71 56,69
27,51 26,74 54.26

1.47 .97 .2.43



,FIGURE 3

Norms Estimation Study CAT Reading Scores from the 1R1

Regression Analysis
Alternate Form

Cross Validation. CAT Correlations

Vocab Compr Total Vab Compr Total Vocab Conipr Total

- Correlations
- Stand, error
N'
Act. mean
Pred. mean

- Difference
Correlations

-N
- Act. mean
-Prod. mean
- Difference
-Correlation.

6". Stand. error
-N
Act. mean
Pred. mean

- Difference
-Correlations
- Stand, error..

Act. mean
Fred. mean

- Difference
- Correlations
-N

Act. mean
Pred. mean

- Difference
-Correlations'
- Stand. error.N
--Act. mean
-Pred. mean
-Difference
-Correlations

.856 .846 :893
6,490 3.384 8.011

657 -653- 653 268 2414 264
76.55 - 12.61 89.28
76.16 12.81 86.13

.40 -.20 .15

.798 .724 .840
130 131 129

76.29 - 11.86 88.26
75.83 12.29 88.30

A8 -.43 -.04
.859 .844 4191" 729 .800 .855

3.52$ -3.644 7,402'
589 589 \ 589 22/ 228 230

.829 .854 .906 .860 .770 .855

.750 :.841 .865
4.064 5329 7384

666 666 666

.868 .850 .901
4.397 4.306 6.990
t082 1082 1081

33.70 31.22 .64.93
33,85 31.56 65,61

-.15 -.34 -.58
.692 .837 .855

215 209 204
35.35 35,07 70.62
35.44 34,18 70.05

-.09 .89 .57
.805.. .823 .867

154 150 147
33.36 -30:59 63.98
341479 30.91 64.80

-.43 -.32. -.82
.890 .824 .900

413 413 414
25.25 24.51 49.79

_25.30 24.78 49.79
-.05 -27 -.30
.893 .847 .909

551 547 546
Act. mean 28,98 27.71 56.69 .

- Pred. mean 27.51 26.74 54.26*
- Difference 1.47 .97 2,43
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Level A
Per pupil costs

Grade for 30 students

Level B 1.5 - .2.5 $2.26

Level C 2 3.5 2.26

. Level ft 7 3 - 4.5 1.56

4, 5 & 6 1.63

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The PRI is Constructed upon a set of behaviorally-stated objec-
tives most widely found natronally in curricula for Grades 1.5
through 6. The initial list of behavioral objectives in reading was
developed over a period of one and a half years by a staff of
reading. specialists. An analysis was made of five of the most
widely used basal reading programs, preprimer,thcough Grade 6,
and the bellavioral statements were assembled in groups, accqrd-
ing to community of meaning, in a continuum from early decod-
ing skills to aspects of critical thinking in reading comprehen-
sion. A list of 1,248 behavioral objectives for reading and re-
tated study skills resulted from the analyis of the reading.
programs. This list was reviewed for use as a test base for the
reading development of students in the elementary grades. Se-
lection resulted in 220 objectives for i4em tryouts and validation
studieS conducted in the Spring of 1971. Children 'were tested
before and Wter a-period of'instruction-of approximately 10
weeks. About 18,000 students were tested in various regions of
the nation. Theitems chosen for the final fonts of the tests were
those sowing content validity and sensitivity to instruction.

What is the present status of the program?

Scoring services are being extended. The, Program Reference
Guide is continually expanded to include new, materials as they
become commercially available.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

A norms estimation study was conducted during 1972-73 using
PRI and the California Achievement Tests, Reading Battery. A
population of 653 second grade, 589 third grade, 666 fourth
grade, and 1,081 fifth grade students was tested. Regressibn
analysis and cross validation were performed on the test scores.
Figure 3 indicates the 'results of this evaluation study.
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Whlt aye the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the program

Data from Figure 3 reveals high correlations between scores on
the PRI and on the California Achievement Tests, Reading Bat-
tery. This indicates that if students use the PR.I and achieve
mastery of its objectives, their scores on a norm - referenced
achievement test such as the CAT will increase. Mastery. f 'PRI
is thus linked to gains in reading achievement test. scores. It
can be concluded that the PRI is a criterion-referenced test con
structed with care to produce valid and reliable results for use
with diagnostic-prescriptive teaching.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

CTB/McGraw-Hill Regional Office,
Hightstown, New Jersey 08520,
(609) 448-1700, Ext. 587.
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Programed Tutorial
Reading Project

Indianapolis Public Schools
Indianapolis, Indiana

Summary

The Programed Tutorial Reading
Project of Indianapolit, Indiana
provides supplemental instruc- ,

tion on'a one-to-one basis to
children who are having difficul-
ties in learning to read. The pro-
ject tutors are paraprofessionals
who are trained in a tutoring pro-
cedure which is tightly prescribed,
yet flexible in its ability to
adjust to the needs. of the,child.
Programed tutoring is a teaching
techniqUe which is adopted to
the reading program being used
in the classroom. It is a highly
individualized systematic tech-
nique for teaching the skills in-
volved in sight reading, compre-
hension, and word analysis. The
tutor's role is controlled by oper-
ational programs which specify

6 in detail how the teaching is to
be done and by content pro-
grams which specify what is to
be taught and the order of pre-

--...entation. In the Indianapolis
setting, over 200 children labeled
as slow readers, problem
readers, and non-readers are
tutored for 15 minutes a day as a
supplement to classroom teach-
ing. Evaluations of this program
show that such tutoring produces
significant educational gains with
many of these children perform-
ing at normal cktr superiOr levels ,

following tutonng.

A

Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for beginning .readers at the
primary level who are experiencing difficulty maintaining the
learning pace of the normal clasSroom instruction. The *schools
in' the Indianapolis project all qu,alify for Title I support and
have high proportions of economically dfsadvantaged children.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program is designed, to provide individual help to children,
learning to read .before they develop serious reading problems.
Paraprofessionals are trained to present practice materials to
each child. The program makes use of a specified format, fre-
quent and immediate feedback to the learner, and in-
dividualized pace. Practice proceeds making use of minimal
clues at first, folloWe'd by rncreased prompting until the learn-
er can make the correct response. In this way, the program
presents a form opuided discovery learning on items the child
does' not know initially, and eliminates unnecessary practice
on the items the child already knows. Programed tutoring
emphasizes success, and' incorporates. the success orientation
in its teaching techniqueS.

What are the gener-al goals and objectives of the program?

The goal of the program is to improve children's reading
achievement through a program of preventive tutoring, rather
than later remediation.

1/4 :
Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The Programed Tutorial Reading Project includes "content"
programs and "operational" programs. The "content" programs
present the content to the learner and tell the tutor, the sequence
of items and lessons. They tell the tutor what to teach. The
Operational program tells the tutor how to present the items and
lessonh. Thus the project materials tell the tutor what to teach
and how to teach it.

What specific objectives are involved?

Nine different item programs are used in the lessons. Each item
program has a specific objective. The item programs are:

sight reading
free reacting
instruction comprehension

question comprehensi
statement cornprehens
logical 'comprehension.
story comprehension
word analysis compre

How much student time

, Students devote bne or t
supplemental tutorial ins

materialsmaterials are proii

Sight reading material is
inn series and the Mac

programed tutoring.

What materials are provi

Programed items.and a p
use the sight reading, co
materials. Sight reading is
in use in the classroom.
tutored from special boo
Separate tutorial packag
series and the Macmillan
ed instructions for the op'
learn. A master list prose
record sheet and aiphab
tutor's\materials.

How open is the program
materials? ,k

It is not expected that par
materials.

What student assessment
suggested?

Student assessment and
the item programs.

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms

Selected pupils leave the'r
Each tutor works with one.
comprehension items, an
in cyclical fashion until a I
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Nature of the Program

For whOm is the program designed?

The program is designed for beginning readers at the
primary level who are experiencing difficulty maintaining the
learning pace-of the normal. classroom instruction. The schools
in-the Indianapolis project-all qualify for Title 1-support and
hav9 high Proportions of economically disadvantaged ,children.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program is designed to provide individual help tp children
learning to read before they develop'serious reading problems.
ParaprOfessionals are trained to present practice materials to
each. child. The program makes use of a specified format, fre-
quent and immediate feedback to the learner, and in-
dividualized pace. Practice proceeds making use of minimal.
clues at first, followed by increased prompting until the learn-.
er can make the correct response: In this way, the program
Presents a form of guided discovery learning on items the child
does not know initially, and eliminates unnecessary practice
on the items the child already knows. Programed tutoring
emphasizes success, and incorporates the success orientation
in its teaching techniques.

What are the generalgoals and objectives of the program?

The goal of the program is to improve children's reading
achievement through a -program of preventive tutoring, rather
than later remediation.

Organization and Materiald

How is the program organized?

The Programed Tutorial Reading Project includes "content"
programs and "operational" programs. The "content" programs
present,,the content to the learner and tell the tutor the sequence
of items and lessons, They tell the tiitor what to teach. The
operational program tells the tutor how to present the items and
lessons. Thus the project materials tell the tutor what to teach
and how to teach it...

What specific objectives are involved?

Nine different item programs are used in the lessons. Each item
program has a speciN objective. The item programs are:

sight reading
free reading
instruction comprehension

question comprehension
statement comprehension
logical comprehension
story comprehension
word analysis comprehension

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Students devote one or two .15-minute sessions a day to
supplemental tutorial instruction.

What materials are provided for the student?

Sight reading material is taken from basal reader series. The
Ginn series and the Macmillan series have been used with
programed tutoring.

What materials are provided kir the teacher?

Programed items and a programed lesson tell the tuton how to
use the sight reading, comprehension, and word attack .

materials. Sight reading is tutored from the basal reading series
in use in the classroom. Comprehension and word analysis are
tutored frOm special books included in a tutorial packag4`!.
Separate tutorial packages have been prepared for the Ginn
series and the Macmillan series. A Tutor's Guide contains detail-
ed instructions for the operationdl programs the tutor. must
learn. A master list presents the sequence'of lessons. A pupil's '
record sheet and 'alphabetical word lists are included in the
tutor's. materials.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

It is not expected that paraprofessionals will add to the program
materials.

What student/assessment materials are- provided or
suggested?

Student assessment and re-teaching techniques are built into
the item programs.

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms organized?

Selected pupils leave the regular classroom to work with a tutor.
Each tutor works with one child ate time. Sight reading items,
comprehension items, and work attack items are presented
in cyclical fashion until a lesson is complete.

14 I
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How are the materials used? Is special equipment needed Or-suggested?

A set of 15 or fewer items make up a lesson. items may consist No special equipment is needed.
of a phrase, a sentence, or a paragraph,. Tutoring procedures in-
clude presentation and review-of the lesson items. On the first Is in-service training needed or suggested?
run, all items in the lesson are presented. On later runs the tutor , - -r--"

.presents the items missed on the preceding run. When the last In-service training is necessary for teacher supplerrrents:
item is completed, the process is repeated until the child makes
a cbmoletely correct run through all,itemS, or until 10 runs are What provisions are made-for special training of teachers?
made. The tutor and chit, then begin work on the next lesson.
When the series of sight reading items are completed, the tutor There is no special program proVided for teachers.
begins work on items which teach comprehension or word
analysis. The process is repeated throughput the year.. What provisions. are made for training teacher;supplements?.:,-

..,

Are teacher supplementS used? Tutors receive 18 hours of group instruction 4s well aston-thq-:.

job superviSion. Twelve hours of group instruction is pre-service,
The program is designed for papaprofessionals.'`The ,: .1, training, and is matched by 12 hours of related study at home.;'
paraprofessionals give supplemental practice and instructionlo.., The other six hours of training occur during the first.twomonths
pupils who need additional. help in reading. of tutoring: Detailed suggestions for tutor training are included,

in the supervisor's manual.
How is student progress assessed?

.
What is the cost of implementing the program?'

.

Each of the nine item programs has a series of test and teaching .

. .. ,

steps through which the tutor at-KJ/child rust progress. The item The program budget .for 1969-70 was $237,162.12. This includ-:
program for siglit reading, for example, contains five steps. First ed a supervisor, 6 tutor consultants, 86 tutors', Clerical supplies,
the child is asked to read The item from his prieror reader. If -.and instructional supplies: P r pupil cost ranged from $150 to'

..,
he reads it correctly, he is praised and asked. to read the next $175 per pupil. . \

item in the lesson. However, if he reads_ it incorrectly, he is '' The materials for the tutor st $20 a set. Each tutor worksWit
taught any words he has reach incorrectly. Then he is asked to 15 children, bringing initial per pupil costs for tutoring materia,
read the complete item again. If he misses any words, a new to $1.33 achild. These materials last from three to fkve Years,.

procedure is used to teach the words, an,,d'he is once again ask-
. ..

l I "4 . ,..,
ed to reaethe complete item, Any errors are recorded by the Program gevelbOrnentandStatUs
tutor, and the child proceeds to a new item. This. procedure is
repeated until t child has completed a number of sight word ,.,

How was the program developed?
lessons. T

p
Miltiffor then proceeds to work on comprehension.

items, and then word attack items, ItemsWhich the student does
. , ,,. . . .

The program was developed over several years by DTD G.
not complete without error during the retea,cting procedures -E0On of 1ndiana University; and ws,S initially, tried- in InctiO4

kSare repeated at abater time. Every two Wee-the tutor MakeS a Public Schools in 1965. The success' of the program led t its
report on the child's pro6ress to the classroom teacher. gradual, extension as/Materials and procedures developed In-

..1966-67, approximately 800 stugents were being helped by 78'
Implementation Requirements.? 4. .,._ tutors in 30 schools.; by 1967-68 student numbers had grown to

1200. IhitiallyrestriCted to first-graders, program materials were
Are special facilities needed or suggested?/ developed to include second-,.and -thifd-grade work,. The

. i program was chosen as a model elementary compensatory
The tutor usually meets with a child outsidethe classroom. Any edUcatiO program by the U.S. Office of Education for its 1969 It
area free from the distractiofis of people passing \by, such as a Works series and as a model program in reading for disserriina-:
separate room; a lighted cloakrar, or a carrel in the hallway tion by the National Center .for Educational Communication.
is suitable for tutoring. .. t-, ' Rinds. were providecOor the packagiog of 'materials-lor die-

.semination and for the maintenance of a Visitation/Technical
Assistance Center to aid districts interested in replicating and
adopting the prograni. '

14;)



What is the present status Of the progiam?

The Universitx of Indiana project under Dr. 'Ell#on is continuing
to evaluate results and to develop and revise materials. Mat re-
ce1:11 addiOritarePa' remedial" program designed fpr, grades 4
thrbugh 6 Under development is a programed tutorial. .

mathernaiicprogram and a gaming approaeh to mathematics
instruction,

5:4

Program Evaluation

Ho%, has the program been evaluated? ,

During 1965-66, four experimental groUps of 43 children.,
each were paired with matched co trots in the same.

groupS included programed tutoring. direct tutoring .(the .
classrooms, who received no tutori experimental

traditional form of individual instruction). Each 'tutoring ap-,.
proaCh iriclusled children who received one session a day and a,

.
second groUp litho received two sessions,a day. Of the four

.
treatment grouiA, only the group of children who received

w programed tutoring for two sessions a day was found to be
generally superior to.its control group. On raw score measures
of the Ginn sub-tests (vocabulary, comprehension and. ward

.analysis) the two session, programed tutorial chfldren'S-group
mean score was statistically superior to trte-control group's at
.the .01 level.' Differences between the mean scoreSOf the .-

prograrned, tutorial groUp and the direct tutorial group were
significant at ate .01 level. These differences favored the
Programed tutorial groups on the Ginn Tests,. the Alphabet test,
and the total reading scare on the Stanford. Reading Test A;:
follow-up study in 1968- 69 .involving 1200children using' A .-,
.programed tutoring,based on two basal series, Ginn and Mac'
millan, showed similar results for programed tutoring. Children
tutored in the Ginn material and children tutored in tire Mk-
millan material made .roughly equivalent gains. - ,

What ate the individual Strengths and weaknesses pf the
program? h

'

. .

. Programed Tutorial Reading takes advantage of the growing
use of paraprofessionatS in the schools, .and seeks to use them
with maximum effectiveness. The program therefore, ha% the
advantages of greater individualization and interaction with the
community for which paraprofessionals are used. By providing
a carefully constructed instructional program and training for
paraprofessionals, the program eliminates many of the dif-

liculties sometimes encountered in less-structured uses of .

paraprofessionala. The role of the paraprofessional irlrelation to
the teacher and the curriculum is delineated. The responsibility
for training 'and supervising the paraprofessional is not added to

the teacher's duties. The paraprofessional is provided with a
clear idea of his duties and their importance and is given' train-
ifig adequate to become a valued member of the school com-
munity.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Additional intormationabout programed tutoring can be ob
tamed from:

Mrs. May Nelson, Supervisor
.

Progratned Tutorial Reading Project
Visitor Technical Assistance Center h.

tridlanapolis'Public Schools .,-,,,

9:0A:NOrth Carrollton
Indianapolis; Indiana:46218.
(317) -637=143.7

Dr. D.G.EllsOn
Department of Ps chology
Indiana Universit : ,-

.

Bloomington,. In iahe 47401

Referenoes

Indianapolis 'Public Schools, Visitor Technical Assistance Cente
A Programed Tutorial System.:: Indianapolis: Indianapolis Publ
Schools,

,

National Center fOrit-Oocational Communication. Program
Tutorial Reading Prkest, Indianapolis, Indiana. In Mu
Programs, Reading Series. Washington,.. D.C.: U.S. Office
Education, U.B. Department of Health, Education;.and Welter
1972. (OE-30030).

`U.S: Office of Education. Programed Tutorial Reading Project,
Indianapolis, Indiana. In It Works Series, Washington, D.C.: Di
sion of Compensatory Education, U.S. Office of Education, U:
Department of Health, Education, and. Welfare, n.d. (0E-.3702

Wargq,'.M. J., et al. "Further,Examination of Exemplary Progra
for Educating Disadvantaged Children." Los Angeles:.,Amet)C
InstituteTfOr. Research in the Behavioral Sciences, 1971. (ED 0
128).



Proj..Conquest;
,Est St. Louis, Illinois

Summary

ProRkt Conquest is a program
whialfcombines systematic in-
service training in diagnostic-
prescriptive teaching with corn-
prehensive remediation of read-
ing problems. Capable disad-
vantaged children in grad 1

through 3 whose progress in ,

reading is not satisfactory are re-
ferred to reading rooms for re'
mediation which is correlated
with'regular.classroom instruc,
On. Children in grades 4
through 6 Who are experiencing
difficulties M reading-are re-'

.ferrectto reading clinics for di-
agndgis:and remediation.

.

Rem6diation at the reading clin-
ics is the:repponsibility of regular

- classroom tkchers who spend a
year in full' -time in-service train-
-ing tinder the supervising teach-
er. Following a year at the clin-
ics, the trained teachers spend
artadditional year as reading
room staff-before returninglo
the regUlar classroom.

151

Nature of Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for capable disadvantaged children in
grades 1 through 6 who cannot be helped by the regular
classroom teacher.

On what rationale was the grogram designed?
el

The program is 'eclectic in nature combining remedial reading
techniques at grades 1 through 3 with a reading clinic approach
with children in .grades 4 through 6. Emphasis in the remedial
reading- rooms is on a diagnostic-Prescriptive supplemental

. reading instruction coordinated with the regular classroom in-'
struction. Children still requiring help in grades 4 through 6 are

. given further remediation based'..bn psychological assessment.

What are the general goals and, objectives of the program?

The three.primary objectives of the program are (1) to raise the
reading ability of mentally able disadvantaged children, to the
point where they can ,functinn successfUlly in the regular
classroahn, (2) to improve their self-concepts and academic
aspirations, and (3) to train regular classroom teachers in
remedial reading techriiques.

Organization and Materiale

How is the prograrit organized?
-0

The major components of the PrOgram are/reading- clinics and
reading rooms. The clinic8 serve as biagnostip and remediation
centers for children in grades 4 throug06. Each .clinic is staffe
by one supervising teacher and three- teachers selected fr
regular classroom duties for a year of futl-tinie in-service train-
ing. Each teacher meets with six children during each of five 45-
minute periods Monday through Thursday..rridayS are devoted
to visiting and 000rdinatirtg with the classroom teachers of the
children. The children attend twice weekly. ,

The instruction in the reading rooms is Conducted by two
teachers who have been trained in the clinic the previous year. A
superittising teacher oversees the work of several readiryg
rocsrnS. TIC instruction is diagnostic-prescriptive and
supplemental to the reading instruction in the 'regular
classroom. The children work on the same materials in both set-
tings, and the work is carefully coordinated. Children in grades
1 through 3 in need of supplemental instruction attend lour
days weekly.

Project Conquest students
camp where a variety of act
Parents are encouraged to
through speCial lessons on'
and the like.

What specific objectives a

Diagnostic- prescriptive me
program with specific skill
materials. Original diagn-os
ing examinations in additio
Emphasis within the readin
tant to reading. At the clini
employed in an effort to de
disability.

How much student time is

Children attend the readin
periods a week. Training at:
45 minutes.

What materials are provid

A wide variety of materials i
reading rooms and clinics.
used in both settings..Arno

Materials and Equipment

'Conquest ReadMg
Magic World of Dr. Spello
Programmed Reading Serie
New4,,,,eading Skill Series
R ading Skill Builders
Classroom Reading,,Clinic K'
SRA Reading Lab
Doich Games
Language Master
Tachistoscope -
Listening Lab
Controlled Reader
Shadowscope Reading Pac

How open is the program t
materials?

In general, commercial mat
employed. The program is
teachers find useful, howev
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Nature of Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for capable disadvantaged children in
grades 1 through 6 who cannot be helped by the regular
classroom teacher

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program is eclectic is nat mbining km'edial reading
techniques at grades 1 thro 3-with a reading cliniC approach
with children in grades 4 through 6.'Emphasis in the remedial
reading rooms is on a diagnostic-prescriptive-supplemental
reading instruction coordinated with the regular classroom in-
struction. Children still requiring help in grades 4 through 6 are
given .further remedialion based on psychological assessment.

What are the general goals and objectives o (,the program?

The three primary objectives of the program are (1) to raise the
reading ability of mentally able.disadvantaged children to the
point where they can function. successfully in the regular
claSsroom, (2) tq improve their self-concepts and academic
aspirations, and -to train regular clasgroom teachers in
remedial reading techniques.

Organization and Materials

How- is the program organized?,`

The majOr components 'of the program are-reading clinics and
reading rooms. The clinics serve as diagnostic and remediation
centers for children in grades 4 through 6. Each clinic is staffed
by one supervising teacher and three teachers selected from
regular classroom duties fora year of full-time in=service train-
ing. Each teacher meets with six children during each of five 45-
minute periods Monday through Thursday. Fridays are devoted
to visiting and coordinating with the classroom teachers ofthe
children. Thu uhildren attend twice weekly.

Th nstruction in the reading rooms is conducted by two' .

to herS who have been trained in the clinic the previous year. A
pervising teacher oversees the work of several reading

looms. The instruction is diagnostic- prescriptive and is
supplemental to the reading instruction in the regular
classroom. The children work on the same materials in both-set-
tings, and the work is carefully coordinated. Children in grades
1 through' 3 in need of supplemental instruction attend four
days Weekly.

Project Conquest students attend a special two-week sumlner
camp where a variety of activities further reinforce the program.
Parents are encouraged to become involved in the program
through special lessons on home helps, trips, dinner meetings,
and the like.

What speCific objectives are involved?

Diagnostic-prescriptive .methods are used throughout the
program with specifiq skills keyed to standard prescriptive
materials. Original .diagnose include physical, visual; and hear-
ing examinations in addition ecific language skids.
Emphasis within the reading roomsis on language skills impor-
tant to reading. At the clinics, in-depth clinical screening is
employed in an effort to define the precise nature of the child's

How much student time is devoted to the program?
,

Children attend the .reading rooms, during four 45-minute.
periods a week. Training-at the-clinics is given twice weekly for
45 minutes.

What materials are provided?

A wide-variety of materials is available to the teachers in both-the
reading rooms and clinics. In general, the same materials are
used in both settings. -Among the materials used are:

Materials and Equipment

Conquest Reading
Magic World of Dr. Spello
ProgramMed Reading. Series
New Reading Skill Series
Reading Skill Builders
Classroom.Reading Clinic Kit
SRA.Reading Lab
Dolch- Games
Language Master
Tachistoscope
Listening Lab
Controlled Reader
Shadowscope Reading Pacer

Source

McGraw-Hill
McGraw-Hill
McGraw-H111
Charles E. Merrill
Readers Digest
Webster
Science Research Assoc.'
Garrard
Bell &
Various ,

Various f
Educational Development Lab
Psychotechnics

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

In general, commercial materials-of a variety of types are
employed. The program is quite open to any materials the
teachers find useful, however.
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What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

Initial referral to a reading room or clinic draws upon several
assessment areas. Reading level is determined by the Gates
MacGmitie 'Reading Tests and/or California Achievement Test
and by. teap her judgment. The student's school history and
current status are noted. Intelligence test data and further infor-
mation on reading are determined. Among the additional tests
used are the Slossori Oral Reading Test, the Silent Reading
Diagnostic Test, the Kottmeyer Spelling Test, the Silvaroli Sight
Vocabulary Test, and an Informal Reading Inventory developed
by the staff_ The student is also checked for physical problems
including hearing tests conducted by a technician, and visual
screening by the Titmus Optical. School Screener. Other in-
struments are used as needed for diagnosis. Prescription and
assessment of learning iVbased on a skills outline keyed to-a
variety of materials and associated assessment procedures.

Classroom Activities

How.are classroots organized?

Both reading rooms and clinics operate with a teacher/student
ratio of 1 6 zand in 45 minute time.blocks. Children attend the
readin ,rooms four Wiles weekly and the clinics twice weekly.

How are the materials used?

Both reading rooms and Clinics use techniques designed to
prescribe for each child s unique needs in such a way as to
make success assured Typical instructional sequences for the
two centers are as follows

Reading Room (Grades 1-3)
Phonics (12 'minutes)
Basal Textbook (15 minutes)
Programmed Reading (10 minutes)
Oral reading. or games. or special deviceS (10'minutes)

Reading Clinic (Grades 4-6)
Programmed Reading (5 minutes),
Basal Textbooks (10
Dictation (10 minutes)
Oral reading, games, or special devices (10 minutes)

Are teacher supplements used?

Both mechanical devices and programmed materials are
available for individualization.aids. A teacher aide is assigned to
'each clinic to assist teachers in non-instructional aspects.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

The facilities available in mosF schools would suffice for the
program with little modification. Rooms must facilitate in-
dividualization of instruction with study carrels and the like.
Storage areas must also be readily available in each room.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

The program requires the variety of special equipment used in
the clinical diagnosis and remediation of reading disabilities
What specific,equipment 14 necessary or useful can vary
between programs,

A

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

While the program has as its first purpose the remediation of
reading difficulties, perhaps its most unique feature is the
systematic ui-service training of regular teachers in the district
in diagnostic-prescriptive instructive procedures. The program
is an in-service training program essentially.

What provisions are made for specialtraining of teachers?

Classroom teachers without training in individualized reading
techniques arefelieveU of regular duties for a full year and
assigned to the\eading clinics. The in-service training received
during their year at the clinic allows them to spend4he following
year as a reading room teacher or to return to their schools as
disseminators of diagnostic- prescriptive tecl7ues

T? fining at- the clinics begins with a two-week workslhop held
before the opening of school. Teachers are introduced to
materials and equipment, remedial techniques, and approaches
to establishing rapport and enhancing self-confidence. Joint
sessions with teachers and teacher aides work to build
cooperative teamwork.

When the children are admitted for service, in-service training
becomes a continuous process. The supervising teacher
monitors the instructional activity and makes suggestions for
additional approacilts. Joint meetings for all reading personnel
are held on a weekly basis throughout the year.. At these
sessions new techniques are discussed and demonstrated,
critiques of videotaped sessions are held, and reading experts
are invited f r discussions of special topics.

The in-servic program extends to regular classroom teachers.
Supervising personnel conduct training in conjunction with
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coordinating remedial and regular classroom Instruction. and
teachers who have completed clinical tripling act as resource
personnel for their schools

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The total cost of the program depends on its extensiveness and
the need for special facilities by a given district In a recent year,
Project Conquest provided services to 1089 children at a total
cost of $286.524 This per pupil cost of $263 above regular dis-
lrict costs might vary consideiably, however. depending on the
specific costs of the program components in a different district.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

Project'Conquest began in 1965 in response to the needs of
many children in the East St Louis area The program is fi-
nanced primarily through Title I funds The program started with
the establishment of the reading clinics. Gradually, as ,staff and
funds permitted. the number of reading clinics and reading
rooms was were expanded and other components, such as
the summer camp. were added

What is the present status of the program?

The program has achieved national prominence by its Selection
as a model program and as one .of thd f:vo Right-to-Read
Information Capsules

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

The program regularly tests children at the beginning and end of
the school year using the Gates MacGmitie Reading Test
Evaluation is by statistical analysis of the scores of a random
simple of students to determine contributions from program
components- and overall achievement gains compared to
norms

What are the indicated strengths and limitations of the
program?

Analysis of the variance on gains made in the various reading
rodms and clinics showed no consistent differences between
program components. In general, findings shovOconsistently
significant gains between pre- and post-testing with gains
greater than would be expected from average children during a
comparable period These findings have been replicated over
several years.

4

-Useful Information'

Where can the program be obtained?

The following individuals can provide additional information .

Mrs. Bettye P. Spann, Director
Project Conquest
P.L 89,10 Title I Project Conquest.
931 St, Louis Avenue
East St. Louis, Illinois 62201..
(618) 874-2074

Dr. Billy-Belle Weber, Director
Researp and Evaluation
902 Illinois Avenue
East St. Louis. Ilhnots 62201
(618) 874-4300
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Project Mars

Leominister Public Schools
Leominister, Massachusetts

Summary
.

Project MARS (Make All Reading
Serviceable) was developed-in T.
Leominister. Massachusetts to
provide special individualized
reading instruction to hildren ..
in grades .1 thrbugl- ho
evidence reeding s... res below
their potential The program is
exemplary of the standard reme-
dial model done well A special

!remedial reading teacher works
with the children in each of sev-
en target schools. Intensive
small-group instruction based on
diagnostic-prescriptive tech- .

niques is employed.

Children are selected for the pro-
,gram on the basis of standard-
ized reading tests, daily class-
room perfornance, and the eval-
uation of their teachers.
Throughout the year, 45-minute
special reading classes ace of-
fered. aut children are released
from the program whenever staff
members determine that they
have reached their reading.po-

'lential. Evaluation data indi-
cate that the program is success-
ful in Improving the reading
ability of the children attending.
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Nature of Program

For whom is the 'gram designed?

The prOgram is designed forchildren in grades 1 through 4 who
are not adequately benefitting from regular classroom instruc-
tion. The target schoOls are locatdd in economically disadvan-
taged areas with significant numbers of Spanish-speaking
children attending.

On what rationale was the program designed?

Unlike some remedial programs which attempt to coordinate
special and regular instruction, Project MARS emphasizes the
use of materials and techniques Rot employed in the regular
classfoom. Since 'the children involved had experienced only
failure with traditional classroom Methods, the project attempts
to provide different approaches baseti on the individual needs
of the child.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?
tA

The primary goal of the program is to raise the reading perfor-
mance of the students to the level consistent with their potential.

The program also seeks ta increase academic motivation and to
build positive attitudes toward reading.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

Elementary schools with student populations drawn from
economically disadvantaged areas were selected as target
schools for Project MARS. Initially, four public schools and three
parochial schools were selected. Each school selected is
assigned a special reading teacher who workain a specifically
designated reading area' The project is coordinated by'a Project
Director responsible for supervising. the program, selecting
materials, testingiand evaluation, and individual intelligence
testing. Two part-time cler)sis are emIlloy,ed for typing and

.routine clerical tasks.

What specific objectives are involved?

*Project MARS lists its objectives as follows:

To diagnose specific reading weaknesses and to provide
individualized instruction in the areas needed to improve
reading performance.
To strengthen and increase the reading performance of ed-
ucationally deprived children beyon the confines of the

. regular classroom.

To give specific vocabulary
To help children acquire th
necessary to be-successful
general.

.To strengthen wading skill
enabling disadvantaged chi
their peers and maintain a

How much student time is

Students attend one 45-mi

What'materials are provid

Following ,the usual practice
instruction, a wide variety of
Included are:

Materials
All Dolch Materials
Word Wheels
Sullivan Programmed Readi
Phonetic Reader Series

Skill Builders
Easy to Read Book's
Revised Structural Reading

Series ..
Standard Test Lessons in

Reading
Gates. Reardon Reading

ExerCises
Round Table Basy to Read B
,Happy Times with Sounds
Websters ReadingClinic La
New Pradtice Readers
Reading. Slxill Series
Phonic Skill Texts

Fun with Phonics
WOrd Blends
Specific Skill Series
Easy to Read Series
Reluctant Reader Books
Basic Reading Series
GettingReady to Read.
Introducing Ehglish with

Spirit Masters

In addition to the above, ma
boards are available..Visual
dudes filmstrips, tapes, tra
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Nature of Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for children in grades 1 through 4 who
are not adequately benefitting from regular classroom in'struc-
tion. The target schools are located in economically disadvan-
taged areas with signOcant numbers ofeS,anish-speaking
children attending.

On what rationale was the prograth designed?

Unlike some remedial programs which attemptvto cobrdinate
special and regular instruction, Project MARS emphasizes the
use of materials and techniques not employed in the regular
classroom, Since the children involved had experienced only
failure with traditional classroom methods', the project attempts
to provide different approaches based on the individual needs
of child.

What are the general goals and objectives of -the program?

The primary goal of the program is tAkise the reading perfor-
mance of the students to the levet.coni6tent with their potential.
The program also seeks to increase academic motivation and to
build positive attitudes toward reading.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

Elementary schOols with student populations drawn from
economically disadvantaged areas were selected as target
schools for Project MARS. Initially, four public schools and three
parochial schools were selected. Each school selected is
assigned a special reading teacher who works in a specifically
designated reading area. The project is coordinated by a Project
Director responsible for supervising the program, selecting
filaterials., testing and evaluation, and individual intelligence
testing. Iwo. part-time clerks areemployed 'for typing and
routine clerical tasks.

What specific'objectives are involved?

Prbject MARS lists its objectives as `follows:

To diagnose specific reading weaknesses and to provide
individualizedinstruction in the areas needed tq improve
reading performance...
To strengthen and increase the reading performance of ed-
ucationally deprived children beyond the confines of the
regular cl3ssroom.

To give specific vocabulary practice.
To help children acquire the habits, attitudes, and skills
necessary to be successful in reading and in schoolwork in
general.
To strengthen reading skills taught in thieregular classroom,
enabling disadvantaged children to pe orm on a level with
their peers and maintain a positive self-image.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Students attend one 45:minute session daily.

What materials are Provided?

Following the usual practice of diggnostic-prescriptive remedial
instruction, a wide variety of materialsis.available for selection.
Included are:

Materials
All Dolch. Materials
Word Wheels
Sullivan.Programmed Reading
Phonetic Reader Series

Skill Builders
Easy to Read Books -
Revised-Structural Reading

Series
Standard Test Lessons in

Reading
Gates Reardon Reading

Exercises
Round Table Easy to Read BOoks
Happy Times with Sounds
Websters Reading Clinic Lab
New Practice Readers
Reading Skill Series
Phonic Skill Texts
Fun with Phonics
Word Blends'
Specific Skill Series
Easy to Read Series
Reluctant Reader Books
Basic Reading Series
Getting Ready to ad
Introducing Englis .th

Spirit Masters

Publisher
Garrard Press
J. L. Hammett
Behavioral Research Labs
Educational Publishing

Service
Reader's Digest
Scholastic Press
L. W. Singer Co.

Teachers College Press

Teachers College Press

Allyn & Bacon'
Allyn & Bacon
McGraw-Hill
McGraw:Hill
Charles Merrill
Charles Merrill
Kenworthy Educational Co
Kenworthy Educational Co.
Bernell Loft
Randdm House
Random House
Lippincott
Houghton Mifflin
Houghton Mifflin

In addition to t bove, many games, charts, cards, and flannel
boards are available. Visual and auditory training equiphient in-
cludes filmstrips, 'tapes, transparencies, and a variety of
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audio-visual equipment.

How open is the 13ogram to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

The program is totally open to materials of any useful level.
Teachers are encouraged to be creative in their use of materials
and to work with the techniques individually preferred. At the,.
'outset of the program, every teacher in the district was asked to
describe her favorite teaching technique or activity. These were
drawn together and publish d by the district as a reading
"recipe" book. if

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested? a.

A variety of assessment materials are used in the program.

Classroom.Activities
.
How are the classrooms organized?

Project MARS classes are assigned special areas in
each building. The teachers are'allowed to equip arid
organize these rooms in accordance with their instructional
needs and individual methods. Students are released from their
classrooms at definite times for 45 mW,ufes of daily small-group
instruction with their special reading. eacher. Groups are com-
pOged of six or fewer students during the .day. Particularly
severe reading problems are remediated in half -hour sessions
on a one-to-one basis.

How are the materials used?

Instructional methods and materials different from those used in
the classrooms are used exclusively, but special reading
teachers confer frequently with the regular classroom teachers
to coordinate instruction. Most teachers begin each session with
a five-minute show - and -tell activity. The main instructional
period is typically divided into sections concerned with skill
develdpment, oral and silent reading, and games. Teachers
often create their own materials and techniques specifically for-
.the project children..

Are teacher supplements used?

Neither, volunteer aides or paraprofessiOnals are used.in the
program. A variety of machines and programmed materials
were available to facilitate individualization.

kJ ij

How is student prowess assessed?

Student assessment is left to the prOlessional judgment of th
teachers. Generally these assessment devices associated, wit
the materials are used 'along with diagnostic instruments
preferred by the teacher.

Implementation Requirementi andProvisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

It is particularly desirable to have a designated room or area for
remediation This area shou16cantain adequate .Storage for
variety of materials and should be diviSable into-individual wor
spaces.

Is special equipment needed or. suggested?

No special equipment isspecifierffor the P`rd'gram, but a variety.
of teaching materials is needed.

Is in-service training heeded or suggested?

The success of the i-ernedial approach to special reading train
ing depends t a very large degree on the competence of the
special teacher . In-service training is an important componen
of the program.

`What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

In-service training is the responsibility of the local district-Pro-
ject .MARS held weekly trdining sessions during the first two
years of operation and Monthly sessions thereafter. New
teachers all participated in a summer reading institute and are
required to do similar work every three years.

What is the cost of unplementing the program?

Most of the cost of the program is devoted to teachers' salaries,
so costs would vary from district to district. Costs for Project
MARS averaged about $300 per student in addition to the $600,
per student normally expended by the district. The added ex-
.penses were funded through Title I.

Program Development and Statiis.
. .

How was the program developed?

Project MARS began in 1966-67 in response to the needs of the
area's disadVantaged children Oho were falling below grade
level in reading achievement. The project used Title I funds and
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local district gorsonnel to develop the program. Its general
success has led to its gradual expansion into other schools in
the district.

What is the present status of the program?

The remedial program developed as project MARS is being ex-
panded as resources and trained personnel -allow. In 1973-74,

-two additional elementary. schools will begin the program.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Project MARS evaluations have Focused on the extent of im-
provement in reading achievement made by students after one
year in the program, in keeping with its objectives. The model
used is the standard pre-post test model on student perform-
ance compared to national norms.

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program? -

'The gain scores of Project MARS students consistently exceed-
ed or equaled gains expected of children in regular
classrooms. The program thus sere 'as a viable working model
for those districts which prefer the. remedial approach.

Useful Information

Where can' the program. be

Information concerning Project MARS can be obtained by con-
tacting:,

Mr. NF kolas P. Rigopoulbs
Assistant, Superintendent

or
Miss Geraldine Merrick
Project Director.
Leominister Public Schools .

Leominister, Massachusetts 01453
(617) 534-Q508
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Project R-3

San Jose, California

Summary

Project R-3, located in San Jose, -
California,is a special program

U.
for disadvantaged, underachiev-
ing students in grades ?through
9 designed to improve motiva-
tion and achievement in reading
and mathematics. -Almost three-
quarters of the students are
from Mexican-American back-
groLinds. The'program was de-,
signed in cooperation with the
Education Division of Lockheed-

°Missiles and Space Company
which developed many of the
special 'materials used in the pro-
gram. Students meet daily for

-three 50-minute periods devoted
to reading, math, and a special
9-3:activity designed. to show the
relationships of classroom in-
struction to the solution of real
world problems. The special peri-
od makes use of simulation and

. 'field trips to.develop an appre-
ciatioh of what the world re-
quires in way of academic' skills.
EvatUation-of the-program shoves
achievement gains at slightly
better than .a month for each
month In the program and con-
-sistent imoroveuients in atti-
tudes toward school.

15u

Nature of PrOgram_

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for underachieving, disadvantaged
students in grades 7, 8, and.9.

On what rationale was thg program designed?

The rationale for developing the program was based on the
assumption that traditional curricula and classroOm. activities
have-failedoto help students of trie type.included in the target
population to achieve to their full capabilities. Therefore, the
students quit trying and the typical behavioral symptoms of
dropouts and delinquencies become apparent. The program
seeks to remedy th4 by identifying the basic causes of un-
deraCbievepentp fundamental skill areas and then combining,
school, home, community, and technological resources in an ef-
fort to change student behavior.
The title R-3 reflects the rationale Of-The program: students are
ready to learn only when they are rn,otivated; motivation is
achieved when the performance of an act is made relevant to a
reward; and major changes are made lasting by reinforcing the
positive desired acts.

What are the general goals and objectives of the progrotic?

The major goals of the program are:

To develop student/family understanding of the technology-
based society of the State of California.
To design a curriculum incorporating occupational skills
analysis to make relevant the acquisition of reading and
mathematics skills.
To motivate students with the desire to learn by instituting in-
novative techniques such as gaming/simulation, field trips, team
learning. and leadership instructipn.
To-upgrade performance in reading and mathematics.
To raise student occupational and educational aspiration level.
To improve overall classroom and school social behavior.
To enable students tarelate positively individual cultural
strengths to:schOO1 activities.
To enable school staff to acquire understanding of the special
characteristic's of R-3 pupils.

- To provide measures for the stude_nt's parents and families to
participate in the program.

Organization and Ma
450".

Now is the program orga
o.

Students in the program ju
in-thr.ee classes taught by
day in the regular schoOl
mathematics curricula wer
submitted to Lockheed pe
utilizing the skills taught.
into modular units of.study
contents of each module i
developed around a sefof
segment in the activity -per
of a given cluster of occu
geovrally operates for a, p
segmenti make up the an
each a week in length and
periods, are highly structur
the school.

What specific objectiies

Objectives for 'reading an
organized into categories.

'the objectives within the 'c

1 Students will improve or
facilitate reading

1.1 Use accepted pronuncia
1 7 Repeat important facts a

oral presentations of sho

2. Students will improve co
2.2 Improve comprehension

optically -based reading
similar population not pa

2.3 Im prOvecom prehension
reading materials.

3. Students will improve ab
through reading.

3.1 Use correct procedures
books from school or pu

3.4 Discriminate between in
formation presented as o

4. Students will utilize seve
tion.

4.1 Plan and execute multi-
simulated situations.
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Nature of Program

For whoM is the program designed?

The program is designed for underachieving, disadvantaged-.
students in .grades 7, 8, and 9.

On what rationale was the program designed?

:The rationale dev oping the program was based on the
assumption that tradi ional curricula and classroom activities
have failed to help students of the type included in the target .

population to achieve to their full capabilities. Therefore, the
students quit trying and the typical behavioral symptoms of
dropouts and delinquencies become apparent. The program
seeks to remedy this by identifying the basic causes of un-
derachievement in fundamental skill areas and then combining
school, home, community, and technological resources in an ef-
fort to change student behavior..
The title R-3 reflects the rationale of the program:-"students are
ready to learn only when they .areimotivated; motivation is
achieved when the performance of an act is-made rerevant to a
reward; and major changes are made lasting by reinforcing the
positive desired acts.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The major goals of the program ar(.

To develop student family understanding of the technology-
based society of the State of California
To design a curriculum incorporating octaational skills
analysis tb makerelevant the acquisition of reading and
mathematics skills
To m tivate students with the desire to learn by instituting in-
nova e techniques such as gaming /simulation, field trips, team
lear mg, and leadership instruction.
To upgrade performance ir-reading and mathematics
To raise student occupational and educational aspiration level.
T9 improve overall classroom and school social behavior
To enable students to relate positively individual cultural
strengths to school acttvities
To enable school staff to acquire understanding of the special
characteristics of R-3 pupils

A To provide measures for the student's parents and families to
participate in the program.

Organization and Materials

How is t program organized?

Stud.ents'in the priogram junior MO school spend each morning
in three classes taught by project staff and the remainder of the
day in the regutar school curriculum,_The reading and

. .

mathematics curricula were organized by the school district and
submitted to Lockheed personnel who' develDped R-3 activities
utilizing the skills taught. Program objectives are incorporated
into modul units of stud9-occupying given time segments. The
contents of ach mbdule.in the math and reading curricula are
developed a ound a set of t pecific behavioral objectives. Each
segment in t e activity period is designed about a core subject
of a given c uster of occupations. Each R-3 curriculum unit
generally operates for a period of two weeks. Fourteen such
segments make up the annual program. Two of the segments,
each a week in length and known as high intensity involvement
periods, are highly:structured field tripsto locations distant from
the school..

What specific objectives are involved?

Objectives.for reading and reading-. .related .activities are
organized into categories. Examples of categories and a few of
the objectives within the category follow:

1 Students will improve oral communication skills in order CO-
faciptate readjlq

1 1 Use accepted pronunciation of spoken words.'
1 7 Repeat important facts and relationships after listening to

oral presentations of short stories and factual information.

2. Students will improve comprehension of written materials.
2.2 Improve comprehension, test scores for mechanically or

optiCally-based reading at a rate greater than studerlts from a
similar population not. participating in the program.

2.3 Improve comprehension test scores on standardized-graded
reading materials.

3. Students will improve ability to obtain specific information
through reading.

3.1 Use.correct procedures for obtaining specific reference
books from school or public libraries.

3.4 Discriminate between infdrmation presented as fact and jn-
formation presented as opinion in written materials.

4 Students will utilize several sensory modalities of communica-
tion

4.1 Plan and execute multi -media utilizatiortin real and
simulateitsituations.
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4.2 Specify relativestrengths and weaknesses of individual
media for school communication.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Project students attend one 50-minute class daily specifically for
reading instruction. The total program requires three 50-minute
classes daily and two 1-week field. trips a year..

What materials are provided for the student?

The project staff did not design the curriculum materials used in
reading instruction. Commercial materials are used but se-
quenced to staff-selected learning events. The materials used
during the R-3 activity period were designed by Lockheed per-
sonnel expressly for this program.

What materials are provided for the teacher? .

Each module has a packet of materials prepared for the teacher
whic/includes the following:

1. A list of the general -mathematics objectives ofthe program.

2. A list of the general reading objectives of the progra?n.

3. A list of the specific behavioral objectives to be realized by the
completion of The occupational module

4. Lesson plans for the two-week period.
.

5. Description of games to be included in specific lessons.

6. Description of relevant field trips to be taken in conjunction
with the unit.

7. Evaluation forms for each objective.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher.amade
materials?

The' program is quite open to additional materials.

What student assessment materials' are provided or
suggested?

'Diagnostic instruments include the Comprehensive Test el
Basic Skills and the Spache.Diagnostic Reading Scales. An item
analysis of student performance on these instruments is used to
develop a profile on each student in the fist two weeks of the
program. The profile with skills clustered under the areas of

1

comprehension, study skills, vocabulary, and reading-habits, is
updated periodically on the basis of student progress.

Classroom Activities

How are the classroom organized?

Class sizes are approximately 20-25 in the reading and
mathematics periods. Thirty students come together for the R-3
activity period which is under the direction of at least two. staff
members. In the reading classes, 70 per cent of classwork_is in-
dividualized with the remainder in small groups of from two to
seven. The work is focused around the activities of the A-3 com-
ponent. Classes are heterogeneously grouped and are taught by
one teacher and an aide.

How are the materials used?

'The program employs an eclectic approach to reading instruc-
tion. The language experience approach is used as the basis of
most instruction, but ph6nics, aural/oral, and linguistid
procedures are used when warranted. Individualization is
facilitated by peer tutoring and the use of teaching machines.
Learning contracts utilizing the full range of supplementary
materials are developed. \
Are teacher supplements used?

a

A variety of teacher supplements are used Teacher aides, the
majority of whom speak Spanish, assist in instruction. Peer
tutorinj em loyed and a_variety of teaching machines allow
individual' zed instruction.

How is stu ent progress assessed?

Student ogres assessment is inherent in the individualized
nature olinstruction. Student profile sheets are used for record-,
keeping urposes.

Imp! mentation Requireents and I;rovisior

Are special facilities needed or suggested? L>

Tlfe project needs only the .classrooms and support facilities,
common in a well-equipped junior high schobl. Howeyer, it is
desirable for the project to have special quarters with furniture
which promotes team learning.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

The program makes use of a multi-media approach and must be:



equipped with a variety of audio - visual aids.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

Some in-service training is necessary to master.the R-3 activity
components.

What provisions are made for the special training of teachers?

in-service training is the responsibility of thuser. Each member
of the project staff spends approximately 50 hours in in-service
work .eYear, Planning sessions are scheduled daily and special
sessions are held by project director, evaluator, materials direc-
tor, and other staff leaders. Each major scheduled event is
preceded by a workshop.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Costs to implement the program would vary depending on local
decisions. The per pupil costs fOr operating the program in San
Jose has been .approximately $250 to $300 above the usual per
student expenditures. The district estimates the per pupil cost to
replicate the program at $433.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The program was initiated in 1967-68 in cooperation with the
Education Division of Lockhted Missiles and Space Company.
Originally the prograM was designed for eighth-grade students
only. In 1968 a second group of eighth-graders began the
program and the original group continued on to a newly-
developed ninth-grade R -3 curriculum. In 1969; new state
regulations required that the program be extended to the °
seventh-grade and to include all- students. The program tem-
porarily dropped its eighth. and ninth-grade components while
accommodating the larger seventh-grade group. The program
was again expanded to include the two higher grades.

What is the present status of the program?

The program is now operative at the seventh, eighth, and ninth-
grade levels. It has been chosen by the Right-to-Read Effort as
one of five programs disseminated nationally.

Program Evaluation

1.

How has the program been evaluated?

Program evaluation has been conducted by the staff and in-
dependently by the .Rand Corporation, Santa Monica California ,
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s.

Pre- posttest achievement gdins were compared to national
norms and to control groups for some elements. Tests used were
the California Test of Basic Skills and the California Achieve-
ment Test. Attitudinal chapges were inferred from data on at-
tendance, referrals, and disciplinary action. .

What are the indicated strengths and the limitationi of the
program?

Despite some evaluation difficulties occasioned by changes in
state laws, the program has been shown to be successful in im- ,

proving reading and mathematics achievement scores and in
producing positive attitude changes toward school. Each year
the gains made by the R-3 students, were significantly greater
than those.of control groups, and 'greater than growth rates

\reflected by norms.

T4.OVerall reading achievement gain for 1972-73 on the Cali-
foram Test of Basic Skills, Form R, Level 3, exceeded normal
expectation by three months, Per month average gains were 1.4.

Reading achievement was greater in comprehension than vocab-
ulary which reflects the project's emphasis on understanding and
reinforcement through gaming/simulation.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtain ?

Information concerning the progra can be obtained by
\\,..ontacting:

,.,

Ms. -aline E. Perazzo
Heillert HoOvequnior High School
1450 Naglee Avenue

.

.
ose, California 95126
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Remedial Reading
Laboratories

El Paso Public Schools
El Paso, Texas

Summary

The Remedial Reading,Labora-
tones in El Paso, Texas were de-

=veloped to provide remedialin-
struction to capable children
from poverty pockets within the .

city. Children in grades 4 through
-12 attend small group sessions
for 50 to 60 minutes daily. The
majority of these children are.
Mexican -AMericam andthe read-
ing problems of these are com-
plicated by the language prob-
lerns.associated with non-English
speaking homes. The program,

-aims at improving reading
achievement, Self-confidence,
and self-esteem to the levels
Where the children can profit
from regular classroorninstruc-. ,r;

tion.
.

Selection of students is based on
.,

objective criteria designed to --
identify children wtioSe reading
achievement is below their in-
telligence and achievement-in
other academic areas. Individual
diagnosis and prescription of in-
struction is employed but most
Instruction is to small groups of
about. eight. In-service training
andthe development of system-
atic procedures have contributed
to the success of the program.
Evaluation data collected from a
variety of instruments show that
children in the labs mak gains in
reading achievement bbnd'

th6e expected of non-disadvan-
taged children under average
.conditions. Follow-up studies
show te former lab students
have improved attitudes toward
themsees and school and are
more capable of handling grade-
levelsubject matter. .

1'64

Nature of the Program

For whom is the progriim designed?

The Remedial Reatling Laboratory program is designed f
children in grades 4 tbrougk12 Who are reading at levels b
what is expetted from: intelligence and mathematics scores.
childr4'n come from poverty areas and over 95 per cent ar
Mexican-American\ backgrounds.

On what rationale was .the-.program designed?

The program. offers the following as Statement of its
pritlosophy:.

.
.

The goal of remedial:reading,lpStructiorvis to guide pupils
achieve' their potentials. thierespect rernedial scoring is.
very different from °Overydayteac-hio in any subject area.
primary difference is that 'irislruction The. reading labora
adheres moreqonlitstenV tO1heprinciple of reaching pupil
individually. This becomes an attainable goal because: 1)
oupil-teacher ratio Is restriOted;.2) materials are -varied; an
instruction is individualized according-to-diagnostic indicati
In planning. remedial instruction the following principles shd
ser-yea's guidelines: '2>

- zc

Effective reading instruction depends qn thorough and comti
'diagnosis. Of individual .prOfIciencieS and deficiencies throu
bcitklesti.Mg and informal -anplysis.

,l,nstructiOri- is based on the profile of skills revealed by the.'
dtagnosiscand. is adjusted in response .to the pupil's progre
Materia are 'sufficiently difficult to challenge the pupil, but
ficie.ntly e o ensure Ylis success,-0

. Little or no pressure from teachers and parents is brough
°ear on the pupil..

Jo .

t .1..

The criterion of skill mastery, rather than pupil's grade pla
merit, goverr4jhe substance, pace, and direction of instructi
lndivtdual assiStanqe and :personal, encouranient are rea
available to each pupil.

No teacher is Ili-lilted to a narrow range of materials or tech
:niques.

What a're the generalgoals and objectives of the protram,
4

The prograffi foi4mat has changed considerably over the ye
as a result'of yeafikeValuations but major goals have remain
the same. These objectives are: 1) to raise the pOpil'S'readi.
achievement-A° a le/el consistent with his re'adingexpectandy



that he can benefit from instruction *at his normal academic
grade level, and 2) to improve, his self-concept, social accep-
tante. vd adjustment to school.

Organization and Materials

How is the program. organized?

The program has three major components: special selection of
scheekkig procedures, provision for.systematic instructional
planning, and individualized instruction within'small groups.
Pupil selection is initially by classroom teacher referral:Using a
standard form, student achievement in reading is compared to
intelligence test and mathematics scores. Students whpse
reading achievement is considerably below what would be ex-
pected from the other measures are referred to the labs for
further testing.

Selected students are given individualized diagnostic tests to
determine their specific learning problems. Students are
groupeciciccording to,specific disability or by grade level. Two
source books develoPed by the district are used as a basis for
planning 'instruction. These books provide detailed descriptions
of methods suwested for use in organizing programs and in
remediating various types.of reading problems'and index a
variety of materials to specific skill teaching areas. The -books
are designed to insure a uniformly rationalized and im-
plemented program throughout the district while-allowing
latitude to individual schools and teachers. The program Is
further, reinforced by in- service training.

What Specific objectives are involved?

The program endeavors to develop a comprehensive set of
skills each student.as indibated through diagnostic
procedures. The.skills are divided into the four major' ategories
of: 1) vocabulary development, 2) comprehension skills

.development, 3) study skills development,. and 4) fluency and
rate development. Skill levels range from readiness techniques
to reference skills appropriate to high school.

How much student time is devoted to the program?
,.. o

Each student selected for the program spends 50 to 60 minutes
daily in the reading lab.

I

What' materials .are provided for the student?

paperback books for pleasure reading, filmstrips, kits, games,
charts, and cards. Laboratories are equipped with numerous
audiovisual devices including controlled readers, tachis-
toscopes, projectors, recorders, etc.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

In systematizing their remedial reading program, the distra
developed a comprehensive set of materialto eid the teach in
diagnostic - prescriptive instruction. Chief among them are the
197 page manual A Diagnostic Approach to Remedial Reading
and The Teacher's Source Book. The first of these, details com-
plete procedures for the remedial program. Survey and
diagnostic instruments for the skill areas, suggestions and ac-
tivities for developing skills, ideas for bullAin boards, instruc-
tional aids and forms for a variety of purposes are included.
Composite crass record sheets for tabulatirig specific individual

° deficiencies allow for flexible grouping and regrouping for
specific instructicrrt. The record manual is a page7by-page item,
analySes of instructional materials available correlated with the

-skills. .

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

One management document used by the program is an inven-
tory sheet listing all materials currently on hand for the program.
Each teacher orders from-their sheet the materials and equip- -

ment -desired..Materials available include numerous texts,

The program is totally open to teacher-made materials and
prdvides many examples to stimulate additional materials.

What student assessment materials are provided or
Suggested?

The program uses-a variety of published survey and diagnostic
instruments. In addition, the manual contains such informal
diagntstic devices as graded word lists, graded paragraphs,
Cloze tests, phonics skill tests, grapheme-phoneme tests, struc
tural analysis tests, alphabetizing and syllabication tests, and
tests of various auditory skills.

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms organized?

Classes are generally composed of eight or fewer students
grouped by skill need. -Class sesosioris make use of,.frequently
changing activities, at least three per session. Students work
dependently or in small groups.

How are the materials used?

Many specific examples of methodology are systematically,out-
lined in A Diagnostic Approach to Remedial Reading and



teachers are encouraged to develop their own ideas. Methods
are grouped by. skill need so the teacher has a ceady source of
options lo follow-up diagnosis. Many of the methods involve
game-like situations.

Are teacher supplements used?

The program does not use pdr.aprofeSsionals, volunteers, or
crdss -age tutors although such supplements could be useful:

How is student progress assessed?

Classes are kept small enough that student progress assess-
ment. is a continuous function of close student- teacher interac-
tion. The teacher has available a variety of formal and informal
;instruments and the training to use therh:

Implementation Requirements and Provisions
O

Are special facilities needed or'suggested?

An adequate room is necessary for each, lab.

IsSpecial,equipment needed or'suggested?

The teacher must have available a variety of equipment and
materials.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

The amount of in-service training depends on the competence
of the staff. In-service training is necessary to adopt and under-

1 stand specific program procedures.

What provision is made for special training of teachers?.

ie program conducts an extensive program of in-service train-
ing. A special 11-room resource and training center at a high
school serves as a center for the training..One -way mirrors allow
obserVation of remedial techniques. Trainirig and demonstra-
tion sessions on newly field-tested equipment and materials are
held. A special library is stocked with over 1400 high-interest,
-low-vocabulary books. In-serviceAraining is planned and
regularly scbeduled but differs from year to year according to
need.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The cost of implementing the program would depend on many
local decisions. Instructional materials are treated as nonexpend
able and updating is required every six years. Costs for

_

replicating the program are estimated by the staff as follows:

Grades .4 through 8:
Initial lab cost $2,630.00
Prorated for six years 438.00
per pupil cost (50/unit) 8.76

Grades 9 through 12:
Initial unit cost $1,460.00
Prorated for six years 243,00
Per pupil cost (50/unit) 4.83

The cost of operating the program averages about $210 per
pupil above regular costs.

'Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The Remedial Reading Laboratories have developed slowly over
the years as a result of careful and systematic planning coupled:
with honest evaluation. Remedial reading classes first began in.
El Paso schools in 1963 with a one-school. one-teacher summer
program. Over the next two years the prograM spread to a few
other schools. With the advent of Title I monies in 1965 the
program was expanded vigorously throughout the district. By
1970, twenty-five schools had reading labs and systematic
procedures had volvedf

During the first year of the program, evaluation studies showed
that hoped-4dr gains had not materialized. The district under-!
took a reappraisal of the progrlim and made the necessary corn-.
mitment. Reading labs.were removed from boiler rooms,
closets, and auditorium stages and given adequate quarters. A
summer workshop of teachers and administrators worked on
procedures, techniques and materials. Subsequent evaluations.
have introduced new changes. One such evaluation found th.at"
children do better in small groups than in a one-to-one tutorial
setting and the program was systematized to provide for small'
group instruction.. An extensive in-service training program with.
adequate facilities was developed to train new reading lab
teachers arkito continuously upgrade the skills of the staff:

What is the state of the present program?

Over the years the program has evolved until it-resembles a
systems-approach in many of its components, yet it rebfnains
firmly founded on the traditional concepts of remedial reading.
The program has won a national reputation and is one of five
p.rograms selected by the Right-to-Read Effort fOr national dis
semination.
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Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Evaluation procedures have varied over the years. In general. a
pre-post test model using standardized reading tests has .

been used to measure reading achievement gains. Classroom
work habits, personal adjustment, and social and academic
traits have been measured by a variety of techniques including
teachers ratings and follow-up studies.

What are the indicated strengths and limitations of the
program?

Evaluation data over the years indicate that children attending
the program make gains in reirng exceeding those expected
from average children in an average classroom. Over 80 per
cent of the students have been rated bytheir 'teachers as
average or above in work habits, personal adaptability, interest,
and social habits in the classroom following training in the
piogram Pre- and post-program ratings by teachers show
significant increases,in the personal and social attrib.utes.
Follow -up studies on studentS of earlier years show most of the
students well-adjusted to school and making average gradesin
their course work. It was concluded from these studies that a
large proportion of the students completing the program.retain
their ability to cope with grade -level subject matter and have im-
proved attitudes toward sell. school: and society.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

For information concerning the program', contact:

Mrs Edwa Steirnaglt
Title I Remedial Rea ing
El Paso Public Schools
PO Box 1710
100 West Rio Grande Avenue
El Paso. Texas 79999
(915.1 533-4951

Dr. Guy McNeil. Director.
Research and Evaluation
El Paso Public Schools
P.O. Box 1710
100 West Rio.Grande Avenue
El Paso. Texas 79999
(915) 533-4951

I
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Sesame Street

Children's T.V. Workshop
New York, N.Y. 10023

Summary

Few people above the age of
three need any introduction to
Sesame Street, the immensely
popular television:program de-
signed to teach readiness con-
cepts to pre-school children at

me. The general public, how-
ever, may not be aware that the
programming of SeSame Street
is based on a Carefully selected
set of behavioral objectives and
that the effectiveness of the pro-
gram in meeting these objectives
has been subjected to continuous
and elaborate evaluation.

16L

Nature of the program

For whom is the program designed?

The program was designed for 3, 4, and 5year-old Children.

On what rationtils.was the program designed?

The program was developed to provide a pre-school
educational readiness experience for children aged 3 through 5
who do not attend nursery school, Head Start programs, and the
like. Of the 12 million children aged 3-5 in the United States,
over four-fifths of the 3 and 4 year-olds and one-fourth of the 5
year olds do not attend any form of school. Television..was
chosen to provide this experience since almost every house in
the United States has a television set and preschool-aged
children are its most faithful viewers. It was felt that while there
was ample evidence that children learn through viewing televis-
ion, no programs at that time were presenting the desired
programming.

What are he general goals and objectives of the program?

The general objectives of Sesame Street are to use the media of
televisiOn to bring to the homes of all children the advantages of
preschool training. While the show had to be attractive and
entertaining -enough.to maintain the interest of the target pop-
ulation, the primary goals of the program were educational.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

As part of the extensive evaluation of Sesame Street, Educa-
tional Testing Service conducted acontent survey of program-
ming. The 130 shows of the first year and the.1.45 shows of the
second year were sampled every 30 seconds to determine what
goals were being covered at the time. The goals were categorized
and stated as specific behavioral objectives.

What specific objeCtives are involved?

The specific objectives of Sesame Street changed somewhat
from the first to the second year of broadcasting due to modifica-
tions of philosophy, experience and the'evaluation results of the
first year Given below are the specific objectives of the 1974-
75 season: .

I. The Child and His World

A. Self
1 Body Parts and Functions The child can identify, label

and state or recog
as the:

head
nose
ear
eye
tongue
arm

2 The Child and His
can act effectively.
a. By acquisition

1. experimenta
2. asking quest
3. practice,

b. By making use
(remembering)...

c. By anticipating
d. By manipulatin

(imagining).
e. By utilizing div

plore alternate
ment (creativity
1. Divergent u
2. Divergent ca
3! Analogies (o'

. objects and
(See also Reas

3. Reasoning and Pro
a. Generating and

1. Presented wi
a. The child

cedent an
that situat

b. The child
when giv

2 Presented wi
a. The child

solutions.
The child
when give
tion$. (Ma
or pretest'

3. Given a set o
child can use
answer..

4. Emotions
a The child can re

discuss his em

love
surprise
sadness
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Nature of the prograM

For whom is the program designed?

The program was designed for 3, 4, and 5 year-old children.

On whafationale was the program designed?

The program was developed to provide a pre-school
educational readiness experience for children aged 3 through 5
who do not attend nursery school, Head Start programs, and the
like. Of the 12 million children aged 3-5 in the United States,
over four-fifths of the 3 and 4 year-olds and one-fourth of the 5
year olds do' not attend any form of school. Television was
chosen to provide this experience since almost every house in
the United States has a television set and preschool-aged
children are its most faithful viewers. It was felt that while there
was ample evidence that children ,learri through viewing televis-
ion, no programs at that time were presenting the desired
programming

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The general objectives of Sesame Street are to use the media of
television to bring to the homes of all children the advantages of
preschool training. While the show had to be attractive and
entertaining enough to maintain the interest of the target pop-
ulation, the primary goals of the program were educational.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

As part of the extensive evaluation of Sesame Street, Educa-
tional Testing Service conducted a content survey of program-
ming. The 130 shows of the first year and the 145 shows of the
second year were sampled every 30 seconds to determine what
goals were being covered at the time. The goals were categorized
and stated as specific behaviyral objectives.

What specific objectives are involved?

The specific objectives of Sesame Street changed somewhat
from the first to the second year of broadcasting due to 'modifica-
tions of philosophy, experience and the evaluation results of the

N first year. Given below are.the specific objectives of the 1974-
75 season:

I. The Child and His WOrld

A. Self
1. Body Parts and Functions The child can identify, la el

. .

and state or recognize the function of such body parts'
as the: .

head
nose

. ear
eye
tongue
arm

elbow
hand
finger
leg
kheE
foot

2. The Child and His Powers - The child recognizes that he
can act effectively on his own behalf:
a. By acquisition of skills and knowledge through:

1. experimentatio1 3
2. asking questions
3. practice

b. By making use of previously acquired information
(remembering).

c. By anticipating future needs (planning).
d. By manipulating the environment within his mind

(imagining).
e. By utilizing divergent and convergent thinking to ex7

plore alternate ways of interacting with the environ-
ment (creativity), e.g , by identifying and generating:
1. Divergent uses for an object
2. Divergent causes and effects of an event
3. Analogies (or convergent uses) among different

objects and events
(See also Reasoning & Problem Solving)

3. Reasoning and Problem Solving
e. Generating and Evaluating Explanations and SolutiOns

Presented with a situation:
a. The child can suggest several possible ante-

cedent and/or consequent events surrounding
that situation.

b. The child can select the most likely explanation
when given a limited choice of explanations.

2. Presented with a problem: -. .
a. The child can suggest sevdral divergent

solutions.
b The child can select the most likely solUtion

when given a limited c.hoice..of possible solu-
tions. (Making use of trial and error strategies
or pretesting solutions).

3. Given a set of progressively revealed clues the
child.aan use those duet to arrive at the correct
answer.-

4. Emotions
a. The child can recognize. identify. label and

discuss his emotions, including:

love anger ..-fear
surprise happiness pride
sadneSs
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b. The child can demonstrate awareness of and consid-
eration for these emotions in othersfsee Six/al Inter-
action, Cooperation).

c. The child can appropriately express his feelings,
verbally and behaviorally.

d. The child demonstrates (1) feelings of pride and self-
worth and (2) an accurate estimation of his own abili-
ties, resources and competences. The following two
skills are spotlighted as being representative and im-
portant in this goal area:
12 Coping with failure: The ch4develops discrimina-

tion in deciding when to persist with a particular
approach to a problem; he refines his ability. to
discern his progress toward a goal: he becomes
progressively, more capable of defining his own
standards of success.

2. Entering social groups: The child builds- and ex-
pands his repertoire of ways for initiating inter-
'action with other.children and groups of children;
he becomes more confident in his social
competence.

B. Social Units

1. .Career Awareness
a. The child will be able to identify, label or state the

names of several (three or more) career occupations,
and will be able to describe -one, or more principal
fuhctions of each.

b. The child can recognize that through his own actions
(e.g., practice, or planning, etc.) he/she can begin to
acquire some of the skills. necessary for different
careers (see The Child and his Powers).

c. The child can aspire to different career roles and
recognizes that their attainment is a result of different
skills, interests and preparation,- and not contingent
upon sex or race.

2. Social Groups and Institutions
a. The Family and the Home

1. The child-recognizes that various types of struc-
tures serve as homes.

2. The child recognizes what a family is and can de-
scribe several types of activities characteristically
performed by families.

b. The' Neighborhood The child is familiar With the
social and physical boundaries of his own neighbor-
hood.

c. The City or Town .- The child recognizes various struc-
tures, spaces, and points of interest which make up
the city or town.
.Ex. 1 The child knows that there are zoos, parks,
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playgrounds, airports, etc., and stores where
various types of common items may be pur-
chased.

Ex. 2 The child understands that there are many dif-
ferent_ cities; that various goods or products
must be transported in and out; and that various
modes of transportation are employed.

Ex. 3 The child identifies the respective functions of
such institutions as the school, post office, hos-
pital, bank and phone company..

C. Social Interactions

1. Social Attitudes The child is encouraged to develop
"positive social attitudes such as kindness, generosity
and helpfulness and to exhibit these attitudes in his
behavior.

2 Differing Perspectives
a. The child.realizes that different individuals or groups

may have different reactions in similar situations.
b. The child demonstrates that he is aware of and values

the feelings, preference's and modes.of behavior of
other individuals and groups.

3. Cooperation - The child recognizes that in certain situ-
ations it is beneficial for two or more individuals to work
together, toward a common goal.
a. Division of Labor When a child is a member of a

group that has acomrhon goal, he realizes that spme-
times the goal will be more easily achieved if each
member of the group shares in the work or' planning.

b. Combining of Skills - When a child is a memberof a
group that is working toward a common goal, he real-
izes that the goal will be, most easily accomplished if
each member of the group contributes- his own unique
and special skill.

c. .Reciprocity The child realizes that in certain situa-
tions, in order to accomplish his goal. he must request
the assistance of others and must in turn assist them
in accomplishing their goals.

4. Conflict Resolution The child can prOvide adequate
resolutions to conflict whene is presented with a famil-
iar conflict situation.

D. The.Man-Made Environment - The child is familiar with the
general form and functions of:

Machines and tools.
2. Buildings and other structures. .

E. The Natural Environment - The child has an awareness of
the general characteristics of:.
1. Land, sky, and water.
2. City and country.



3 Plants and animals
4 Natural processes and cycles.

F. Quality ot the Environment - The child sees himself as an
important part of the environment and is aware of such con-
cepts as:
1 Interrelatedness
2 Irreversible change.
3 Limits of natural resources.
4. Importance of environmental planning.

II. Symbolic Representation

A. Pre- Reading Goals

The'following is a list of reading principles that illustrate the
relationship between the spoken and written language. Al-
though these abstract'principles will not be taught directly,.
each has guided the selection of one pr more of the pre-
reading skills that will be taught directly.

Words can be identified as distinct units in writing just as
they can be identified as distinct units in speech (5a, 5b,
5c, 4a, 4b).
Written words are symbols for spoken words (5b, 5C).
Spoken words are made up of.distinct speech sounds
(4a, 4b, 3a,-3b; 2c).
Written words are made up of letters which are symbOls
for those speech sounds (5b, 5c).
Letters combine to make written words just as speecta
sounds combine to make spoken words (5b, 5c).
The order in which letters appear. in a written word cor-
responds to the order in which sounds are produced in
saying that word (54D, 5c, 2c).
Words and sentences are read from left to right)(5b, 5c).

1. Letters
a. Matching Given a printed letter (upper or tower case)

the child can select the identical letter from a set of
printed letters.

b. Recognition Given the verbal label for a letter, the
child can select the appropridte letter (upper or lower
case) from a set of printed letters.

c. Labelling - Given a printed letter (upper or lower
case), the child can provide the verbal label.

2. Letter Sounds
a. Given a set of words presented orally all beginning .

with the same letter sound (not necessarily a sustain-
. ing consonant), the child can select a picture of an
object that begins with the same letter sound from a
set of pictures.

I
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b. Given a sustaining consonant sound, the child can
select the corresponding printed letter from a set of
printed letters.

0 For sustaining consonants (f-l-m-n-r-s-v-z), given the
printed letthr, the child can produce that letter's
corresponding sound.

3. Rhyming
a. Giverka set of rhyming words presented orally and the

initial (sustaining) consonant sound of a new word,.
the child can produce a rhyming word beginning with
that sound. . .

b. Given a.set of rhyming words presented orally, the
child can select a rhyming word from a set of pictures.

c. Given two or more words tbat rhyme, the child can
select or supply.a third rhyming word.

d.. Given a set of words, the child is able to label the set
as a rhyme:

4, Verbal Blending
'a. Given a two-syllable word presented orally with a.

separation between the two syllables, the child can
blend the two syllables and repeat the word without
the separation,. EX: say "ta-ble" to child and ask,
"What word did I say?" or, ''Say it fast.

b. Given a three or four letter word presented orally with
a separation between the initiabonsonant sound and
the rest of the word, the child can blend the word
without the separation. Ex say "c-at" to child and ask.
"What word did I say?" or, ''Say it fast.-

ds
a. tching Given a printed word, the child can select

the identical word from a set of printed words.
b. Recognition Given a verbal label for any of the

words appearing iv the Sesame Street III word list
(in English and Spanish), the child can select the
appropriate word from a set of printed words presented
in a variety of context.

Sesame Street Word List
1. bus 8. open
2. danger 9. school'
3. exit 10. stop
4. help 11. street
5. love 12. telephone
6. me, 13. walk
7. no 14. yes

Spanish Sight Words
1. cerrado -closed 6. beligro - danger
2. abierto open 7. casa house
3. salida - exit 8. beso kiss
4. entrada entrance 9. agua- water
5. yo I 10. amor love 172

6. ReCitation of the Alphabet - The child carli'
alphabet.

B. Numbers Goals

1 Numbers '
a. Matching -.Given a printed numeral, the,; lvjild can

select the identical numeral from a sett aprinted
numerals (no. 1 - 12). ,!

b. Recognition Given the verbal labeLfbr a numeral,
the child can select the appropriate numeraTfrom a
set of printed numerals (no. 1'.= 12). v.

c. Labeling - Given a printed nurrretaLithe child can-
provide the verbal label (no. 1 12);

d. Recitation
1. The child can recite the numbefs fron2 1 to 20.

. 2. Given a starting point under ten, the child can
count from that number to anigiven higher number

. to ten.
3.- The child can count backwards tens

2. Numerical Operations
a. Enumeration - The child can de itt set or subset of

up to ten objects from a larger epi,;( ,

Ex. 1 "Here are some pennies.HOW many are there?"
Ex. 2 "Here are some pennies. fp*e two."
1. The child can recognite that the last number.

reached in countirfg is the lita.1 number in the set.
Ex: "Count the pennies. HOw many are there?"

'.2. The child can make use Of counting strategies.
Ex: When counting objects arranged in a circle,
the child will identify the first object counted by
marking it, moving it, or'Ooting a distinguishing
characteriStic of that objebt..

3. The child can count everA time: Ex: "How Many
times did I clap my hand'

b. Number/Numeral Correspondence The child can-as-
sign the correct numeral tttpet6 of different numbers..
Ex: goes with the numeral

c. Number Configurations - The child can recognize
familiar configurations of up to five objects. Ex.:

cite the

2 = , 4 =
,

3=



d. Measurement The child can identify various meaarr- =_...... 2. Size Relationships Big/Bigger/Biggest; Small/Smalle
ing instruments such as scales, rulers, etc. and under- Smallest; Short/Tall.
stands then-function. . 3. Quantitative Relattnships None, Some, More, Most,

e. Addition and Subtraction The child Can add one ob- All, Less. .
r

ject to any group of up to five objects or subtract one 4. Positiohal Relationships Under, Over, On, Through,
object from any group of no more than five objects. = Around, Next To, First, Last, Up, Down,: Beginning, En.

5. Distance Relationships Near, Far, Close to, Away fro
C. Geometric Forms (circle-cirOUlo, triangle-triangulo, square- 6. Temporal Relationships First, Last, Before, After, Nex

cuadrado, rectangle-rectangulo, pentagon,. hexagon, octa- Beginning, End.
gon, trapezoid.) .
1. Labelling -'Given a drawing, cut-out, or object in the C. Classification

shape of a circle, square, triangle,4ectangle, pentagon,
hexagon, octagon, or trapezoid, the child can provide a

1 Sorting (Which of these things is not like tile others?)
verbal label-for that shape.

. . Given a group of objects, several of which have an attri
2. Recognition - Given the verbal label "circle," "square," bute in common, the child can sort out the inappropriat,

"triangle," "rectangle,:'"pentagon,""hexagon,""octagon, object on the basis of:.
or "trapezoid," the child can select the appropriate draw-
ing, cut-out, or object from b. forma set.

a. size\N d. clas-
e. quantify

c. function
III. Cognitive Orgabization 2. Classifying :- (Which of these things belongs with these

Given at least two objects that define the basis of grou
A. PercepttlArDiscrimination and Orientation ing, the child can select an additional object or objectS

. that belong in the same group on the basis of: .-

1. Visual Discrimination a. size d. class
a. Matching - The child can match a given object or plc- b. form e. quantity

lure to one of a varied set of objects-or pictures which c. function
is similar in form, size, or position. -3. Multiple ClasOication .

b. Recognition of Embedded Figures Given a form, a. Property Identification Given any object, the child
the child can find its counterpart embedded in a plc- can name at least two properties of that object.: Ex.
ture or drawing , "The ball is round and red."

c. Part /Whole Relationships The child canttructure - b. Multiple Class Inclusion and Differentiation Given '
into a meaningful whole: .. . any two objects, the child can recognize that they ar
1. Given a model and an assortment of itsparts, th-e alike on one dimension and different on another. Ex:

child can arrange these parts to match the model. "Both of these thingS are round but one is r6d-and
2. Given a model and selection of parts, the child can one is blue."

select those parts which are essential bathe con- c. Regrouping Given any group of objects, the child
struction of the model, discarding those Parts can classify them on the basis of one characteristic'
which do not belong. (Ex.: shape) and then reclassify the same objects on

3. Given a model and an assortment of its parts, the the basis of another characteristic (Ex.: size). (The
child can determine which parts are missing. point will be made that there is often no single right

answer:)
2. Auditory- Discrimination

a. Sound Identification The child can associate given
sounds with familiar objects or animals.

b. Rhyming Words See #11, Pre-Reading Goals', 3c un-
der Rhyming.

B. Relational Concepts - The child can demonstrate his under-
standing of various relational concepts.

1. Same/Different This concept underlies all of the follow-
ing relational concept categories.'

IV. Bilingual/Bicultural Objectives

1. These program elements are to reinforce cultural identity
and self-pride in viewers from Spanish-speaking back-
grounds. Strategies include presenting the following as an
integral part of the program:
a. the Spanish language

_b. Spanish customs
c. Spanish art forms: songs, music, theatre and dance
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d: Spanish-speaking performers: live-action, animated,
muppet

2. To find ways of making the curriculum goals of Sesame
Street more comprehensible and thus more accessible to
the Spanish-speaking child, so as to provide the same learn-
ing advantages the program brings to its English-speaking

, audience. Strategies include:
a. Presenting educational material in Spanish so that the

child will learn the concept first and later be able to
transfer the learning to other languages (English), while

. retaining the Spanish language. .

b. Teaching as -sight words' certain Spanish words which
are encountered often in the Spanish-speaking child's
environment.

3. To famlliarize the non-Spanish7speaking child with
another set of language and customs.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Children's Television Workshop began work in the summer of
1968 and from the beginning it was recognized that a major
evaluation project would be a necessary component.
Educational Testin,g Service was selected as the evaluator and
was involved from the beginning in the developmental aspects
of the program. By the time telecasting began in November,
.1.969, ETS had developed the ,battery of instruments necessary
to test 3 through 5 yew-old children on.the specific objectives
of the program. Over a thousand children in five geographic
areasBoston, suburban Philadelphia, Durham, Phoenix, and
northeastern rural California-were tested in the field by, ETS
personnel. Pre-test and posttest parent questionnaires were ad-
ministered which provided information on the child's home en-
vironment, and children's viewing behaviors were monitored.

The evaluation of the second year. of broadcasting sought to
build on the first by including follow-up studies of children from
the first year's sample as well as newly-selected samples. While
the first year's sample had included broad-ranging samples of
all children, the second year's sample Was primarily focused on
ucban, disadvantaged, and Spanish-speaking children.

What are the indicated strengths and limitations of the
program?

The extensive evaluation programs conducted by ETS resulted
in massive amounts of data which can only be briefly overviewed
here. The evaluation of.the first season of 26 weekt showed that
television can be an effective medium for teaching preschool
children simple facts and skills concerning letters, numbers,
geometric forms, sorting, and classification. All groups studied

in this evaluation inner -city, suburban, and ruralshdwed
significant gains in the objectives measured. Children who
watched the most gained the most. Those objectives most
emphasized on the program were, with rare exception,,the skills
best *learned,

Within the age categories, 3 year-olds learned the most and 5
year-olds the least. Indeed, 3 year-old children in the highest
viewing category exceeded at posttest the attainments of 4
and 5 year-olds from the lowest viewing category, Disadvan-
taged children in the highest viewing categories, althbugh they
showed considerably lower attainment on the pre-testsexceed-
ed middle class children in the low viewing category; on tne
posttests. The finding that amount of learning waSbfoSely
related to amount of viewing held true across age, IfeX,
geographical location, socio-economic status and mental age
variables. In addition, those children viewing at hoMe4made
gains as great as those who watched at school.

d;'4'The evaluation study of the second year of Sesame.lioreet
replicated, in general, the positive findings of the firWyear but
with important differences. In its second year, the Children's
Teleyision Workshop was trying to search out the biowdaries of
program content and broadened its goals considerably. Sixty-
three goal areas were included, of which 29 were assessed in
the evaluation precedure. For the children who had not viewed
the program the previous year, the addition of materials of: a
more complex nature reduced the impact of the program:, These
children benefitted from the simpler skills but showed weaker
learning of the more complex tasks dealing with lettersounds,
initial sounds, decoding, sight words and the like. Children in the
follow-up study who had viewed the first year's programming
did benefit from the more complex material, however. Of eleven
subgoals on which these children showed significant improve-
ment, eight were new or revised from the first year'. Differences
in most.old and simpler goal areas were not significant. Among ;
the new areas showing significant improvement were. the
children's attitudes toward school and toward the race of others.

One thrust of the second year's evaluation asked teachers to
rank the children in their classes on a number of criteria. 'The
teachers involved did not know which of their children were in-
cluded in the study sample. Study of these rankings showed that
children who had watched Sesame Street during itS first year
were most highly ranked on seven variables including attitudes
toward school and race of others. Some evidence for the validity
of the rankings can be drawn from the'lack of significant
differences on the variables, such as physical coordination,
where the program would not be expected to have an effect.

Several aspects of the second year evaluation jailed because
to controlthe difficulty of finding or maintaining adeci
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groupsall children were Watching the program. Yet the effects
whiCh did appear coupled with the first year's evaluation leave'
little doubt as to the impact of the program. This impact Was
clear enough, in fact, to raise considerably the concern abotit
the possible impact of other television programs armed at
children.
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Systematic
Approach To

. Reaqkhg
Imp Cement
(SARI)

Phf Delta Kappa

Summary

The SystematicrApproach to .

Reading Improvement. (SARI), is
a sequential, step -by -step system
based on performance objectives
with criterion-referenced tests.
The basic skills approach con-,
sists of instructional objectives,
sequenced learning paths; criter-
ion referenced pre and post

' tests, a depository of supportive
instructional methods/media,
and procedures for classroom
management to individualize in-
struction. The basic skills/SARI
approath, developed in 1972 by
Phi Delta Kappa under a USOE4
Title lit grant, hA inte9rated the
SARI reading system, brades K
through 8, with objectives based
'upon the Santa Ciara Inventory
of Developmental Tasks for pre-
school to produce a complete
systematic hierarchical sequenced
set of instructional objectives.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

SARI was designed to aid teachers in prOviding individually
guided instruction for reading skill development in Kindergarten
through eighth grade.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The program was designed to provide areading support system
based upon performance oboiectives that can be adapted success-
fully to a variety of school systems at a minimal cost.

What are the general goals and objectives of the piogiam?

SARI is designed to increase the proficiency of students and
teachers to function more effectivelfwith reading skills, and to
increase student performance significantly. Phi Delta Kappa has
defined the following generarobjectives as guidelines for pro-
ject development:

- 7.

1. Improve reading skills.
2. Exbedite individually,guided instrwticfn.
3. Provide a comprehensive classroom management system.
4. Increase teacher proficieniy.
5. Provide a method for improving comMtnicaticin with parents.
6. Provide a model for change in olh'er, areas Of the -

curricultri.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

How thach student time is

The allocation of 'student ti
teacher.

Whdt materials are prow

The project staff has devel
tivity cards which coincide
jectives defined by the pro
tests are provided for each
levels of successful achiev

What materials are provide

The system includes the.fo

Teacher's Manual
:0 Pre-Test: -

Post-Test
Parent Inforthation Book
Class Profile Charst

How opbn is the progranft
materials?

SARI is .a support reading p
of ways with otherprogram

What studehf assessment m

The project staff has design
and post tests for each perf
reading tests used by the p
mary Test-Reading (1-3), CT
CTBS, FornpA) (7-8).

Systematic Approach to Reading Improvernent.is:a Subport sys-
tem which divides the reading continuumintojour rnain'skill
areas: Vocabulary, Wol-d Analysis, Comprehension and Oral
Reading. Within these three areas, the project staff has devel-
oped 95 performance objectives in a setluential structure which
provide for evaluation of each objective through specific cri-
terion referenced pre and post tests. (

What specific objectives are involved?

The primary objective of the SARI basic skills approach is that of
significant improvement in basic reading skills in all four con-

,tinuum areas as measured by gain scores on standard reading.
tests. Additionally the program is concerned withminirrifzing
the trend in lessened reading achievement (performance) as
students move to upper grades.

Classroom Activities

How are the'classrooms org,

SARI serves as a reading su
adaPted to a broad spectru
Lions.



Nature of the Program

For whom Is the program designed*?

SARI was designed to aid teachers in providing individually
guided instructionfOrreadin,g skill tievelopffient in Kindergarten:
through eighth grade.

. . ,

On.what rationale was the program designed?

The program was'designed to-provide a reading support system'-
based upon perforMance-objectives that genbe adapted success-
fully to a variety of school'systems at a2minirnal cost.

, ,
What are the general goals and objectives of the.progHtm?

4.

SARI is designed to increase'the proficiency of students and
teachers to function more effectively with reading skills, and tb.
increase student performance significantly. Phi Delta:Kappa has
defined the following general objectiveS as guidelinesvfor pro-
ject development

1. ImproVe reading skills.
2. Expedite. individually guided instruction.

.3: Provide a comprehensive classroom Management system:
4. Increase teacher proficiency.
5. Provide a method for improving communication with parents.
6. Provide a model for change in 'other areas of the

curriculum!

Organization and Materials

How is the program -organizes? 1

SysteMatic Approach to Reading Improvement is a support sys-
tem which divides tie reading continuum into four main skill
areas'. Vocabulary, Word Analysis, Comprehension and Oral
Reading. Within these three areas, the project staff has devel-
oped 95 performance objectives in a sequential structure which
provide for evaluation of each objective through specific cri-
terion referenced pre and pOst tests.

What specific objectives are involved?

The primary objective of the SARI basic skills approach is that of
significanimprovernent in basic reading skills in all four con-

. tinuum areas as measured by gain scores on standard reading
tests. Additionally'the program is Qoncerned. with minimizing
the trend in lessened reading achievement (performance) as
students move to upper grades.

How much student time is devoted to the prograng

The allocaticfn Of student time is left to the draeretion of the
teacher.

What materials are provided forthe student.?

The project staff has developed a series of work sheets and ac-
tivity, cards which coincide with the sequence of behavioral ob-
jectives defined by the program. Project designed pre and post
tests are provided for each objective along with prescribed
levels of successful achievement.

What materiale provided fothe teacher?

The syst&m includea,the followinq:

Teacher's-Manual
Pre-Test =

Post-Test .4

Parent Information Booklets
- Class Profile Chart

Student Bubble Chart
student Tracki1ig Card

- S'tudent Placement Tests
.WOrkstieets
ActiVities

How open is the program to suprlementary and teacher-made.
materials?

SARI is a support reading program and can be used in a variety
of ways with other programs and materials.

What student assessment materials are provided or suggested?

The project staff has designed, placement tests as well as pre
and post tests for.each performance objective. Standardized
reading tests used by the project staff include: Cooperative Pr&
mary Test-Reading (1-3), CTBS Reading Test, Form 2Q (4-6)*,
CTBS, Form 3Q (7-8).

Classroom ActiVities

How are the Classrooms organized?

SARI serves as a readingSupport system and can be readily
adapted toa broad spectrum of established classroom:organiza-
tions. 2 I
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How are the materials used?

..

Although the prokram is readily adapted to a variety of uses as
a supplement to an existing program-, its primary focus is that of
providing individually guided instruction. Each program objective
has been identified as kcritical skill relating to a specific
achievement level. There are thirteen achievement levels. Each'
reading skill is accompanied by:a pre-test and a post-test. these
tests assist the teacher in assessing the learner's needs and in
evaluating his progress..

Are teacher supplem-entssed?

This program does not require the use of teacher supplements.

How is Student progress assessed?

The program defines accePtable levels of achievement for each
performance objective and provides fOr student assessment on.
the basis of the number of objectivesAchievect.

Implementation Requirements a-rid-ProVisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

No.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

Minimal in-servicertrairiing is suggested to acquaint the teacher
with the .optimal use of the program materraht,:.;

tokr3.

Nitiebrbv!sions-Are made for special,traiiiing of teachers?
.

Phi Delta offers the following training programs:
AwatenessWorkShop - 2 hours
In-service for instructional leaderS.- 3 days
hn-service for classroom.teacherst:g sessions, 3 hours each.
Consultant assistance as requee'cr

Program DevelopMent and Status

How was the ,Prograrn developed?

The program has been in operation and under on-going revisio
for, five years. /
The reading skills continuum was developed through an ESE
Title III project by the elementary teachers and Superintendent
Jesse UnderwoOd of the Enterprise Elementary School District
of Redding, California.
The comprehensive reading design was developed through an .

..ESEA.:1-4,1e 11f project.by elementary teachers in five school dis
tricts in California.

.The last revision.prior to dissemination was completed by the
Northern California Program Development Center,California
State University at Chico, California.

What is the present status of the program? .
Project SARI, now in its sixth year of operation, has been pack-
aged:for national dissemination through grant support provided
by the,U.S.-Office of Ettucation'and Phj Delta Kappa.

Program Evaluation

Hew has the program beep evaluated?

theproject's goal of substantially increasing reading performan
.;..:,f,jpAeeti evaluated in termsof gain scores on; nationally stand

reading tests for every year of project operation. All-
tcliZe.cijets were administered to pilot school children in
rural northern Californiatschool: districts serving approxi-

Iy.;4=,500 children.

16.tti,wer el.dmihftter ed to the target population in all grades in
May 1972,1C/fay 197A and May 1974. Baseline data were colleF
.ed One year prior Mprogram implementation to serve as a ski
tistical referenCe point for evaluation of gain scores on bath
school by grade level,',nd a by grade level basis. The change
score (gain score) is defined as the pre-post test difference
tween two testings (the difference between the end of the, pre-
vious year and current end of year scpe).

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The complete set of materials for an elementary school with
grade Kindergarten through eight will range from $2.25 to $3.50
per student. The enrollment, class size, and number of teachers
are the 6asic factors dete(mining the per-pupil cost.

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the program.

In 1973-74, the project schools showed significant mean gain i
creases on a by-school by-grade level, a by-grade level, and a
by-school basis compared to baseline data, and maintenance of
the significant mean gain score results obtained in the 1972-73
project year. The average4of mean gain scores for all grades an
scho2IIS was 1.13 grade equivalents as compared to the 0.65
grade equivalent gains experienced by the schools in the Pro-
gram Development Center'S service area in the 1971-72 school
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year. and 1.05 grade equivalents obtained in the 1972-73 project
year..

.In 1973-74, all grade levels'experienced gains` n excess of the
1971-72 area-wide gain score. Furthermore, all schools experi-
enced gains in excess of the,area-wide baseline, gain score.

-Twenty-eight of the thirty - seven classrboms also experienced b,

gains in excess of this area-wide mean gain score, whereas eight
had gains less than the baseline, and one had an equivalent
gain. Seventy-six'percentof the'reporting classrdoms gained
pore than the area-wide baseline gain expected from 1971-72.

....-

The project has successfully increased reading performance in
all schools and grade levels as compared to the baseline year
area-wide performance 'gains. The project has successfully mairl-
tainedfirst year of implementation increases in.performance
gains. There are indications that the project is successfully re-
ducing the regression (in reading performance) as one moves to
the upper elementaby grade levels . ,

-

Useful Inforritation

Where can the program be obtained?

Systematic Approach toReading Improvement is published by:'

Phi Delta Kappa
Eighth and Union. Streets
Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
Dr. Wilmer Bugher

Dr. B. Keith. Rose, Director
Northern California Program Development Center
California State University
Chicb, California 95926'
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